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Summary

The complex modem Electricity Power System (EPS) is the most significant pervasive infras
tructure underpinning the social, technological, and economic development of modem economies 
The context in which modern EPSs operate is consistently evolving. EPSs face dynamic chal
lenges in the form of market liberalisation, increased competition and interconnection, sustain
ability, mitigating CO2 emissions, fuel price volatility, issues of security of supply, the intro
duction of new and varying sources and most importantly improving energy efficiency. The 
European Union (EU) has set a number of 2020 energy efficiency targets which include i) 20% 
reduction in Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions ii) increasing the share of renewable energy in 
final energy consumption to 20%, and iii) reducing total consumption relative to projections by 
20%. These challenges will require a shift from the present centralised, base loaded, fossil fuel 
paradigm towards a dispersed, multi generation technological, renewables supported energy ef
ficient EPSs of significantly greater complexity.

This research thesis has two main objectives. The first is to construct a comprehensive 
methodological framework for evaluating technical efficiency performance of EPSs and the sec
ond objective is to apply this framework to the all island Single Electricity Market (SEM). The 
SEM system commenced operation in November 2007 when the Republic of Ireland (ROI) and 
Northern Ireland (NI) established a single wholesale electricity market. These two objectives 
are achieved by applying Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). DEA is a non-parametric lin
ear programming technique, employed in technical efficiency performance measurement and 
benchmarking, to determine the relative efficiencies of a set of homogeneous (comparable) De
cision Making Unit (DMU)s. Empirical DEA applications to EPSs research have seen extensive 
growth due to i) its minimal underlying assumptions, ii) facilitation of multiple input and output 
contexts and iii) its versatility in establishing technical efficiency performance.

The thesis incorporates a three tier technical efficiency framework application to the electric
ity generation and distribution functions of the all island SEM. Comprehensive DEA models are 
constructed at National, County and Individual levels to reflect the underlying operational char
acteristics of electricity generation (Thermal, Wind and Hydro) and distribution functions of the 
Irish EPS. The research study examines the technical, policy and market challenges associated 
with increasing energy efficiency in these two functions with emphasis on wind power. At the 
national level, average Total Technical Efficiency (TTE) and Pure Technical Efficiency (PTE) 
across all three forms of electricity generation was 51% and 78% respectively, whilst at the 
county level, average TTE and PTE of electricity distribution was 83% and 91% respectively. 
This thesis offers new insights into the technical efficiency measurement performance of EPSs. 
The findings presented in this thesis indicate considerable scope for technical efficiency im
provement and corrective policy procedures to improve the generation and distribution functions 
of the all island Irish SEM.
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Glossary

BCC Model: DEA model allowing for variable returns to scale (VRS) characteristics when 
estimating the pure technical efficiency (PTE) of DMUs.

CCR Model: DEA model allowing for constant returns to scale (CRS) characteristics when 
estimating the total technical efficiency (TTE) and scale efficiency (SE) of DMUs.

CRS: Constant Returns to Scale. A proportionate increase in inputs results in the same pro
portionate increase in outputs.

DEA: Data Envelopment Analysis is a non-parametric technique based on linear programming 
for the estimation of production frontiers to establish the relative efficiency of a group of similar 
units entitled “Decision Making Units DMUs”.

DMU: Decision Making Unit. A DMU is an entity responsible for converting inputs into 
outputs and whose performances are to be evaluated in the DEA analysis.

DRS: Decreasing Returns to Scale. A proportionate increase in inputs results in a less than 
proportionate increase in outputs.

Efficiency: The ability to attain the outputs with a minimum level of resources.

Efficiency Frontier: The frontier of best possible production.

Envelopment Frontier: A frontier or surface determined from the best observed or best prac
tice units.

Input Oriented Model: DEA model where the objective is to minimize inputs while producing 
at least the given output level.

IRS: Increasing Returns to Scale. A proportionate increase in inputs results in a higher pro
portionate increase in outputs.

Isoquant: The isoquant represents the boundary such that the observed production of Y cannot 
be achieved with any equiproportional reduction in all inputs. The definition of the isoquant 
for the input set provides the theoretical basis for input-oriented models of technical efficiency. 
Alternatively, production can be represented by an output set.

LP: Model Linear Programming model. A mathematical programming model in which the 
objective function and all the constraint are linear.

Output Oriented Model: DEA model where the objective is to maximise outputs while not 
exceeding the observed input levels.
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G lossary

Parameter: Any inputs or outputs employed in DEA Model.

Pareto-Koopmans: A DMU is fully efficient if and only if it is not possible to improve any 
input or output without worsening some other input or output.

Peer Group: A set of efficient DMUs to which the inefficient DMU is compared.

PPS: Production Possibility Set is defined as the set of feasible activities. DEA models im
plicitly use PPS to evaluate relative the efficiency of DMUs.

Production Function: Function in which outputs are defined as functions of inputs. 

Productivity: Ratio of outputs to inputs.

PTE: The efficiency of converting inputs to outputs.

SE: Investigates if a DMU is operating in its optimal size. It is a function of TTE divided 
by PTE.

Sensitivity Analysis: Examines the sensitivity of DEA results to perturbation in the data.

Slack Variable: A standard Linear Programming (LP) terminology for additional variables 
added to the model in order to convert inequality constraints to equality constraints. In DEA 
refers to addition improvements which is possible in specific inputs or outputs.

Translation Invariance: Property of a DEA model in which translating the original inputs 
or outputs has no effect on the efficiency score obtained.

TTE: Composed of pure technical efficiency PTE and scale efficiency SE.

Units Invariance: Property of a DEA model in which the efficiency scores are independent 
of the units in which inputs and outputs are measured.

Variable: Any inputs or outputs employed in DEA Model.

VRS: Variable Returns to Scale. A proportionate increase in inputs results in a non-proportionate 
increase in outputs.

Weights: The relative importance of the inputs and outputs in the DEA model.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The worlds energy system is at a defining juncture. Current global trends in energy supply 

and consum ption are patently unsustainable environmentally, economically and socially (lEA, 

2008). The current global energy challenge is the greatest threat to humanity in the 21st cen

tury. Acknowledging the current global energy mix, the magnitude o f the challenge is apparent; 

conventional energy sources are unsustainable. Sanyal (2012) states that coal accelerated the 

industrial revolution, oil accelerated the transport boom of the 20th century and now gas is ex

pected to be the significant contributor to energy growth up to 2030. O il’s share of global energy 

dem and has declined in the past few decades whilst gas has risen significantly and coal has fluc

tuated. The fossil fuel sources of oil, gas and coal are expected to each have a market share 

of 27% of total energy consumption by 2030. Non-fossil fuels nuclear, hydro and non-hydro 

renewable form s of energy are expected to each have a share of 6% of total consum ption by 

2030, fossil fuels are expected to have an 80% share of consum ption in 2030. Non-fossil fuels 

will contribute significantly to energy growth over the next twenty years but fossil fuels are still 

expected to account for as much as 80% of energy consumption (Sanyal, 2012).

The Electricity Power System (EPS) is arguably one of the most critically important, tech

nologically sophisticated and economically valuable infrastructural investments in the history 

of human civilisation (Burke, 2010). Electricity infrastructure is an indispensable vertebra in 

the backbone o f developed and developing countries. The ability to generate and transm it elec

trical power through a nation’s transmission and distribution system, in an efficient manner is 

param ount to sustained development and growth in today’s technology reliant society. The con

tribution o f a cost effective, reliable and secure electricity supply network is crucial to a well 

functioning, productive modern economic society (Burke, 2010). The worlds electricity gen-
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eration sector is dominated by fossil fuel sources and consequently is a significant contributor 

to anthropogenic climate change through Greenhouse Gas (GHG) and other emissions. Both 

the Republic of Ireland (ROI) and Northern Ireland (NI) are extremely fossil fuel dependent as 

imports account for a significant portion of primary energy consumed (SEI, 2009; DETI. 2008). 

This reliance on fossil fuel weakens economic competitiveness, exposes EPSs to fuel price fluc

tuations and issues of supply. This problem is not confined to Ireland, but is a global issue.

The European Union (EU) has oudined numerous policy objectives to achieve a sustainable 

energy future through systematic measures i) to tackle climate change, ii) to ensure energy se

curity and iii) to enhance energy competitiveness (EC, 2008ci, 2009). The European energy 

efficiency 2020 targets include i) 20% reduction in GHG emissions ii) increasing the share of 

renewable energy in final energy consumption to 20%, and iii) reducing total consumption rela

tive to projections by 20%. The attainment of these targets will be achieved by tackling the issue 

of i) climate change by mitigating CO2 emissions, ii) energy security by increasing the share of 
Renewable Energy Sources from Electricity (RESE), and iii) enhancing energy competitiveness 

through electricity market reform and interconnection. The implications for EPSs within Europe 
are extensive as Keane (2007) states dwindling fossil fuel resources, volatile fuel price markets 
and electricity market reform through unbundling and liberalisation are significantly altering the 
context and environment in which EPSs are operated and regulated. The benefits of electricity 

market reform include i) improved sector efficiency, ii) fostering of competitive environment, 
iii) driving low carbon investment, and iv) adding to energy security.

Under EU and National governmental persuasion EPSs are shifting towards a “low carbon 

society” due to considerable concerns over the sustainability of the world’s electricity supply 
resulting in added Renewable Energy Sources (RES)s, in particular wind power. As Europe 

strives towards a single electricity market by 2014, the Irish Government and the NI Executive 
are implementing strategies to increase the share of RESE. Both the ROI and NI have a target 

of 40% share of RESE by 2020 (DCENR, 2009; DETI, 2009). Due to its zero CO2 emissions, 
environmentally friendly and cost predictive characteristics, wind power is acknowledged as 

a viable alternative electricity power generation source in the face of depleting fossil fuel re

serves and unknown anthropogenic climate change consequences (EWEA, 2008). Numerous 

governments and countries are considering and adopting ambitious future wind energy pene

tration scenarios (USDE, 2008). Installed wind energy capacity has seen extensive growth in 
recent years with this trend expected to continue. In 1990, installed wind energy capacity was 

0.4 GW, 2011 103.3 GW and is expected to rise to 249 GW by 2020 and 400 GW by 2030 

(EWEA, 2011). In the Irish context, currently the installed capacity of wind power is approx

imately 1600 MW which is expect to rise to 5000 MW by 2020 (IWEA, 2010). Productivity 

assessment and particularly efficiency measurement of the energy and power sector is intricately 

linked to a nations economic development and growth. The improvement in efficiency of the 

generating and distribution functions of EPSs is playing an ever-increasing critical role in the

2
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energy strategies o f many government nations (Ang, 2006; Zhou and Ang, 2008). The Irish 

electricity market entitled the All Island Single Electricity M arket (SEM) consists of two inter

connecting systems, the ROI in the south and NI in the north. It has been fully operational since 

2008, prior to the adoption of the SEM, electricity market reform and liberalisation failed in 

both electricity markets. Having regard to the EUs energy efficiency objectives and the national 

RESE in the ROI and NI, this research thesis concentrates on establishing the technical effi

ciency on the newly adopted SEM and improving the efficiency of the Irish EPS as a solution to 

achieving 2020 energy efficiency targets. Subsequently, the efficiency of the RES wind power is 

investigated, thus refining the objectives of the research. This is conducted by the application of 

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to the generation and distribution functions of the Irish EPS.

DEA is a non-parametric multi input-output linear programming technique employed to cal

culate an efficiency frontier and measure the relative efficiency of a set o f com parable Decision 

M aking Unit (D M U )s'. DEA is a relative technical efficiency measurement tool em ploying op

erations research techniques to automatically calculate the weights assigned to the inputs and 

outputs o f  the DMUs being assessed. The actual input-output data values are then multiplied 

with the calculated weights to determine the efficiency scores obtained (Kabnurkar, 2001). The 

key contribution of DEA to efficiency analysis, and empirical production analysis in general, 

is the possibility to approximate unobservable production technologies from empirical input- 

output data of DMUs without imposing overly restrictive parameter assumptions (Kuosinanen, 

2001). This DEA technique has been applied for measuring the relative efficiency o f DM Us in 

various sectors such as hospitals, financial institutions and transport but most importantly has 

been extensively applied to EPS worldwide.

1.2 Aims and Objectives of the Research

In sum m ation, gaps in the current international EPSs literature exist relating to i) the efficiency 

of the sector as a whole, ii) a proven economic analysis tool to evaluate complex EPS markets, 

iii) corrective measures and policies to improve EPS efficiency, and iv) the application of DEA 

to the Irish EPS. This research thesis attempts to address the lack o f understanding in these 

areas. To address these research gaps the thesis entails the application o f DEA to the generation 

and distribution functions of the Irish EPS. The aim of the research thesis and associated DEA 

model developm ent is to explore how the Irish 2020 energy efficiency objectives can be attained 

and in particular the pivotal role the Irish EPS can contribute through improved operational 

efficiency. The primary objectives of the research are the following:

1. To conduct a comprehensive literature review in the following areas;

i Global energy challenge, climate change, EU 2020 objectives - policy implications

'in  the literature on productivity and efficiency analysis the term “D ecision M aking U nit” (D M U ) is used to 
describe a productive entity in instances when the term “firm” may not be entirely appropriate. Exam ples o f  D M U s 
include power plants, electricity distribution zones, schools, hospitals, universities and police forces.

3
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for Ireland.

ii Irish electricity generation renewable energy policy obligations through added in
stalled wind power.

iii Operational characteristics of the All Island SEM system - ROI and NI.

iv Economic efficiency and frontier estimation techniques in particular DEA.

The thesis presents a three tier efficiency evaluation framework for the Irish EPS sector.

2. To estimate the technical efficiency of thermal, wind and hydro power generation on the 

All Island Grid (AIG) system by implementing an All Island Generation Efficiency Study 

(AIGES).

3. To establish the technical efficiency associated with the distribution of electricity by de

veloping a Republic of Ireland Distribution Efficiency Study (ROIDES).

4. With regards Ireland’s 2020 wind energy commitments for electricity generation, evaluate 

the technical efficiency of existing wind farms by conducting a Republic of Ireland Wind 
Efficiency Study (ROIWES). The focus is on onshore wind power.

5. Investigate the potential framework, strategies and directions for the efficiency improve
ment in the generation and distribution functions of the Irish EPS.

6. To show and verify the adopted DEA methodology can be employed to attain the research 

aims and objectives.

1.3 Structure and Layout of the Thesis

This research thesis incorporates seven chapters and three appendices related to the application 

of DEA to the Irish EPS. The structure of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 1 introduces the subject area and background, academic rationale underpinning the 

research, sets out the primary aims and objectives and describes the structure and layout of the 
thesis.

Chapter 2 presents the conceptual framework to the research by setting the scene with re

gards to the present global energy challenge, EU energy efficiency objectives and electricity 

market reform. The all island SEM test system attributes and underlying structural charac

teristics are described in detail and the Irish potential from RESs from a policy and market 

perspective are discussed.

Chapter 3 defines the theory and concept of economic efficiency and the techniques em
ployed in efficiency and productivity measurement by focusing on the contrasting parametric

4
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and non-parametric frontier estimation techniques. Particular emphasis is extended to the widely 

acknowledged DEA technique, and its alternative Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SEA). The chap
ter incorporates a systematic review of the pertinent empirical literature on the applications of 

DEA to EPSs research.

Chapter 4 presents the theoretical and methodological mathematical notation underpinning 

the DEA models employed in the efficiency evaluation of the Irish EPS. The chapter develops 

the fundamental Charnes Cooper Rhodes (CCR) and Banker Chames Cooper (BCC) DEA mod

els and their extensions.

Chapter 5 details the conceptual DEA three tier efficiency analysis framework applied to 

the Irish EPS, with particular emphasis on the generation and distribution functions of the EPS. 

The incorporation and application of data parameters, sources and models constructed is dis

cussed, defended and justified for each tier level. A sensitivity analysis procedure is outlined.

Chapter 6 applies the fundamental DEA models developed in Chapter 4 and the conceptual 
three tier efficiency framework presented in Chapter 5 to the test system - the all island SEM. 

The chapter presents the key findings of the research undertaken by providing insight, interpre
tation and discussion of the results obtained. The results of the sensitivity analysis and model 
validation are presented.

Chapter 7 concludes with a synopsis of the key findings, contributions and discussion of 
the salient issues established in the thesis and policy implications. Also possible directions for 
further research are acknowledging and presented.

Appendix A provides an extensive and detailed literature review of DEA applications to EPSs. 

Appendix B specifies the underlying transmission and distribution characteristics of the Irish 
EPS. Also included is wind rose data from 2000-2010 and the correct procedural steps for the 

application of DEA. Finally, Appendix C contains information pertaining to sensitivity analysis 

and model validation.

5
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CHAPTER 2

Contextual Framework

2.1 Introduction

This Chapter forms the conceptual background to the research study undertaken by outHning 
its context relative to the present global energy challenge, EU energy efficiency objective, im
plications of electricity market reform, liberalisation and the adoption of RESs in the form of 

wind power and linking these themes with the chosen test system, the all-island SEM. The 
unique characteristics of the underlying test system the all-island SEM are discussed in relation 

to its structure, electricity demand, interconnection, regulation along with current and future 
generation portfolios.

2.2 Energy Challenge

Over the past two centuries, human activity primarily fossil fuel combustion has increased the 

concentration of GHG (carbon dioxide CO2 is the most important anthropogenic GHG) in the 

Earth’s atmosphere resulting in a rise in the Global Mean Surface Temperature (GMST). The 

“natural” greenhouse effect makes most of the life present on Earth possible, as it effectively 

keeps the surface 34^C warmer than it would otherwise be -19°C  (Vorgelegt, 2004). There is 

a significant body of literature on the science of climate and consequences of climate change. 

The periodically compiled seminal reports provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) (IPCC, 1990, 1995, 2001, 2007)’ are the most comprehensive. The follow

ing paragraphs discuss the salient eff'ects and issues related to climate change. The purpose of 

this Chapter is to put the current research thesis into context and distill the objectives. Increased 

energy consumption since the industrial revolution is the primary factor that has led to the accel

erated accumulation of GHGs. Other factors include land use changes, agricultural production

'The Fifth A ssessm ent Report (AR5) o f  the Intergovernmental Panel on Clim ate Change (IPCC) is currently 
being researched and w ill be finalised in 2014.
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and industrial activities (IPCC, 2001). The last 100 years has show an increase in Global Mean 

Surface Temperature (GM ST) of 0.75°C with the rate of global warming over the last 25 years 

accelerating at over 0 .18°C per decade (WHO, 2010). The temperature increases are greater at 

higher northern latitudes with average Arctic temperatures increasing at almost twice the global 

average rate in the past 100 years (IPCC, 2007).

Com pared to a pre-industrial levels of about 280 parts per million (ppm) by volume, the con

centration of C O 2 had increased to about 390 parts per million (ppm) in 2011 (NOAA, 2012). 

These levels of concentration have never been experienced in 20 million years. Caused by ther

mal expansion and melting land ice, the global average sea level has risen at an average rate of 

1.8 millimetre (mm) per year over 1961 to 2003 and at an average rate of about 3.1 millimetre 

(mm) per year from 1993 to 2003 (IPCC, 2007). There has been decreases in snow and ice 

extent since 1978 shown by annual average Arctic sea ice extent shrinking by 2.7% per decade. 

M ountain glaciers and snow cover on average have declined in both hemispheres. In the second 

half o f the 20th century, average northern hemisphere temperatures were highest in the last 1300 

years. Since 1970 there is evidence indicating increased intense tropical cyclone activity in the 

north Atlantic (IPCC, 2007).

Saidur et al. (2010) stipulate climate change and increased GHG emissions impose large 

scale and global environmental hazards to human health in the form of stratospheric ozone de

pletion, loss of biodiversity, changes in hydrological systems and the supplies of freshwater, 

land degradation, air pollution and stresses on food systems. The global warming occurrence 

since the 1970s was causing over 140,000 excess deaths annually by the year 2004. The con

tributing factors include diarrhoea! diseases, malnutrition, m alaria and dengue which are highly 

climate sensitive and are expected to worsen (W HO, 2010). IPCC (2007) state the implications 

of climate change are so profound and devastating in that “unmitigated climate change would, 

in the long term, be likely to exceed the capacity o f  natural, m anaged and human system s to 

adap t”. S tem  (2006) states ignoring climate change will result in significant disruption to eco

nomic and social activity later this century, on a similar scale experienced with the great wars 

and the econom ic depression of the first half o f the 20th century, and it will be difficult if not 

impossible to reverse these effects.

The w orld’s energy supply is dominated by fossil fuels. Figure 2.1 illustrates that in 2009 

81% of the world energy was produced from fossil fuels, composed of coal 27%, oil 33% and 

gas 21%. The remaining sources were nuclear 6% and other 13% (lEA, 2011). Current policy 

scenarios^ expect world energy demand to increase from 12,150 million tonnes of oil equivalent 

(mtoe) in 2009 to 18,300 million tonnes of oil equivalent (mtoe) in 2035, 51 % higher than 2009 

representing an average growth o f 1.6% per year. The fossil fuel sources (oil, coal and natural 

gas) rem ain the dom inant sources o f energy in 2035 accounting for 79% of supply (lEA, 2011).

^The International Energy Agency (lEA) predicts future energy demand by employing current policies scenarios 
which incorporate government policies and measures enacted or adopted by m id-2011 remaining unchanged.
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Fig. 2.1: World’s Energy Supply by Fuel Source 2009-2035

The modelled energy scenario for 2035 reflects high fossil fuel intensity, resulting in GHG 

emissions increasing inexorably and the issue of security of supply will become significant. BP 
(2012) state based on 2009 consumption levels, estimated fossil fuel reserve depletion times 

for gas, coal and oil, are 63, 112, and 54 years respectively. Global warming and the associate 

implications in the world climate patterns have been acknowledged as the gravest threat to hu
manity in the 21st century. Consequently, to avoid the devastating and detrimental effects of 

high fossil fuel energy intensity, the EU has enacted a number of policy objectives to achieve a 
sustainable energy future incorporating three pillars - i) to tackle climate change, ii) to ensure 

security of supply for the future and iii) to enhance competitiveness EC (2008a, 2009), The EU 
has committed to limiting global mean warming to less than 2 degrees C (above pre-industrial 

levels) by stabilising GHG concentrations in the atmosphere this century (EC, 2008b). The Eu
ropean energy efficiency 2020'^ targets include i) 20% reduction in GHG emissions ii) increasing 

the share of renewable energy in final energy consumption to 20%, and iii) reducing total con

sumption relative to projections by 20%. These energy efficiency targets are also referred to as 
“20-20-20” targets (EC, 2008^?). The EU issued a mandatory targets to each member state in 

order to achieve the mentioned energy efficiency objectives for Europe.

These energy efiiciency objectives are clearly reflected in the energy policy strategies of the 

ROI and NI to be implemented by 2020 (DCMNR, 2007; DETI, 2004). The ROIs obligation 

under EU initiatives is that 16% of its total primary energy consumption is to come from RES by 

2020. This target will consist of contributions of 40% renewable energy in electricity (RES-E), 

10% renewable energy in transport (RES-T) and 12% renewable energy for heat and cooling 
(RES-H) by 2020 (DCENR, 2009). NI has a renewable target of 40% renewable energy in 

electricity (RES-E) and 10% renewable energy for heat and cooling (RES-H) by 2020 (DETI,

■’The EU has offered to increase its emissions reductions in 2020 to 30% and also advocated for a 50% global 
emissions (80% reduction by developed countries) by 2050 Eskeland et al. (2012)
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2009). Under Kyoto"* guidelines Ireland’s share of EU GHG emissions must not exceed 1990 

levels by 13% by 2012 (DEHLG, 2000). However in 2006, Ireland was 26.7% above 1990 

levels SEI (2009) and recently Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) studies have shown 

levels to be above Kyoto targets in 2010 (EPA, 2010). The stated renewable energy electricity 

targets for both the ROI and NI will be predominately met with added onshore and offshore 

installed wind power capacity. There has been an extensive shift towards the promotion of clean 

renewable technologies for electricity generation. Over the next decade, on the island of Ireland 

public policy both domestic and European, provides the context within which there will be i) 

added pressure to improve electricity market efficiency in terms of generation and distribution, 

ii) a reduction in em issions through improved efficiency, and iii) a significant expansion in the 

em ploym ent of RES in the form of wind power.

2.3 Electricity Market Reform

The structural adjustm ent o f EPS over the last 20 years worldwide has seen a significant shift in 

focus to liberalisation and regulated environment to enhance technical efficiency, financial via

bility and guard against the threat o f dwindling fossil fuel resources and increasing fuel prices. 

The underlying rationale behind these reforms is to foster a shift from an inefficient m onop

olised vertically integrated industry to an competitive efficient electricity market environment 

(Trevino, 2008)^. Electricity market liberalisation entails one or a combination o f the follow 

ing inter-related steps: sector restructuring, introduction of competition in wholesale generation 

and retail supply, incentive regulation o f transmission and distribution networks, establishing an 

independent regulator, and privatisation (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005; Joskow, 1998).

The transm ission and distribution networks of a country’s electricity system are natural m o

nopolies, and as such are less affected by the recent EPS liberalisation and unbundling. How

ever, as electricity policy thinking has altered with private sector participants in the generation 

and retail sectors, regulatory reform and incentive regulation of electricity transmission and dis

tribution networks have become more common (Farsi et al., 2007). Jamasb and Pollitt (2003) 

state the recent regulatory reforms have tended to move away from the traditional rate-of-retum  

regulation towards incentive-based regulation models in the form of price or revenue cap regula

tion based on the RPI-X formula, which fosters cost savings and lower prices for the end-users. 

The RPI-X form ula is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.5. Numerous countries are employing 

incentive regulation to promote efficiency improvement in electricity transmission and distri

bution systems. Incentive regulation incorporates a form of benchmarking or comparison of 

actual versus reference performance (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2001). Effective regulation in term s of

''The Kyoto Protocol is an agreement made under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(UNFCC) UNFCCC (1992) and countries that ratify this protocol commit to reducing their emissions o f carbon 
dioxide CO2

■‘’The UK was the exemplar o f electricity market reform, with the liberalisation process initialised in 1983 and re
structuring impacts on the industry by 1989, demonstrating the importance o f ownership unbundling and competition 
in generation and supply.
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electricity transmission and distribution, network access, network interconnection and delivery 

prices, network investment and network service quality are param ount com ponents of success

ful EPS liberalisation progratns worldwide (Joskow, 2008). The energy market liberalisation 

process evident in Europe represents the world’s most extensive cross-jurisdictional reform by 

integrating distinct national electricity markets (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005). Certain individual 

EU countries have made significant progress towards electricity market liberalisation and in

tegration, however the EUs goal o f a single European electricity market rem ains an ongoing 

process and a target yet to be achieved.

2.4 Island of Ireland: The Test System

The island of Ireland is 84,421 kirp- located in the North West periphery of Europe. The island 

itself is dichom ised politically into two jurisdictions ROI in the south and NI in the north. In 

2011, the com bined island population was approximately 6.4 million, 4.6 million in the ROI and 

1.8 million in NI (CSO, 201 la ; NISRA, 2011). Export led economic growth in the ROI during 

the 1990s resulted in a rise in Irish income per capita from two thirds of the EU average in the 

1980s to above average levels but since 2000 the economy lost competitiveness and the rate of 

export growth slowed.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth averaged 6% between 1995-2007, but economic 

activity has dropped sharply since the onset o f the global financial crisis (CIA, 2012). Resulting 

consequences include the emergence of net outward migration and an unem ploym ent rate of 

14.4% by 2011 (ESRI, 2012). The export sector, dom inated by foreign m ultinationals, has 

becom e a key component o f Ireland’s slow economic recovery (BOIERU, 2012). Between 1997 

and 2007, the extent of economic growth in NI was less pronounced than in the ROI with the 

average rate o f growth was 5.5% and the impact of the global recession less severe (NIE, 2012). 

Econom ic growth is the most significant factor in determ ining electricity demand and as such 

the ROI and NI encountered consistent growth in electricity demand over the last two decades 

until the onset o f the global financial crisis stunted demand.

2.4.1 Liberalisation of Irish Electricity Markets

The prim ary objective of electricity market liberalisation is to establish a reliable electricity 

system  at least cost to consumers by advocating com petition in the generation and supply of 

electricity which fosters improved efficiency levels and innovation. Prior to the liberalisation 

o f the Irish electricity markets. Electricity Supply Board (ESB)^ and Northern Ireland Elec

tricity (NIE)^ were the dominant incumbent electricity entities responsible for the generation,

'’The ESB was founded in 1927 with the establishment o f a hydro power station at Ardnacrusha. ESB is a 
state owned 95% electricity company with the remaining shares held with employees operating in a liberalised and 
competitive market.

^NIE was founded in 1991, owns and operates the transmission and distribution infrastructure in NI and is a 
subsidiary o f ESB Group.
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transmission, distribution and supply of electric power in their respective ROI and NI electricity 

markets. Liberalisation o f the Irish electricity market is contained in the Electricity Regulation 

Act, 1999, which implements the EU Directive 96/92/EC concerning common rules for the in

ternal market in electricity (Electricity Act, 1999). This allowed new independent entrants into 

the electricity generation and supply market in the ROI. The liberalisation process occurred in 

phases with sections o f the market being progressively opened for competition, with the market 

entirely open since 2005. In NI, the electricity market was privatised in 1992 and restructured 

when the generation capacity was sold to three companies* (NIAO, 1994). Post-privatisation 

the transm ission, distribution and retails sections o f the market remained under NIE control 

(Diffney et al., 2009).

Effective market liberalisation in both jurisdictions was hindered significantly by the relative 

small nature of the systems and the dominant positions of ESB and NIE. so an integrated elec

tricity market regime for the island was proposed. The long term benefits to consumers would 

allow for a lower level o f installed capacity for a given level o f supply Fitzgerald (2004) whilst 

also facilitating more efficient dispatch and increased electricity generation com petition in the 

two jurisdictions (Diffney et al., 2009). Consequently, in August 2004, the Commission for 

Energy Regulation (CER) and the Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation (NIAUR) 

(the regulators) signed a M emorandum of Understanding (MOU) stipulating both parties agreed 

principles pertaining to the development of a single wholesale electricity market on the island 

of Ireland (NIAER and CER, 2004; AIP, 2004).

2.4.2 SEM Market Structure and Electricity Demand

The present Irish EPS encompasses two separate jurisdictions sharing a synchronous power 

system, the ROI in the south and NI in the north of the island. This relatively newly formed 

system entitled the AIG or the SEM has been operational since the 1st November 2007 and is 

governed by the Single Electricity Market Committee (SEM C) consisting o f the CER in Ire

land, the NIAUR and an independent member. The SEM initiative established a wholesale 

pool electricity market for the island, which subsequently formed the All-Island Market for 

Electricity (AIM E). The SEM is operated and administered by the Single Electricity M arket 

Operator (SEM O), which is a contractual jo in t venture between Eirgrid and the Systems O p

erator Northern Ireland (SONI), the Transmission System Operator (TSO) in the ROI and NI 

respectively (Both are Independent System Operator (ISO)). The Distribution System Operator 

(DSO)s in the ROI and NI are ESB Networks and NIE respectively. The SEM as all-island 

small isolated electricity market encompasses approximately 2.5 million electricity customers, 

1.8 million in the ROI and 0.7 million in NI (Nepal and Jamasb, 2012). Table 2.1 illustrates 

the main electricity market operators in the ROI and NI. The SEM consists o f a centralised 

gross mandatory pool market for any generator with an export capacity of more than lOMW, 

with 48 trading periods per day commencing with the first period at 06.00. Through the pool

“These companies were Premier Power, AES and Electricity Supply Board (ESB).
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under a market clearing mechanism, all electricity generated on or imported onto the all-island 

system  must be sold, and from which all wholesale electricity consum ption on or export from 

the all-island system must be purchased (SEM O, 2010).

Table. 2.1: Electricity Sector Market Operators in the ROI and NI

Republic of 

Ireland

Northern

Ireland

Market

Segment

Owner Operator Regulator Owner Operator Regulator

Generation ESB and 

Others

ESB and 

Others

CER ESB and 

Others

ESB and 

Others

NIAUR

Transmission

System

ESB Eirgrid CER NIE SON! NIAUR

Distribution

System

ESB

Networks

ESB 

Networks Ltd

CER NIE NIE NIAUR

Suppliers N/A Various CER N/A Various NIAUR

The structure o f the all-island gross pool market is displayed in Figure 2.2. In the all-island sys

tem conventional electricity generators receive three payments i) capacity payments relating to 

power plant’s availability to provide electricity based on m aintenance schedules and maximum 

output. These payments occur monthly and encourage continued future investment in gener

ation, ii) the uplift price component pertains to paym ents through which generating units can 

recover their production costs such as start-up and m aintenance costs, iii) shadow price refers to 

the marginal cost o f producing electricity for a given period reflecting the cost of supplying an 

infinitesimal change in demand (O ’Mahony and Denny, 2011; CSO, 2011^).

G en era to rs  Subm it Bids G en e ra to rs  R eceive  SM P

Wholesale
Market Pool

S upplie rsT ake Electricity a t SM P S upplier P ay  SM P

C u sto m ers  P ay  SupplierC ustom ers  C o n su m e Electricity

Retail
Market

Generators

Customers

Suppliers

Fig. 2.2: Gross Pool M arket Structure

In order to sell electricity into the SEM generators must submit day ahead cost bids in the form 

of Short Run M arginal Cost (SRMC) reflecting the full opportunity cost of the electricity pro

duced which is the economic activity the generator forgoes to produce electricity and the uplift 

elem ent (Conlon, 2010). Based on these generator costs and electricity custom er demand the 

System M arginal Price (SMP) is formulated by the M arket Operator (MO) SEM O reflecting the
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SRM C of the marginal generating unit, a single price for each half hour of electricity. Genera

tors receive the SM P for their scheduled dispatch quantities, capacity paym ents for their actual 

availability, and constraint payments for changes in the market schedule due to system  con

straints. Suppliers purchasing energy from the pool will pay the SM P for each trading period, 

capacity costs, and system support charges. The SMP is composed of the uplift and shadow 

price elem ents and is paid daily to generators.

The SEM  is designed around a single unconstrained marginal pricing structure, i.e. the 

price determ ined will ignore transmission and reserve constraints but respect generator physi

cal abilities. The SEM market design has features reminiscent of markets in other jurisdictions 

(most notably Nordpool, the Eastern Australian market and the form er British pool) but is a 

unique dual currency (£GBP and € )  inter-jurisdictional market, the first of its kind in the world 

(Conlon, 2010). Since its inception, the SEM structure has enhanced competition, added trans

parency, enabled greater choice for customers on the island of Ireland whilst also fostering the 

use of renewable, sustainable or alternative energy sources, exerting downward pressure on cus

tom er prices, providing security o f supply and environmental benefits. Peat and renewables 

are supported separately through a Public Service Obligation (PSO) levy implying they have 

a regulatory m andatory purchase agreement which stipulates all electricity generated by these 

units must be consum ed regardless of their marginal costs (O ’Mahony and Denny, 2011). Peat 

and renewable energy electricity is supplied via the pool. The PSO levy is discussed further in 

Section 2.4.7.

All-island peak electricity demand in 2011 was 6,504M W  dichotom ized into 4,736M W  for 

the ROI and 1,805MW in NI. Electricity consumption for the EU 15 countries is represented 

in Figure 2.3, clearly evident is the diminutive status of Ireland’s and Luxem bourg’s electric

ity demand relative to the other countries (lEA, 2012). Ireland experienced econom ic growth 

rates during the 1990s which were unprecedented, either historically or in other European coun

tries (Kelly and Everett, 2004). This coincided with continuous accelerated electricity demand 

growth for the same period. Electricity consumption rose by over 5% per cent a year between 

1990 and 2007 (Diffney et al., 2009). Research into the electricity econom ic growth nexus has 

seen extensive focus in recent years (Adom, 2011; Altinay and Karagol, 2005). Irish electricity 

consum ption has seen a 408% increase since 1973, an annual positive percentage change of 

3.9%, considerably higher than the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development 

(OECD)^ European average o f 2.3% per annum (lEA, 2012).

’ Organisation for Econom ic Co-Operation and Developm ent (OECD)- Europe com prises o f  all European Union  
Member countries, i.e. countries in EU15 plus the Czech Republic, Hungary, Iceland, Norway, Poland, Slovak  
Republic, Switzerland, Turkey.
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■ 2010

Fig. 2.3: Comparison of Electricity Consum ption in the EU 15

Demand forecasts are initially compiled separately for the ROI and NI, and subsequently am al

gamated to form all-island energy and peak demand forecasts. In the Republic, forecasts o f 

electricity demand are appraised by the System Operator Eirgrid and divulged (Eirgrid, 2008). 

Annual electricity demand forecasts are based on the future growth predictions in the economic 

parameters o f Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Personal Consum ption of Goods and Ser

vices Index (PCGS) (SONI, 2012). Acknowledging the impact of the global econom ic crisis in 

curtailing electricity demand since 2008 and the continued high degree of econom ic uncertainty 

into the future, it is anticipated that demand levels in 2012 will only rise moderately before elec

tricity demand resumes its upward trend in 2014. Three differing growth scenarios exhibiting 

low (pessimistic), medium (realistic) and high (optimistic) future electricity dem and are pro

posed accounting for current economic outlook predictions. Figure 2.4 illustrates the combined 

all-island Total Energy Requirem ent forecasts for the two jurisdictions.
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Fig. 2.4; All-Island Total Energy Requirem ent Forecast SONI (2012)
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The weekly peak demand for the past three years is presented in Figure 2.5. Observing the 

graph it alludes to a greater magnitude of demand in the early weeks of the year, followed by 

low demand in the summer m onths with higher demand returning as winter sets in. The trend is 

sim ilar for each year, however growth in peak demand, year on year, can be seen quite clearly. 

Electricity dem and fluctuates by second, minute, hour, week, month and season over every year 

into the future planning horizon and is induced by economic conditions, weather conditions and 

consum er usage patterns (Foley, 2010). (Denny, 2007; Eirgrid, 2008) illustrate for the ROI, peak 

demand occurs during w inter weekday evenings and minimum demand occurs during summer 

weekend night-time hours. NIs electricity demand follows a sim ilar pattern to the ROI (SONI, 

2012).
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Fig. 2.5: Weekly Peak Demand for 2009, 2010. 2011

2.4.3 Current and Future Generation Portfolios Within the SEM

As of August 2012, the registered capacity of the all island SEM was 10,293MW with thermal 

plants contributing 8,698M W  (79% ), wind 1,698MW (16%), pumped storage 292M W  (2.8%), 

hydro 222M W  (2.1 %), biomass 13MW (0.1 %) with 103 registered participating generation units 

(SEM O, 2012). Placing the SEM size into context. Great Britain (GB)s power system National 

Grid United Kingdom (NGUK) is nine times larger than the all island SEM  and the Nordel 

power system in Scandinavia is 30% larger than NGUK (Foley, 2010). The SEM s annual elec

tricity generation peaked in 2008 at 38GW h and forecasts for 2012 estimate the requirem ent will 

be 27,500GW h in the ROI and between 9,000 and 10,000GWh in NI. The AIG system has an 

existing installed dispatchable capacity o f 9,356M W , of which 6,585M W  is located in the ROI 

and 2,771M W  in NI (SONI, 2011). This indicates supply is significantly exceeding demand. 

The all-time system peak dem and for the ROI was 5,090M W , recorded on D ecem ber 21st 2010 

(Davy, 2012). M alaguzzi Valeri and Tol (2006) state Ireland’s generation plant portfolio is older 

than average, which leads to one of the lowest average availability rates in Europe. However,
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Smith (2010) state improved performance of the electricity sector in recent years is due to a 

number o f factors i) the introduction of highly efficient Com bined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) 

generating plants, ii) the phasing out o f older, oil and peat-burning generation plant, and iii) 

increased penetration of natural gas in the generation fuel mix. The SEM is powered using a 

com bination o f fossil fuels (coal, oil, peat and natural gas) and renewable sources (hydro, wind, 

biomass). Figure 2.6 illustrates the current installed generating mix on the island o f Ireland. The 

generation characteristics of the SEM is composed o f a lack o f dom estic energy resources and a 

high dependency on imported energy resources which peaked at 80% in 2008 (Smith, 2010). All 

coal and oil is imported and the SEM is entirely dependent on the U K  for gas imports (Limited, 

2010 ).

The significant dependency on imports for electricity generation and the SEM s lack of in

terconnectivity with other electricity markets, leaves the all island SEM  exposed to supply dis

ruptions and potential price increases in the current econom ic climate. In recent years, EirGrid 

and SONI have conducted pioneering research to simulate the dynam ic behaviour o f the SEM 

power system  and examine the technical challenges with significant volumes of wind power 

integration. Figure 2.7 depicts the expected all island SEM generation portfolio for 2020 com 

pared with 2010. The underlying characteristics of the all-island generation portfolio for 2020 

incorporate significant reductions in thermal fuel sources such as peat, coal and oil, significant 

increases in CCGTs, along with high levels of wind penetration o f the transm ission and distribu

tion systems, added interconnection with electricity markets within the France United Kingdom 

Ireland (FUI) region.
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16%
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Fig. 2.6; All-Island Single Electricity M arket Fuel Mix

These underlying generation portfolio and system characteristics proposed in SONI (2011) are 

evident for numerous studies attempting to model and sim ulate the future SEM generation port

folio. DCEN R and DETI (2008) focused on producing feasible wind penetration scenarios for 

high renewable energy penetration by the year 2020. Six portfolios with differing com binations
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of renewable and conventional technologies were proposed. W ind energy penetration was the 

predom inant renewable resource in each portfolio. SEI (200) stipulate for 2020 the principal 

areas of growth are in natural gas and renewables, both observing significant increases in in

stalled capacity with forecasts for gas powered plants contributing 71 % to the generation fuel 

mix by 2020. A synchronous generator is a device that converts kinetic energy to electrical 

energy whilst non-synchronous is composed of wind generation and interconnection imports.
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Fig. 2.7: All-Island Portfolio by Generation Type 2010-2020 SONI (2011)

2.4.4 Interconnection within the SEM

A single integrated EU market for electricity is a stated aim of the European Union. The EU 

has lobbied that electricity markets should be more interconnected creating regional markets, 

as opposed to ones limited by state borders. In 2006, the European Regulators Group for Elec

tricity and Gas (ERGEG) launched the Electricity Regional Initiative (ERI) with the prem ise of 

accelerating the integration of Europe’s national electricity markets'®. The ERI created seven 

regional electricity markets in Europe, as an interim step to established a single-EU electricity 

market (ERGEG, 2006). The Irish electricity system is a component of the FUI region. Prior 

to 1995, the respective ROI and NI electricity systems operated in isolation, since then a single 

synchronous system has formed connected by a number of Alternate Current (AC) lines - two 

275kV circuits, each with capacity of 600M W , length 50km and a further two 1 lOkV circuits, 

with a capacity of 120MW each located along the interface between the ROI and NI (Lalor, 

2005;E irgrid , 2011-2017).

The purpose of these circuits is to provide support to either system for certain conditions 

or in the event of an unexpected circuit outage. A 400kV electricity transmission link connect-

'’’Roadmap papers (Creation o f  regional electricity markets. Consultation Paper o f  June 2005 and C onclusions  
Paper o f  February 2006) are available on w w w .ergeg.org.
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ing Tyrone in NI and Meath in the ROI is being developed by EirGrid and NIE. It is expected 

to be operational from 2017, adding to system security and the flexible operation of the SEM. 

At present, the Irish electricity market is only lightly interconnected and as such the market is 

considered a small isolated system on the periphery of Europe. A single High Voltage Direct 

Current (HVDC) link between NI and Scotland connects the all-island SEM  and the NGUK. 

This 500M W  interconnector entitled the “M oyle interconnector” is limited by contractual ar

rangem ents and technical issues to 80MW export capacity, 450M W  o f imports in the winter, 

400M W  imports in the summer and accounts for 4.8% of total SEM generation capacity (Foley, 

2010; Eirgrid, 2009, 201 la). A second HVDC the East West Interconnector (EW IC) owned and 

operated by Eirgrid with 500M W  capacity commenced operation in late 2012. The construction 

of the EW IC between Dublin in the ROI and North Wales in GB at a cost o f €600m illion  pro

vides numerous benefits to the all-island SEM  in the form of i) enhanced security of supply ii) 

encourages the growth of renewable energy sources iii) facilitates increased com petition in the 

electricity sector and iv) allows the export and import o f surplus electricity (Eirgrid, 2010,2009). 

OEGEM (2010) states two further interconnectors between the SEM and GB are planned, each 

with a capacity of 350MW.

Num erous studies have been conducted to establish the effects, impacts, benefits and draw

backs of added interconnection between the SEM GB and other electricity systems (Lynch et al., 

2 0 1 1; Eirgrid, 2009; Diff’ney et al., 2009). DCENR and DETI (2008) establish six future 2020 

generation portfolios for investigation comprising of a range of different renewable and con

ventional technologies in varying compositions. The construction of a second interconnector 

between the SEM and the GB systems is a precondition for the feasibility o f the portfolios. 

M alaguzzi Valeri (2009) examines interconnection between the SEM and GB in terms of w el

fare and competition concluding a number o f points i) Ireland gains GB loses with interconnec

tion with Irish consumers being the group that gains the most whilst Irish producers lose the 

most, ii) the socially optimal level o f interconnection is higher than the level of interconnection 

likely to be delivered by market forces and iii) in order to establish a single Ireland GB market 

adopting the Residual Supply Index (RSI) developed by Sheffin (2002) requires 1,700MW  of 

interconnection.

Nepal and Jamasb (2012) state current levels of electricity market integration between SEM 

and GB is just 17% indicating considerable potential to improve market integration via added 

interconnections. The findings indicate benefits o f downward pressure on domestic electricity 

prices in the island due to increased cross-border electricity trade, increased security of supply 

and reduced price volatility. The study by Eirgrid (2009) researches and investigates the eco

nomic feasibility o f interconnection between the all-island SEM and GB or France in terms of 

production cost savings and capacity benefits. The findings indicate a com pelling econom ic ar

gum ent for the EW IC, and a further third and fourth 500M W  capacity interconnectors between 

the SEM and GB up to 2020 and even more so for 2025 particularly when a high renewables
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scenario is contemplated. Also added interconnection between the SEM and France is econom 

ically viable in terms o f capacity and production cost reductions.

2.4.5 Regulation within the SEM

In the absence o f com petition, regulation of the naturally monopolistic activities of transmission 

and distribution is required to ensure fair prices for generators, customers and improve efficiency 

of electricity markets (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2003). The all-island SEM is regulated by the SEM 

Committee, consisting of the CER in ROI and the NIAUR in NI and an independent member. 

The CER regulates in the ROI whilst NIAUR regulates in NI and both are also known as Regula

tory Authority (RA). The Regulatory A uthority’s (RA) employ price and revenue cap incentive 

regulation based on the RPI-X form ulae” . This form o f regulation is intended to replicate the 

discipline o f competitive market forces. In the ROI the CER conducts a periodic revenue review 

every five years to determine the revenues that Eirgrid the Transmission System Operator (TSO) 

and ESB networks the Distribution System Operator (DSO) may earn in order to cover the costs 

o f providing the network service.

The prices are refined annually with the latest Price Review 3 (PR3) extending from 201 1 to 

2015 setting the total allowed revenues for the TSO and DSO over the period. Each year CER 

stipulates the tariffs and charges placed on generators, customers in the form of Transmission use 

o f System (TUos) and Distribution use of System (DUos) (CER, 2010). The NIAUR regulates 

by setting price controls which are typically reviewed every five years with the next price control 

Regulatory Period 5 (RP5) extending from 2012-2017. The current and future price structure 

implements an RPI-X type regulation control, designed to incentivise NIE Transmission and 

Distribution to manage its Operating Expenditure (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) 

costs efficiently. RPI-X is a form of incentive regulation which sets a base revenue allowance 

for NIE transm ission and distribution to cover efficiency costs while delivering required outputs 

(NIAUR, 2012).

2.4.6 Wind Power Generation within the SEM

FESTA (2004) state in relation to its population, Ireland has significant renewable energy po

tential, more than any other country in the EU. In both the ROI and NI government policy exists 

which targets the amount of electricity sourced from renewables. RESs in electricity in the all

island SEM is effectively driven by policy in the ROI (Diffney et al., 2009). Energy Policy in 

the ROI com m enced with the governments W hite Paper on energy in 2007 which focused on 

three core elem ents i) security of supply ii) environmental sustainability and iii) economic com 

petitiveness (DCM NR, 2007). Renewable Energy targets were established to generate 13.2% of

"R PI-X  regulation: CPI-X, or, RPI-X refers to the form o f price cap regulation developed in the U.K. and utilised  
in many countries. The price automatically adjusts for the previous year’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) or Retail 
Price Index (RPI) and for expected efficiency improvements (X ) during the time period the price adjustment formula 
is in place.
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electricity from RES by 2010 extending to a further target of 33% by 2020. The latter target was 

subsequently revised upwards to a share of 40% of RESs contributing to electricity by 2020. 

The 2010 target was exceeded with a 14.8% RES figure. This growing trend is expected to ex

tend into the coming decades (SEAI, 2012). In the NI context, (DETI, 2004, 2008, 2010) state 

the target for electricity consumption from RES is 12% by 2012 extending to 40% by 2020. The 

adopted policy renewable support mechanisms to achieve these stated targets are Renewable 

Energy Feed in Tariff (REFIT) in the ROI and Northern Ireland Renewables Obligation (NIRO) 

in NI which will be discussed in depth in the forthcoming Section 2.4.7.

For both jurisdictions the ROI and NI wind energy power will provide the pivotal contri

bution to achieving stated RES targets, which will require between 3,500M W  and 4,000M W  

of installed wind capacity in the ROI and 1,342MW in NI by 2020 (SONI, 2011). Climate 

change and environmental policy, both domestic and EU, will drive the extensive deployment 

o f wind energy generation on the all-island SEM in the coming decade. The share of electricity 

generated from renewable energy sources in 2011 was 17.6% with wind energy contributing 

13%, hydro 2.6% and the remaining 2% from bio-energy sources (SEAI, 2012). The installed 

capacity o f wind power generation in the ROI has seen extensive growth in the last two decades 

increasing from 145MW at the end of 2002 to 1,631 MW  in 2011 whilst NIs installed wind ca

pacity has risen from 37MW  to 398MW for the same period (SONI, 2011). O f the installed 

wind capacity in the SEM, 767MW  and 860M W  of wind farm capacity are connected to the 

ROI transmission and distribution systems respectively'^. 370M W  of wind power capacity is 

connected to the distribution system in NI and only 27MW  connected to the NI transmission 

system (Davy, 2012). Figure 2.8 depicts the growing share of electricity generated from wind 

since 1997. Electricity generated from wind in 2011 was 438,025GW h representing an increase 

o f 56% on 2010. The is due to increasing installed capacity.
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Fig. 2.8: Electricity Generated from W ind Energy (SEAI, 2012)

'^Transmission system  is electricity produced by electrical generating stations, either by fossil fuels or renewable 
energy generation onto the distribution system. Distribution is the m ovement o f  that electricity through power lines, 
substations and small transformers to the consumer.
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Wind energy power represented 15.7% of gross electrical consumption in 2011. Electricity gen

erated from wind in 2011 was 438,025GWh representing an increase of 56% on 2010. The is 

due to increasing installed capacity. Wind energy power represented 15.7% of gross electrical 
consumption in 2011. Observing the graph, it is evident a slowdown in wind farm development 

occurred in 2007 and 2008, primarily due to uncertainty regarding the REFIT scheme and ac

cess to wind farm finance (SEAI, 2012). Numerous factors exist that are conducive to wind 

power growth i) technology advancements reducing the cost of wind power by 80% over the 

past 30 years ii) renewable energy support mechanisms and ii) favourable exogenously defined 

wind resource (Wiser and Bolinger, 2006). Significant research has been conducted to estimate 

Ireland’s wind resource, ESBI and ETSU (1997) estimated that the feasible wind energy re

source in Ireland is in the range of 8 to 12GW. Others state the available all-island wind energy 
resource is estimated based on technological constraints to be 613TWh/year SEI (2004a) with 

approximately 55.5 TWh/year economically viable by 2020 (DETI, 2000).

Foley (2010) states the Irish wind resource is 20GW. SEAI (201 \ b) state with favourable 

wind development policy and infrastructure, Ireland can achieve deployment of between 1IGW 
- 16GW of onshore wind and 30GW of offshore wind by 2050 reflecting a potential economic 

value of € 15  billion. Figure 2.9 clearly indicates Ireland’s strong, favourable, relatively under 
utilised onshore and offshore wind energy resource, particularly along the west coast of Ireland. 
Acknowledging the optimistic renewable energy targets in Europe and particularly ROI, exten

sive research has focused on the implications for the all-island SEM of increased wind power 

penetration levels (CER, 2009).
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Fig. 2.9; European Wind Atlas - Onshore and Offshore (Troen and Petersen, 1989)
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Advocates for increased wind power penetration levels argue it is the resounding answer to de

pleting fossil fuel resources (Brown, 2006). Whilst opposition arguments centre on the high 

costs imposed on the power system threatening stability with added wind generation (Ethering- 

ton, 2006). According to SEI (2004c) accessible, feasible wind energy generation penetration 

levels for Ireland could reach lOOOOMW of installed capacity by 2020.

2.4.7 Renewable Support Mechanisms within the SEM

Foley (2010) states levies, taxes and other charges are imposed on consumers to support the 

employment of renewable energy sources and the burden the balancing costs. The technique 

adopted to incentivise electricity production from renewable energy sources is a system of sup

port payments. The cost of the support scheme is then passed on to Irish consumers in the form 

of a PSO levy (Devitt and Malagauzzi Valeri, 2011). The PSO levy relates to the purchase of 

peat generated electricity output, in the interests of security, diversity of supply, and the output 

of renewable energy generating stations (DETI, 2005a). The PSO levy is designed to support 

the national policy objectives of security of energy supply, the use of indigenous fuels (e.g. peat) 
and of the use renewable energy sources in electricity generation (SEAI, 201 la). The proceeds 

of the levy are used to recoup, inter alia, the additional costs incurred by suppliers in sourcing 
a proportion of their electricity supplies from such generators. For the 2012/2013 PSO levy 

period CER propose a PSO levy amounting to €146.81 million, an increase of approximately 
€54.7 million from the previous year,which has been brought about primarily by lower forecast 
SEM market price (CER, 2012). The following market support mechanism exist to promote 

electricity generation from renewable energy sources.

1. Alternative Energy Requirement (AER) Scheme
The Alternative Energy Requirement (AER) scheme commenced operation in 1996 in
corporating a competitive formal application tendering process for prospective renewable 

energy generators to supply electricity to the ESB under a Power Purchasing Agreement 
(PPA) of up to 15 years in duration. The ESB was compensated for additional costs 

incurred from a PSO levy funded by consumers. The programme as a whole performed 
poorly with less than expected electricity production from renewables (O’Gallachoir et al., 

2006). The AER accounted for about 532MW of wind investment support, designed to 

last 15 year. The last round of competitive tendering under the AER was in 2005 (Devitt 

and Malagauzzi Valeri, 2011).

2. Renewable Energy Feed in Tariff (REFIT) Scheme
The REFIT scheme was launched in 2006 replacing the sub-optimal AER programme. It 

represents the primary support mechanism to foster investment in new renewable electric

ity generation in Ireland. Renewable generators in the form of wind, hydro and biomass 

adopt Power Purchasing Agreement (PPA) with any licensed electricity supplier (i.e. not 

just ESB) under 15 year fixed price payment conditions for the production of renewable 
electricity. As in the AER programme suppliers are compensated by way of a balancing
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payment for the net additional costs incurred by means of the PSO levy support mech

anism. Numerous older established wind farms in the ROI are still supported under the 

terms of the older Alternative Energy Requirement (AER) Scheme. The REFIT 1 prices 

per megawatt hour DCENR (2012) are provided in Table 2.2. There is currently 1,380MW 
of REFIT renewable generation capacity supported in the 2012/2013 PSO levy.

Table. 2.2: REFIT Prices per Megawatt Hour
Year Inflator Large Small Hydro Biom ass Other

Wind Wind Landfill Gas Biom ass

(€ s ) (€ s ) (€ s ) (€ s ) (€ s )

2008 1.049 63 .739 65.976 80.513 78,276 80,513

2009 1.041 66.353 68.681 83.814 81,485 83.814

2010 1 66.353 68.681 83.814 81,485 83,814

2011 1 66.353 68.681 83,814 81,485 83,814

2012 1.026 68,078 70.467 85.993 83.604 85,993

3. Northern Ireland Renewables Obligation (NIRO) Scheme
Since 2005, the NIRO scheme is the main policy support mechanism for developing and 
encouraging added renewable electricity generation capacity in NI. NIRO incorporates a 

legal obligation on all licensed NI electricity suppliers to source an increasing proportion 
of electricity from RES. Obligations are determined as a percentage of total electricity 
supplied. Compliance with stated obligations is attained through Renewable Obligation 
Certificates (ROC)s which are green certificates issued by the Oflice of Gas and Elec

tricity Markets (OFGEM) to generators for each MWh of renewable energy production. 
Obligations not covered by ROCs require a buy-out price per each MWh of the obligation 

not met by a ROC, for 2011/12 this is £38.69 (DETI, 2005i>; OFGEM, 2012). The cost of 
the NIRO is borne by electricity consumers.

As installed wind power increases, the PSO levy will rise resulting in higher REFIT costs to 

electricity consumer end users. Also REFIT payments are variable and linked to increases in 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) whilst ROC payments are adjusted in line with the Retail Price 
Index (RPI) reflect the state of the economy. Foley (2010) states for these reasons perhaps 

the redefining and redesigning of the REFIT, the PSO levy support mechanism and the SEM 

structure is warranted.

’^Two further schem es have been operational since early 2012, REFIT 2 is designed to incentivise the addition o f  
4.000M W  o f  new renewable electricity capacity to the Irish grid from onshore wind, hydro and biomass landfill gas 
technologies w hilst REFIT 3 is designed to incentivise the addition o f  310M W  o f  renewable electricity capacity to 
the Irish grid (SE A I, 2012).
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2.5 Summary

The issues related to the global energy challenge and global warming are now firmly entrenched 

in the political domain and policy makers worldwide have acknowledge the importance of mit

igating GHG emissions. As such the EU and the island o f Ireland have embarked on ambitious 

2020 energy efficiency programmes to curb the detrimental effects i) of clim ate change, ii) of 

increased GHG emissions, and iii) of fossil fuel dependency. The program m es most importantly 

focus on increased energy efficiency competition in the electricity sector. The merits and ob

served effects o f electricity market reform in the European and Irish contexts are discussed. The 

recently form ed all island SEM encompassing two jurisdictions the ROI and NI is presented 

along with the energy demand, supply, underlying structure and regulation characteristics of the 

SEM. The added benefits o f further interconnection within the FUI electricity market region are 

outlined and all island SEM renewable energy policies driven by environmental, security, and 

social concerns are discussed, in the context of achieving stated ROI and NI energy efficiency 

objectives through added installed wind capacity.

This chapter provides the underlying dynamics and impacting policies objectives on the all

island SEM which forms the test system for the DEA efficiency application. The complexity 

and significant challenge facing EPS of the 21st century can not be understated. Societal obli

gations stipulate this pervasive technological system must transform into an efficient, reliable, 

sustainable and environmentally conscious system. This will require a shift from the present 

centralised, base loaded, fossil fuel paradigm towards a dispersed, multi generation techno

logical, renewables supported energy efficient EPS of significantly greater complexity. This 

complex issue will require a multi-faceted technological approach supported by forward think

ing energy efficient incentive frameworks. This forms the basis o f the current research and the 

focus on the all island SEM system.
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CHAPTER 3

Economic Efficiency and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)

3.1 Introduction

The focus of this Chapter is to provide a background to economic efficiency m easurem ent and 

emphasise the primary motivations for employing DEA in attempting to achieve the research 

objectives. The Chapter defines the concepts of economic efficiency and productivity, the tech

niques for their evaluation and reviews the main literature contributions to their evaluation. 

A comprehensive review of the literature relating to DEA applications to EPS is presented. 

Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) as an alternative to the adoption of DEA is also introduced 

and the merits o f both frontier production techniques are defined and discussed.

3.2 Comparison of Appraisal Techniques

This section presents three economic appraisal techniques i) Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA), ii) 

Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA), and iii) DEA. A brief definition and the salient capabilities and 

limitations of each technique follows. Table 3.1 presents a brief summary of the contrasting 

appraisal techniques. DEA addresses the significant limitations associated with CBA and M CA 

and as such has been adopted in this thesis for the econom ic efficiency m easurem ent of the EPSs.

CBA is rooted in applied welfare economics and entails organising and analysing data as an 

aid to decision making. The underlying rationale for CBA is rational choice i.e. a rational agent 

will weigh up the costs and benefits of any proposed activity and will only undertake the activity 

if  the benefits outweigh the costs (Clinch, 2003). These costs and benefits are m onetised and 

the ratio of total benefits to overall cost is investigated i.e the Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR). CBA is 

predom inately employed for public decision making policy proposals, programs, and projects, 

(e.g. include dams, bridges, traffic circles, libraries, drunk driving laws). Tudela et al. (2006) 

states MCA is a an alternative appraisal technique which deals with the limitations of CBA.
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Table. 3.1: Capabilities and Limitations o f  Appraisal Techniques
A ppra isal C apab ilities L im ita tions

T echnique

D ata

E nvelopm ent

A nalysis

(DEA)

Facilitates m ultiple input and multiple output models, 

relevant for electricity power sector;

DEA software assigns w eights for each input and 

output to maxim ise the efficiency o f each DMU, 

therefore avoiding the MCA pitfall o f selecting 

weights and deciding how these weights are 

com bined to give an overall efficiency score;

DM Us (i.e different power plants) are directly 

com pared against a peer or com bination o f peers;

Inputs and outputs can have different units of 

m easurem ent, therefore avoiding the CBA pitfall 

o f evaluating monetary values for impacts 

that are difficult to ascertain; and

There are a num ber o f potential pitfalls and errors 

associated with using DEA see Dyson et al. (2001) 

e.g limitations on the number o f inputs and outputs 

depending on the number o f DMUs, im portant that 

the DEA software is used correctly and the inputs 

-outputs are valid and true;

Can establish how well each DMU is perform ing 

com pared to other DM Us being analysed but not 

com pared to “theoretical m axim um ” ; and

DEA software creates a separate linear program  

for each DMU hence large problems can be 

com putational intensive.

Identifies how inefficient each DMU is and stipulates 

conective m easures to becom e efficient.

C ost

Benefit

A nalysis

(CBA)

Gives a clear and transparent evaluation in a manner 

that is easy to understand i.e benefit cost ratio;

Compares all costs and benefits using a single unit 

value (m oney); and

It can be used to show the econom ic elficiency 

i.e establish w hich is most profitable;

Very difficult to monetise all the impacts of 

electricity power .systems in particular benefits 

and costs that do not have econom ic values e.g 

mean site elevation, custom ers, custom er 

density:

Values are open to interpretation and bias 

and are often n\isrepresented leading to 

unreali.stic evaluation o f particular 

benefits and costs; and

Difficulties defining appropriate tim e horizons 

over which costs and benefits are measured 

and a suitable discount rate.

Can incorporate quantitative and qualitative analysis Can be difficult identifying and defining the impacts

o f econom ic, environmental and social impacts and, 

therefore, the results can be more informative than

to be included:

quantitative analysis alone; Difficulties in specifying the m easurem ent method 

and how each will impact will subsequently be
M ulti Avoids the pitfall o f evaluating monetary values for assigned a score:

C rite r ia impacts that are difficult to ascertain i.e.

A nalysis exogenous im pacts; and Issues surrounding the use o f  w eights and how these

(M C A ) might be obtained in practice - can lead to

Objectives led - Output is an overall project score 

reflecting how well the alternative has met

biased results; and

the project objectives; Variations in how the scores and w eights are 

com bined to give an overall project score;

The significant difference is the M CA incorporates qualitative and quantitative parameters and 

is objectives led whereas CBA only analyses m onetised values o f  costs and benefits Nijkamp  

et al. (2002); Tudela et al. (2006). DEA  is a non-parametric linear programming technique 

that provides an objective assessm ent o f the relative efficiency o f  similar D M U s and will be
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discussed in detail in the forthcoming sections. This section is intended to be summative rather 

than exhaustive. For more on the capabilities and lim itations of each appraisal technique see 

(Cooper et al., 2007; Browne and Ryan, 2011; G rant-M uller et al., 2001; Nijkamp et al., 2002). 

The current research is evaluating the efficiency of existing operating entities/firms and thus 

ex-ante assessm ent techniques such as CBA or M CA do not belong to the scope o f the research 

Kovacs and Bona (2009).

3.3 Economic Efficiency and Productivity

Economic literature accepts the assumption that firm s’ operating in the same industry do not per

form equally well and that underlying differences exist between a firms actual and theoretical 

potential levels o f technical efficiency. The measurement of a firms level of efficiency necessi

tates the calculation of the maximum possible output, and literature has evolved that attempts 

to estim ate a frontier production function, with the word “frontier” em phasising the notion of 

maximality which it embodies (Schmidt, 1985). Production analysis, firm performance and 

efficiency m easurem ent has received extensive attention in operations research and economic 

literature as firms strive to improve productivity and efficiency (Forsund and Sarafoglou, 2005; 

Emrouznejad et al., 2008). Reasons for this body of research were pertinently summarised fifty 

years ago:

“The problem  o f  measuring the productive efficiency o f  an industry is im portant to both the 

economic theorist and the economic policy maker. I f  the theoretical arguments as to the relative 

efficiency o f  different economic systems are to be subjected to em pirical testing, it is essential 

to be able to make some actual measurements o f  efficiency. Equally, i f  economic planning is to 

concern itse lf with particular industries, it is im portant to know how fa r  a given industry can 

be expected to increase its output by simply increasing its efficiency, without absorbing further  

resources” (Farrell, 1957).

Productivity and efficiency are key entwined concepts underpinning the foundations o f eco

nomic theory. The terms productivity and efficiency frequent the public domain and are often 

thought o f as interchangeably terms. However, this can be misleading. Although closely related 

terms, they have two distinct interpretations. Productivity is an absolute concept that incor

porates efficiency. It is a descriptive measure of perform ance technically defined as a ratio of 

outputs to inputs, it can alter through time due to technological change (new technologies) and 

efficiency change (improvement of existing technologies). Thus, productivity m easurem ent in

corporates efficiency m easurement (Kortelainen, 2008).

Efficiency conversely is a relative concept, that relates to the comparison of the observed and 

optimal value of productivity or other performance m easure (such as cost or profit). This implies

'Hereafter, “firm" refers to production units in general, without discriminating between private enterpri.ses and 
other type o f  production organizations such as public sector firms and non-for-profit firms.
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that in contrast to productivity, efficiency is adjudged to be a relative performance measure 

that requires one to stipulate how to measure the optimal level of performance (Mukherjee, 

2008). (Farrell, 1957) introduced the first modern literature on efficiency measurement and the 

estimation of production frontiers^. The research focus on growth and productivity intensified 

in the immediate decade after World War II, culminating in (Solow, 1957)^ influential paper 

at macro level. Simultaneously, at micro level, Farrell transformed efficiency and productivity 

analysis.

3.4 Concept and Measurement of Technical Efficiency

In his seminal paper “The Measurement of Productive Efficiency” Farrell (1957) pioneered an 

ingenious approach to efficiency and productivity analysis at the micro level" ,̂ that focused on 

two considerations: (i) how to define efficiency and productivity, and (ii) how to calculate the 
benchmark technology and efficiency measures. Central to Farrell’s approach was the possibil

ity of inefficient operations, indicating an adoption of a frontier production function^ concept as 

the benchmark, as opposed to the conventional assumption of average performance underlying 
the production function (Forsund and Sarafoglou, 2005).

Farrell (1957) surmised that a firms Economic Efficiency^ could be dichotomised into two 

components i) Technical component reflecting the physical efficiency of the input output produc
tion transformation and ii) Allocative component reflecting the economic efficiency of optimal 

factor allocation (price efficiency) (Kopp, 1981; Coelli et al., 1998). Quantification of these 

components is paramount to efficiency analysis in three ways. One, as measures per se, they 
facilitate comparisons across similar economic units, i.e. indicate relative efficiency. Secondly, 

when measurement reveals variations in efficiencies among economic units, further analysis can 
be undertaken to identify the factors causing such variations. Thirdly, such analyses contain pol
icy implications for the improvement of efficiencies (Kalirajan and Shand, 1999). Farrell (1957) 

acknowledges the contributions and influence of Koopmans (1951)^ formal definition and De- 

breu (1951)* measure of technical efficiency but fails to recognise the impact of (Shephard,

production frontier (PF) is a curve or a boundary which shows the com binations o f  two or more goods that 
can be produced whilst using all o f  the available factor resources efficiently.

^Robert Solow  investigated econom ic growth and acknowledged the importance o f  technological progress by 
attempting to decom pose Gross D om estic Product (G DP) growth into growth attributable to inputs into the aggregate 
production function (aggregate capital and labour)

“•in m icroeconom ic theory a production function is defined in terms o f  the maximum output that can be produced 
from a specified set o f  inputs, given the existing technology available to the firms involved 

^Also known as production technology and production possibility set
^Modern econom ic literature allows the term Econom ic Efficiency to interchange with total overall efficiency, 

productive efficiency or cost efficiency.
’ Koopman’s (1951) pre.sents a definition o f  technical efficiency: A producer is technically efficient if  an increase 

in any output requires a reduction in at least one other output or an increase in at least one input, and if  a reduction 
in any input requires an increase in at least one other input or a reduction in at least one output. Thus, a technically  
inefficient producer could produce the sam e outputs with less o f  at least one input or could use the same inputs to 
produce more o f  at least one output.

“Farrell’s measurement o f  technical efficiency is closely  linked to D ebreu’s (1951) concept o f  “coefficient o f  re
source utilisation” . B ecause o f  this numerous authors refer to it as the Debreu-Farrell technical measure o f  efficiency
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1953, 1970) distance functions. Farrell’s input-output oriented technical efficiency measures 

equate to the mathematical input-output distance functions employed by (Shephard, 1953). For 

more on this the reader is referred to (Lovell, 1993; Fare, 1975). The model adopted by Farrell 

to analyse efficiency is graphically represented by Figure 3.1. Farrell’s approach to estim ating a 

measurement o f technical efficiency is applied extensively in this thesis.

Input XiFi

0 C Input XiA'

Fig. 3.1: Technical and Allocative Efficiency

Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) are assumed and a set of econom ic units consum e two inputs 

(Xi and X 2) to produce a single output (Y). The production technology of fully efficient units is 

represented by the unit isoquant Y Y  that allows the m easurement o f technical efficiency. Any 

unit operating on this unit isoquant is achieving technically efficient production whilst point 

P (unit P) defines technically inefficient operation. Technical inefficiency o f unit P is given 

by the distance RP which represents the amount inputs can be proportionally reduced whilst 

maintaining current output levels. The technical inefficiency o f unit P can be expressed in terms 

of the ratio RP/OP, and therefore unit P ’s Technical Efficiency (TE) is measured by the ratio 

OR/OP which is equal to (1-RP/OP).

Technical Efficiency: = OR IO P  = 1 -  RP/OP.  (3.4.1)

If market prices are known then allocative efficiency can be obtained from Figure 3.1. The 

slope o f the isocost line, CC represents the input price ratio. Allocative inefficiency of unit 

P is shown by the distance SR or in ratio terms SR/OR. That is, SR represents the reduction 

in production costs available to unit P by moving along the isocost line from point R (position 

of technical efficiency and allocative inefficiency) to point R  (both technically and allocative 

efficient). Allocative Efficiency (AE) of unit P is m easured by OS/OR.

Allocative Efficiency: AE;  = O S /O R.  (3.4.2)

‘̂ The subscript ’I” is used on the technical etliciency measure to indicate input-orientated measure.
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Having defined technical and allocative efficiency. Overall EflSciency (OE) of a unit is described 

by the ratio OS/OP, where the line segment SP can be considered in terms of cost reduction. All 

three measures are bounded by zero and one.

Overall Efficiency: 0 £ /  = T E , x A E i  = O R j OP x O S j OR  = OSIOP.  (3.4.3)

Farrell (1957) establishes a radial input-oriented measure of technical efficiency in the single 

output multiple input technology case, that can be extended to incorporate an output oriented 

measure of technical efficiency in the single input multiple output case. The output oriented 

measure is not derived in Farrell’s seminal paper but both orientations are attributed to him as 
they are similar concepts (Fare, Grosskopf and Lovell, 1985; Lovell, 1994). Farrell measures 

inefficiency as the extent to which a firm’s actual input consumption (output production) can be 

radially contracted (expanded) towards the boundary of the production function (frontier) whilst 
allowing the firm to maintain current output levels (maintain current input consumption).

The technical efficiency measures under input and output oriented environments equate only 

when CRS is apparent, otherwise technical efficiency will differ in the presence of increasing or 
decreasing returns to scale (Fare and Lovell, 1978). The production technology that economic 
theory associates with the fully efficient firm is not known and in practice the efficient isoquant 
must be estimated from observations on a sample of firms in the industry concerned. Farrell 

advocates two methodologies for this: i) a non- parametric piece-wise linear convex isoquant 
constructed such that no observed unit should lie to the left or below it Figure 3.2, ii) a parametric 
function be fitted to the data, again such that no observed unit should lie to the left of below it 

(Hartwich and Kyi, 1999).

Inpu t  X 2 A '  ®

0 I n p u t X I A '

Fig. 3.2: Piece-wise Linear Convex Unit Isoquant

The fundamental concept of technical efficiency originates in neo-classical economics but the 

estimation of a frontier production function commenced with Farrell. Farrell’s contribution to 

economic literature was so profound that academics and researchers invested time over the sub-
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sequent decades developing, discussing and questioning aspects o f his paper. The specification 

o f a production technology can take the form of isoquants, production functions, cost, revenue 

and profit functions.

3.5 Frontier Estimation Techniques

The methods for efficiency and productivity m easurem ent can be classified into two difi^ering 

approaches: those based on average practice and those based on best practice or non-frontier 

and frontier estimation techniques (Doraisamy, 2004). Non-frontier estimation techniques are 

not addressed in this thesis'®. Frontier models differ from non-frontier models in the assum p

tion that observed production units do not fully utilise their existing technology. In the presence 

of inefficiency, productivity measurement is affected and so will be productivity change, unless 

inefficiency does not vary over time. Frontier models are capable o f disentangling the two main 

sources o f productive growth: technological change and technical efficiency change. Techno

logical progress pushes the frontier of potential production upward, while efficiency change 

reflects the capability of productive units to improve production with a set of given inputs and 

available technology. A distinct advantage of frontier models is that they can provide vital infor

mation to the policy makers for the design of productivity enhancing policies (Del Gatto et al., 

2010). Figure 3.3 illustrates and input-output model o f a set o f units to be analysed and the 

application of three different approaches to the estim ation of a production function, i) average 

practice production function using least squares estim ators, ii) a frontier function using m axi

mum likelihood (SFA approach), and iii) an envelope function em ploying linear program m ing 

(DBA approach).

Output Y

F ro n tie r F u n ctio n

A v e ra g e  F u n c tio n  
E n v e lo p e

Input X

Fig. 3.3: Approaches to Frontier Estimation

Farrell’s efficient unit isoquant was the precursor of the frontier production functions o f today, 

frontier estimation techniques can be dichotomized into two research strands, param etric or non- 

param etric in nature. That is the contrasting distinction between these two techniques is where 

the functional form of the efficient frontier is pre-defined or imposed a priori and those where

' “F or a com parison  o f  non-frontier and fron tier estim ation  techn iques see (Del G atto  et al., 2010)
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no functional form is pre-established but one is calculated from the sample observations in an 

empirical way (M urillo-Zamorano, 2004). The two main exponents of the frontier estimation 

approach to efficiency m easurement are the linear programming deterministic non-parametric 

technique of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and the econometric parametric technique of 

Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SEA). The non-parametric deterministic assumption stipulates that 

all deviations from the theoretical maximum (efficient frontier) is solely attributed to the ineffi

ciency of the firm. In contrast, parametric frontier functions require a specific functional form 

for technology and for the inefiSciency error term which can lead to specification and estimation 

problems. The choice o f frontier estimation technique has been an issue of controversial debate, 

with Berger (1993) preferring the parametric technique and Seiford and Thrall (1990) prefer

ring the non-param etric approach. A discussion on the merits of both DEA and SPA follows in 

subsequent sections. Figure 3.4 graphically represents the two parametric and non-parametric 

approaches to econom ic efficiency measurement.

Economic Efficiency

Frontier Analysis 

Non-Parametric Parametric

Deterministic Methodologies

Data Envelopment Analysis {DEA)

Econometric Methodologies

S tochastic Frontier Analysis (S FA)

Fig. 3.4: Parametric and Non-Parametric Techniques

DEA establishes a systematic methodology framework for analysing productive efficiency. N u

merous bibliographies exist documenting the extensive applications of DEA among researchers 

in the fields of Economics, Applied Economics, Econometrics and Operations Research (OR)/ 

M anagement Science (MS), as well as practitioners in the business community, governm ent in

stitutions and many sectors o f the economy. The reader is referred to (Emrouznejad et al., 2008; 

Zhou et al., 2008; Cook and Seiford, 2009; Emrouznejad and Banker, 2010a). An extensive 

description of the mathematical notation underpinning DEA and the models em ployed in this 

thesis is reserved for Chapter 4. As with the DEA technique, the models linked to stochastic 

frontiers have evolved in multiple directions, increasing the possibilities of analysis and research 

(Kum bharkar and Knox Lovell, 2003).
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3.6 DEA as a Tool to Evaluate Electricity Power Systems (EPS)

European Energy market liberalisation has entailed the restructuring of electricity power mar

kets through the unbundling of electricity generation, transmission and distribution, supply ac

tivities and introducing competition into electricity generation. The main tenets of electricity 

market liberalisation have been i) restructuring ii) regulation and iii) privatisation. Under these 

new electricity market regimes, it is important to have an evaluation tool that is capable of ex

am ining the impacts of these market changes. Chapter 2 stresses the changing electricity market 

regime of the all island SEM. Implementing benchm ark perform ance m easurement and assess

ing the technical efficiency of EPS has seen extensive research in recent years with DEA at 

the forefront of this research. DEA has long been established as an advanced mathematical 

methodology for benchmarking and measuring the efficiency of a set o f homogeneous entities. 

Electricity is an indispensable part o f modem social and economic life. A well functioning, 

reliable and efficient EPS is crucial for economic growth, development and competitiveness.

Early research into the efficiency performance in EPS focused attention on the nature of gen

eration returns to scale (Johnston, 1960; Komiya, 1962; Nerlove, 1963; Barzel, 1964; Dhrymes 

and Kurz, 1964). Most observers agree that there exist econom ies of scale in electricity gen

eration. However, there is disagreement about the range over which econom ies persist. The 

pioneering application of DEA to EPSs was that of (Fare et al., 1983). The authors evaluated the 

relative efficiency of electricity generating utilities in Illinois, United States of Am erica (USA) 

between 1975 and 1979, in order to relate the efficiency scores obtained to the regulation of the 

sector. Their findings indicate that regulation does not automatically result in efficient operation 

o f electric utilities, nor does it result in consistent performance across plants.

Subsequently, DEA research and efficiency perform ance measurement has been extensively 

applied to all four functions of EPSs (Generation, Transmission, Distribution and Retail Sup

ply). The comprehensive adoption of DEA to EPSs research can be attributed to the fact that 

it accom m odates the employment of multiple inputs and multiple outputs without pre-assigned 

weights and where no functional form is pre-established but one is calculated from the sample 

observations in an empirical way (M urillo-Zamorano, 2004). These characteristics are particu

larly relevant when investigating, evaluating and modelling the efficiency perform ance of EPS. 

Sections 3.7 and 3.8 details the literature concerned with DEA applications in the electricity 

generation and distribution research fields. The generation function comprises of the production 

and conversion o f electric power whilst the distribution function relates to the transportation of 

low voltage electricity through local networks, consisting of overhead lines, cables, switchgear, 

transform ers, control systems and meters, necessary to transfer electricity from the transmission 

system  to end users (domestic, industrial and commercial) (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2007).
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3.7 Applications of DEA to Electricity Generation

The electricity generating sector has been the focus of considerable attention for productivity 

efficiency m easurem ent for at least three decades. (Pollitt, 1995; Zhou et al., 2008) provide a 

comprehensive review of the research literature related to this field of interest. Wilson (2002) 

postulates power concerns a flow o f energy, o f which the variable demand cannot be perfectly 

monitored and met by a given supply capacity. Storing potential energy is extremely expensive, 

hence, it becom es critically important to efficiently and effectively transmit power from gen

eration plants to distribution networks and end users, without a cascading power failure (lim i, 

2003). Generation of electric power is at the core of the production process, and efficiency is 

o f the utmost importance, as it is closely related to security and adequacy of the EPS. The 

primary function o f generating units, is to convert energy from various sources into electricity. 

From the literature, the modelling of the electricity generation production process centres on 

incorporating all or a com bination of four inputs (capital, fuel, energy, labour), and a single ho

mogeneous output (annual production). This generation production framework is adopted and 

applied extensively to thermal, hydro and wind generating units. Harrison (1979) state the elec

tricity generation process is extrem ely capital intensive and dependent on rigid technological 

requirements.

There is a substantial body of empirical work focused on estimating economies of scale in 

electricity generation. Early influential works include (Nerlove, 1963; Christensen and Greene, 

1976; Dhrymes and Kurz, 1964). The sector is thought to be characterised by substantial 

economies of scale and the available evidence lends firm support to this view (Knittel, 2002; 

Hisnanick and Kymn, 1999). Considerable research contributions by (Fare et al., 1990; Fare, 

Grosskopf, Logan and Lovell, 1985; Fare et al., 1989) must be acknowledged relating to the 

production of electricity. DEA was employed to analyse the technical and scale efficiency, 

technological progress and effects o f regulation on the production of electricity in the USA. 

Appendix A. 1 illustrates the extensive empirical DEA applications to electricity generation effi

ciency performance. Table A .l contains information concerning the author, year of publication, 

models employed, sample dataset, input-output specification and the contribution to knowledge. 

Studies investigate the impacts o f privatisation on the efficiency of decentralised electricity gen

eration include (Abbott, 2006) Australia, (Nakano and M anagi, 2008) Japan, (Bunn, 1994) UK.

A growing num ber of DEA applications assess the operational efficiency of coal-fired power 

plants. Shrivastava et al. (2012) analyse sixty coal-fired thermal power plants in India. Research 

findings indicate poor perform ance of power plants due to over use of input resources, effi

ciency of small power plants is lower compared to the medium and large category and also the 

efficiency perform ance also performance of state owned power plants is comparatively lower 

than central and privately owned Fare et al. (1990) employ the M almquist productivity index 

to study the productivity growth o f nineteen coal-fired generating plants in Illinois from 1975 

to 1981, concluding that the average rates of productivity growth were relatively stable, except
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during a productivity slowdown from 1976 to 1977. Sueyoshi and Goto (2010) analysed the 

perform ance of USA coal-fired power plants and results suggest that plant managers need to 

find a balance between their operational efficiency and environmental perform ance. N um er

ous researchers have focused on analysing the electricity generation of coal-fired power plants 

(Behera and Dash, 2010) USA, (Fang et al., 2009) India, (Olatubi, 2000) USA, (Coelli, 1997), 

Australia.

A nother research strand relates to thermal power plant efficiency. Sozen et al. (2010) con

ducted an efficiency analysis of fifteen Turkish state-owned thermal power plants em ployed in 

electricity generation. Operational efficiency and environmental performance evaluation are de

fined and pursued. The study emphasised the need to incorporate environmental efl'ects when 

analysing thermal power plants. Lam and Shiu (2001) investigated the technical efficiency of 

C hina’s thermal power generation for 1995 to 1996. The municipalities and provinces along 

the eastern coast of China achieve the highest levels of technical efficiency with productivity 

growth over 2.1% primarily due to technological change. Fuel efficiency and capacity factor are 

found to significantly affect the technical efficiency of plants. A nother study by Liu et al. (2010) 

evaluated nine thermal power generating plants with all power plants achieving acceptable over

all efficiencies, with combined cycle power plants the most efficient. O ther studies focusing 

on thermal power plants include (Chien et al., 2007) Taiwan, (Jain et al., 2010) and (Chitkara, 

1999) India. Several studies have concentrated on investigating productivity growth before and 

after electricity generation sector reform. Abbott (2006) adopted the DEA technique to measure 

the productivity and efficiency of A ustralia’s electricity supply industry over a thirty year period, 

finding productivity efficiency improvements of electricity supply over the time period. Coelli 

(1997) measure the Total Factor Production (TFP) change of 13 coal-fired plants in Australia 

from 1981 to 1991. The empirical results suggested a TFP growth over the period of 10 years 

o f up to 16%. Other productivity studies in the literature include (Nakano and M anagi, 2008) 

Japan, (Chien et al., 2007) Taiwan and (Lam and Shiu, 2001) China.

Some research has focused not only on establishing an efficiency measure by DEA but 

also incorporating other objectives such as assessing targets, forecasting efficiency, allocation 

of resources and determining the main factors responsible for increasing efficiency (Golany, 

1988; Thanassoulis and Dysosn, 1992). Vaninsky (2006) estim ated the relative efficiency of 

electric pow er generation in the USA from 1991 through to 2004 and make future technical 

econom ic forecasts. Athanassopoulos et al. (1999) developed the concept of target setting and 

scenario planning as a means of supporting decision making in m ulti-unit organisations in the 

UK. Thakur et al. (2006) present a framework for accessing the comparative efficiencies of In

dian State Owned Electric Utilities (SOEU). The results indicate that the perform ance of several 

SOEUs is sub-optimal, suggesting the potential for significant cost reductions. It was found 

that bigger utilities display greater inefficiencies and have distinct scale inefficiencies. Exploit

ing scale efficiencies by suitable restructuring and unbundling of SOEUs is suggested. Other
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studies of sim ilar interest include (Golany et al., 1994) Israel, (Jha et al., 2006) Nepal, (Thakur 

and S., 2009) India. Other noteworthy contributions to the literature on fossil fuel electricity 

generation efficiency performance include (M eenakumari and Kamaraj, 2008) India, (Diewert 

and Nakamura, 1999) Canada, (Goto and Tsutsui, 1998) Japan and UK, (Sueyoshi and Goto, 

2001) and (Arocena and Waddams Price, 2003) Spain, (Korhonen and Luptacik, 2004) Finland, 

(Park and Lesourd, 2000) South Korea, (Meibodi, 1998) Iran.

DEA as a efficiency research technique, has been formulated to evaluate the relative efficiency of 

hydro power plants. Barros and Peypoch (2008) conducted a DEA analysis of the technical effi

ciency of hydroelectric generating plants in Portugal between 1994 and 2004. The results show 

that the hydroelectric generating plants are very distinct and therefore, any energy policy should 

take into account this heterogeneity. It also concludes that competition, rather than regulation, 

plays a pivotal role in increasing hydroelectric plant efficiency. Also in Portugal, Barros (2008) 

estimate total productivity change for the period 2001-2004 concluding that a num ber of plants 

experienced productivity growth while others experienced a decrease in productivity. An inter

nal benchm arking procedure is proposed along with managerial strategies to curb inefficiencies. 

(Jha and Shrestha, 2006a; Jha et al., 2007) investigate the performance of hydro power plants o f 

the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA). The average technical efficiency of hydro power plants 

o f NEA was found to be approximately 74% with scale efficiency 71% and average overall effi

ciency found to be around 50%. Other applications of DEA to hydro efficiency analysis include 

(Dedoussis et al., 2010) Greece, (Barros and Peypoch, 2007) Portugal.

Renewable energy sources will play an ever increasing role in the electricity generation 

portfolios o f nations and in particular wind energy. However, there exists a gap in the literature 

related to wind farm DEA efficiency studies, very few exist. Sarica and Or (2007) examine 

the operational and investment performance of sixty-five thermal, hydro and wind power plants 

in Turkey. Perform ance comparisons include public versus private sector plants, and natural 

gas versus coal versus oil fired plants. Also, the relationships between efficiency scores and 

various input-output factors are investigated and some interesting trends are identified. Iglesias 

et al. (2010) estimate the productive efficiency of a group o f wind farms employing both fron

tier methods DEA and SEA. Their results are o f interest to regulators, wind farm developers, 

technology suppliers, operators and other stakeholders in the sector. M ore recently, Barros and 

Antunes (2011) analyse ownership and unobserved managerial ability as factors impacting on 

the performance of Portuguese wind farms and advise the implementation o f common policies.

3.8 Applications of DEA to Electricity Distribution

The relative efficiency performance of electricity distribution has seen extensive research world

wide in the last decade due to the restructuring of EPS (Santos et al., 2010). Performance 

measurement, optimisation, and policy making of electricity distribution are important issues 

for regulators in the electricity restructuring and reform, with efficiency scores of various tech-
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niques setting x-factors in the incentive regulation methods such as price cap and revenue cap 

regulation (Azadeh et al., 2009). The incentive regulation techniques are discussed in (Hill, 

1995; Jam asb and Pollitt, 2000; Joskow and Schmalensee, 1986).

Perform ance m easurement is a key component of price cap regulation as efficiency and pro

ductivity are essential input parameters determining the revenue that firms are allowed to absorb 

under this type of regulation. This form of regulation prevents the abuse o f m onopolistic power 

and is adopted to protect and promote the welfare of both consum er and producer (Olemez, 

2008). If the regulatory regime is efficacious, then both producers and consumers becom e better 

off. Efficiency and productivity in electricity generation are primarily determ ined by technolog

ical factors, whilst the electricity distribution sector is mainly determ ined by efficient m anage

ment and labour utilisation (Kumbhakar and Hjalmarsson, 1998). Performance m easurem ent is 

the fundam ental concept underpinning incentive regulation and is increasingly being adopted by 

many countries. The underlying interest in measuring efficiency is the desire to com pare perfor

mance of different units and to identify sources of efficiency or inefficiency (Lovell, 1993). The 

DEA literature on electricity distribution efficiency and productivity analysis, both theoretical 

and em pirical, is now vast and associated benchmarking techniques have been applied in a wide 

variety o f settings (Doraisamy, 2004; Perez-Reyes and Tovar, 2009; Jam asb and Pollitt, 2001; 

Santos et al., 2010; Haney and Pollitt, 2009).

Since Fare et al. (1983) pioneering DEA application to EPS, electricity distribution effi

ciency analysis has primarily focused on establishing a measure of efficiency and productivity, 

and more recently accounting for differences in electricity distribution perform ance due to in

hibiting operational characteristics and their surrounding environment. Appendix A.2 illustrates 

the em pirical DEA applications to electricity distribution efficiency performance. The Appendix 

Table contains information concerning the author, year o f publication, models employed, sam 

ple data set, input-output specification and the contribution to knowledge. The following is a 

list of topics related to DEA efliciency distribution literature:

1. The effect o f average and frontier specifications on efficiency estimates;

2. The specification of inputs and outputs and the sensitivity of efficiency results to variable 

specification;

3. Economies of scale;

4. The efl'ects of power sector reforms;

5. The effects of ownership on efficiency performance;

6. International inter-country Comparisons; and

7. Effect o f differing operational environments on efficiency performance.
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Jamasb and Pollitt (2001) provide an extensive literature survey on the differing regulatory 

regimes em ployed around the world. Virtually all the regulatory regimes are based on “bench

m arking” that is measuring a firms productive efficiency namely technical and cost efficiency 

against a reference perform ance (Filippini et al., 2005). In Section 3.5, techniques to m ea

sure efficiency can be dichotom ised into two categories: non-parametric linear program m ing 

techniques such as DEA, and param etric econometric technique such as SFA. Both techniques 

have advocates but DEA has proved a more popular technique, perhaps reflecting the opinion 

am ongst researchers and regulators that DEA as a benchmarking technique is more appropriate 

for modelling the efficiency perform ance of electricity distribution. However, numerous studies 

have focused on adopting both parametric and non-parametric techniques to the same dataset 

(Estache et al., 2004; Jam asb and Pollitt, 2003; Farsi and Filippini, 2004, 2005; Kumbhakar and 

Hjalmarsson, 1998; W hitem an, 1999; Pollitt, 1995; Cullmann and Von Hirschhausen, 2008a). 

The empirical evidence in the electricity sector analysis suggest that the efficiency estimates 

attained are sensitive to the chosen benchmarking technique. For a critique on benchm arking 

analysis in electricity sector the reader is referred to Shuttleworth (2005).

Efficiency analysis o f electricity distribution units has focused on establishing technical or 

cost efficiency measures rather than allocative efficiency. The difficulty arises in the form of 

valuing service quality for inclusion in regulatory models. The regulatory concern is that tech

nical efficiency can be achieved at the expense of service quality measures as well as allocative 

efficiency. Electricity distribution utilities may operate at sub-optimal quality and social cost 

level in the absence o f regulation, in order to counteract this and prevent inefficient allocation 

of resources, service quality measures and incentives need to be incorporated in to regulatory 

models. Recent studies have attem pted to bridge this gap in the research (Goto and Tsutsui, 

1998; Yu et al., 2007; Cullm ann and Von Hirschhausen, 2008a; Giannakis et al., 2005). Cam- 

bini et al. (2012) state that a num ber of recent studies indicate a clear trade-off between quality 

and technical efficiency (com panies with higher cost structures present higher levels of quality 

and vice versa) (Giannakis et al., 2005; Growitsch, Jamasb and Pollitt, 2010), however (Coelli 

et al., 2008; Growitsch, Jam asb, M uller and Wissner, 2010) find the introduction o f quality does 

not have a significant efl^ect on the technical efficiency scores estimated.

The selection o f input-output variables to be employed is an important step in DEA. How

ever, there is no firm consensus on which variables best describe tlie operational characteris

tics o f electricity distribution utilities (Giannakis et al., 2005). Keeney and Raiffa (1993) state 

a desirable set o f m easurem ent factors should be complete, decomposable, operational, non- 

redundant, and minimal. A ccording to Jamasb and Pollitt (2001) the most extensively employed 

inputs are operating costs, num ber of employees, transform er capacity, and network length. The 

most widely used outputs are units o f energy delivered, number of customers, and the size of 

service area. The benchm arking o f electricity distribution utilities employing physical quantities 

o f input measures highlight the potential for efficiency improvements in terms o f reductions in
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physical units. The majority of DEA benchmarking applications use physical measures of inputs 

as proxies for the operating and capital costs, with the exception of (Hougaard, 1994; Bum s and 

W eyman-Jones, 1994; DTe, 2000; Jamasb and Pollitt, 2003; Hattori et al., 2002). However from 

a regulatory viewpoint, it is preferable to focus on costs (m onetary measure) rather than adopt

ing physical measures since the primary aim of regulators is to promote cost savings in utilities 

and subsequently achieve lower prices for consumers (Doraisamy, 2004). Jam asb and Pollitt 

(2003) state relative performance measured on the basis of physical inputs bears an indirect 

relationship with cost savings potential as the basis for setting RPI X-factors. An extensive re

view o f the input and outputs adopted in electricity distribution studies is reserved for Chapter 5.

Many research publications have explored the economies of scale related to electricity dis

tribution. Early influential studies include (Neuberg, 1997; M eyer, 1975; H uettnerand  Landon, 

1978), indicating evidence of initial scale economies in distribution among USA electric util

ities. Recent years have seen research focus on distribution economies in countries other than 

the USA (Hjalmarsson and Veiderplass, 1992), (Kum bhakar and Hjalmarsson, 1998) Sweden, 

(Giles and Wyatt, 1993) New Zealand, (Korhonen and Syrjanen, 2003) Finland, (Salvanes and 

Tjotta, 1994) Norway, (Filippini, 1996) Switzerland, (Von Hirschhausen et al., 2006) Germany 

and (Yatchew, 2000) Canada. These studies find evidence of scale economies in electricity dis

tribution but dilfer in some aspects with certain systems exhausting their economies at relatively 

m odest scale, while others have persistent economies. It is important to distinguish between 

Returns to Network Density (RND), i.e., the economies of increasing electricity supply when 

the network is held constant and Returns to Scale (RTS) i.e., the economies of increasing both 

electricity supplied and the network (Gulledge and Lovell, 1992). For independent distributors 

there is clear evidence of RND but less indication of RTS. Salvanes and Tjotta (1994) in Nor

way, find significant evidence of economies of density but no evidence of economies of scale 

above small outputs. Hjalmarsson and Veiderplass (1992) Sweden, indicate that the primary 

source of productivity growth is returns to network density.

Since the 1980s, reforms have altered the institutional framework, developm ent and oper

ational environment of power sectors throughout the world (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2003). The 

central focus of these power sector reforms has been improving the efficiency of the sector. The 

reforms have entailed the adoption of competition into electricity generation, design of organ

ised pow er markets, and unbundling of the electricity generation, transm ission, distribution, and 

retailing activities Jamasb and Pollitt (2000), coupled with ownership transfers and privatisation 

of existing assets Joskow (1998). The consensus from the literature states power sector reform 

improves efficiency (Perez-Reyes and Tovar, 2009) Peru, (Nakano and M anagi, 2008) Japan, 

(Pombo and Taborda, 2006) Columbia, (Chunbo et al., 2011) China, (Abbott, 2006) Australia, 

whilst others argue a negative impact (Ramos-Real et al., 2009) Brazil and some retain incon

clusive results (Cullmann and Von Hirschhausen, 2008^?) Germany. However, there is a gap in 

the literature investigating the impact of reforms on quality o f service.
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There has been an increased research focus to investigate the implications of power sector reform 

that entails some form of private involvement, that is the effects of ownership on efficiency per

formance of electricity distribution utilities (i.e private and publicly owned) (Newberry, 1999). 

The results from this research strand have been conflicting. For instance, numerous authors such 

as (Pollitt, 1995) USA and UK, (Hjalmarsson and Veiderplass, 1992) and (Hjalmarsson and Vei- 

derpass, 1992) Sweden conclude that there exists no significant difference between public and 

privately owned electricity distribution utilities in terms of technical efficiency. In contrast to 

this, (Bagdadioglu et al., 1996) Turkey, (Hougaard, 1994) Denmark, (Kumbhakar and Hjalm ars

son, 1998) Sweden and (Berry, 1994) USA, find private ownership of electric utilities leads to 

greater efficiency performance as opposed to public ownership. However, other authors (Es- 

tach et al., 2002) South America, (Pombo and Taborda, 2006) Columbia, (Mota, 2004) Brazil 

and USA and (Sanhueza, 2003), Chile have focused on less developed countries (mainly Latin 

America) concluding that power sector reform and privatisation has a positive effect on electric

ity distribution efficiency performance. Perez-Reyes and Tovar (2009) posited that these results 

in electricity distribution efficiency performance are attributed to inhibiting operating environ

ments prior to reform. These factors include political influence, capital constraints, com plicated 

and corruptive behaviour concerning procurement. Several studies have argued (Zhang et al., 

2002; Jam asb et al., 2004; Mota, 2004) that private ownership and privatisation in the context 

o f market-oriented infrastructure reforms is inconclusive and only when effective regulation is 

present will privatisation achieve efficiency improvements.

Prior to the 1990s the employm ent of DEA as an economic evaluation tool was confined to 

electricity generation plants. W eyman-Jones (1991) was the initial single country DEA appli

cation to electricity distribution utilities, in which the technical efficiency of twelve Area Elec

tricity Boards (AEB)s in the UK electricity distribution industry was studied. The findings indi

cate a wide divergence in efficiency among the Area Electricity Boards (AEB)s. Subsequently, 

single country efficiency evaluation has been widespread. Pahwa et al. (2003) benchm ark the 

performance o f the fifty largest electric distribution utilities in the USA. The results indicate 

inefficient utilities can adopt and develop strategic plans to improve performance. Kumbhakar 

and Hjalmarsson (1998) find evidence of economies of scale, technical progress, and relative 

efficiency of private utilities when investigating distribution utilities in Sweden. O ther intuitive 

single country studies enhancing the DEA benchmarking literature include (Econom ics, 1999) 

New South Wales, (Korhonen and Syrjanen, 2003) Finland, (M iliotis, 1992) Greece, (Bagda

dioglu et al., 1996) Turkey, (Grifell-Tatje and Lovell, 2003a) Spain, (Forsund and Kittlesen, 

1998) Norway, (M eibodi, 1998) Iran, (Hjalmarsson and Veiderplass, 1992) Sweden, (Tsutsui 

and Goto, 2009) USA, (Cullmann and Von Hirschhausen, 2008/?) Poland, (DTe, 2000) Nether

lands.

Coinciding with single country research, inter-county comparisons have become more prom i

nent in recent years. Jamasb and Pollitt (2003) stipulate this growing trend is because i) regu-
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iators can assess the performance of national utilities within the larger context o f international 

practice, ii) international comparators to a sample can improve the validity of the research and 

iii) international comparisons allow regulators to measure efficiency of the utilities by the stan

dards of international best practice. Pollitt (1995) was one of the first to implement a com 

parative electricity efficiency study across fourteen countries concluding that there is no strong 

evidence that performance is affected by ownership. Cullmann and Von Hirschhausen (2008a) 

investigated the technical efficiency of electricity distribution in four Eastern European countries 

concluding that technical efficiency has improved through privatisation. Hattori et al. (2005) 

ascertained productivity gain from 1985-1998 was more prom inent in the UK electricity distri

bution sector as opposed to Japan’s. Numerous astute inter-country DEA electricity distribution 

applications can be found in the literature (Yunos and Hawdon, 1997; W hitem an, 1995; Goto 

and Tsutsui, 1998; W hiteman, 1999; Jamasb and Pollitt, 2003; Cullmann and Von Hirschhausen, 

2008a; Jam asb and Pollitt, 2001; Mota, 2004; Edvardsen and Forsund, 2003; IPART, 1999).

However, efficiency estimates from international inter-country benchm arking need careful 

consideration as Zhang and Bartels (1998) show as the sample size increases the estim ated mean 

technical efficiencies decrease generally. Other research focuses on analysing the performance 

o f distribution systems by evaluating operational efficiency and the possible reorganisation of 

electricity distribution utilities (Lo et al., 2001; Chien et al., 2003) Turkey and (Jha et al., n.d.) 

Nepal. In most cases higher efficiency is attainable through reorganisation. Another strand of 

research focuses on the comparison of electricity distribution utilities in an urban versus ru

ral setting, concluding the presence of higher efficiency in urban areas as opposed to sparsely 

populated regions (Miliotis, 1992) Greece, (Yang and Lu, 2006) (Chen, 2002) Taiwan and (Hjal- 

marsson and Veiderplass, 1992) Sweden.

The classical DEA models allow almost total flexibility in the selection of weights for elec

tricity distribution utilities. However, applications of employing weight restrictions in electricity 

distribution efficiency analysis have grown in recent times (Jha et al., 2011) Nepal, (Bjorndal 

et al., 2008; M igueis et al., 2 0 1 1) Norway, (Pahwa et al., 2003) USA, and (Santos et al., 2010) 

Portugal. These extended classical DEA models are referred to as “weight-restricted” DEA 

models, which are intended to enhance discriminatory power and reflect the details of the un

derlying technology of production. Arguments in favour of adopting weight restrictions can be 

found in (Chaparro et al., 1997).

The U K  electricity market has seen extensive applications of DEA to establish technical, 

cost and productivity measures of efficiency whilst also incorporating service quality research 

(W eyman-Jones, 1991; Burns and W eyman-Jones, 1994; W eyman-Jones, 1995; Giannakis et al., 

2005; Yu et al., 2009, 2007; Hattori et al., 2003, 2005; Yunos and Hawdon, 1997; Pollitt, 1995). 

The main them e in the majority of studies centres on establishing the productive efficiency of 

Area Electricity Boards (AEB)s in England and Wales before and after their privatization. The
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results indicate the existence of productive growth, technical efficiency in half of the aiea boards 

and the existence of wide divergences in their performance. Other research literature exam ining 

productive growth include (H jalm arsson and Veiderplass, 1992; Kumbhakar and Hjalm arsson, 

1998) Sweden, (Forsund and Kittlesen, 1998) Norway. In all cases the primary source of pro

ductive growth was technological progress. Thus, the effect o f reforms on efficiency and produc

tivity growth in electricity sectors is positive. Individual electricity distribution firms operate in 

different regions with various environmental and network characteristics that are only partially 

observed, it is crucial for DEA benchm arking models to distinguish between inefficiency and 

such exogenous heterogeneity.

A growing num ber o f applications employ exogenous variables'* (i.e. variables beyond the 

firms control) in electricity distribution analysis to account for differences in terms of the char

acteristics o f distribution utilities and their operating environment (e.g. countries, regulatory 

system, geographic region, differing ownership, electricity demand and consum ption character

istics) (Ram os-Real et al., 2009) Brazil, (Pombo and Taborda, 2006) Columbia, (Estache et al., 

2004) South America, (W eyman-Jones, 1995) UK, (Korhonen and Syrjanen, 2003) Finland, 

(Agrell et al., 2005) Sweden, (Hattori et al., 2005) UK. Extensive discussion on environmental 

variables em ployed in distribution analysis is reserved for Chapter 5.

Doraisam y (2004) state the value of modelling for policy analysis can be enhanced by ac

curately establishing the technological realities o f the underlying production process to obtain 

accurate, reliable and realistic results. The comprehensive review of the literature related to the 

applications o f DEA in electricity generation and distribution efficiency m easurement conclude 

that it has been an effective, exhaustive and prolific technique, represented by the num ber of 

publications in the literature.

3.9 Capabilities and Limitations of DEA

DEA models accum ulate information on the efficiency of each unit, not only relative to the 

efficiency frontier they form ulate but also to specific efficient units that can be identified as 

role models or com parators (Hawdon, 2003). It is a non-parametric mathematical program m ing 

model applied to observed data that provides a way to construct production frontiers as well as 

calculate the efficiency scores relative to those constructed frontiers (M urillo-Zamorano, 2004). 

DEA accom m odates the efficiency m easurement of multiple inputs and multiple outputs without 

pre-assigned weights and w here no functional form is pre-established but one is calculated from 

the sample observations in an empirical way. The capabilities and limitations of DEA are well 

documented in literature (Kalirajan and Shand, 1999; Daraio and Simar, 2007; Fried et al., 

2008). A com prehensive list outlining the capabilities o f DEA is provided by (Cham es et al., 

1994) below:

"Introducing exogenous variables into the production function specification assumes that these variables affect 
technology rather than computed efficiency scores, and generates net efficiency measures
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1. The focus is on individual DMUs in contrast to population averages.

2. Each DM U has single aggregate measure for the utilisation of input factors (independent 

variables) to produce desired outputs (dependent variables).

3. DEA can simultaneously utilise multiple outputs and multiple inputs with each being 

stated in different units o f measurement (Unit invariance).

4. Adjustm ents can be made for extraneous variables.

5. Categorical (Dummy) variables can be included.

6. Com putations are value-free and do not require specification o f knowledge of a priori 

w eights of prices for the inputs or outputs.

7. There is no restriction on the functional form of the production relationship.

8. DEA can accommodate judgem ent when desired.

9. DEA can produce specific estimates for desired changes in inputs and/or outputs for pro

jecting DM Us below the efficient frontier onto the efficient frontier.

10. Results are Pareto optimal.

11. Focus is on revealed best-practice frontiers rather than on central-tendency properties of 

frontiers.

12. It satisfies strict equity criteria in the relative evaluation of each DMU.

The characteristics that make DEA a powerful technique for perform ance m easurem ent can 

be inverted to reveal certain limitations, which have been discussed in the literature (M anzoni, 

2007; Ram anathan, 2003; Trick, 1996; Charnes et al., 1994).

1. The non-param etric nature o f DEA means it does not allow the application of inferential 

statistics and traditional mechanism such as hypothesis testing.

2. Applications of DEA require separate Linear Program m e (LP) solutions for each DM U 

under investigation, thus resulting in numerous LP iterations. Hence, the application of 

DEA to problem s with many DM Us can be com putationally intensive and demanding, 

and som etim es beyond the capabilities o f some but not all programs.

3. As DEA is an extreme point technique, the efficiency frontier obtained relates to the actual 

perform ance of the best performing DMUs. A direct consequence o f this aspect is DEA 

can be significantly influenced by outliers and is susceptible to ‘noise’ (even symmetrical 

noise with zero mean) such as m easurement error. This makes sensitivity analysis an 

im portant component o f post-DEA procedure.
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4. DEA is good at estimating “relative” efficiency of a DM U but poor with absolute values. 

It converges slowly to “absolute” efficiency only allowing for comparisons with peers but 

not with a “theoretical m axim um ”.

5. DEA literature fails to establish definitive operational parameters, albeit rules-of-thum b’  ̂

exist but there appears to be a lack of a definitive boundary. For example, due to the 

nature of DEA, inserting more variables not only inflates DEA efficiency scores but also 

potentially conceals the actual extent o f inefficiencies (Liu et al., 2010). Cooper et al. 

(2007) adduce a simplistic solution of “trial and error” by combining small sets o f input 

and output variables and gradually increase the number, whilst observing the effects.

Successful applications o f DEA can be inhibited by the limitations discussed but acknow ledg

ing, understanding and alleviating their possible impact can lead to a parsimonious DEA model 

for investigation. Dyson et al. (2001) identify the pitfalls encountered in DEA application and 

suggest protocols to avoid them, necessary for the successfully application of the methodology.

3.10 Parametric Frontier Analysis

Parametric frontier analysis are methods that impose a functional form on the frontier using 

estimation for production or cost functions. They require more knowledge about the production 

or cost functions and also about the distribution of errors. The initial framework on parametric 

frontier analysis com m enced with Farrell (1957) cross-sectional model where goal program 

ming techniques were adapted to estimate the production function. In an early influential study 

Aigner and Chu (1968) considered the estimation o f a parametric frontier production function 

of C obb-D ouglas'^ form. Their dilemma in acquiring “estim ates” of parameters depicting the 

production function frontier was twofold. The first problem was a Linear Programming (LP) 

problem, the second was quadratic in nature, and both were deemed goal program m ing prob

lems, where the goal is to select a non-negative parameter vector that minimizes the sum of 

deviations beneath the parametric frontier, and the method is mathematical programming (Fried 

et al., 1993).

Aigner and Chu (1968) models are referred to as “goal program m ing” approaches to pa

ram eter estim ation o f prescribed (and explicitly stated) functional forms with only one sided 

deviations permitted. Goal programming techniques calculate the technology param eter vector 

by solving determ inistic optimisation problems. Since Aigner and Chu (1968) seminal paper, 

variations o f their concept, adopting the Cobb-Douglas assumption have been im plem ented by 

(Timmer, 1971; Forsund and Hjalmarsson, 1979). The main limitation of goal program m ing is

'^Boussofiane et al. (1991) stipulate the minimum number o f  DM U observations must be equal to, or larger than, 
the product o f  the number o f  inputs and outputs, Golany and Roll (1989) suggest that the number o f  D M U s should  
be at least tw ice the sum o f  the number o f  input and output factors whereas Cooper et al. (2000) state the number o f  
D M U s should excecd  the com bined number o f  inputs and outputs

'^A standard production function which is applied to describe much output two inputs into a production process 
make. It is used com m only in both macro and micro exam ples. For capital K, labour input L, and constants a, b, and 
c, the Cobb-D ouglas production function is; f(k,n) =  blfn'^
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that the param eters are calculated using mathematical program m ing techniques rather than be

ing estim ated in any statistical sense (using regression techniques). This com plicates statistical 

inference concerning the calculated parameter values (Kum bhakar and Knox Lovell, 2000).

3.11 Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)

SFA is a param etric frontier analysis technique that attempts to estimate an efficient production 

or cost frontier that does incorporate the possibility of m easurem ent error or chance factors in 

the estim ation o f the efficient frontier. SFA is an alternative efficiency estimation technique 

to DEA. SFA is based on the simultaneously proposed pioneering contributions of (Aigner 

et al., 1977; M eeusen and Van de Broeck, 1977). Due to the limitations and inadequacy of goal 

program m ing models and the deterministic econometric approach to accurately measure the 

productive structure, in the parametric context Stochastic Frontier M odels (SFM) have egressed 

as the only viable econometric parametric technique for the m easurement of econom ic effi

ciency. The stochastic production frontier is motivated by the notion that deviations from the 

production “frontier” may not be entirely under the control of firm under analysis resulting in 

sub-optimal perform ance of firms. In the context o f technical efficiency, it concerns the produc

tion function that indicates the maximum attainable output given particular inputs. Any below 

par perform ances can be attributed to random noise (beyond the m anager’s control) as well as 

inefficiency (Behr and Tente, 2008). For the log linear Cobb-Douglas form, single output case, 

t the estim ation o f  the stochastic production frontier model can be written as:

where the term  v,- -  w, is the composed error term, with v,- represents random ness (or two-sided 

statistical noise) com ponent and u, represents the non-negative technical inefficiency com po

nent. The random statistical noise component encom passes the effects of exogenous shocks 

beyond the control o f the analysed unit. That is both uncontrollable factors directly affecting the 

“actual” production function (such as differing operating environments) and econom etric errors 

(such as noise, m isspecification and measurement error). External influences im pacting on ef

ficiency m easurem ent include uncertainty, luck, geographic location, weather, socio-economic 

and dem ographic factors, regulatory-competitive environments. For more on the SFA approach 

see (K um bharkar and Knox Lovell, 2003).

The statistical noise component v, is assumed to be identical independent, symmetric and 

identically distributed independently o f m,. Thus the error term  is e,- = v,- — w, is asymmetric, 

since m, > 0. The assumption with two-component error structure is that inefficiencies follow an 

asym m etric half-norm al distribution and the random errors are normally distributed. M ost often 

the half normal assumption is applied to ensure non-negativity is satisfied, but the exponential, 

truncated normal and gamma cases are also discussed in specific literature (M urillo-Zam orano, 

2004; Behr and Tente, 2008). Similar to the DEA technique, the models linked to SFA have

(3.11.1)
n
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evolved in m ultip le  d irections, increasing the possib ilities o f  research  and analysis (K um bharkar 

and K nox Lovell, 2003).

SFA app lica tions to  electricity  generation  include (Jain et al., 2010) India, e lec tric ity  d is

tribution efficiency analysis (B urns and W eym an-Jones, 1996) U K , (Farsi et al., 2006) S w itzer

land. N um erous application  em ploy both em ploy techniques D E A  and SFA to efficiency ana l

ysis (W hitem an, 1999), A ustralia (M ota, 2004), B razil (M eibodi, 1998), Iran (S im aba and 

H aghifam a, 2011). E valuating  O rdinary L east Squares (O LS) residuals p rovides a test fo r the 

p resence o f  technical inefficiency in the data. If  the residuals are cen tered  at zero, m, =  0, then 

=  v„ the com posed  erro r term  is sym m etric , then there is little support fo r evaluating  the 

technical inefficiency o f  the data. However, if  the residuals are not cen tered  at zero , w, > 0, 

then e, =  v,- -  m, is negatively skew ed suggesting  ev idence o f technical inefficiency o f  the data

(K um bharkar and K nox Lovell, 2003). C oelli (1995) propose a  test statistic to  estim ate techni-
m-}

cal efficiency. T he test statistic i s -------------r ,  w here N  is equal to  the num ber o f  observations.
(6myN)"i

under the null hypothesis o f  zero skew ness in the O LS residuals, m 2, =  0, the th ird  m om ent o f

O LS residuals is asym pto tically  distributed as a norm al random  variable w ith m ean zero  and 
6w|

variance This im plies that the test statistic is asym pto tically  d istributed  as a standard  nor

m al random  variab le A^(0,1).

If negative skew ness exists and if statistically  significant, there is ev idence o f  technical in

efficiency in the data and the problem  is estim ating th is param eter. The m otivation  behind 

efficiency analysis is to estim ate m axim um  feasib le frontier and accord ing ly  m easure the ef

ficiency scores o f  each D M U  relative to  that frontier. This estim ation  process w as initially  

orig ina ted  w ith  different versions o f O rdinary L east Squares (O LS) as show n in 3.5 through 

w hich average-p rac tising  fron tier was estim ated and shifting up by G abrie lsen  (1975) (i) m ax i

m um  am ount o f  residuals (C orrected  O rdinary Least Squares (C O LS)) (ii) m ean o f the residuals 

(M odified  O rd inary  L east Squares (M O LS)) (R ichm ond, 1974). T he draw back o f  these app li

cations are that average p roducer efficiency perform ance is adopted as the benchm ark  instead of 

best-p ractice and they are based on asym ptotic theory, and m any sam ples are rela tively  sm all.

O u tp u t Y
C O L S

M OLS

OLS

Input X

Fig. 3.5: OLS Production F rontier E stim ators
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In lieu  o f  adopting O L S, M axim um  L ik elihood  E stim ation  (M L E ) is proposed  by  G reene (1 9 8 0 )  

to estim ate  tech n o logy  param eters as w ell as residuals w h ich  are d ecom p osed  into statistical 

n o ise  and ineffic iency  term by (Jondrow  et al., 1982). To estim ate the techn ica l effic ien cy  o f  each  

firm, it is necessary  to separate the com p osed  error term and m ake distribution assu m ptions.

3.11.1 Estimation of efficiency for SFA Half Normal Model

Jondrow  et al. (1 9 8 2 ) postu late that i f  technical ineffic iency  is assum ed to be distributed as a h a lf

norm al random  variable independent from  the random  n o ise , then the distribution assum ptions  

for the error term s are i) v; ~  A^(0, cr^) ii) m, ~  A^^(0, cr^) that is, as n on-negative h a lf  norm al iii) 

V, and w, are distributed independently o f  each  other, and o f  the regressors. T he exp ected  value  

o f  Ui con d ition a l on the com p osed  error term is:

E[ui I e , ]  =  7 ^ — r  ( 3 . 1 1  - 2 )
crA (pi eiAja)  eiA^

( 1  - I -  <T~) <t>{-{eiA/a) a

w h ere (p{.) is the density  o f  the standard normal distribution, <t(.) the cum ulative density  func- 

tion , A =  o -u liT v , 6i =  V, -  Ui and a  =  (cr‘ -i- tr‘ ) 2 . For each  productive unit under an a lysis, w hen  

the con d ition a l estim ates o f  ui have been acquired, the technical effic ien cy  can be ca lcu la ted  as:

TE i  =  \ -  E [ u i \ e i ]  (3 .1 1 .3 )

In the estim ation  o f  the technical inefficiency term , assum in g that u is n on -p ositive  and num er

ou s d en sity  functions can be specified  for u (Kalirajan and Shand, 1999). A ign er et al. (1 9 7 7 )  

and S teven son  (1 9 8 0 ) produce results for a truncated distribution as op p osed  to half-norm al d is

tribution. M eeu sen  and Van de B roeck (1 9 7 7 ) adopt an exponentia l distribution for u a long  w ith  

a norm al distribution for v. Jondrow et al. (1 9 8 2 ) provide the exp ected  value o f  m, w hen  the 

asym m etric  error term fo llo w s an exponentia l distribution:

cr I T 0 -^(p[{ ei -ec r l ) / o-v ]
E[ ui  I a ]  =  (Ci - 9 ct; ) +  — —--------— — ( 3 .1 1 .4 )

0[(e,- -  eo-;)/o-y]

w here 6 =  l / tr „  G reene (1 9 8 0 ) proposed the adoption o f  m axim u m -lik elih ood  estim ation  o f  

a stoch astic  frontier w ith  gam m a-distributed errors. T he co m p lex itie s  incurred in adopting the 

correct estim ation  procedure ou tw eigh  their associated  benefits and con seq u en tly  the adoption  

o f  h a lf  norm al density  functions have dom inated  the em pirical literature o f  stoch astic  frontier 

(M urillo -Z am orano, 2 0 0 4 ). T he SFA literature presented here is intended to  be sum m ative rather 

than exh au stive, for an ex ten sive  review  on the SFA  m eth od o logy  see  (D e l G atto et al., 2010 ;  

K alirajan and Shand, 1999; Kumbharkar and K nox L o vell, 2003 ; Van Fulton , 20 0 5 ; M urillo- 

Z am orano, 2004).
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3.12 Capabilities and Limitations of SFA

SFA has been extensively employed as methodology for frontier estimation and efficiency m ea

surement, the main capabilities and limitations are outlined below.

1. SFA allows the incorporation of an error term representing noise, m easurement error and 

exogenous shocks beyond the control o f the firm under analysis.

2. M odelling production functions following SFA conforms with production theory.

3. SFA reduces influence of extreme observations and is easily adapted to work with panel 

data.

The limitations of SFA include:

1. SFA imposes considerable structure on data in stringent param eter form (functional form) 

and distribution assumptions.

2. SFA is susceptible to collinearity*'* through misspecification errors and the requirement 

of m onotonicity of relationships.

3. SFA requires the careful selection of input and output variables.

3.13 Comparison of DEA and SFA Attributes

The non-parametric DEA and the parametric SFA adopt the concept of a frontier to define firm 

specific technical efficiency performance that employ similar technologies.

“....non-statistical approaches such as Data Envelopment Analysis {DEA) have the disad

vantage o f  assuming no statistical noise, but have the advantage o f  being non-parametric and  

requiring few  assumptions about the underlying technology. Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) 

models on the other hand have the attraction o f  allowing fo r  statistical noise, but have the d is

advantage o f  requiring strong assumptions as to the fo rm  o f  the fron tier"  (Jacobs, 2000).

Numerous research has focused on clarifying the trade-off o f employing the “correct” estim a

tion technique. Gong and Sickles (1992) state that if the employed functional form is close 

to the given underlying production technology SFA exceeds DEA but as mis-specification of 

the chosen functional form becomes more apparent, the case for adopting DEA becomes more 

compelling. Hence, DEA is more appropriate when knowledge about underlying technologies 

is weak (Kalirajan and Shand, 1999).

'■'Collinearity is a linear relationship betw een two explanatory variables
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M ortim er (2002) investigate the capabilities and limitations of adopting these com peting frontier 

estimation techniques for efficiency measurement. A literature review o f fourty-one real world 

DEA versus SEA comparisons, conclude that neither technique has and absolute advantage over 

the other. The adoption of one efficiency m easurement technique over another will always lead 

to an opportunity cost of some description. It should be emphasized that the mathematical 

program m ing technique DEA and the econometric approach SEA address different questions, 

serve different purposes, and have different informational requirements and as such, the choice 

of estimation technique should be research specific, which best fits the aims and objectives of 

the analysis. Further, the SEA approach in its most common form only considers a single out

put. Hence, where electricity generation and distribution are most characterised by multiple 

outputs, the efficiency estimation may result in bias when assuming a single output. It is there

fore appropriate and prudent to employ DEA when constructing models related to the efficiency 

performance benchmarking of electricity generation and distribution in EPSs.

3.14 Summary

This Chapter provides a systematic review of the literature in ail fields that are germ ane to this 

research. The terms efficiency and productivity are discussed and the seminal contributions 

of Earrell (1957) to economic efficiency m easurement are acknowledged and illustrated. The 

evolution of frontier estimation and the contrasting parametric SEA and non-param etric DEA 

techniques to efficiency measurement are defined, presented and interpreted. A comprehensive 

literature review relating to applications of DEA to the electricity generation and distribution 

functions of EPSs is introduced. The capabilities and limitations associated with DEA and SEA 

techniques are discussed, concluding that the employment one technique over another is re

search specific and should reflect the aims and objectives of the research. The non-param etric 

technique DEA is more applicable when constructing models to reflect the underlying charac

teristics of EPS. This is evident from the successful applications o f DEA to EPS efficiency 

research and consequently a DEA technical efficiency evaluation methodology is applied to the 

all island SEM.

The research conducted in this thesis adds to the field of research in evaluating the techni

cal efficiency o f EPSs. The input-output parameters, alternative com binations and constructed 

DEA models are the salient contributions to knowledge in this thesis. The research contributes 

to knowledge by advancing DEA applications to electricity distribution by incorporating a new 

diagnostic param eter industrial output to account for differences across regions in terms o f elec

tricity distribution characteristics as opposed to incorporating traditional exogenous variables 

extensively em ployed in the literature. The three tier methodological efficiency framework, 

DEA models, parameters employed and methods developed are generic and applicable to other 

EPS worldwide for efficiency performance measurement. The concept o f the three tier m ethod

ological efficiency framework is transferable and applicable to other sectors of a countries econ

omy.
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CHAPTER 4

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) Methodology

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to provide a technical and analytical framework for the empirical 

analysis o f the Irish EPS that will be presented in Chapter 6. The chapter exhibits the theoreti

cal underpinnings of the adopted DEA models. DEA is a non-parametric technique employing 

piecewise linear programming to calculate the relative efficiency o f as set o f com parable enti

ties entitled D M U s'. The mathematical notation concerning the fundamental Charnes Cooper 

Rhodes (CCR) Constant Returns to Scale (CRS) and Banker Charnes Cooper (BCC) Variable 

Returns to Scale (VRS) DEA models are presented along with extensions to these models for 

efficiency analysis.

4.2 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)

Research is never done in isolation. In the non-parametric context, Farrell (1957) proposed a 

piecewise-linear convex hull technique to estimate the frontier production function whilst the 

academ ics, (Boles, 1967; Afriat, 1972)^ advocated that mathematical program m ing techniques 

could form  the basis of the estimation. The non-param etric approach to frontier estimation 

is attributed to the influential paper “M easuring the Efficiency of Decision M aking U nits” by 

(Charnes et al., 1978). They adopted a non-parametric piecewise linear program m ing technique 

to m easure technical efficiency, referring to the process as “Data Envelopment A nalysis” . This 

term has been firmly established in the literature, and is extensively used. DEA is a technique

'I n  the litera tu re  on productiv ity  and efficiency analysis the term  “D ecision  M aking  U n it” (D M U ) is used to 
describe  a productive entity  in instances when the term  “ lirm ” m ay not be  entirely  appropriate . E xam ples o f  D M U s 
include  p ow er p lants, e lectricity  d istribution  zones, schools, hospitals, universities and  po lice  forces.

^B oles (1967) theorised  how a m ultip le output case could  be form ulated. A friat (1972) con tribu ted  to the non 
param etric  fram ew ork by form ulating  and ex tending  F arre ll’s m odel w ith V ariable R eturns to Scale (V R S) in single 
ou tpu t case. N either academ ic received recognition  for their con tribu tions to the non-param etric  fram ew ork.
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to measure the relative technical efficiency of DMUs. The generic term DMU describes the 

collection o f firms, departments, or divisions which have multiple incommensurate inputs and 

outputs that are being assessed for efficiency. Charnes et al. (1978) proposed a model which 

subsequently became known as the CCR mode! that:

“generalised the single output-input ratio measure o f  ejficiency fo r  a single D M U  in terms 

o f  a fractional linear-programming form ulation transforming the multiple output-input charac

terisation o f  each D M U  to that o f  a single “output and virtual inpu t” (Charnes et al., 1994).

DEA is a linear program m ing model applied to observed data that provides a way to construct 

production frontiers as well as calculate the efficiency scores relative to those constructed fron

tiers (M urillo-Zam orano, 2004). It is a m ulti-factor productivity analysis model for measuring 

the relative efficiencies o f a homogeneous set of DMUs. DEA measures the holistic efficiency 

o f a DMU by com paring it with other homogeneous DMUs that transform the same measurable 

positive inputs into the same measurable positive outputs (Brooks and Cuillinane, 2007). This 

homogeneity constitutes a fundamental underlying assumption upon which the veracity of DEA 

research is established. DEA models produce detailed information on the efficiency of each 

DM U, not only relative to the efficiency frontier they formulate but also to specific efficient 

DMUs that can be identified as role models or comparators (Hawdon. 2003).

DEA accom m odates the efficiency measurement of multiple outputs and multiple inputs 

without pre-assigned weights and where no functional form is pre-established but one is calcu

lated from the sample observations in an empirical way. Since Charnes et al. (1978) pioneering 

CCR DEA model, numerous academics and scholars have developed, enhanced and extended 

its application (Banker et al., 1984; Seiford and Thrall, 1990; Seiford, 1996; Tone, 2001). DEA 

is a non-param etric technique extensively adopted primarily for performance measurement, tar

get setting and benchm arking of DM U by academics and practitioners worldwide. Evidence of 

this fact is given by the extended applications of DEA to varying fields of research. The reader 

is referred to (Emrouznejad et al., 2008; Cook and Seiford, 2009; ?; Emrouznejad and Banker, 

201OZ?). There are multiple formulations of DEA models, two o f the most frequently utilised 

DEA models in econom ic literature are the CCR and the BCC models (Charnes et a!., 1978; 

Banker e ta l., 1984).

The mathematical notation underpinning these two fundamental DEA models and their ex

tensions is presented. Assume that the relative efficiency of a set of comparable DM Us is to 

be investigated (e.g thermal power plants), there exists a sample of n DM Us where each DM U 

consum es j  input resources to produce r outputs. Economic efficiency research focuses on com 

paring DM Us by a measure of productivity. A measure of productivity is a relationship of real 

outputs to real inputs. The ratio of output to input measures the efficiency of a selected DM U in 

the sample as;
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^ U r t y r i

^ ^ l y i i  +  ^ l y i i  +  +  ^ m y m i  _  r = l

V \ X \ i  +  V 2 X 2 i  +  . . .  +  V j X j i

;=1

Where Efficiency of.DMU,  =

D M U i =  the efficiency o f D M Ui

Ur = the weight given to output r

yri = the amount o f output r from DM Ui

Vj = the weight given to input j

Xji = the amount o f input j to DM Ui

W ithin the DEA framework, multiple inputs and multiple outputs are reduced to a single virtual 

input and a single virtual output, culminating in a single relative efficiency score. DEA estab

lishes that each DM U be allowed to adopt a set of weighted factors that portray it in the most 

favourable light in com parison to the other DMU (Dyson et al., 1990). The weights (multipli- 

ers)[u,v] corresponding to the outputs and inputs selected are to achieve Pareto efficiency for 

each DM U. Pareto efficiency is attained by a DMU, if and only if none of its inputs or outputs 

can be improved without worsening some o f its other inputs or outputs (Cooper et al., 2007).

4.3 Charnes Cooper and Rhodes (CCR) Models

The DEA model was first introduced by (Charnes et al., 1978). The CCR model assumes a set 

of input-output variables are established for a set o f DMUs, DEA constructs a Production Possi

bility Set (PPS)^ containing all input-output vector correspondences that are feasible. Sim ulta

neously, it estim ates the maximum feasible radial expansion of the output or radial contraction 

of the input levels o f each DMU operating within PPS. W ithin this framework one can stipulate 

that the CCR model, analysing DMU efficiency performance to be either input or output ori

ented. Input oriented models are models whose objective is to minimise inputs while producing 

at least the given output levels. Output oriented models are models that attempts to maximize 

outputs while using no more than the observed amount of any input (Cooper et al., 2007). As in 

Charnes et al. (1978) a input orientated CCR model is assumed.

The CCR model imposes three constraints; 1) that the PPS exhibits CRS; 2) convexity of 

the set o f feasible input-output combinations; and 3) strong disposability o f inputs and outputs 

(M urillo-Zam orano, 2004). An assumption of technical efficiency o f each DM U is formed 

by the ratio o f virtual weighted outputs to virtual weighted inputs. W hen the above stated 

assum ptions and constraints are present, the formulation o f the prim al form of the CCR linear 

program m ing model to measure technical efficiency for each DM U is given as:

^PPS is defined as the set o f  feasible activities. DEA m odels im plicitly use PPS to evaluate relative efficiency of  
D M U s.

n
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m

^  Urky'rk

M a x  DMUk =0k=^ -V   (4-3.1)

Y j
;= i

m

^rkVrz

Subject to: ^ ---------  < 1 ;  z = l , . . . , 5 ;

^ ̂ jk^jz 
/ = 1

Urk,Vjk > 0; r  = l,. . . ,m ; j  =

In this formulation, there are m  outputs produced, n input resources, and z DMUs. k is the DM U 

being evaluated in the set o f z = 1, . . . , n D M U s,  6^ is the efficiency measure o f DMU “k” rated 

relative to all the other DMUs. The output data }yk is the value of output r for DMUk,  while 

Xjk is the input j  for DMUk  during the period of observation. Urk is the coefficient or weight 

assigned to outputs r computed in the solution to the DEA model, similarly vjk is the coefficient 

or weight assigned to inputs j  computed by the DEA model solution. These weights can be 1) 

fixed in advanced or 2) derived from the data (Cooper et a!., 2000). All weights are restricted to 

be non-negative. Thus, the weighted sum of the DMU outputs must be less than or equal to the
m n

weighted sum of the DM U inputs ^  Urkyrk ^  ^  vjkXjk. The measure of efhciency is defined as
r = l  J= \

the maximisation of the ratio of weighted linear combinations of outputs to the weighted linear 

com binations of inputs, subject to the constraint that the efficiency score obtained for each DMU 

cannot exceed one. The efficiency score is bounded between zero and one. (Note: the m athe

matical program is run z times for each DMU to determine efficiency. That is, the parametric 

approach optim izes over all observations as opposed to the non-parametric DEA optimisation 

o f each observation).

The form ulation of Equation 4.3.1 is non-linear. It is a fractional linear program where 

the num erator has to be maximised and the denominator minimized simultaneously (an infinite 

num ber o f solutions). The objective function will become linear if either the denom inator or nu

m erator of the ratio is forced equal to one (Onut and Soner, 2007). A transform ation developed
n

by Cham es and Cooper (1962) for fractional programming introduces a constraint ^  = I
7 =1

Stipulating the sum of all inputs is one which provides:

m

M a x  DMUk = dk = Y j  ^^rkyrk (4.3.2)
r = l

m n

Subject to: ^  Hrkyrz ~ ' ^ v j k X j ^  < 0\ z =  \
r = l  y=l
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n

j = \
l^rrVj > £ > 0 ;  r =  l , . . . ,m ;  j =

w here the no tation  changes from  u and v to yu and v reflects the transform ation , e  is an infin itesi

mal positive num ber, w hich constrains the input and ou tpu t coefficients to be positive, e lim ina t

ing the possib ility  that they will be given a  zero relative value in the D E A  resu lts (C ooper et al., 

2004; A rno ld  et al., 1998). This form  is know n as the multip lier  form  o f the linear p rogram m ing  

problem . C om putation  o f  an efficiency score is done w ith  the dual o f prim al m odel. E m ploying  

the duality  theorem ^ in linear program m ing , one can  derive an equivalent dual o r  envelopm ent  

form  o f the problem :

n m

M in  9k -  e ( ^  sj^ -i- ^  s;!'̂ ) (4 .3 .3)
;=1 r=l

S ubject t o : ^  ^jz'^z + j  = U 2 ,.. .,  n\
z = \

S

~Kk = yrk '' = 1. 2, . . . ,  m\
;=1

sT ,̂ s;!'̂ , > 0 Z = l ,2 . . . , . ? .

w here is the scalar efficiency m easure o f  D M U  “k ” rated relative to  all the o ther D M U s, 

sĵ . slack variables^ fo r input constrain ts, w hich are constra ined  to be non-negative, s^  ̂ slack 

variables ou tput constrain ts, w hich are non-negative, and is the dual coefficient o r w eight

assigned  to D M U s. S lacks w ill be exam ined in g rea ter detail in S ection  4.6. T his envelopm ent 

form  has few er constra in ts than the m ultip lier form , and hence is the generally  preferred  form  to 

solve^. It w ill satisfy 0 < 1, w ith technically  efficient D M U s scoring unity, ind icating  the po in t 

o f  PPS, w hile  inefficient D M U s will score less than unity. The perfo rm ance o f  a D M U k  (the 

D M U  being evaluated  relative to  the perform ance o f  all D M U s) is said to  be (100% ) technically  

efficient if  and only if the follow ing tw o conditions are both  satisfied (C ooper et al., 2000, 2004):

B* =  1

(ii) All slacks are zero  ( 5 “ ’ =  =  0)

A D M U  is referred  to as “w eakly efficient” if and only  if, (i) 6* = 1 and (ii) (s“ 0 and/or

s^ t  0) occu r for som e r  and j  in som e alternate optim a. T he fu lfillm ent o f  cond itions (i) and 

('//) define “P areto-K oopm ans”  ̂or “strong efficiency” , w hich can be verbalized  as: PK  efficiency

■*DuaMty Theorem: (i) In a primal-dual pair o f linear programmings, if either the primal or the dual problem has 
an optimal solution, then the other does also, and the two optimal objective values are equal, (ii) If either the primal 
or the dual problem has an unbounded solution, then the other has no feasible solution, (iii) If either problem has no 
solution then the other problem either has no solution or its solution is unbounded Cooper et al. (2000)

’The presence of slacks reveals the scope for further non-radial reduction in inputs or expansion in the case of 
outputs once an inefficient DMU is projected on to the production frontier.

^The forms defined by equation are introduced here for expository purposes.
’PK efficiency refers to the Pareto concept of welfare efficiency employed in “welfare econom ics” and extended 

to “production econom ics” by Koopmans (1951)
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can be attained if  and on ly  if  it is not p ossib le  to im prove any input or output w ithout w orsen in g  

so m e other input or output (C ooper et al., 2007 ).

4.3.1 Two Inputs One Output Case

To provide clarity, an illustration to estab lish  the relative perform ance o f  six  D M U s for a s in g le  

output m ultip le (tw o) input ca se  is outlined in this section  (M ullarkey et al., 2 0 1 1 ). A n  input 

oriented  m od el is assum ed and considers the perform ance o f  six  therm al pow er p lants (A -F ), 

w h ich  each have the fo llo w in g  inputs and outputs; Fuel C onsum ption  X i TeraJoules (TJ), U n it 

Rate E xport C apacity X 2 M W , and output o f  A nnual Energy Production Y\ M egaw att-hour  

(M W h). E ffic ien cy  o f  an individual D M U  (or therm al pow er plant) is equal to output/tw o inputs. 

For illustration purposes the num erical values em p loyed  are sim p listic . Table 4.1 presents th ese  

values.

Table. 4 .1: T w o Input and O ne Output N um erical E xam ple

T herm al P ow er Plants Fuel Export A nnual Input Input

D M U C onsum ption C apacity Production

X 2 A 'l/r , X 2 / Y ,

A 2 5 1 2 5

B 2 4 2 1 2

C 6 6 3 2 2

D 3 2 1 3 2

E 6 2 2 3 1

F 10 2 2 5 1

T he input-output ratios for this exam p le are show n in Figure 4 .1 . T he D E A  frontier corresponds  

to the so lu tion  o f  the D E A  m odel defined and is obtained by running six  separate linear pro

gram m ing problem s - on e for each  o f  the six  therm al pow er plants. F igure 4.1 illustrates that 

points F, B and E em p loy  less inputs resources and as such form  the effic iency fro n tie r . I f  all 

the data is “E n velop ed ” w ith in  this region the area w here operations are feasib le  is entitled  the 

p iecew ise  linear PPS d elineated  by points F, B  and E. T he therm al pow er plants operational in 

this area are not on the frontier and as such are inefficient. Therm al pow er plants A , C and D  

are ineffic ien t to  the exten t that they need  to m ove to A , C ' , D  respectfu lly  to b eco m e efficient. 

N o te  the techn ica l effic ien cy  o f  C is 0 .833% , interpreted as therm al pow er plant C cou ld  p oss ib ly  

reduce con su m p tion  o f  all inputs by 16.7%  w ithout reducing output. T his technical e ffic ien cy  

score is ca lcu la ted  by  projecting a ray from  the origin  0  through C to point C , and then obtain  

C ’s e ffic ien cy  as: 0C  /0 C = 0 .8 3 . T his im plies production at point denoted  C .

F ocu sin g  on its current in efficient state, D M U  C , con su m es inputs o f  2TJ o f  fu el con su m p 

tion/annual production  in 2M W  o f  export capacity/annual production. It can m aintain current 

annual production  o f  3M W h and adopt strategies to the coord inates o f  the e ffic ien cy  projec-
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tion point C . This is achieved by reducing both fuel consum ption and export capacity by 

0.833x(2,2)= (1.666,1.666). Graphically this is the shortest possible distance to the efficiency 

frontier. Thus firm C should produce its 3 units of output with 3x(1.666,1.666)=(5,5) units of 

the two inputs. This projection point C lies between the line joining thermal pow er plants B 

and E and are therefore referred to as the peers  of thermal power plant C. The same calculation 

process applies to the other inefficient thermal power plants, establishing efficiency scores for A 

of 0.5% and for D of 0.714%. The power plants F, B and E all have a technical efficiency score 

of 1 as they lie on the efficiency frontier.

Input X2A^2

•  A (2,6)

Area of 
inefficiency

C (2,2)
( 1 .2 )

Efficiency Frontier

O' (1.666,1,666)

0 Input X W 1
X

Fig. 4.1: Efficiency Frontier Two Inputs One Output Case 

4.4 Input and Output Orientation

A key attribute of DEA research is it’s ability to project inefficient DM Us onto production fron

tiers. There are three possible corrective measures that can be adopted to achieve this: 1) Input 

orientation - reduce input amounts by as much as possible whilst keeping present output lev

els constant; 2) Output orientation - maximise output at the current input consum ption levels; 

3) A com bination of 1 and 2. The first two approaches are classified as “radial^” models and 

require a distinction between input and output orientation. The third approach is represented 

by the Additive and Slacks Based Measure (SBM ) models that employ non-radial measures of 

efficiency w here the focus is analysing the existence of slacks by addressing input excesses and 

output shortfalls. Slack analysis is discussed in Section 4.6. These efficiency form ulations can 

enhance resource based decisions (Van Fulton, 2005).

’*“Radial” m eans that a proportionate change in input-output values is the main concern and hence neglects the 
existence o f  slacks (input excesses and output shortfalls remaining in the model) as secondary or freely disposable, 
whereas Non-Radial deals with slacks directly and does not stick to a proportionate change o f  input/output (Cooper 
et al„ 2007).
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The preceding fundamentai DEA CCR model is Input orientation  and corresponds to Farrell’s 

input based measure of technical and allocative inefficiency outlined Section 3.4. However, 

this Input orientation  approach can be extended to illustrate the Farrell technical and allocative 

Output orientation  efficiency measure, by considering the case where production involves a 

single input (X I) and two outputs (Y1 and Y2) represented in Figure 4.2 (Fare, G rosskopf and 

Lovell, 1985).

O utput Y2/X1

Z

A rea  of 
Inefficiency

Z'0 O utput Y1/X1

Fig. 4.2; Technical and Allocative Efficiency Output Orientation

4.4.1 One Input Two Outputs Case

In the DEA context consider the relative performance o f seven DM Us for a single input multiple 

(two) output case. The output oriented model is assumed and considers the performance of seven 

Electricity Distribution Counties (EDC)s^ (M ullarkey et al., 2012) (A-G).

Table. 4.2; One Input and Two Output Numerical Example

Electricity Network Electricity Num ber of Output Output

Distribution Length (km) Consumed (MWh) Customers

Counties (EDC)s Xi }̂ i Yi Y\ / X\ Yi lX,

A 1 1 5 1 5

B 1 2 7 2 7

C 1 3 4 3 4

D 1 4 3 4 3

E 1 4 6 4 6

F 1 5 5 5 5

G 1 6 2 6 2

^EDCs are responsible for medium and low  voltage electricity distribution in a particular geographical regions o f  
Ireland. Each EDC region, or municipality is considered as a D M U  under DEA investigation.
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Each have the following input and outputs: Network Length Xj km and outputs Electricity Con

sumed Y\ MWh, Number of Customers Y2 (Numerical Number). Efficiency of an individual 

DMU is equal to two outputs/one input. Figure 4.3 depicts an output-oriented DEA model, with 

the aim of maximising output levels whilst holding input quantities constant, the underlying 

technology is represented by the production possibility curve line ZZ’. The efficiency frontier 

consists of lines connecting the DMU points B, E, F and G as shown. The production possibility 
set is the region bounded by the axes and the efficient frontier, noting the observations A, C and 

D lie below the piece-wise linear production possibility curve ZZ’ and are inefficient.

Efficiency can be by referring to the frontier lines, the efficiency of electricity distribution 
d{0, D)

zone D is evaluated by ----------- = 0.75 where d (0 , D) and d(0 , D ) relate to the “distance
 ̂ d (0 ,D ')

from the origin to point D” and the “distance from the origin to point D' DMU D must in

crease both its outputs by 1.33 to become efficient, that is I.33x(4,3) projects point D onto the 

efficiency frontier D' represented by the coordinates (5.33,4). Point D' shows the possible im

provement available and 0.75% refers to the proportion of inefficiency in both outputs of DMU 

D. The corrective measure is to increase both outputs without altering their proportions - until 

point D' on the efficiency frontier is obtained. This is referred to as “technical inefficiency”.

O utput Y2/X1

E (4.6)

F (5 .5 ’)

PC  (3.4)

G(6,2)

PPS Frontier

0 z O utpu t Y1/X1

Fig. 4.3: Efficiency Frontier One Input Two Outputs Case

Another defined source of inefficiency is “mix inefficiency” and it occurs when some (but not 

all) outputs (or inputs) are identified as exhibiting inefficient behaviour. The corrective measure 

alters the proportions in which outputs are produced (or inputs are utilised) Cooper et al. (2007). 
An illustrative example is represented by the observation A which lies below the piece-wise lin

ear production possibility curve. Point A is projected onto the frontier at point A', however 

this is not on the efficient frontier. It lies outside the DEA efficiency (production) frontier de

lineated by the B, E, F and G. The improvement in technical efficiency of DMU A to point A' 

does not remove all inefficiencies. This is due to the fact that Y1 production could be increased
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by A 'B  w ithout consum ing any more inputs. Thus there exists slacks in the production of Y1 

represented by A'B.  The exam ples given in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.3.1 achieve the same objective, 

projection onto the efficiency frontier and only differ in their direction to achieve this. Section 

4.4.1 illustrates that efficiency is attained by progressing towards the origin and efficiency fron

tier (Input-orientation) whilst Section 4.3.1 achieves efficiency by progressing away from the 

origin to achieve the same objective of efficiency (Output-orientation).  The choice o f particu

lar orientation is case and industry specific, for example in electricity generation, DM Us must 

meet stated demand, hence input oriented model are appropriate as minimising input resources 

whilst meeting demand is the prim ary objective. An example in the output oriented sense could 

be applications to the hotel industry. Adopting either orientation should reflect which quanti

ties (inputs and outputs the DM U managers retain most control over). The input-oriented CCR 

definition of DEA efficiency can be modified to exhibit the output-oriented version. Table 4.3 

presents the CCR model in both the input and output oriented versions, each in the form of a 

pair o f dual linear programs.

Table. 4.3: DEA Charnes Cooper Rhodes (CCR) Models

Input oriented

M ultiplier Model Envelopment model

MaxOk =  ' ^ H r k y r k

r =\

Min Ok -  e ( J ^  s  ^  s;^) 
7 = 1  r= l

Subject to: Subject to:

m n 

r =\  7 = 1

S

< 0; z =  1,...,5 ; ' ^ X j ^ A ^  +  sJf .  =  0Xjk y =  1,2, 
z =\

n

Y j  =  •
J ~ \

S

Y j y r z ' ^ z ~ K k = y r k  r = U 2 , . . . , m - ,

l i r , V j  >  e  >  0 ;  r =  1, j  =  /{;,s^.^,s+ , >  0  z = h 2 . . . , s .

Output-oriented

M ultiplier model Envelopment model

MinOk =  X  V j k X j k  

; = i

Subject to:

M a x c P  +  e i J ^ S j i ^  +  Y . K k )
7=1 r= l

Subject to:

n m  

7=1 , =1

S

>  0; z =  1 , . . . , ^ ;  ^ X j ^ A ^  +  sJi^ =  X j k  j  =  \ ,2 ,
Z=1

m

^ f ^ r k y r k  =  1

S

J ^ y r z ' i z - S r k  =  ^ r k  r = l , 2 , . . . , m ;

H r , V j  > e  > 0\ r =  1 , , J n; s^.^,s+,>  0 z = l , 2 . . „  j.
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(Coelli et a!., 2005, 1998) stipulate an important point that “the input and output oriented DEA  

m odels will estimate exactly the same frontier and therefore, by definition, identify the same set 

o f  firm s as being efficient. It is only the efficiency measures associated with the inefficient firm s  

that m ay differ between the two m ethods”. Input and output orientation under constant returns to 

scale yields the same efficiency scores and Coelli and Perelman (1996) states the choice o f any 

particular orientation rarely has more than a minor influence upon the efficiency scores obtained.

4.5 Banker Charnes and Cooper (BCC) Models

The fundam ental CCR model assumes CRS, which is arguably less appropriate for evaluation 

o f EPS, because there should be no assumption of constant returns to scale (Nerlove, 1963). 

Nerlove (1963) focused on the issue of economies of scale by modelling the nature of produc

tion under a cost function specification and concluded that economies of scale were exhausted 

at relatively modest finn size (Hisnanick and Kymn, 1999). The CRS assumption is only ap

propriate when all DM Us are operating at an optimal scale. However, im perfect competition, 

governm ent regulations, constraints of finance, among others may inhibit a firm from operating 

at optimal scale (Margaretio and Romero, 2004; Coelli, 1996).

The CCR model can be altered to incorporate a more general VRS environment. The CCR 

model exhibits CRS assumption and evaluates the Total Technical Efficiency (TTE) for each 

DM U, specifically by aggregating Pure Technical Elficiency (PTE) and Scale Elliciency (SE) 

into one value. The BCC model with VRS can differentiate between PTE and SE, and determine 

if Increasing Returns to Scale (IRS), Decreasing Returns to Scale (DRS), or CRS possibilities 

are present'*^.

The BCC model differs from the CCR by incorporating the condition = 1 which

is also written as eA = 1 where e is a row vector with all elements unity and /I is a column 

vector with all elements of non negative. Together with the condition Aj > 0 for all j ,  this 

im poses a convexity condition on allowable ways in which the observations for the n DM Us 

may be com bined. This added constraint introduces an additional variable into the (dual) o f the 

m ultiplier problem s. The envelopment form is given as:

n m

Min 6k -  e( J ]  sj^ -i- ^  s;!'̂ ) (4.5.1)
y=I r=\

s

Subject to: ^  + sj^ = Oxj^ j  = 1 ,2 ,..., n;
C=1

S

yrk r = \ ,2 , . . . ,m \

"’Term  re tu rns to scale relates to a firms p roduction  function  and relates to changes in output resu lting  from  
proportional change in all inputs. 1) If output increases by that sam e proportional change then  C R S prevails, 2 )If 
ou tpu t increases by less than that p roportional change there are D R S, 3) If ou tpu t increases by m ore than  that 
p roportional chan g e  there is IRS
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j = l
,>  0 z = \ , 2 . . . , s .

Coelli et al. (2005) state that incorporating the convexity constraint ensures that an inefficient 

firm is only benchmarked against firms of a similar size. A comparison of the fundam ental 

CCR and BCC models is illustrated in Figure 4.4. A one input, one output VRS production 

technology is depicted exhibiting four DMU, A, B, C and D (e.g. four thermal power plants). 

The efiicient frontier of the CCR model under CRS assumptions is illustrated by the continuous 

line from the origin passing through point B. DM U B can be extrapolated to points on this line, 

such that the change in input level causes an equally proportional change in the output level. 

The eflncient frontier o f the BCC model under VRS assumption is depicted by the bold lines 

linking points A, B and C. It consists of convex combination o f the extreme points lying on the 

production surface.

O u tp u t  (Y) C R S  Fron t ie r

VR S Fron t ie r

DRS

IRS
•  D

P P S

0 Input (X)

Fig. 4.4: Technical and Scale Efficiency M easures

The PPS is the area between the VRS production frontier and the x-axis, inclusive o f these 

bounds. It consists o f the frontier together with observed or possible activities with a surplus 

of inputs and/or a shortfall in output compared with the frontier. The firms A, B and C are all 

operating technically efficiently (i.e. BCC eflficient) as they lie on the production frontier. How

ever, only firm B is CCR efficient. If the underlying technology is assumed to be VRS then a 

scale eflnciency measure can be obtained for each individual firm. Returning to Figure 4.4, it can 

be observed that firm A is operating in the increasing returns to scale portion of the production 

frontier and can enhance productivity by increasing its scale of operation approaching point B.

Point C is operating in the decreasing returns to scale portion of the production frontier and 

can enhance productivity by decreasing its scale of operation approaching point B. The firm 

positioned at point B, cannot become more productive by altering its scale o f operation. It is 

noted, firm B is operating at the “optimal” (feasible) production point that maximises productiv-
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ity, also entitled the M ost Productive Scale Size (M PSS) or equivalently the Technically Optimal 

Productive Scale (TOPS) (Fried et al., 2008; Coelli et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2007). To con

ceptualise a scale efficiency measure, note the technically inefficient firm operating at point D. It 

is clearly evident that productivity of firm D could be enhanced by progressing to point E on the 

VRS frontier (i.e. eliminating technical inefficiency), and further enhancem ent can be obtained 

by moving from point E to point B (i.e. eliminating scale inefficiency). The distance of the scale 

size of a DM U from MPSS is reflected in its scale efficiency. This is defined as in either an input 

or output orientation as the ratio TTE (i.e. CRS) and PTE (i.e. VRS) expressed as:

Total Technical E ff {TTE) = [PureTechnical E ff (PTE)'\ X  [Scale E ff (5£)] (4.5.2)

with the scale efficiency measure defined as:

(4.5.3)
0BCC*

Note: the technical efficiency of a particular firm or DMU will not exceed its pure technical 

efficiency irrespective of orientation. Hence, from the above formulae, it can be concluded that 

scale efficiency will always be < 1. The mathematical formulation of the input and output 

oriented BCC models are expressed in Table 4.4. In summation, the fundamental DEA models 

can be represented by classification in the following pictorially figure adopted from Charnes 

et al. (2000).
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Table. 4.4: DEA Banker Charnes Cooper BCC Model

Input oriented

M ultip lier Model Envelopment model
m

M a x & k  =  ' ^ l ^ r k y r k
r= l

n m

M i n  Ok -  £ (  J ]  s"^ +  2  )

y=l r= l

Subject to: Subject to:

m n

' ^ M r k J r z  -  ^  V jkX j^  < 0 \ Z  =  

r = l  j = l

S

1, . . . ,  ^  x j^ A ^  +  =  9 x j k  j  =  1,2,..., n;
C=I

n

Y j  =  *

S

^  y’rz^z  ~ K k = y r k  r  =  \ , 2 ,

z=\

:=1

H r , V j  >  £  >  0 ;  r =  j  = l,...,n ; ^2 ,sT^,s+ , > 0  z= 1 ,2 . . . , j .

Output-oriented

M ultip lier model Envelopment model
n

M i n O k  =  ^  V jkX jk

n m

M a x  (p +  £ ( ^  ^

7=1 7 = 1  r= \

Subject to: Subject to:

n m

X ~  ' ^ l ^ r k j r z  >  0 ;  Z =
j = \  r = \

S

1, . . . ,  +  ^ Ik  =  ^ j k  J =  '  ’ 2 , « ;

m

^ t ^ r k y r k  =  1
r= l

S

^ yrz '^z -  K k  = ^ y r k  r = \ ,  2 ,...,m ;
C=1

H r , V j  >  £  >  0 ;  r  =  l , . . . , m ;  j  = 1 , 4 , s “ , s^^, >0 Z = \ , 2 . . . , s .

Input

Piecewise Linear

C R S------- ► Nonoriented

Output---------

Input-----------

V R S  ► Nonoriented -

Output--------

- CCR-lnput

■Nonoriented CRS

-CCR-Output

BCC-lnput 

'Additive Model

-BCC-Output

Fig. 4.5: Classification by Returns to Scale and Orientation
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4.6 Peer Firms and Slacks Affiliated with Inputs and Outputs

The presence of slacks reveals the scope for further non-radial reduction in inputs or expansion 

in the case of outputs once an inefficient DMU is projected on to the production frontier. DM Us 

that are 100% efficient and operating on the efficiency frontier have zero slacks, conversely those 

DMU not operating on the efficiency frontier are inefficient and present slacks. Slacks relate to 

degree of inefficiency exhibited by DMU operating inefficiently and stem from the poor perfor

mance of inputs, outputs or both. If inputs are being utilised ineffectively and inefficiently, then 

there is input slack present or input excesses. Conversely, a similar situation unfolds if outputs 

are being utilized in an ineffective and inefficient manner, there is output slack or output short

fa ll  in production.

For DEA models the assumption of convexity applies to the PPS P, which states that for any 

two points that are feasible, their convex combination is also feasible. That is, if two DM U lie on 

the efficiency frontier, then every point on the line segment connecting these two points belongs 

to P. As a result, DEA compares actual firms to virtual firms that are the weighted combinations 

of actual firms (Pasupathy, 2002). Peers or the “com posite set” are the DMU firms that are 

operating on the efficiency frontier or the best-performing frontier. It is the existence of this 

reference set or peer group o f efficient DMUs that forces inefficient DM Us to becom e efficient. 

Figure 4.6 depicts the relative efficiency of Six DM U in an input oriented environment. Firms 

C, D and E are operating on the efficiency frontier and are efficient whilst firms A, B, F lie north 

east of the efficiency frontier and are inefficient.

A lterna tive  2

I s o q u a n t

Input X1/Y10

Fig. 4.6: Peer, Slack Identification and Improvement Potential

For DM U B, projection onto the efficiency frontier is observed to be point B '. This efficient 

DM U B ' lies on the line segment connecting the two efficient DM U C and D. Hence, both C 

and D are the peers of B and firm B is compared to the weighted com bination of C and D. The 

technical efficiency of DMU A could be enhanced by progressing to point A '. The efficiency
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of A is the ratio OA'/OA, so the slack value is obtained by subtracting (1- OA'/OA). In order to 

facilitate the progression of A to point A ', the ratio of inputs/outputs must be altered to achieve 

this but alternative strategies exist. These strategies where A achieves efficiency are represented 

by Alternative 1, progression towards the vertical axis (X2/Y1) or towards the horizontal axis 

(X l/Y l) . In these cases the slack values obtained will differ and there acceptability will depend 

on the optimizing strategy adopted (M anzoni, 2007). Observing firm E, it lies on the efficiency 

frontier parallel to DM U D and as such is efficient. However, Firm E produces the same quantity 

as D in terms of output production, consum es the same resources as input X2 but more of input 

XI for each unit of Y production. The distance DE is the excess of input XI consum ed by firm F  

and as such this existence of slack input should be acknowledge when determining its efficiency 

score.

4.7 Classification Proposal for DMUs

DEA identifies sources and estimates the extent of inefficiencies contained in the outputs and 

inputs generated by DMUs. Charnes and Cooper (1986) proposed an efficient-inefficient clas

sification scheme relative to the unit isoquant. Kabnurkar (2001) states all DM Us can be di

chotomized into two differing sets - Efficient (RE) and Inefficient (N). Figure 4.7 presents a the 

visually representation of the classification scheme.

NF
I n p u t  X 2

NE'

NE'

NF

I n p u t  X i

Fig. 4.7: Efficient and Inefficient Classification of DMUs

Figure 4.7 illustrates efficient (RE) DM Us can be sub-divided further into sets E E ' and F. Points 

designated by E are extremely efficient DM Us and form the vertices of the efficient frontier, E ' 

DM Us are not extremely efficient because they can be represented as a convex com bination of 

extremely efficient E DMUs. Both E and E ' are on the PK efficient frontier of K. The points 

F are on the extended efficiency frontier and are characterised as being efficient DM Us with 

slacks. All points E E ' and F are scale efficient. The defined Inefficient set (N) is composed
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of NE, N E ' and NF. Stipulating inefficient DMUs NE, N E' and NF according to whether they 

relate to E E ' and F on the efficiency frontier provides a way to identify the scale efficiency 

properties and separate them from technical inefficiencies in any non-zero slacks that may be 

present (Charnes and Cooper. 1986). The classification proposals presented lay the foundations 

for the calculated and presented slack discussion of D M U ’s in Chapter Six.

4.8 Non Increasing Returns to Scale (NIRS)

If the underlying technology is thought to be VRS then a scale efficiency measure can be ob

tained for each DMU under analysis. This is achieved by em ploying the previously explained 

fundamental DEA CCR and BCC models to the same data set. Numerous research studies have 

decom posed the technical efficiency score obtained from the DEA CCR CRS model into two 

com ponents, one attributed to scale efficiency and the other due to pure technical inefficiency 

(Coelli et al., 2005; Onut and Soner, 2007). If discrepancies exist between the CCR CRS and 

BCC VRS technical efficiency scores then one can conclude the presence of scale inefficiency. 

If a DM U is fully efficient (100%) in both the CCR and BCC eliiciency scores, then it is op

erating in the Most Productive Scale Size (MPSS). If a DM U is BCC efficient but inefficient 

in the CCR model, then it is locally efficient but not globally and this is due to its scale size 

(Cooper et al., 2007). The calculation of a scale efficiency measure can be illustrated in Figure

4.8 for the one input one output case with the CRS and VRS DEA production frontiers included.

Y

CRS Frontier
NIRS Frontier

Pv
PC

A

VRS Frontier

0 X

Fig. 4.8: Scale Economies

The technical inefficiency of point P is represented by the distance PPc under CRS input- 

orientation whilst the technical inefficiency of point P under the assumption of VRS would 

be PPv, with the difference between the two attributed to scale efficiency. This relationship can
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be expressed in ratio efficiency measures as:

TEi.crs = APc/AP 

TEi.vrs = APv/AP 
SEi = APc/APv

where all these ratio measures are bounded by zero and one. This is also represented by: TEi.crs 

= TEi.vrs x  SEi because o f the relationship:

APc/AP = (APv/AP)x(APc/APv).

This example is adopted from (Coelli et al., 2005, 1998) and is graphically represented in Figure 

4.8. The SE measure discussed, whilst alerting the analyst to the presence of scale inefficiency, 

fails to stipulate if the DMU in question is operating in the increasing or decreasing returns to 

scale area of the production function. This can be resolved by solving a linear programming 

problem where Non Increasing Returns to Scale (NIRS) are assumed. This is warranted to es

tablish if the DMU in question needs to increase or decrease its scale of operation. By altering 

the fundamental BCC DEA model in Equation 4.5.1 by substituting = 1 for D ”=| ^  '
to obtain :

m s

M i n 6 - e ( Y ^ s J +  ^ s ' ^ )  (4.8.1)
1 = 1  r=\

n

Subject to: ^  XijAj + s“ = Oxi„ i = 1,2,.... nr,
7 = 1

n

' ^ y r j A j - s ' l :  = y r o  r =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  i ;

7 = 1
iy ,s “ ,s"̂  > 0 j  = \,2...,n.

By imposing a restriction forcing Y!'j=\ '^j to be equal to or lower than one, a technical efficiency 
score can be obtained for the NIRS environment. The nature of the scale inefficiencies of the 

DMU in question can be determined by contrasting the technical efficiency scores of the NIRS 

and VRS DEA models. If they are unequal, increasing returns to scale exist for that DMU (NIRS 

TE i=- VRS TE = IRS). If they are equal, then decreasing returns to scale applies (NIRS TE = 

VRS TE = DRS) (Coelli et al., 2005). An empirical application of this approach can be found 
in (Fare, Grosskopf and Logan, 1985).

4.9 Extensions to the fundamental DEA Models

DEA researchers have acknowledged external influences and other non-discretionary (some

times causal) factors on DEA efficiency. Exogenous factors are variables that impact on the 

efficiency performance level of DMUs and are not under the control of the firm management. 

These factors are not inputs consumed nor outputs produced, but affect the level of inputs and
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outputs exogenously. The previously discussed fundamental DEA models make no allowances 

for the presence of exogenous and non-discretionary fixed variables. The terms exogenous, 

and non-discretionary variables will be used interchangeably throughout this thesis. The fun

damental DEA models are referred to as Discretionary models. Discretionary models of DEA 

implicitly assume that all inputs and outputs are discretionary variables, i.e., controlled by the 

managem ent o f each DMU and varied at its discretion (Saen, 2005). However, in any realistic 

situation, there may exi.st “exogenously fixed” or non-discretionary factors (variables) inputs 

and outputs that are beyond the management control of a particular D M U '' which also need to 

be considered. Banker and Morey (1986a) in their analysis of sixty restaurants in a fast food 

chain refer to such variables as “exogenously fixed” or not under the control of firm m anage

ment. They illustrate the impact of exogenous inputs in their study.

Instances o f such non-discretionary variables from DEA literature include snowfall, soil 

characteristics, topography of diff'erent farms, age of facilities in different universities (Saen, 

2005). Environmental variables related to benchmarking studies o f electricity distribution in

clude inverse density index, losses MWh, network length, and custom er density (Mota, 2004). 

Failure to explicitly account for exogenously fixed variables will result in the adopted model 

returning unrealistic suggestions in order to improve efficiency performance. The reader will 

acknowledge that altering exogenous variables like the “mean site elevation, wind speeds, to

pography or level of rainfall” of a given region is an unrealistic suggestion. There are a number 

o f techniques that can be employed to incorporate exogenous variables into DEA efficiency 

analysis. The techniques can be dichotomised somewhat loosely into one-stage models and 

two-stage m odels'^. Single-stage techniques were established by (Banker and M orey, 1986a,/?) 

whilst Tim m er (1971) pioneered the two-stage technique. The first two of the following four 

techniques are adopted when the exogenous factors present can not be measured.

i If the exogenous factor can be ordered from the least favourable to the most favourable 

effect upon efficiency, then firms can be classified according to there favourability level and 

as such firms operating under the same environment are com pared with each other or those 

firms operating in a less favourable environment.

ii If the exogenous variable can not be measured or no natural ordering is prevalent then the 

technique introduces categorical variables that restrict the comparison set to other DMUs 

in the same of higher (or the same or lower) categories. The exogenous variable must be 

a categorical variable. Both methods one and two can only incorporate one exogenous 

variable and suffer from the effect of a reduction in the com parison set, thereby reducing

"R ay  (1988)states that a failure to incorporate all relevant non-discretionary variables simply results in technical 
inefTiciency

'^One-stage models use data on inputs, outputs and observable exogenous variables all at once, whilst two-stage 
models use data on inputs and outputs in the first stage, and use data on observable exogenous variables in the second 
stage.
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the discrim inatory power of the model. The final two techniques are em ployed when the 

exogenous factors present can be measured.

iii This approach to non-discretionary variables is to include them directly in the linear pro

gram m ing form ulation along with the traditional inputs and outputs, but restrict the op

timisation to either inputs or outputs. A prerequisite o f this technique is that the direc

tion of influence o f the exogenous variable (upon efficiency) must be known a priori. If a 

“positive-effect” on efficiency is anticipated then it should be included in the linear program 

in the same way as a non-discretionary input would be included, conversely an exogenous 

variable with a “negative-effect” should be included in the linear program the same way a 

non-discretionary output would be included (Coelli et al., 2005). The formulation of Non- 

Discretionary (NDSC) is given in the next Section 4.9.1.

iv The two-stage technique incorporates a first stage DEA solution involving only the tra

ditional inputs and outputs whilst the second stage regression analysis seeks to explain the 

variation in the first stage efficiency scores in terms of a vector o f observable exogenous vari

ables (Fried et al., 2002). The signs of the coefficients o f the exogenous variables indicate 

the direction of influence whilst hypothesis testing can indicate the strength o f relationships.

In this thesis, techniques ii), iii) and iv) are employed at various stages. The focus of interest is 

to investigate w hether the source of inefficiency in a DM U is caused by the inefficient operation 

of the DMU itself or by the disadvantageous conditions under which the DM U is operating.

4.9.1 Non-Discretionary Model (NDSC)

NDSC models are an extension of the fundamental CCR and BCC models designed to incor

porate exogenous param eters in DEA models. Figure 4.9 depicts an output-oriented model 

illustrating the relative efficiency o f six DMUs (A-F) each having a normalised consolidated 

input and two outputs.

Non -
D iscretionary

-•C

-• B

D

D iscretionary

Fig. 4.9: Example o f Exogenous Variables 

O f the two outputs one is discretionary and the other is non-discretionary or exogenous, the red
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diam onds show  the way in w hich the inefficient D M U s A and B can alter the p roduction  p ro 

cess to  becom e efficient. The m ovem ent is possib le only along the d irection  o f  the d iscre tionary  

variable, w hich is the horizontal axis, w hilst the non-d iscre tionary  o r exogenous variable is kept 

fixed. B anker and M orey ( 1986a) p ioneer the form ulation  o f  the first D EA  m odel for evaluating  

efficiency in the presence o f “exogenously  fixed” inputs. T here efficiency m odel is a m odifica

tion o f  the fundam ental CC R m odel, differing in that it does not suggest any changes (increase 

o f  the output o r decrease o f  the inputs) for any variable that is not w ithin the d isc re tionary  co n 

trol o f  the decision  m aker o r m anager. E quation  4.9.1 provides the form ulation  o f  the N D SC  

m odel.

__
M i n e - E { Y , h  (4-9.1)

lelo r=\

n

Subject to: ^  xi jAj  +  s~ =  i e  I^ ;
j = i

n

^ X i j A j  +  =  Xi„ / e lyv;
j = i

n

^ y r j ' ^ j  -  K  =  yro r  =

Aj  > 0  j  = \ ,2 . . . , n .

w here all variables (except 6) are constrained to  be non-negative and e >  0 is a non A rchim edean  

infinitesim al constan t to assure strongly efficient solutions. T he sym bols / e  Iq  and i e  Ia  ̂ refer 

to the sets o f  d iscre tionary  and non-d iscretionary  inputs, respectively. T he non-d iscre tionary  

variables do not en ter directly  into the efficiency m easures being optim ised  but they can nev

ertheless affect the efficiency evaluations by v irtue o f the ir presence in the constra in ts  (C ooper 

et al., 2007). T he m odel form ulation  for the N D SC  input-ou tpu t C R S and V R S are given in 

Table 4.5.
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Table. 4.5: DEA Non-Discretionary (NDSC) Model

Non-Discretionary (NDSC) Constant Returns to Scale

Input Oriented Output Oriented

M m 6 » -£ (2 ,e io  s“ +  Z ^ = is ;) M a x  (j) -1-  e ( Z ™  1 s "  +  )

subject to subject to

n

7=1

n

^  -  S r  = (py'ro r € Od', 
7=1

^  "1" — Xio  ̂ ^
7=1

^  J  y^j^j  ~ yfo ^ ^  O n )  

7=1

' ^ y . j A j  -  s'  ̂ = yro r = l , 2 , . . . , s \  
7= 1

Aj  > 0  j  = \ ,2. . . ,n.

^ ^ x i j A j  + Sj — Xio r — 1,2, ...,.5',
7=1

A j > 0  y = l , 2 . . . , n .

Non-Discretionary (NDSC) Variable Returns to Scale

Input Oriented Output Oriented

Min 0 -  £ ( i ; , e l o  S -  +  YjU i Max(p + e ( i ; ™  , Sj + ZreOo S r  )

subject to subject to

n

^  \ ^ i j^ j  "1"  ̂ ^  

7=1

n

^  XjjAj + s j  = Xio r -  1 ,2 ,..., 5 ;

7 = 1

^   ̂ ^io  ̂ ^  I n  » 
7=1

X i  J ~ ^ r  ^  r e  Od \ 
7=1

^ y r j A j - s ' l :  = yr o  r =  1 , 2, . . . ,

7=1

' Y ^ y r j A j = y r o  r e O o ;
7=1

7=1

A j > 0  j = \ , 2 . . . , n .
7=1

Aj > 0 J = U 2..., n.

4.10 Comparison of Attributes for CCR, BCC and NDSC Models

A synopsis o f the attributes pertaining to the fundamental DEA models and their extensions 

is presented. The assumption of a positive data set for DEA models can be relaxed by alter

nating between Semi-p- non-negative with at least one positive element in the data for each 

DMU, and Free- perm its negative values, zero or positive data. Incorporated into performance 

analysis and DEA models are two important properties of a reliable measure of efficiency; 1) 

Translation Invariance - that it be independent o f an affine translation of the input and out

put variables Floudas and Pardalos (2001); Knox Lovell and Pastor (1995). This property is
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of critical importance when data contain zero or non negative and must be translated prior to 

analysis (these transformations are to ensure that data are strictly positive prior to logarithmic 

transform). The Additive model is translation invariant only when the convexity constraint is 

added. 2) Units Invariance - that it is independent of the units in which the input and output 

variables are measured. This property has its origins in classical m athematics, an application 

called “dim ensionless” (Bridgeman, 1933).

All the models presented produce as single scalar measure of efficiency 9* with the excep

tion o f the additive model, a serious limitation. CRS and VRS relate to constant and variable 

returns to scale, respectfully. Based upon the literature, when researching EPS VRS models 

should generally be adopted. Careful consideration o f the varying DEA models capabilities and 

limitations is paramount, before definitively concluding which DEA models are to be employed. 

The model characteristics discussed are adopted from (Cooper et al., 2007).

Table. 4.6: Comparison of Model Characteristics

Model CCR-I C C R -0 BCC-I BCC-O ADD NDSC-I-O

Data Inputs Semi-p Semi-p Semi-p Free Free Semi-p

Outputs Free Free Free Semi-p Free Free

Translation Inputs No No No Yes Yes No

Invariance Outputs No No No No Yes No

Units invariance Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Efficiency Score [0, 1] [0, 1] (0, 1] (0, 1] No [0, 1]

Returns to Scale CRS CRS VRS VRS Both Both

4.11 Summary

This chapter details the DEA models employed in the research and of links the computation 

of technical efficiency with production frontiers to (Farrell, 1957). The m easurem ent of DEA 

efficiency is defined and explained. The mathematical notation underpinning the fundamental 

CCR VRS and BCC VRS DEA models are presented and illustrative examples are employed 

to present the application of these formulations. The calculation of an efficiency frontiers, peer 

reference DM Us and slacks, and input-output orientation are illustrated. The classification of 

efficient and inefficient DM Us and RTS properties are investigated. Extensions to the fundam en

tal CCR and BCC DEA models in the form of NDSC models are illustrated. The NDSC models 

propose methodological formulations to account for exogenous variables that are out o f the con

trol o f the DM Us but impact upon the efficiency scores obtained. The comparative attributes of 

the all the models employed in the DEA efficiency evaluation of the SEM are discussed. The 

Chapter presents the DEA methodology employed to conduct the efficiency evaluation of the all 

island SEM.
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CHAPTER 5

Data Sources and Models

5.1 Introduction

DEA and its appropriate applications are dependent on the data set employed in the efficiency 
evaluation model being accurate, valid, precise and veritable. This thesis develops DEA models 

based on real world data in order to test the proposed models, methodology and define targets 
for efficient DMUs. This form of analysis is paramount to improving the operational efficiency 

of the Irish electricity system and achieving stated energy and emission reduction targets. This 
Chapter presents the conceptual framework for the application of DEA, emphasising certain 
necessary acceptable data characteristics and requirements that may ease the execution of the 

DEA models and the interpretation of the results. The appropriate selection of input-output 

variables and the astute development of models pertaining to this research thesis are presented, 
discussed and interpreted in this Chapter. Finally, issues relating to the process of validating 

the adopted models and research conducted are proposed and justified. A three tier generation 

and distribution efficiency analysis of the Irish EPS is defined and discussed. The core issue 

in modelling the electricity generation and distribution processes is to ensure that the models 

adopted represent and capture all the resources consumed and the outputs delivered are well 

specified. The modelling is conducted by DEA software programme SAITECH.

5.2 Conceptual Research Framework

Efficiency analysis and productivity are core managerial control tools for assessing the degree 

to which inputs are utilised in the process of obtaining desired outputs. As outlined in sections 

3.7 and 3.8 DEA literature has expanded rapidly, reporting further conceptual and theoretical 

developments as well as numerous applications. Norman and Stroker (1991) state “the value o f  

DEAs contribution will depend on how well the efficiency analysis is meticulously planned and 
how well the results are integrated with other elements o f  management information ”.
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Norman and Stroker (1991) explain the complete process of setting up the DEA performance 

m easurement system highlighting the benefits management gains from a better understanding of 

the process within each unit of organisation and knows when and where action is needed to im

prove efficiency performance. Golany and Roll (1989) present a systematic research application 

procedure of the DEA methodology in its various stages. Attention is focused on defining the 

DM Us, the role of the units and the units primary objectives. Golany and Roll (1989) stipulate 

that DEA efficiency applications consists of three phases:

1. Definition and selection o f DM Us to enter the analysis;

2. Determ ination of input and output factors which are relevant and suitable for assessing 

the relative efficiency of the selected DMUs, and;

3. Application o f the DEA models and analysis of outcomes.

Each of these phases incorporates several steps which include heuristic, rule of thumb, selections 

o f appropriate number of DMUs, physical organisational boundaries, and the time horizon for 

the application. The DEA research application framework in its entirety is presented in Figure 

5.1. The salient issues relating to the correct application of Figure 5.1 are discussed extensively 

in this section.

F a c to r  M e a s u r e m e n t -

I
■ D efine  R e l a t i o n s h i p s 'I

Initial M o d e l

C o m p u t e r  E n v i r o n m e n t

f
Param eter Aiaalysis

------------  D efine  P o p u la t io n  o f  D M U s -------

I - t
Se t  R es e a rch  O b je c t iv e s  ^

I
-------------^  DMUs t o  b e  C o m p a r e d

I
----------------------R e lev a n t  Fac to rs
 ------------------

—  E xam ine  Fac to rs  S te p  I ( J u d g e m e n t )I
“^ E x a m i n e  Fac to rs  S te p  II (C orre la t ion)I

E xam ine  Fa c to rs  S te p  III (Trial Runs)  ■

I
C o n s t r u c t  Final M o d e lI

: InittP r e s e n t  Initial Results

C onc lus ions  & Specif ic  Analysis  Indiv idual DMU Analysis  -

Fig. 5.1: DEA Application Framework
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The employment of DEA mathematical programming models as an efficiency diagnostic tool 

relies significantly on the value of the data being true and valid. If there are legitimate concerns 

about the quality of the data being employed, the underpinnings o f the adopted models become 

questionable and the research findings invalid and untenable. Jamasb et al. (2005) postulate that 

data should be readily available at realistic and reasonable levels of cost and effort, and sources 

should be reliable and ideally cross-checked whilst also ensuring that consistency and continuity 

of the dataset is maintained. For this research study several criteria exist to aid in the selection 

process of the input and output variables for the three tier efficiency study.

Firstly, an empirical criterion is data availability. Secondly, the literature review is a way of 

ensuring validity of the research and thus represents another criterion to be taken into account. 

The last criterion for measurement selection is the professional opinion of relevant individu

als (Barros, 2008). Literature survey being the most important guideline in selecting input and 

output variables. The present research thesis conforms to these criteria by; 1) ensuring a full, 

valid dataset is available for analysis; 2) acknowledging and developing on concepts established 

in the literature review: 3) only employing relevant and pertinent indicators for assessing the 

efficiency of the SEM.

The selection of inputs (resources) and outputs (transformation of resources) indicators are 

dependent upon the research being conducted. It is imperative that the input-output selection 

factors should reflect the type of efficiency being assessed. For this reason researchers invest 

significant time, effort and resources in the optimal selection of input-output variables acknowl

edging what is postulated by theory and completed research. The discrim inatory power of a 

particular model can be greatly enhanced by being parsim onious in the selection and number 

o f factors. The optimal selection of efficiency performance indicators for research has seen ex

tensive discussion and focus in recent years, with the primary arguments centreing on whether 

the efficiency indicators are measurable, comparable and consistent (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2001; 

Jamasb et al., 2004; Vaninsky, 2006; Jamasb et al., 2005).

Jamasb et al. (2005) suggests efficiency performance indicators whether physical, monetary 

or qualitative should be clearly definable, easily measurable and if consistent in definition then 

are com parable overtim e. The variables employed in efficiency analysis should be finalised after 

extensive consultation, help, guidance and advice from expert industry professionals, govern

ment and educational institutes. Keeney and Raiffa (1993) state a desirable set o f m easurement 

factors should be complete, decomposable, operational, non-redundant, and minimal. Thanas- 

soulis (2001) states that:

“The relationship o f exchtsivity and exhaustiveness between inputs and outputs in a DEA 
assessment means that subject to the exogenity o f factors involved, the inputs and they alone 

must influence the output level, and only o f the outputs being used in the assessment”.
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Epstein and Henderson (1989) state all variables incorporated into the model have equal op

portunity to influence the calculated efficiency performance. Golany et al. (1994) provide an 

extensive framework for factor analysis and adoption. The initial list of variables to include in 

the model should be comprehensive, extensive, exhaustive and inclusive reflecting the relevant 

and suitable variables affecting efficiency performance and must be strongly related to the under

lying production function objectives of the DMUs under analysis (Ozbek et al., 2009). Golany 
and Roll (1989) postulate a framework to reinvestigate, reformulate and refine the initial list of 

variables and only to retain the most relevant and important variables. This framework process 

is necessary to establish the variables included in the three tier efficiency evaluation framework 

employed in this thesis. It incorporates three stages;

1. Judgement Process: This process entails judgement guidelines for the incorporation of 

factors that determine efficiency discrepancies. The factor judgement screening process 
may be implemented inter alia along the following line:

(a) Is the factor related to , or contributing to, one or more of the objectives set for the 
application?;

(b) Is the factor conveying pertinent information not included in other factors?;

(c) Does the factor contain elements (e.g. price) which interfere with the notion of 

technical efficiency?; and

(d) Are data on the factor readily available and generally reliable?.

2. Quantitative Methods: Certain quantitative methods exist that help refine the list of 
relevant indicators. Some variables can be aggregated into one variable (e.g number of 
people, gallons of fuel) reducing the number of variables. Regression analysis identifying 

correlations between variables and/or statistical analysis aids eliminating redundancies 

and reducing the number of variables.

3. DEA Based Methods: The remaining variables can be employed by the DEA models. By 

running DEA with a series of combinations of these variables, one can eliminate variables 
consistently being assigned small weights indicating little impact on the efficiency scores 

and having a low discriminatory power. These techniques further reduce the number of 
applicable valuable variables.

Most research studies do not describe the selection of factors or the process exhaustively. A few 

exceptions exist in the literature, Kittelsen (1993) adopt a stepwise procedure employing statisti
cal tests of model specification to arrive at the set of included variables. Korhonen and Syrjanen 

(2003) select factors or efficiency indicators based on the correlation, regression analyses and 

graphical examination of variables. (Miliotis, 1992; Bagdadioglu et al., 1996) examine the ro
bustness, strength and coherence of model specifics by incorporating and omitting inputs and 

outputs from the chosen model. Numerous rules of thumb relating to input-output selection and 
DMU requirements have been proposed in the literature to ensure the fundamental efficiency
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models have more discriminatory power. Data selection, model validation and attaining high 

discriminatory power according to Boussofiane et al. (1991) is achieved when the minimum 

number of DMU observations is equal to, or larger than, the product of the number of inputs 

and outputs. Golany and Roll (1989) propose that the number of DMUs should be at least twice 

the number of inputs and outputs considered. Bowlin (1998) state the requirement to have three 

times the number of DMUs as there are input and output variables. Dyson et al. (2001) propose 
the number of DMUs needs to be twice the product of the number input and output variables em

ployed in the analysis. There is an extensively adopted expression in the DEA literature, which 

relates the number of units evaluated to the number of input and output parameters considered:

n > m axm s ,  3{m +s)  (5.2.1)

where n is number of units evaluated and m, s is the relevant number of input and output pa

rameters. With classical DEA models, selection of inputs and outputs affects the discriminatory 

power of DEA as the number of variables selected needs to be sufficiently small compared to 

the number of DMUs for effective discrimination (Kabnurkar, 2001; Pahwa et al., 2003). The 

reason for this is clear; it is evident that if the number of DMUs under investigation is small and 

the input-output variables selected for the analysis is close to the number of DMUs, the classical 
model losses discriminatory power and almost all the DMU will be deemed efficient (Charnes 
et al., 1994).

The efficiency scores obtained from DEA are only relative in magnitude among the units 
being investigated. It should be noted that efficiency is measured with respect to the DMUs and 

factors selected. The efficiency scores are strongly influenced by the selection of the number 
of DMUs and input-output variables. Due to the nature of the DEA approach, inserting more 

variables not only inflates DEA efficiency scores but also potentially conceals the actual extent 

of inefficiency (Liu et al., 2010).

5.3 Synopsis of Variable Selection for DEA

The DEA application framework outlined in Section 5.2 was stringently adhered to. DEA is a 

“data oriented” approach for evaluating the performance of a set of peer entities called DMUs 

which convert multiple inputs into multiple outputs (Cooper et al., 2004). This “data oriented” 

characteristic is of critical importance as any comparative efficiency evaluation employing inac

curate, erroneous or inconsistent data will lead to spurious and questionable results. Data there
fore must be of an accurate and sound nature, meticulously scrutinized for discrepancies. In this 

thesis considerable time and effort was afforded to data refinement and the extensive validation 

of the sources and content. The database developed concerning the input-output variables for 
DEA analysis in this research thesis have been sourced predominately from collaborating and 

consultation with market system operators, generation and distribution companies, electricity
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sector regulators, official meteorological centres and technical industry reports. Numerous pa

rameters were considered for the research analysis. Table 5.1 provides a number of variables 
considered.

Table. 5.1: Selection of Variable considered for Research
Thermal Parameters Wind Parameters Hydro Parameters

Individual generator Wind Speed, availability Head size (m).
data. No. of units. factor, No. of wind pump efficiency,

plant type (mid. farms, area knr. turbine efficiency,

base, peaker) year capacity %, wind water inflow volume
of commission, percent generation (MW), wind year of commission,

fuel usage, forced provinces, load capacity utilisation
outage rate %, factor, average wind
O&M days per generated, average

year annual production

The incorporation of CO2 emissions into the thermal efficiency analysis was beyond the scope 
of the present thesis as the primary focus was on the operational efficiency performance of ther
mal power plants and not environmental efficiency performance. The parameters and datasets 

employed in the presented research thesis are presented in detail in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 
5.7. They relate to the thermal, hydro and wind electricity generation process and the electricity 
distribution process of the all island EPS and will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sec
tions. Table 5.8 reflects the parsimonious models adopted and the set of variables selected for 
the three tier efficiency analysis of the Irish EPS.
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Table. 5.2: Input and Output Data for Thermal Generating Units
Number Generating Location Plant Unit Rate Commission No.Units Fuel Heat Value Fuel

Unit Description Export Capacity Decommission Plant Type Fuel Used Consumption
(MW) Year (kCal/kg) Terajoules (TJ)

1 Aghada Cork Gas Steam Turbine 258 1980 & 2020 1 Gas 13546
OCGT 85 1980 3 Gas/DO 11998
OCGT 85 1980 N/A Gas/DO 11998
OCGT 85 1980 N/A Gas/DO 11998

GT 26 2003 3 DO 10450
GT 26 1980 3 DO 10450

CCGT 430 2009 1 Gas/DO 11998
995 6 82438 9133.16

2 Ballylumford Antrim CCGT 97 1997 (Gas) 1 Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 160 2002 3 Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 160 N/A Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 170 N/A Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 170 2003 3 Gas/HFO 11998
CCGT 170 N/A Gas/HFO 11998
CCGT 170 N/A Gas/ 11998
OCGT 58 1977 (& 2020 2 DO 10450
OCGT 58 N/A DO 10450

1213 9 104886 20939.14

3 Dublin Bay Dublin CCGT 403 2002 1 Gas/DO 11998
403 I 11998 22956.29

4 Coolkeeragh Derry CCGT 402 2004 1 Gas/DO 11998
GT 53 2004 1 DO 10450

455 2 22448 18321.91

5 Edenderry Oft'aly Peat Fired Condensed 117.6 2000 1 Peat 3583
117.6 1 3583

Note: OCGT - Open Cycle Gas Turbine, C CG T - Com bined Cycle Gas Turbine, GT - Gas Turbine, HFO - Heavy Fuel Oil, DO - Distillate Oil, N/A - Non Applicable

15738.30
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Number G enerating
Unit

Location Plant
Description

Unit Rate 
Export Capacity 

(MW)

Commission
Decommission

Year

No.Units
Plant

Fuel
Type

Heat Value 
Fuel Used 
(kCal/kg)

Fuel 
Consumption 

Terajoules (TJ)
6 Great Island Wexford Oil Fired Steam Turbines 54 1993 & 2013 2 HFO 9666

Oil Fired Steam Turbines 54 1994& 2013 0 HFO 9666
Oil Fired Steam Turbines 108 1995& 2013 1 HFO 9666

CCGT 430 2013 1 Gas/DO 11998
646 4 40996 1189.72

7 Huntstown Dublin CCGT 343 2002 1 Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 401 2007 1 Gas/DO 11998

744 2 23996 35797.88

8 Kilroot Antrim Coal/Oil Fired 220 1992 2 Coal/HFO 7832
Coal/Oil Fired 220 1992 0 Coal/HFO 7832

GT 30 2 DO 10450
GT 30 0 DO 10450

500 4 36564 18718.20

9 Loughree Longford Peat Fired Steam Turbine 91 2004 1 Peat 3583
91 1 3583 8303.12

10 Marina Cork CCGT 112 2008 1 Gas/DO 11998
OCGT 85 2008 1 Gas/DO 11998

197 2 23996 4595.49
II Moneypoint Clare Coal/Oil Fired 305 1985 3 Coal/HFO 7832

Coal/Oil Fired 305 1986 0 Coal/HFO 7832
Coal/Oil Fired 305 1987 0 Coal/HFO 7832

915 3 23496 15137.60

12 Northwall Dublin CCGT 150 1 Gas 13546
OCGT 90 1 DO 10450

240 2 23996 2671.17

Note: O C GT - Open Cycle Gas Turbine, CCG T - Com bined Cycle Gas Turbine, GT - Gas Turbine, HFO - Heavy Fuel Oil, DO - Distillate Oil, N/A - Non Applicable
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Number Generating Location Plant Unit Rate Commission No.Units Fuel Heat Value Fuel
Unit Description Export Capacity Decommission Plant Type Fuel Used Consumption

(MW) Year (kCal/kg) Terajoules (TJ)
13 Pool beg Dublin CGT 120 I971&2009 2 HFO/Gas 11606

GT 120 I971&2009 0 HFO/Gas 11606
GT 271 1978 1 HFO/Gas 11606

CCGT 157 1995 2 Gas/DO 11998
CCGT 157 1999 0 Gas/DO 11998

1005 7 58814 21758.75

14 Rhode Island Offaly OCGT 52 2002 2 DO 10450
OCGT 52 2002 0 DO 10450

104 2 20900 63.75
15 Tarbert Kerry Oil Fired Steam Turbines 54 2 HFO 9666

Oil Fired Steam Turbines 54 0 HFO 9666
Oil Fired Steam Turbines 241 2 HFO 9666
Oil Fired Steam Turbines 241 0 HFO 9666

590 4 38664 11892.55

16 Tawnaghmore Mayo OCGT 52 2002 2 DO 10450
OCGT 52 2002 0 DO 10450

104 2 20900 102.95

17 Tynagh Galway CCGT 384 2006 1 Gas/DO 11998
384 1 11998 20180.20

18 West Offaly Offaly Peat Fired Steam Turbine 137 2005 1 Peat 3583
137 1 3583 11905.22

Note: O CGT - Open Cycle Gas Turbine, C CG T - Com bined Cycle Gas Turbine, GT - Gas Turbine, HFO - Heavy Fuel Oil, DO - Distillate Oil, N/A - Non Applicable
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Chapter 5. Data Sources and Models

Table. 5.3: Input and Output Data for Thermal Power Plants
No. G en era tin g

U nit

L ocation In p u t 1

Fuel Consumption 

Terajoules 

(TJ)

In p u t 2

Unit Rale 

Export Capacity 

(MW)

In p u t 3

Heat Value 

Fuel Used 

(kCal/kg)

O u tp u t 1

Annual

Production

(M W h)

1 A ghada Cork 9133.16 995 82438 770360

2 Ballylum ford Antrim 20939.13 1213 104886 9212000

3 Dublin Bay Dublin 22956.29 403 11998 6376748.77

4 Coolkceragh Derry 18321.91 455 22448 2800000

5 Edenderry Offalys 15738.29 117.5 3583 812539.5

6 Great Island Wexford 1189.72 646 40996 78870

7 Huntstown Dublin 35797.87 744 23996 5179459

8 Kilroot Antrim 18718,19 500 36564 3640000

9 Loughree Longford 8303.11 91 3583 685229

10 M arina Cork 4595.48 197 23996 492772

11 M oneypoint Clare 15137.60 915 23496 4204890

12 Northwall Dublin 2671.17 240 23996 890000

13 Poolbeg Dublin 21758.74 1005 58814 1990000

14 Rhode Island Offaly 63.74 104 20900 5927

15 Tarbert Kerry 11892.55 590 38664 1222338

16 Tawaghmore Mayo 102,95 104 20900 7035

17 Tynagh Galway 20180.19 384 11998 5 605610

18 West Offaly Offaly 11905.22 137 3583 951962

Table. 5.4: Input and Output Data for Wind Generating Regions

No. G enera tion

U nit

Location In p u t I

(I) Full Time 

Man Hours 

(O&M)

In p u t 2

(I) Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(MW)

In p u t 3

(I) Wind 

Availability 

(%)

O u tp u t 1

(O) Annual 

Production 

(MWh)

1 Region A Ulster 1140 190.5 30.79 505711.84

2 Region B Connaght 420 72.1 30.17 390471.55

3 Region C Leinster 480 41.6 28.47 750432.5

4 Region D Munster 300 100.42 28.01 745632.06

5 Region E Munster 840 243.4 32.78 260915.2

6 Region F Munster 360 50.86 32.78 690524.2

7 Region G Leinster 360 101.05 31.47 128381.3

8 Region H Munster 300 14.45 30.74 34499.3

9 Region I Leinster 480 127.95 31.2 355834.7

Table. 5.5: Input and Output Data for Hydro Power Plants
No. G en era tio n

U nit

L ocation In p u t 1

(1) Storage 

Capacity 

(GW h)

In p u t 2 In p u t 3

(1) Em ployees/ (I)

Unit Rate O & M  

Export Capacity (OM /M W /YR)

O u tp u t 1

(O) Annual 

Production 

(M W h)

I Ardnacrusha Clare 3.844 57/86=0,66 70000 441000

2 Erne Donegal 14.273 28/65=0,43 60000 324000

3 Lee Cork 4,966 19/27=0.7 21000 90000

4 Liffey Wicklow 11,479 21/38=0,55 30000 46000

5 Turlough Hill W icklow 1,431 22/292=0.7 35000 349000
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Table. 5.6: Input and O utput D ata for C ounty  D istribution
No. County

Region
Location (I) Number 

of
Employees

(I) Distribution 
Network 

Length (km)

(I) Transformer 
Capacity 
(MVA)

(I) Distribution 
Losses 
(MWh)

(0 ) Energy 
Consumed 

(MWh)

(O)Number
of

Customers

(0 )  Service 
Area 
(m^)

(0 ) Industrial 
Output 
’000s

(0 )
Customer
Density

1 Donegal Ulster 221 8,691 1013 21357.95 288621 94298 4860.91 803676 11
2 Cavan Ul.ster 164 5,334 372 12249.96 165540 40310 1931.77 1434171 8
3 Monaghan Ulster 95 3,969 153 5490,87 74201 29248 1295.08 913152 7
4 Letrim Connaght 65 2,404 166 4826.05 65217 17925 1590.03 161190 7
5 Sligo Connaght 102 3,246 236 9177.25 124017 36268 1837.52 620850 11
6 Roscommon Connaght 113 4,582 625 9337.616 126184 32631 2548.19 961221 7
7 Mayo Connaght 235 9,454 505 19234.96 259932 74396 5586.05 2815243 8
8 Galway Connaght 338 12,246 1853 33132.98 447743 122970 6148.77 2628920 10
9 Clare Munster 149 5,926 1110 16090.04 217433 56344 3450.04 1223815 10
10 Limerick Munster 173 6,962 1505 25906.36 350086 93460 2755.91 11526227 13
11 Tipperary Munster 237 9,772 757 21909.62 296076 85819 4304.72 3940551 9
12 Kerry Munster 272 9,386 n i l 20819.53 281345 91667 4806.89 1709363 10
13 Cork Munster 545 19,858 3462 67438.64 911333 256391 7499.95 31274436 13
14 Waterford Mun.ster 88 3,763 662 15303.57 206805 58178 1856.59 2603666 15
15 Carlow Leinster 76 2,145 343 6990.70 94469 24552 896.55 356536 11
16 Dublin Leinster 233 9,059 6130 157025.78 2121970 565110 922.27 17611797 62
17 Kildare Leinster 156 5,465 1884 23820.6 321900 91680 1695.4 4104968 17
18 Kilkenny Leinster 121 5,355 223 12282.37 165978 41652 2072.89 659275 8
19 Laois Leinster 56 2,851 153 9378.908 126742 30345 1719.9 490680 11
20 Longford Leinster 73 2,703 186 5067.07 68474 24371 1091.16 681511 9
21 Louth Leinster 70 3,299 2154 15162.45 204898 62542 826.13 3361694 19
22 Meath Leinster 126 5,451 1702 21711.67 293401 58906 2342.07 1217179 11
23 Offaly Leinster 75 3,245 572 9868.56 133359 38446 2001.17 701095 12
24 Westmeath Leinster 136 4,332 143 11138.62 150522 43629 1856.59 908824 10
25 Wexford Leinster 161 6,723 599 18720.89 252985 66357 2366.85 1163037 10
26 Wicklow Leinster 111 4,637 389 16751.45 226371 49082 2026.62 1571443 11
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Table. 5.7: Input and Output Data for Wind Farms
Number Wind

Farm
Location (1)

Installed
Capacity
(MW)

(I)
Wind
Turbines

(I)
Wind
Turbine
Model

(I)
Hub
Height
(Metres)

(I)
Area
Swept
(m2)

(I)
Total
Surface
Area
(m2)

(I)
Annual
Wind
Speed
(m/s)

(I)
Air
Density
(kg/m^)

(I)
Wind
Fuel
(MWh)

(I)
Full
Time
Manhours

(1)
Mean
Site
Elevation

(O)
Annual
Production
(MWh)

Donegal
1 Golagh Ulster 15 10 Vestas V39 500 53 1195 11950 7.59 1.24 56234.31 600 320 41401.2
2 Cronaglaeht Ulster 4.98 8 Vestas V39 600 40 1195 9560 9.32 1.24 55241.5 480 300 14321.6
3 Drumlough Ulster 4.8 8 Vestas V47 660 60 1735 13880 9.07 1.24 78052.79 480 290 11758.4
4 Crockahenny Ulster 5 10 Enercon E40 67 1276 12760 8.8 1.24 69618.56 600 326 10763.2
5 Cark Ulster 15 20 NEG Micon 600 46 1451 29020 8.61 1.24 154914.56 1200 339 43588.6
6 Cuillagh Ulster 11.88 18 Vestas V47 660 49 1735 31230 8.96 1.24 173488.89 1080 353 34899.2
7 Anarget Ulster 3.1 3 Vestas V47 660 49 1735 5205 7.72 1.24 24913.21 180 40 7000
8 Meenadreen Ulster 3.4 4 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 8498 7.72 1.24 40674.83 240 255 8000
9 Burtonport Ulster 0.66 1 Vestas V47 660 55 1735 1735 8.92 1.24 9595.24 60 118 1000
10 Meenanilta Ulster 5 3 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 6372 7.47 1.24 29511.28 180 200 12000
11 Meentycat Ulster 72.4 38 Bonus Siemens 68/80 5333/3019 167944 8.58/8.63 1.24 898601.17 2280 295 193032.8
12 Some Hill Ulster 32 16 Enercon E70 64 3959 63344 7.75 1.24 304367.92 960 165 89144.7
13 Beam Hill Ulster 14 8 Vestas V66 60 3421 27368 9.59 1.24 162724.65 480 285 39216
14 Loughderryduiry Ulster 7.65 9 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 19116 7.97 1.24 94459.80 540 60 19000
15 Lurganboy Ulster 5 6 Enercon E44 55 1521 9126 7.13 1.24 40342.39 360 155 14321
16 Killybegs Ulster 2.55 6 Enercon E70 49 3959 23754 7.97 1.24 117378.01 360 120 6000
17 Meenachullan Ulster 11.9 6 Enercon E70 60 3959 23754 8.3 1.24 122238.08 360 205 51091.7
Total 214.34 174 35248 464616 2432357.22 10440 225 596538.4

Cavan
18 Corneen Ulster 3 2 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 7808 7.26 1.24 35145.36 120 250 7000
19 Gartnaneane Ulster 15.5 10 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 39040 7.78 1.24 188313.34 620 200 37000
20 Ratrussan/Bindoo Ulster 48 32 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 124928 8.03 1.24 621966.54 1920 231 127151.7
21 Snugborough Ulster 13.5 13 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 50752 7.52 1.24 236626.12 540 221 33731.4
22 Mountain Ulster 32 21 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 81984 8.04 1.24 408673.84 1280 230 84958.9

Lodge 1
23 Mountain Ulster 3 2 GE 1.5s 64.7 3904 7808 8.04 1.24 38921.31 120 220 7000

Lodge 11
Total 116 80 23424 312320 1529646.54 4600 225.33 296842

M onaghan
24 Mullananalt Ulster 7.5 5 GE 1.5 64.7 3904 19520 7.78 1.24 94156.67 300 333 20423.6
Total 7.5 5 3904 19520 94156.67 300 333 20423.6
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Number Wind
Farm

Location (1)
Installed
Capacity
(MW)

(I)
Wind
Turbines

(I)
Wind
Turbine
Model

(I)
Hub
Height
(Metres)

(I)
Area
Swept
(n?)

(I)
Total
Surface
Area
(m^)

(1)
Annual
Wind
Speed
(m/s)

(I)
Air
Density
(kg/m^)

(1)
Wind
Fuel
(MWh)

(I)
Full
Time
Manhours

(1)
Mean
Site
Elevation

(O)
Annual
Production
(MWh)

Letrim
25 Moneenatieve Connaght 4.25 5 Gamesa G52850 44 2214 11070 7.31 1.24 50171.45 300 250 12456.8
26 Corrie Mts Connaght 4.8 8 Vestas V42 600 40 1385 11080 5.74 1.24 39431.50 480 150 14897.5
27 BlackBanks Connaght 10.2 12 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 25488 5.23 1.24 82647.38 720 370 28567.3
28 Spion Kop Connaght 1.2 2 Vestas V42 600 53 1385 2770 6.07 1.24 10424.61 480 400 3124.3
Total 20.45 27 7108 50408 182674.96 1980 292.5 59045.9

Sligo
29 Kingsmountain Connaght 25 10 Norde\ N80 60 5026 50260 8.56 1.24 73725.75 600 140 66637.8
30 Geevagh Connaght 5.1 6 Gamesa G52 850 40 2214 13284 7.41 1.24 61029.35 360 285 10745.1
31 Caranne Hill 1 Connaght 3.4 4 Gamesa G52 850 44 2214 8856 7.8 1.24 42827.61 240 430 13000
32 Lacken 1 Connaght 6.6 3 Enercon E70 60 3959 11877 8.56 1.24 63033.61 180 10 18765.3
Total 40.1 23 13413 84277 240616.33 1380 216.25 109148.2

Roscommon
33 Kilronan Connaght 5 9 Vestas V 39 500 40 1195 10755 8.23 1.24 54878.46 200 320 14238
34 Largan Hill Connaght 5.94 9 Vestas V 47 660 55 1735 15615 6.33 1.24 61282.62 237.6 162 14000.5
35 Altagowan Connaght 7.65 9 Gamesa G58 850 44 2124 19116 8.83 1.24 104652.45 306 130 19789.2
Total 18.59 27 5054 45486 220813.54 743.6 204 48027.7

Mayo
36 Bellacorrick Connaght 6.5 21 Nordtank 300 31 755 15855 7.5 1.24 73725.75 1260 87 16000
37 Burren Connaght 2 2 Vestas V47 660 49 1735 3470 8.47 1.24 18222.35 120 170 4125.7
38 Raheen Barr Connaght 18.7 22 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 46728 7.97 1.24 230901.73 1320 195 52315.7
39 Cuillalea Connaght 3.4 4 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 8496 8.48 1.24 44668.56 240 210 8765.4
Total 30.6 52 6738 74549 91879.60 2940 165.5 81206.8

Galway
40 Inis Mean Connaght 0.67 3 Vestas V27 225 31 573 1719 8.18 1.24 8718.08 180 15 1000
41 Inverin Connaght 3.96 5 Vestas V47 660 49 1735 8675 7.96 1.24 42812.86 300 72 6589.2
42 Sonnagh Old Connaght 7.65 9 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 19116 8.71 1.24 103230.22 540 308 23865
43 Derrybrien Connaght 60 70 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 148680 7.72 1.24 711641.95 4200 328 150798.5
Total 72.28 87 6556 178190 866403.11 5220 180.75 182252.7

Clare
44 Moanmore Munster 12.6 7 Enercon E70/E4 57 3959 27713 7.96 1.24 136769.19 420 20 38955.6
45 Boultiagh Munster 19.5 13 GE 1.5s 54.7 3904 50752 7.38 1.24 232220.85 780 170 46296.1
Total 32.1 20 7863 78465 368990.04 1200 95 85251.7
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Number Wind
Farm

Location (1)
Installed
Capacity
(MW)

(1)
Wind
Turbines

(I)
Wind
Turbine
Model

(1)
Hub
Height
(Metres)

(I)
Area
Swept
(m2)

(I)
Total
Surface
Area
(m^)

(I)
Annual
Wind
Speed
(m/s)

(I)
Air
Density
(kg/rn-^)

(i)
Wind
Fuel
(MWh)

(I)
Full
Time
Manhours

(1)
Mean
Site
Elevation

(O)
Annual
Production
(MWh)

Limerick
46 Knockawarriga Munster 22.5 9 Nordex N90 75 6362 57258 8.5 1.24 301749.66 540 277 64713.1
47 Tournafulla Munster 7.5 5 GE 1.5s 54.7 3904 19520 8.4 1.24 101660.16 300 266 49752.1
Total 30 5 10266 76778 403409.82 840 271.5 114465.2

T ipperary
48 Curraghgraigue Munster 2.55 3 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 6372 7.47 1.24 29511.28 102 135 7685.7
49 Carrig Munster 2.55 3 Vestas V52 850 65 2124 6372 6.48 1.24 25600.14 102 130 4328.1
50 Skehanagh Munster 4.25 5 Vestas V52 850 65 2124 10620 8.04 1.24 52938.57 170 167 9567.9
51 Ballinlough Munster 2.55 3 Vestas V52 850 55 2124 6372 7.85 1.24 31012.52 102 150 6783.3
Total 12.75 15 8496 29736 139062.52 476 145.5 30499.3

Kerry
52 Beal Hill Munster 4.29 4 V66/52850 55 3421/2124 9793 8.91 1.24 54098.49 240 89 4439.6
53 Beenageeha Munster 3.96 6 Vestas V47 660 49 1735 10410 8.47 1.24 54667.07 360 321 9255.3
54 Tursillagh Munster 21.8 31 V47/52 660/850 3859 56897 8.71 1.24 307255.171860 363 71818.2
55 Mount Eagle Munster 5.1 6 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 12744 7.96 1.24 62894.18 360 385 12000.8
56 Coomagearlahyl Munster 45 15 Ve.stas V90 65 6362 95430 8.26 1.24 488716.11 900 485 110329.6
57 Coomagearlahyll Munster 8.5 10 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 21240 8.26 1.24 108774.28 600 470 20187.1
58 Pallas Munster 40 20 Enercon E70 60 3959 79180 8.9 1.24 436915.24 1200 237 106946
59 Glanlee Munster 31.6 23 Siemens 1.3 45 3019 69437 8.32 1.24 358183.82 1380 410 90879.5
60 Ballybane Munster 20 8 Enercon E70 60 3959 31672 8.56 1.24 168089.63 480 310 71009.4
61 Muingnaminane Munster 15.3 18 Enercon E44/48 55 1521 27378 8.75 1.24 148525.65 1080 260 35193.5
Total 195.55 85 30768 414181 2188119.68 8460 333 532059

Cork
62 Gneeves Munster 9.35 11 Vestas V52 850 55 2124 23364 8.66 1.24 125445.98 660 410 23000
63 Kealkill Munster 8.5 10 Gamesa G52 850 44 2214 22140 8.29 1.24 113795.17 600 320 21000
64 Milane Hill Munster 5.94 9 Vestas V47 660 60 1735 15615 9.07 1.24 87809.39 540 260 14345.5
65 Curabwee Munster 4.92 7 Vestas V47 660 55 1735 12145 8.91 1.24 67091.40 420 230 13457.3
66 Lahanaht Hill Munster 4.25 3 Vestas V47 660 55 1735 5205 8.15 1.24 26399.86 180 210 4000
67 Coomatalin Munster 5.95 4 GE 1.5SE 60 3904 15616 8.56 1.24 82877.23 240 230 14000
68 Kilvinane Munster 4.5 3 G80/52 850 67/40 2214 6642 8.04 1.24 33109.04 180 140 12345.6
69 Taurbeg Munster 25.3 n Siemens 2.3 80 5333 58663 9.37 1.24 340796.83 660 405 70232.9
Total 68.71 58 20994 159390 877324.93 3480 275.6 172381.3
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Number Wind Location (!) (1) (I) (I) (1) (I) (I) (I) (I) (1) (1) (O)
Farm Installed Wind Wind Hub Area Total Annual Air Wind Full Mean Annual

Capacity Turbines Turbine Height Swept Surface Wind Density Fuel Time Site Production
(M W ) Model (M etres) (m2) Area

(m^)
Speed
(m/s)

(kg/m-’ ) (M W h) M anhours Elevation (M W h)

Waterford
70 Beallough M unster 1.7 2 Vestas V52 850 55 2124 4248 7.09 1.24 18673.35 68 239 4000
Total m 2 2 l2 4  4248 18673.35 68 239 4000

Carlow
71 Greenoge Leinster 5.2 4 Nordex N60 60 2828 11312 7.95 1.24 55756.84 208 330 12765.4
72 Cronelea 1 Leinster 6.9 3 Enercon E70 60 3959 11877 8.72 1.24 64211.81 276 320 17459.4
Total 11.2 7 6787 23189 119968.66 484 325 30224.4

Louth
73 Dundalk IT Leinster 0.85 I Vestas V52 850 55 2124 2124 6.58 1.24 8665.07 34 100 1987.8

\ 0  74 Drybridge Leinster 1.7 2 Enercon E48 55 1810 3620 8.1 1.24 18179.64 68 223 4346
“  Total 2.55 3 3934 5744 26844.71 102 161 6333.8

Meath
75 Dunmore Leinster 1.7 2 Vestas V52 850 55 2124 4248 8.36 1.24 22018.23 68 222 3850
Total 1.7 2 2124 4248 22018.23 68 222 3850

Wexford
76 Carnsore Leinster 12 12 Vestas V52 850 49 2124 25488 8.22 1.24 129897.04 480 90 43821.6
77 Ballywater Leinster 43 21 Enercon E70 64 3959 83139 7.76 1.24 399998.35 1720 80 101004.4
78 Richfield Leinster 27 18 GE 1,5s 64.7 3904 70272 8.04 1.24 350291.86 1080 ICO 88196
Total 82 51 9987 178899 880187.26 3280 90 233022

W icklow
79 Cronelea Leinster 6.9 3 Enercon E70 113 3959 11877 9.83 1.24 72385.56 276 327 17435
80 Arklow Banks Leinster 25.2 7 G E 3 .6 73.5 5346 37422 7.92 1.24 183756.98 1008 75 71417.8
81 Cronelea Up 2.55 3 Vestas V52 55 2124 6372 8.87 1.24 35042.17 102 280 3735.5

per Leinster 850
Total 82 51 9987 178899 880187.26 3280 90 233022
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Table. 5.8: DEA Input and Output Sources and Measures

Variable and Input/ Output Status Data Sources Data Measures

Thermal Efficiency Variables
Fuel Consumption EPA Terajoules (TJ)
Unit Rate Export Capacity EPA \Eirgrid Megawatt (MW)
Heat Value Fuel Used KEMA Limited kCal/kg
Annual Production EPA Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Wind Efficiency Variables
Full Time Man Years IWEA \Iglesias et al. (2010) Numerical Number
Unit Rate Export Capacity Eirgrid\ESB Megawatt (MW)
Number of Wind Farms Eirgrid\ESB \IWEA Numerical Number
Annual Production Wind Power\Eirgrid Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Hydro Efficiency Variables
Storage Capacity UL Gigawatt-Hour (MWh)
Operation & Maintenance Costs UCC O&M \MW  \YR
Unit Rate Export Capacity ESB Megawatt (MW)
Number of Employees ESB Numerical Number
Annual Production ESB Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Electricity Distribution Variables
Labour Ofgem\NIE Numerical Number
Distribution Length ESB Networks Kilometres (km)
Transformer Capacity ESB Networks Megavolt Ampere (MVA)
Distribution Losses ESB Networks Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Categorical Variable CSO (0,1)
Energy Consumed SEAI Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Number of Customers ESB Networks Numerical Number
Service Area CSO Kilometre Squared (knr)
Industrial Output CSO Thousands Euro (000s)
Customer Line Density ESB Networks No of Customers\ 

Distribution Length (km)
Wind Electricity Generation Variables
Fuel Consumption SEAI Wind Atlas\Met Eireann Megawatt-Hour (MWh)
Unit Rate Export Capacity Eirgrid\ESB Megawatt (MW)
Full-Time Man Hours 0  & M EWEA\IWEA Numerical Number
Annual Production SEMO\Wind power Megawatt-Hour (MWh)

Note: Environmental Protection A gency (EPA); KEMA - Energy Consultancy Firm; Irish Wind Energy A ssociation  

(IW EA); UL - University o f  Limerick; UCC - University C ollege Cork; Office o f  Gas and Electricity Markets 

(OFGEM ); Central Statistics Office (CSO); Sustainable Energy Authority o f  Ireland (SEAI); European Wind 

Energy A ssociation (EW EA)
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5.4 M odel Specification

In the Hterature there is no universal encompassing definition o f efficiency perform ance across 

industries. Tong and Ding (2008) state “efficiency means getting any given result with the sm all

est possible inputs, or getting the maximum possible output from  given resources" whilst Abbott 

(2006) define efficiency as "resources are being used in an optimal fashion to produce outputs 

o f  a given quantity”. As such, numerous efficiency perform ance techniques, approaches and 

perform ance indicators dependent on industry characteristics and research objectives have been 

adduced in the literature (M ahmoudi et al., 2011; Zhou and Ang, 2008; Ang, 2006). Energy 

industries such as electricity, gas, and coal often operate in markets, which lack prices and costs 

determ ined under competitive conditions. Under such market environments the usual indicators 

of performance, profitability and rates of return, cannot accurately establish industry’s economic 

perform ance (Abbott, 2006).

Kulshrestha and Parikh (2002) state these “quasi”-public sector environments do not operate 

on the pre-tense of profit maximisation that normally drives private sector behaviour. In these 

situations, Abbott (2006) affirm the levels and changes of productivity efficiency are more ap

propriate barometers of energy industry efficiency perform ance. As such, the present research 

thesis adduces a three tier comprehensive systematic fram ework to establish the technical ef

ficiency performance of the Irish EPS focusing on the electricity generation and distribution 

processes. The three tier framework is specifically employed as efficiency gains can be attained 

in the generation and distribution of electricity and because the RES wind will form a signifi

cant share of the all-island SEM generation portfolio in the com ing decades. This added RES is 

necessary to meet stated energy and emission reduction targets. The three tier efficiency study 

incorporates:

1. National Level - All Island Generation Efficiency Study (AIGES)

2. County Level - Republic o f Ireland Distribution Efficiency Study (ROIDES)

3. Individual Level - Republic o f Ireland W ind Efficiency Study (ROIES)

The three tier efficiency framework employed in this thesis, w hilst applied to the Irish EPS can 

be extended and applied to other countries and sectors. Data relating to the County and Individ

ual level analysis in NI was not available for research so the ROIDES and ROIW ES incorporates 

the twenty-six counties in ROI. The presented research thesis analyses the technical efficiency 

o f the electricity generation and distribution processes associated with the SEM. The year under 

observation is 2008, the first full operational year of the All-Island SEM existing between the 

ROI and NI. Another reason the research focuses on the year 2008 is the fluctuating electricity 

dem and profile experienced in recent years. The demand is mapped to half hours based on the 

historic half hourly load shape in ROI and NI from 2008.
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The load shape for 2009 was available but the shape was heavily skewed com pared to typical 

demand profiles, due to the impact of the global economic crisis which rcduced demand during 

the year. A sim ilar effect has been observed for the 2010, 2011 profiles. SEM  dem and levels are 

not expected to return to normal levels until the latter part of 2012 (Redpoint, 2010). Discussions 

with the M arket Operator indicated that the 2008 shape would be a better assum ption o f a typical 

dem and shape and as such forms the base year (SONI, 2011). At the time of research a full 

and accurate dataset for the year 2008 was only available enabling a snapshot m easurement o f 

technical efficiency of the All Island SEM.

5.5 Efficiency Model Orientation

As outlined previously in Section 4.4 DEA efficiency analysis can be conducted by adopting 

input-m inim ising or output-maximising models. Input oriented models - whose objective is 

to minimise inputs while producing at least the given output levels. Output oriented models - 

that attempts to maximise outputs while using no more than the observed amount o f any input 

(Cooper et al., 2007). It is pertinent to stipulate the model orientation adopted at each efficiency 

level and the motivating factors. Output-oriented efficiency m easurements are appropriate if one 

assumes the electricity industry to be a competitive market (Liu et al., 2010). This is the case for 

electricity generation in the SEM. The DEA literature related to electricity generation efficiency 

measurement supports this viewpoint (see Section 3.7).

Focusing on the national level efficiency research context, output-oriented models are adopted 

to reflect thermal and wind generating unit behaviour during the period under analysis, as the 

objective of operators was to produce maximum energy without any kind o f restrictions. Pro

ductive behaviour is not motivated by exogenous factors. In this sense, the electricity supply is 

not conditioned by demand or decisions of systems managers, or by com petition with other op

erators in the generation market or firms that use alternative technologies (Iglesias et al., 2010). 

For hydro generating units, input-oriented models are employed to estim ate technical efficiency 

as generation output levels are fixed. Energy generation for hydro generating units is not de

cided by individual generators but rather it is dictated by consumer demand.

At the county level efficiency study, traditionally, efficiency analysis of the electricity dis

tribution sector assumes output is fixed in the market with a legal duty to serve all customers 

in a predefined service territory (Von Hirschhausen et al., 2006). Electricity distribution utili

ties are obliged to meet their customers requirements for electricity with a goal o f minimising 

the amount of resources they use in doing so whilst maintaining an appropriate level of service 

quality (Doraisamy, 2004). Hattori et al. (2005) states that demand for distribution services is 

a derived dem and that is beyond the control of distribution utilities but has to be met, hence 

input-oriented specification is generally regarded as the appropriate form. In this case, technical 

efficiency measures the ability of electricity distribution utilities to m inimise inputs to produce 

a given level o f outputs. For the individual level efficiency analysis the focus o f researchers
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was to assess the technical efficiency of wind farms under the objective of maximising out

puts w hilst keeping input resources constant, hence output-oriented models are the appropriate 

model orientation direction.

Table. 5.9: Efficiency Model Orientation

Efficiency Study Level Model Orientation

National Level - (AIGES)

Thermal Efficiency Study Output Orientation

Hydro Efficiency Study Input Orientation

W ind Efficiency Study Output Orientation

County Level - (ROIDES)
Distribution Efficiency Study Input Orientation

Individual Level - (ROIWES)
W ind Efficiency Study Output Orientation

5.6 National Level - All Island Generator Efficiency Study (AIGES)

The National level research study incorporates a multi input-output efficiency perform ance eval

uation and a comparison of a large set of energy indicators of Irish power plants. A key issue 

in any such m ulti-indicator study is the determination of objectives, perform ance indicators and 

the setting of input-output weights in a market reflective realistic m anner (Sozen et al., 2010). 

The fundam ental function of the electricity power generation system, is to convert energy from 

the num erous sources into consistent reliable electricity and to provide this electric energy at 

an acceptable cost. There is no universal applicable rational tem plate available for selection 

of variables for perform ance analysis o f power plants and the justification behind the selected 

input-output indicators is that they are measurable, based on valid available data, and are under 

control of the electric power plant. The general consensus stipulates the underlying efficiency 

evaluation model is optimised when the adopted input indicators reflect the resources consumed 

and the outputs reflect the service levels of the power plant and the degree to which the objective 

o f supplying electricity to consumers is achieved.

A review of standard literature reveals significant judgem ent into the appropriate choice of 

variables. Barzel (1964) conveniently model the production function of generating units within 

an engineering framework. In this framework, the pertinent inputs are the fuel quantity con

sumed (F) and capital (K), installed power, which is the maximum nominal power for which 

power plants were designed for, while labour (L) inputs contribute to production through op

eration and m aintenance services under the assumption that a single output energy production 

exists (Park and Lesourd, 2000). However, Pollitt (1995) state this model form ulation inad

equately captures the multi-dimensional nature of electricity generation; but acknowledges, it
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is the standard characterisation extensively adopted in the literature. There are three primary 

sources o f electricity generation connected to the SEM, thermal power plants, wind pow er plants 

(wind farms) and hydro power plants. The National level AIGES proposes to model the oper

ational characteristics of these power plants by adopting the previously explained engineering 

framework to establish the technical efficiency of these units. The national level dataset consists 

o f eighteen thermal power plants, eighty-two wind farms in nine wind regions and five hydro 

power plants represented in Figure 5.2. After meticulously reviewing the relevant literature the 

following indicators were chosen as fitting factors of efficiency of electric power generation in 

the National context. Electricity generated from thermal power plants consum e the following 

inputs:

•  Fuel Consumption: It is expressed in TJs. The different fuels (such as coal, oil, gas) 

utilised in thermal power generation are converted to TJ equivalents, and then aggregated 

to obtain annual fuel input. As such, figures have already adjusted for the quality of fuel 

used in different power plants.

•  Unit Rate Export Capacity: Capital is measured in terms of installed generating capacity 

MW.

•  H eat Value Fuel Used: The sum of the heat value of fossil fuels consum ed by power plant 

operation, expressed as (kCal/kg). The final input parameter, heat value of fossil fuels 

was incorporated as a full dataset concerning labour employed at thermal power plants 

was not available and in some cases thought to be commercially sensitive.

In terms of wind modelling, the focus is onshore wind and the approach adopted by Redpoint 

(2010) is employed where wind is modelled in aggregated form and the countries wind resource 

is separated into wind regions for performance efficiency analysis as shown in Figure 5.2. The 

inputs for the wind region context include:

•  Labour: Num ber o f full-time man hours employed in the operation & maintenance, and 

control of the wind farms in each region.

• Unit Rate Export Capacity: Capital is measured in terms of installed/export generating 

capacity MW.

•  Wind Availability: Each region has an associated half hourly profile which represents the 

wind availability in that region in each half hour, as a percentage of total installed capacity 

in that region (%).

The hydro model inputs are:

•  Storage Capacity: This is the maximum quantity of water that can be utilised by the hydro 

plant.
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•  Num ber o f  Employees: It is the number of employees employed at each o f the hydro 

power plants. All employees are given equal weights for efficiency analysis and status 

is ignored. Unit Rate Export Capacity: Capital is m easured in terms of installed/export 

generating capacity MW and

•  Operational and Maintenance costs: Administration and general, labour, station power, 

transmission, capital additions but not major m aintenance and ongoing repair. It is ex

pressed in (1000/M W /yr). It reflects the total amount o f electricity produced by a single 

plant/unit within a year, it is expressed in MWh.

There is a single homogeneous output indicator for the thermal, hydro and wind efficiency 

study - Annual Electricity Production. It is a measure of the volume of electricity generation 

activity and therefore reflects the costs incurred. An ability to measure each of these indicators 

in relative units allows extensibility of the suggested approach for interregional and international 

comparisons (Vaninsky, 2006). The models adopted for the AIGES are presented in Table 5.10.

Table. 5.10: Electricity Generation Efficiency M odels

National Level - All Island Generator Efficiency Study (AIGES)

Thermal

Efficiency

Model

(I) Fuel Consumption 

Terajoules 

(TJ)

(I) Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(MW)

(I) Heat Value 

Fuel Used 

(kCalAg)

(O) Annual 

Production 

(M W h)

Wind

Efficiency

Model

(I) Full Time 

Man Hours

(I) Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(MW)

(I) Wind 

Availability

(%)

(O) Annual 

Production 

(MW h)

Hydro

Efficiency

Model

(I) Operation 

and M aintenance 

(O& M /M W A'R)

(I) Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(MW)

(I) Number 

of

Employees

(O) Annual 

Production 

(M W h)

Note; (I) Inputs (O) Output
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5.7 County Level - Republic of Ireland Distribution Efficiency Study (ROIDES)

The previous Section 5.6 established technical efficiency in the National context and the forth

coming section will focus on another function of the Irish EPS - County level distribution. The 

deregulation of the European electricity sector and numerous other countries has separated the 

previously vertically integrated sector into different businesses (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005).

Table. 5.11: Frequency of Variables Employed from Selected Studies

In p u ts C ita tions O u tp u ts C ita tions

netw ork length: units sold:

LV lines (km) (3) LV electricity sales (M W h) (2)
MV lines (km) (1) HV electricity sales (M W h) (2)
HV lines (km) (3) residential electricity sales (M W h) (4)

total network length (9) non-residential electricity sales (M W h) (2)
labour: industrial sales (M W h) (3)
employee.s (6) non-industrial sales (M W h) (1)
labour/m anpower (hours) (6) com m ercial sales (M W h) (1)
transform er capacity: total electricity sales (M W h) (6)

substation transform er capacity nu m b er o f  custom ers
HV/M V and M V/M V (MVA) (1) LV custom ers (#) (3)
substation transform er capacity MV/LV HV custom ers (#) (2)
(MVA) (1) M/HV custom ers (#) (1)
(di.stribution) transform er capacity residential custom ers (#) (1)
(MVA) (9) industrial custom ers (#) (1)

total custom ers (#) (9)

service area (km~) (! )
custom er density (# custom ers/i/n^ ) (1) service area (km^) (3)
losses (5) service reliability (sales/losses (%)) (1)
maxim um  demand (1) total network length (km) (1)
transform ers (1) line length 1-24 kv (km) (1)
total electricity sales (M W h) (2) distance index (1)
residential sale to total sales ratio (1) m aximum dem and (M W ) (2)
OPEX (1)
TOTEX (1)
goods and services (2)
materials (1)
capital (3)
general expenses (1)

E nvironm enta l variables

network length (km) (1)
losses (MVv'h) (1)
load factor (average demand/peak demand) (1)
custom er density ( custom ers/ transformers) (1)
consum ption density (sales/customer) (1)
distance index (1)

Note: {Ramos-Real et al., 2009; W eyman-Jones, 1995; Korhonen and Syrjanen, 2003; Estache et al., 2004; Hattori et al., 2005; 

Agrell et al., 2005; Pom bo andTaborda, 2006; Pardina and Rossi, 2000; Burns and W eym an-Jones, 1996; B agdadioglu et al., 

1996; W eyman-Jones, 1991; Pollitt, 1995; Bagdadioglu e ta l.,  1996; Hjalmarsson and Veiderplass, 1992; H jalm arsson and 

Veiderpass, 1992; Forsund and Kiltlesen, 1998; M eibodi, 1998; Jam asb and Pollitt, 2001; Grifell-Tatje and Lovell, 2003^?; 

Kittelsen, 1993, 1999; Resende. 2002; Hattori. 2001) are studies that specifically classify the variables em ployed into input, output 

and exogenous variables.
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Electricity sector reforms are transforming the market structure by introducing market-oriented 

competition into electricity generation and supply, to enhance the efficiency of the natural 

monopoly activities o f distribution and transmission through structural and regulatory reforms 

(Ramos-Real et al., 2009; Hattori et al., 2003). Performance measurement, optimisation and 

policy-m aking of electricity distribution utilities are of critical importance to industry regulators 

(Azadeh et al., 2009; Sadjadi and Omrani, 2008).

A fundamental concept is establish benchmarks for efficient operation and potentials for 

efficiency improvement (Edvardsen and Forsund, 2003). The modelling of the production ac

tivity of transportation o f electricity has links with engineering economics (Forsund, 1999). 

Edvardsen and Forsund (2003) define the output of electricity distribution utilities as the energy 

delivered through a network o f lines and transformers to the consumption nodes of the network 

and losses in lines and transformers. Therefore it is important to ensure that only significant, 

relevant and acceptable variables are incorporated into the model (Rossi and Ruzzier, 2000). 

Jamasb and Pollitt (2001) postulate DEA frontier efficiency analysis models for electricity dis

tribution adopt the following inputs most frequently: operating costs, number o f employees, 

transformer capacity and network length. The most frequently adopted outputs are: electricity 

delivered, num ber of customers and the size of the service area. Table 5.11 adopted from Mota 

(2004) survey the frequency of the use o f indicator variables.

The objective of this re.search level is to model the electricity distribution production pro

cess. The county level ROIDES employs a dataset of twenty-six Electricity Distribution C oun

ties (EDC)s associated with the ESB networks distribution company in the ROI. The County 

level empirical study evaluates the technical efficiency of ESB networks interconnected distri

bution system, with each EDC responsible for medium and low voltage electricity distribution 

in a particular geographical region. Each EDC, region, or municipality is considered as a DMU 

under DEA analysis. Similar to the National level AIGES the year under observation is 2008, 

the first full operational year of the All-Island SEM. The Irish Transmission System, referred 

to as “The National Grid” , is a meshed network of approximately 6,500kV of high voltage,

110.000 volts (1 lOkV), 220,000 volts (220kV) and 400,000 volts (400kV), overhead lines and 

underground cables and over 100 transmission stations. At these transmission stations power 

is transmitted from the grid, transformed into medium voltage (MV) and low voltages (LV),

38.000 volts (38kV), 20,000 volts (20kV) and 10,000 volts (lOkV), and diverted into the lower 

voltage distribution system or directly to large industrial operations (Eirgrid, 2012).

The M edium  Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV) networks are not represented graphically 

in Figure 5.3 as such a feat would result in Ireland being blacked out due to the extensiveness of 

the network at these voltage levels. Appendices B .l and B.2 provide a comprehensive numerical 

breakdown o f the network statistics associated with the transmission and distribution systems 

which includes the M V and LV network. The models adopted in the County level analysis are
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drawn from  the extensive electricity distribution benchmarking literature Section 3.8 and earlier 

research on the characteristics of ESB networks.
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Fig. 5.3: Electricity Transmission Distribution Network

The input and output variables adopted in this study are all expressed in physical units and as

sess technical efficiency. The adopted six model analysis incorporates internationally recognized 

variables judiciously to capture the essence of the electricity distribution process associated with 

ESB networks. The database developed for DEA analysis in this study has been sourced pre

dom inately through collaborating and consultation with ESB networks, other sources o f vari

able inform ation include public sector databases. To model the electricity distribution process 

the following inputs were employed:

•  Labour: This incorporates the num ber of ESB network employees within each EDC irre

spective o f  their status. It includes operation & maintenance, technical, non-technical as 

well as administrative employees.

•  Distribution Network Length: This represents the 38kV, M V and LV distribution network 

measured in km per EDC.

•  Transformer Capacity: It is the total capacity of transformers connected to the distribution 

system for the distribution purpose. This is measured in M egavolt Amperes (MVA).
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• Distribution Losses: It is the total losses incun'ed within the area served by the EDC and 

is expressed in MWhs. Losses are included as a proxy for the technical quality of the grid 

or the service quality of the grid.

•  Categorical Variable: Use of categorical variable (0, 1) to represent if EDC is composed 

of a city or urban centre.

The distribution outputs include:

• Energy Consumed: This represents the energy utilised or consumed within the EDC area. 

It is expressed in MWhs.

• Number o f Customers: It is the total number of connection points to supply the customers. 
Customers are not differentiated based upon their categories. The number of customers 

captures the number of nodes the utility must supply.

• Service Area km": The service area encapsulates the geographical differences among 

EDCs. Both the number of customers and the km^ of service area represent customer 
density. The service area is employed an output variable to reflect the difficulty of meeting 

customer services over a less densely populated area.

• Diagnostic Parameter: The industrial output per EDC represents the selling value of 
goods actually produced in the year, as reported by the businesses themselves, irrespective 
of whether sold or put into stock (CSO, 2008).

• Exogenous Variable: The customer density defined as the number of customers per km 
length of distribution network.

Table 5.12 provides a complete and inclusive presentation of the models and input-output com
binations employed in the County level - ROIDES. Six models were employed to analyse the 
PTE performance of EDCs in the ROI. Each model focusing on a different aspect of electricity 

distribution.

Model One (Comprehensive): This is the base model and all other models are a variation 

of the inputs and outputs employed. This model is designed to encapsulate the overall variables 

impacting on the PTE of electricity distribution in ROI. This model includes four inputs and 

three outputs. This model is an amalgamation of models two and three to represent the overall 

operational characteristic of EDCs under analysis.

Model Two (Basic Traditional): From the extensive DEA literature, the choice of input- 
output variables for electricity distribution benchmarking needs to account for international ex

perience and data availability. Jamasb and Pollitt (2003) review 20 benchmarking studies in 
terms of electricity distribution efficiency establishing the number of employees (labour), net

work length (capital) and transformer capacity (peak load) the most frequently used input vari
ables while output measures being energy delivered and the number of customers. There are
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no pre-defined set of variables to assess the performance of electricity distribution utilities and 
each study is case specific (Giannakis et al., 2005). The basic model incorporates the above 

mentioned variables. Similar input-output combinations have been employed by (Azadeh et al., 
2009; Sadjadi and Omrani, 2008).

Model Three (Quality Service): The inclusion of distribution losses' as a proxy for the 

technical quality of the grid or the service quality of the grid establishes the quality of elec

tricity distribution. This approach has never been done before. Distribution losses are a source 

of inefficiency and is the difference between electricity required and electricity distributed to 

end-users. These losses can be of technical and non-technical nature. A reduction in costs to 

the consumer requires a reduction in both losses and a reduction in CO2 emissions (Ramos-Real 

et al., 2009). The input-output combinations in this model have been adopted by (Ramos-Real 

et al., 2009; Von Hirschhausen et al., 2006; Pacudan and de Guzman, 2002).

'Electric power distribution losses constitute losses between sources o f  supply and points o f  distribution and in 
the distribution to consum ers, including pilferage,
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Table. 5.12: E lectricity  D istribution Efficiency M odels
County level - Republic of Ireland Distribution Efficiency Study (ROIDES)

M odel
O ne

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
L ength 

(km )

(I) T ransform er 
C apacity  
(MVA)

(I) D istribution 
Losses 
(M W h)

( 0 )  Energy 
C onsum ed 

(M W h)

(O) N um ber 
o f

C ustom ers

(0 )  Service 
A rea 
(hrP-)

M odel
Two

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
L ength  

(km )

(I) T ransform er 
C apacity  
(MVA)

(O) Energy 
C onsum ed 

(M W h)

(O) N um ber 
o f

C ustom ers

M odel
Three

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
L ength 

(km )

(I) D istribution 
L osses 
(M W h)

( 0 )  Energy 
C onsum ed 

(M W h)

(0 )  N um ber 
o f

C ustom ers

(O) Service 
A rea 
(km^)

M odel
Four

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
L ength  

(km )

(I) T ransform er 
Capacity  
(MVA)

(I) D istribution 
Losses 
(M W h)

(I) C ategorical 
Variable 
(M W h)

( 0 )  Energy 
C onsum ed 
C ustom ers

(O) N um ber 
o f 

{hr?)

(O) Service 
A rea

M odel
Five

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
Length 

(km )

(1) T ransform er 
C apacity  
(MVA)

(I) D istribution 
Losses 
(M W h)

(0 )  Energy 
C onsum ed 

(M W h)

(O) N um ber 
of

C ustom ers

( 0 )  Service 
A rea 
(kin^)

(O N )D iagnostic
P aram eter

M odel
Six

(I) L abour (I) D istribution  
L ength  

(km )

(I) T ransform er 
C apacity  
(MVA)

(I) D istribution 
Losses 
(M W h)

( 0 )  Energy 
C onsum ed 

(M W h)

( 0 )  N um ber 
o f

C ustom ers

( 0 )  Service 
A rea 
(km^)

(O N )T raditional
E nvironm ental

Variable
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Discretionary models of DEA assume that all inputs and outputs are discretionary, i.e., con

trolled by the m anagem ent of each DMU and varied at its discretion. In any realistic situation, 

however, there exist external exogenously fixed factors or non-discretionary inputs-outputs that 

are beyond the control o f a DMUs management that influence the performance of EDCs. The 

final three models attempt to acknowledge and account for these influential factors. EDCs may 

not be operating under equivalent environmental conditions; that is certain EDCs may operate in 

a more favourable position in terms of population density, topography, geography, industrialised 

area.

M odel Four (Urban): Adapted from M iliotis (1992), a categorical variable is introduced to 

account for EDCs that contain an city-urban centre. Two groups are formed Urban Distribution 

Counties (UDC) that contain Irish cities and Rural Distribution Counties (RDC)s that do not. 

Two DM U groups are formed one containing all 26 EDCs and from this group the DEA effi

ciency scores of UDCs containing a city are calculated; the second group excludes the UDCs 

containing a city leaving 21 RDCs. The DEA efficiency scores of the remaining RDCs without a 

city are calculated. This is equivalent to introducing a categorical variable (Cooper et al., 2007).

Model Five (Diagnostic): Given the nature of the Irish electricity market and the vari

ance in usage across the country, a diagnostic parameter was chosen to highlight county differ

ences. Non-discretionary models with traditional exogenous variables such as inverse density 

index, custom er and network density, and custom er dispersion were employed with conflict

ing results. The industrial output variable was incorporated into the non-discretionary model 

to account for differences amongst EDCs in terms of electricity characteristics. To the authors 

knowledge this variable has not been employed in DEA literature in a sim ilar context to this 

research. This model incorporates all the variables in the comprehensive model whilst adding 

a non-discretionary variable. This additional variable is in thousands o f Euro and represents 

the selling value of goods produced within EDCs, as reported by the businesses themselves, 

this variable will represent the different geographical energy configuration across EDC o f ESB 

networks.

Model Six (Exogenous): This model includes the non-discretionary model by em ploying 

the traditional exogenous variable custom er density, to account for differences across EDCs. 

This model is sim ilar to model five in terms of inputs-outputs employed differing only in the 

variable included to account for different electricity distribution characteristics across EDCs. A 

com parison with model four is therefore sought.
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5.8 Individual Level - Republic of Ireland Wind Efficiency Study (ROIWES)

The Individual level efficiency analysis o f wind farms was adopted given Ireland’s key energy 

strategy com m itm ent to increasing the use of RES to meet electricity, in order to reduce green

house gas em issions and meeting Kyoto commitments. The promotion of electricity generation 

from renewable energy sources will play a pivotal role in the development of future energy 

strategies for countries globally. Ireland is no exception, and is currently transform ing itself into 

a society based on sustainable energy structures, technologies and practices with wind energy 

facilitating this change. Ireland has an abundance of renewable energy resource opportunities, 

and in particular has one of the most favourable wind regimes for wind energy generation in 

Europe. As O ’Rourke et al. (2009) indicates the wind energy resource in Ireland is four times 

the European average.

The objective of the Individual level ROIWES research tier is to model the operational 

technical efficiency o f wind generating units located throughout the tw enty-six counties of the 

ROI. The analysis focuses on the evaluation of the ex-post operating phase o f wind generating 

units. Each wind generating unit represents a DM U that encompasses a cluster of wind turbines 

connected to the SEM grid entitled a wind farm. The present research implements an ROIW ES, 

that incorporates eighty-two fully operational Irish wind generating units for the year 2008. The 

use of annual data greatly reducing the influence multi annual effects. Accepting Iglesias et al. 

(2010) as a point of departure, the wind farm production process entails three phases:

1. Evaluating the production possibilities of a specific wind farm site, acknowledging wind 

speeds, weather conditions, topography, grid capacity and financial risks;

2. Project design incorporating technical characteristics, turbine models, turbine layout and 

installed capacity; and

3. Operating function is based on the first two phases and occurs when the wind farm com 

mences energy production. W ind farm operational performance can be assessed in term s 

of the availability factor, payback period and productive results.

Krokoszinski (2003) affirm the first two phases relate to wind farm investment occurring prior 

to energy production {ex ante) and are the responsibility of engineers and wind farm developers 

whilst the third operating phase {ex post) depends solely on the wind farm operator. Iglesias 

et al. (2010) define the technical operating phase in terms of an economic production function 

defined as:

E  = F { K , L , F )  (5.8.1)

where E  is annual energy production, K  is capital, L  labour and F  is the wind fuel source. 

Application of production technology terms to wind farms lead to a concise and com prehen

sive description o f the transformation process associated with wind energy. The output of each
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wind generating unit is represented by the annual energy production (E)  dispensed to the elec

tricity distribution and transmission grid measured in MWh. Concerning inputs, capital (K)  is 

expressed as the unit rate export capacity MW of each wind farm connected to the SEM. This 

figure is enum erated by multiplying the nominal power of each wind turbine by the num ber of 

wind turbines present. The labour (L) indicator relates to the annual full-time man hours en

gaged in the operation, maintenance and control function of wind farms. Carroll (2010) states 

wind is given exogenously by nature, dynamic and a random phenom enon in both time and 

space. The final and most critical input component of the wind energy production function is 

wind fuel (F ) generated by the wind turbines. The aspects of this intricate production process 

input are discussed in detail in the subsequent Section 5.9.

5.9 Fuel - Wind Power Output

W ind turbines convert the kinetic energy present in the wind into mechanical energy by means 

of producing torque (Tong, 2010). Since the energy contained by the wind is in the form of 

kinetic energy, its magnitude depends on the air density and the wind velocity. Following the 

principles o f wind power generation, the wind power output equation for a wind turbine is given 

by (Burton et al., 2001; M anwell et al., 2009; Tong, 2010) as:

P , . =  ^ - . p .A l P  (5.9.1)

where:

Pyv = Power Output W ind (MWh)

p  = Air Density (Approxim ately 1.225 kglm^  for standard conditions sea level 

37° C according to International Standard Atmosphere-(ISA)

A = Blade Surface Area Swept rn^

= W ind Speed m/s

5.9.1 Air Density

The density of the air is dependent on the variables such as atmospheric pressure, height, hu

midity and tem perature o f the air and can be calculated using an expanded form o f the Ideal Gas 

Law:

p  = -f- (5.9.2)
^  R j . T  R^.T

where is the density o f air (Kgjm^) ,  Pd is the absolute pressure of dry air (Pa), Rd is the 

specific gas constant for dry air = 287.05 JIKg°K,  T  is the tem perature (K), P^ is the pressure 

of water vapour (Pa) and R̂ , is the specific gas constant for water vapour = 461.495 J jK g° K.  

Numerous synoptic and climatological Irish weather stations record meteorological elements 

on an hourly and daily basis such as rainfall, temperatures, air temperature, rainfall, humidity, 

vapour pressure, wind speed, wind direction and atmospheric pressure, mean sea level pressure.
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This data is available on the Irish M eteorological Service. Carroll (2010) compute air density to 

be 1.24 (Kg/m^) .
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Fig. 5.4: Effect o f Temperature on Air Density

5.9.2 Blade Surface Area

The power output o f a wind turbine is directly related to the swept area o f its blades. The larger 

the diam eter of its blades, the more power it is capable of extracting from the wind. The blade 

swept area can be calculated from the formulae:

A = [(L + R2)R2] = L(L + 2r) (5.9.3)

where A  is swept area, L is the length of the blades and r is the radius of the hub Tong (2010). 

Data on the num ber of installed wind turbine models and swept area at each wind farm con

nected to the SEM  in 2008 was compiled. The number of wind turbines multiplied by their 

swept area gives the total blade surface area at each wind farm.

5.9.3 Wind Speed

Electrical pow er production by wind power is dependent on both time and positional wind speed 

variability. Positional wind speed variability is defined by landscape articulation. W hereas, time 

wind speed variability is defined by altering weather conditions. Wind speed variability is also 

influenced by various random fluctuations that represent the chaotic nature of wind behaviour. 

The most prom inent factor dictating the power available in the wind spectra is its velocity, when 

wind velocity doubles, the available power increases eight fold (Mathew, 2006). W ind shear is 

the variation o f wind speed with elevation. It is a crucial issue as it directly impacts the power 

available at different wind turbine hub heights (Ray et al., 2006).

Furtherm ore, the growing height of modem wind turbines has increased the need for know l

edge of wind shear (Rehman and Al-Abbadi, 2008). Employing wind shear models to analyse 

in detail wind speed profile characteristics are param ount for accurately predicting the power
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output of wind farms. The power law and the log law are the two most frequently used ana

lytical wind shear models for extrapolating wind speeds to higher hub heights at a site (Firtin 

et al., 2011; Manwell et al., 2003). The two models perform equivalently in shear extrapolation 

predictions on average, although at any particular site one model may be better than another 

(Elkinton et al., 2006). The Wind Power Law or Normal Wind Profile (NWP) model is given 

as:

U{Z)IU{Zr) = [Z/Zr]“ (5.9.4)

where:

U(Z) is the wind speed (metres/second) at height Z (metres)

U(Zr) is the reference wind speed (m/s) at height Zr (m) 

a  is the power law (Hellmann) exponent, or Wind Shear Coefficient (WSC)

where the Hellmann exponent a  is an empirically derived coefficient that varies due to the rough

ness of the earth’s surface. Empirical results indicate Hellmann’s exponent often follows the 

“ 1/7 power law”, where a  -  1/7, or 0.143 (Schlichting, 1968). However, the exponent oscil
lates, depending on specific site parameters such as the roughness of surrounding landscape, 
elevation, time of day, season, nature of terrain, wind speed and temperature (Manwell et al., 
2009). In general, higher exponents are found in urban areas with tall buildings (0.40), small 

towns (0.30), or areas with many trees (0.24), whereas lowest values (0.10) occur over smooth, 
hard ground, lake or ocean (Gipe, 2004; Patel, 1999). For calculations the Hellmann exponent 

of 0.2 is utilised (BSI, 2005).

Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) utilises Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) in the form of a Wind Atlas, which provides data on wind speeds measured at 50m, 

75m and 100m above ground level. Reference wind speeds at certain heights, at wind farm 

coordinates in the ROI enables the employment of the Normal Wind Profile (NWP) model to 

extrapolate wind speeds to the desired hub heights of the wind farms connected to the SEM in 

2008. In the case of the standard wind turbine classes, the normal wind speed profile shall be 
given by the power law equation:

U(Z)  = U(Zr)[Z/Zr f  (5.9.5)

To achieve higher wind power extraction requires (i) greater wind speed velocity (ii) longer 

length blades larger swept area and (iii) increased air density. Table 5.13 illustrates the wind 

electricity generation efficiency models adopted for the third tier Individual level - ROIWES.
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Table. 5.13: Wind Electricity Generation Efficiency Model

Individual Level - Republic of Ireland Wind Efficiency Study (ROIWES)

Efficiency (I) Fuel (I) Unit Rate (I) Fulltime (O) Annual

Model Consumption Export Man Hours Production

One Capacity

(MWh) (MW) ( O & M ) (MWh)

Efficiency (I) Fuel (I) Unit Rate (I) Fulltime (I) Mean Site (0 ) Annual

Model Consumption Export Man Hours Elevation Production

Two Capacity
(MWh) (MW) ( O & M ) (Metres) (MWh)

Note; (I) Inputs (O) Output

5.10 Prevailing Wind Direction in Ireland

The dominant influence on Ireland’s wind regime is the Atlantic Ocean. Weather systems travel 
along the direction of the Gulf Stream across the expanse of the Atlantic heading east which 
brings temperate conditions, in the form of low-pressure depressions, to what would otherwise 

be a much colder latitude - ° colder, in fact. As a result, Ireland does not suffer from the extremes 
of temperature experienced by many other countries at similar latitude. The unique geographi

cal features of Ireland include low-lying central plains in the midlands surrounded by a ring of 
coastal mountains with constant wind speeds, resulting in Ireland harbouring one of the wind 

regimes most favourable to wind energy generation in Europe (Troen and Petersen, 1989). Ire
land has an exceptional wind energy resource particularly along its Atlantic coastline (Frank and 

Landberg, 1997; SEI, 2003), with an estimated technical resource of 613 TWh per year (SEI, 
2004b) of which Ireland currently utilises 2.8 TWh, equivalent to less than half a percent of the 
estimated technical resource (SEI, 2006).

The dominant prevailing winds are from the south westerly direction. Strong winds tend to 

be more frequent in winter than in summer. In January the southerly and south-easterly winds 

are more prominent than in July, which has a high frequency of westerly winds. The diurnal 

variation is much more pronounced in summer than in winter, with little variation in wind speeds 

during the night. Wind from the north occasionally, brings very cold weather from the Arctic, 
characterised by icy winds, snow and frost. When easterly winds sweep Ireland, they originate 

over central Russia where there is little moisture resulting in hot, dry weather (summer) or 

cold, dry weather (winter). There are ten Irish meteorological recording stations operational in 

Ireland. Refer to Figure 5.2. See Appendix B.3 for wind directions in Ireland from 1946-2010. 

Carroll (2010) provide the wind rose for weather stations in Ireland for 2008 Figure 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5; W ind Rose Ireland 2008 (Carroll, 2010)

5.11 Sensitivity Analy.sis and Validation

Sensitivity analysis is an extremely important attribute of DEA to evaluate the robustness of 

the results obtained. Cubbin (1993) highlight the important issue o f robustness and coherence 

in the adopted models for research. Sensitivity analysis relates to how efficiency results might 

alter, change or fluctuate with perturbation to the dataset and is widely em ployed in economic, 

engineering, operations research and other disciplines. The topic of sensitivity (stability or ro

bustness) analysis in the DEA literature has incorporated a variety of forms . These studies 

observe the efficiency responses when DMUs are added or deleted to the set being considered 

or when inputs or outputs are added or withdrawn from consideration (Cooper et al., 2007). N u

merous approaches to sensitivity analysis of DEA are available in the literature (W ilson, 1995; 

Sim ar and W ilson, 1998; Jha and Shrestha, 2006a; Zhu, 1996).

The most prom inent form of stability and sensitivity analysis in DEA literature analysis is 

the altering, removing and adding of inputs or outputs (Liu et al., 2010). Sensitivity is defined 

as the effect on DEA efficiency upon inclusion or exclusion of one or more variables from the 

model and not with respect to parametric variation of input or output variables (Pahwa et al., 

2003). The present approach assumes that the data set is correct and precise and removes in

dividual variables one by one to observe differences in the DEA efficiencies (if any), thereby 

checking the robustness of the base model DEA results obtained. Note: upon removal of a vari

able, the efficiency score will either remain unchanged or decrease but never will it increase. On 

the basis of sensitivity analysis, divisions have been classified into different categories (Pahwa
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et al., 2003; Jha and Shrestha, 2006a; Yadav et al., 2010).

1. Robustly efficient: The DEA efficiency level at 1 or slightly below 1, when the variables 

are removed one at a time.

2. M arginally efficient: The efficiency is 1 for the base model and remains at one in some 

situations, but drops significantly in other situations.

3. M arginally inefficient: The DEA efficiency is below 1 but above 0.9 for the base model 

and stays within that range for sensitivity analysis.

4. Significantly inefficiently: The DEA efficiency is between 1 and 0.9 and drops to a much 

lower value during sensitivity analysis.

5. Distinctly inefficient: The DEA efficiency is below 0.9 in all the conditions.

Validation criteria for the adopted models is proposed by Gass and Harris (2001), adopted by 

Manzoni (2007) and relates to descriptive, analytical and experimental verification of the re

search models. As adduced by M anzoni (2007), descriptive validation relates to the achieve

ment o f sound model structure, model objectives and plausibility o f results. This is discussed in 

Chapter 7. Analytical validation investigates the robustness and characteristics of adopted m od

els. This criteria is highlighted in Chapter 6. Experimental validation appraises the accuracy 

and efficiency of implementation, data, and methodological tests o f model docum entation. This 

is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. The assumption o f an “isotonicity” relationship between input 

and output factors must be satisfied (?). That is, a requirement that the relationship between 

inputs and outputs not be erratic. Increasing the value of any input while keeping other factors 

constant should not decrease any output but should instead lead to an increase in the value of at 

least one output.

Dyson et al. (2001) state this is achieved when increased inputs reduces efficiency whilst 

increased output increases efficiency. The relationship between inputs-outputs should be pos

itively correlated (Luo and Donthu, 2001). The correlation relationship between input-output 

variables is statistically verified using Pearson’s correlation. The greater the value of the corre

lation coefficient, the stronger the relationship between two variables is. For an extensive review 

of data preparation for DEA application, pitfalls, protocols and procedures the reader is referred 

to (Golany and Roll, 1989; Dyson et al., 2001). All the models adopted in the three tier effi

ciency evaluation research study adhere to the above mentioned criteria, therefore representing 

DEA efficiency models of high construct validity.

5.12 DEA-Solver Professional

The software employed in this research thesis is SAITECH DEA-Solver Professional 7 version 

which accom panied the textbook “Data Envelopment Analysis - A Comprehensive Text with 

M odels, Applications, References and DEA-Solver Software” , by Cooper, W.W. Seiford, L.M.
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and Tone, K. 2nd edition Springer 2007 (Cooper et al., 2007). The DEA Solver program soft

ware is spreadsheet based and employs the platform Microsoft Excel 97/2000 or later to solve 
DEA models. Installation is menu driven and requires only minimal instructions. The DEA- 

Solver Pro7 version consists of 167 models incorporated into thirty-nine cluster. The reader is 
referred to (Cooper et al., 2007; SAITECH, 2012) for an extensive review of all DEA models. 

However, the DEA-Solver Pro7 version limits the number of DMUs in a research study to a 

maximum of fifty. Therefore a upgraded extended version entitled DEA-Solver Pro8 accom

modation DMU analysis greater than fifty was purchased from www.saitech-inc.com in order 
to complete the Individual Level - ROIWES. DEA-Solver applies the following notation for 

characterizing DEA models;

Model Name - 1 or O - C, V or GRS (5.12.1)

where I and O correspond to “Input” or “Output” orientation, and C or V to “Constant” or 
“Variable” or “General” returns to scale (which is omitted if necessary). For example, CCR- 

I-C refers to the Input oriented Chames Cooper Rhodes (CCR) model under Constant Returns 
to Scale (CRS). Table 5.14 illustrates the sample Excel sheet for the thermal efficiency study 
adopted in this thesis. The data file should be prepared in an Excel Workbook spreadsheet in 

a pre-set format prior to execution of DEA Solver program. The first row (Row 1) contains 
the problem name (e.g Generating Unit) and Input/Output descriptives for each DMU that are 
employed. Row 2 has headings for DMUs and must stipulate either (I) or (O) before each item 

name.

Table. 5.14: Sample Data Sheet of Inputs/Outputs for Thermal Generating Units
Generating
Unit

(I) Fuel Consumption 
Terajoules (TJ)

(I) Unit Rate 
Export Capacity (MW)

(I) Heat Value 
Fuel Used (kCai/kg)

(O) Annual 
Production (MWh)

Aghada 9133.16 995 82438 770360
Ballylumford 20939.13 1213 104886 9212000
Dublin Bay 22956.29 403 11998 6376748.77
Coolkeeragh 18321.91 455 22448 2800000
Edenderry 15738.29 117.5 3583 812539.5
Great Island 1189.72 646 40996 78870
Huntstown 35797.87 744 23996 5179459
Kilroot 18718.19 500 36564 3640000
Loughree 8303.11 91 3583 685229
Marina 4595.48 197 23996 492772
MoneypoinI 15137.60 915 23496 4204890
Northwall 2671.17 240 23996 890000
Poolbeg 21758.74 1005 58814 1990000
Rhode Island 63.74 104 20900 5927
Tarbert 11892.55 590 38664 1222338
Tawaghmore 102.95 104 20900 7035
Tynagh 20180.19 384 11998 605610
West Offaly 11905.22 137 3583 951962

Those without (I) and (O) headings will not be considered in the efficiency evaluation and the 

ordering of (I) and (O) is arbitrary. Boundaries to the dataset are identified by a blank column
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and a blank row at the right and bottom respectively. This is necessary for knowing the scope 

o f the data domain. The models adopted in this research thesis and explanatory notations are 

outlined below. A more detailed and comprehensive framework for employing DEA is presented 

in Appendix B.4.

Table. 5.15: Adopted DEA and Notations

Model Data Envelopment Analysis
Abbreviation Efficiency Model

CCR-I-C Cham es-Cooper-Rhodes Input Oriented Constant Returns to Scale

CCR-I-V Cham es-Cooper-Rhodes Input Oriented Variable Returns to Scale

CCR-O-C Cham es-Cooper-Rhodes Output Oriented Constant Returns to Scale

CCR-O-V Cham es-Cooper-Rhodes Output Oriented Variable Retum s to Scale

BCC-I-C Banker-Charnes-Cooper Input Oriented Constant Returns to Scale

BCC-I-V Banker-Charnes-Cooper Input Oriented Variable Returns to Scale

BCC-O-C Banker-Charnes-Cooper Output Oriented Constant Retum s to Scale

BCC-O-V Banker-Charnes-Cooper Output Oriented Variable Retum s to Scale

DRS-I-V Decreasing Retums to Scale Input Oriented Variable Retum s to Scale

DRS-O-V Decreasing Retums to Scale Output Oriented Variable Returns to Scale

NDSC-O-C Non-Discretionary Output Oriented Constant Returns to Scale

NDSC-O-V Non-Discretionary Output Oriented Variable Returns to Scale

5.13 Summary

This chapter discusses extensively the procedure for DEA, the dataset em ployed and the de

scription of the variables considered in the DEA analysis. The conceptual framework for the 

successful application of DEA in efficiency analysis is presented in a systematic and concise 

manner. Issues, guidelines and protocols related to the construction, development and selection 

of input-output param eters employed in DEA efficiency analysis are defined and pursued. The 

parsim onious three tier DEA efficiency evaluation of the Irish electricity system is presented. 

The three level efficiency framework is represented by the AIGES, ROIDES and ROIW ES. The 

procedural steps for a comprehensive sensitivity analysis examining the DEA results to pertur

bation of the data is demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 6

Results and Evaluation of Efficiency Analysis

6.1 Introduction

The findings presented in this Chapter contain the eflficiency analysis results o f the three tier 

efficiency study o f the SEM discussed in Chapter 5. This Chapter is divided into three sections 

- the National level Section 6.2, County level Section 6.3 and Individual level Section 6.4 re

flecting the efficiency results obtained by the three tier study. Numerous research topics and 

focuses are defined, pursued and discussed. A sensitivity analysis and model validation of all 

three efficiency tiers and adopted DEA models is also conducted and presented in this Chapter. 

The prim ary focus of this thesis is the measurement of efficiency and inefficiency related to the 

electricity generation and distribution functions of the All Island SEM. The flexibility in DEA 

is praised frequently in the literature, its structure may cause troubles if assigned weights to 

the input/output sets show unrealistic properties. Numerous researchers construct more realistic 

models to “improve the discrimination of m odels” through weight restrictions (W R) on output 

and/or input bundles. Lower and upper bounds are specified for weights o f input and output 

sets and then incorporated to the linear programming system: The main problem in W R models 

is the possibility of ending up with an inappropriate boundary which is solely contingent upon 

researchers own value judgm ents. For this thesis, weights restrictions are not included so the 

theoretical maximum as opposed to the actual maximum is calculated in terms of efficiency and 

inefficiency.

6.2 National Level - Application Results and Discussion

DEA is implemented to derive the benchmarks based on the National level com parison of 18 

thermal power plants, 9 wind generating regions and 5 hydro power plants connected to the 

SEM utilising data from the year 2008. Three differing DEA models are constructed to capture 

the underlying operational characteristics of each form of electricity generation. The construc-
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tion of the models enables the investigation of relative efficiency scores and the presence of 

slacks for each form o f power generation. Table 6.1 displays the key characteristics o f the 

input-output data employed to construct the National level DEA models, in the form o f average, 

standard deviation, maximum and minimum values. It is clearly evident significant differences 

exist am ongst power plants when one observes the variation in maximum and m inimum values 

across all variables applied. Observing the thermal maximum and minimum values for annual 

production (M W W h), 9,212,000 and 5,927 respectively, it is clear the values display extensive 

divergence. A sim ilar wide divergence in terms of annual production (MW h) is experienced for 

the wind and hydro data. This trait o f divergence is evident for all the input resources consum ed 

across all three forms o f electricity generation.

Table. 6.1: Summary of Descriptive Statistics for National Level Data

Thermal Data Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output 1
Parameter Fuel Consumption Unit Rate Heat Value Annual

Terajoules Export Capacity Fuel Used Production
(TJ) (MW) (kCal/kg) (MWh)

Average 13300.300 491 30935.5 2606986
Maximum 35797.876 1213 104886 9212000
Minimum 63.748 91 3583 5927
S.D. 9343.917 350.513 26379.74 2550538
N 18 18 18 18
Wind Data Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output 1
Parameter (I) Full Time (I) Unit Rate (I) Wind (0) Annual

Man Hours Export Capacity Availability Production
(O&M) (MW) (%) (MWh)

Average 520 104.692 30.714 296928.6
Maximum 1140 243.4 32.78 690524.2
Minimum 300 14.45 28.01 34499.3
S.D. 268.328 69.326 1.560 215656.9
N 9 9 9 9
Hydro Data Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output 1
Parameter (I) Employees/Unit (I) Storage (I) (0) Annual

Rate Export Capacity O & M Production
Capacity (MW) (GWh) (OM/MW/YR) (MWh)

Average 0.482 7.198 43200 250000
Maximum 0.7 14.273 70000 441000
Minimum 0.07 1.431 21000 46000
S.D. 0.226 4.855 18626.86 154255.6
N 5 5 5 5

Note: S.D. - Standard Deviation
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The efficiency performance of the 32 DM Us studied can be divided into three groups or cate

gories - CCR0, BCC0 and SE scores. The CCR (p model is employed to establish TTE under the 

assumption o f CRS characteristics and does not discriminate between DM Us based on their size 

when computation their efficiencies. The BCC0 model measures PTE o f power plants under the 

assumption of VRS whilst SE is a ratio of the two CCRcp/BCCcf). The efficiency perform ance 

scores obtained for the thermal, wind and hydro national level efficiency research are presented 

in Tables 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.

Interpreting the results employing the thermal power plant Aghada as a example, it can 

be stated Aghada has a TTE score of 11%, PTE of 17%, inefficient status, scale efficiency of 

69%, presents DRS characteristics, and observes Northwall as the reference peer benchm ark 

performer. Observing the thermal efficiency scores, only DM U 3 Dublin Bay and DM U 12 

Northwall obtain an efficiency score of 1 for all three groups CCR(p, BCC0 and SE, implying 

they are at the optimal production frontier and have consistent operational efficiency perfor

mance. Both are located in the east o f the country (regarded as the developed region). This 

could be due to them being new thermal pants, due to an advantageous location, or having 

new novel technological equipment. For thermal power plants, there is considerable variation 

amongst the CCRcp scores obtained. Interpreting the results it is evident sixteen power plants are 

inefficient to varying degrees with DMU 6 Great Island displaying the poorest TTE efficiency 

score of just 9%. This could be attributed to an ageing power plant or its size. DM U 12 N orth

wall and DM U 3 Dublin Bay are the benchmark best performers am ongst the thermal group o f 

plants. The peer count for DMU 12 Northwall is the highest. It is observed that DM U 12 in 

the year 2008 is viewed as a peer by 15 other DMUs. DM U 3 Dublin Bay appears slightly less 

frequently with just 13 DMUs citing it as a peer benchmark performer. Both DM U 12 and DM U 

3 appear jointly as peers for 9 DMUs.
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Table. 6.2: Thermal Efficiency Results
No. G enera ting (TTE) (PTE) S ta tus (SE) (RTS) R eference

U nit C C R  4> B C C 0 C C R  0/B C C  (j> DM U Peers

1 Aghada 0.119 0.171 Inefficient 0.695 Decreasing 12

2 Ballylumford 0.870 1 Inefficient 0.870 Decreasing 3,12

3 Dublin Bay 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 3

4 Coolkeeragh 0.488 0.497 Inefficient 0.981 Decreasing 3,12

5 Edenderry 0.437 0.968 Inefficient 0.451 Increasing 3

6 Great Island 0.093 0.096 Inefficient 0.968 Increasing 12

7 Huntstown 0.507 0.768 Inefficient 0.660 Decreasing 3,12

8 Kilroot 0.585 0.610 Inefficient 0.959 Decreasing 3,12

9 Loughree 0.476 1 Inefficient 0.476 Increasing 3

10 Marina 0.250 0.298 Inefficient 0.838 Increasing 3,12

II Money point 0.841 0.859 Inefficient 0.979 Decreasing 3,12

12 Northwall 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 12

13 Poolbeg 0.353 0.385 Inefficient 0.916 Decreasing 3,12

14 Rhode Island 0.131 1 Inefficient 0.131 Increasing 12

15 Tarbert 0.246 0.262 Inefficient 0.938 Decreasing 3,12

16 Tawaghmore 0.096 0.703 Inefficient 0.136 Increasing 12
17 Tynagh 0.987 1 Inefficient 0.987 Increasing 3,12

18 West Offaly 0,499 1 Inefficient 0.499 Increasing 3

Average 0.499 0.701 0.749

Note: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SB - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to Scale

The average TTE o f thermal plants was just 49%. Ten out o f the eighteen thermal plants attain an 

efficiency score below this average value, thus clearly indicating the total technical operational 

inefficiency of the thermal plants under investigation. This average theoretical value suggests 

that the sample thermal power plants could reduce operational costs by up to 51% whilst still 

maintaining current output levels. Focusing on the renewable efficiency results o f  the research 

Tables 6.3 and 6.4, the wind efficiency results show all the wind regions are inefficient bar DM U 

6 which is deem ed 100% efficient across all efficiency categories exhibiting CRS.

For a graphical representation o f the wind regions see Figure 5.2. The average efficiency 

value is 46% with five of the nine wind regions scoring below this figure. IRS characteristics 

are prom inent am ongst the regions. DM U 6 Region F in the south west o f the country is the 

benchm ark peer for all 9 DMUs. Region H is the least TTE, this could be due to the region being 

dom inated by low lying central plains where strong winds are least prevalent. S im ilar efficiency 

results to the wind analysis, the hydro efficiency model returns only one efficient DM U, namely 

Turlough Hill DM U 5 which is the benchm ark for all other DMUs. The average efficiency 

score is greater than both thermal and wind at 55%. All but two plants are below this figure. 

Note Turlough hill is a Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHES) whilst the other hydro 

plants under investigation are Run of River Hydro Plants (RRHP). This fact will require further 

discussion and analysis in Section 6.2.2.
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Table. 6.3: Wind Efficiency Results
No. G enerating (TTE) (PTE) Status (SE) (RTS) Reference

Unit C C R 0 B C C 0 CCR 0/BCC ^ DMU Peers

1 Region A 0.982 1 Inefficient 0.982 Increasing 6
2 Region B 0.294 0.430 Inefficient 0.684 Increasing 6
3 Region C 0.206 0.999 Inefficient 0.206 Increasing 6
4 Region D 0.4.53 1 Inefficient 0.453 Increasing 6
5 Region E 0.377 0.377 Inefficient 1 Constant 6
6 Region F 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 6
7 Region G 0.193 0.223 Inefficient 0.865 Increasing 6
8 Region H 0.175 1 Inefficient 0.175 Increasing 6
9 Region I 0.541 0.624 Inefficient 0.867 Increasing 6

Average 0.469 0.739 0.692

te: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PTE -- Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Relum.s to Scale

Table. 6.4; Hydro Efficiency Results
No. G enerating

Unit
(TTE)
C C R 0

(PTE)
BCC,^

Status (SE)
CCR (/i/BCC (p

(RTS) Reference 
DMU Peers

1 Ardnacrusha 0.631 1 Inefficient 0.631 Deceasing 5
2 Erne 0.541 0.560 inefficient 0.966 Increasing 5
3 Lee 0.429 1 Inefficient 0.429 Increasing 5
4 Li Hey 0.153 0.865 Inefficient 0.176 Increasing 5
5 Turlough Hill 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 5

Average 0.551 0.885 0.640

Note: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PI’E - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to Scale

The preceding analysis primarily focused on the TTE of the DMUs being evaluated. To es

tablish the cause of TTE, the BCC model with VRS is employed measuring the PTE of each 

DMU. The BCC model determines critical sources of inefficiency among the differing forms 

of electricity generation and establishes improvement directions to promote TTE of inefficient 

electricity generating DMUs. The TTE is dichotomised into PTE and SE and the nature of RTS 

is also presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. In the thermals context, initially comparing the CCR 

and BCC efficiency results, the most prevalent change is the number of efficient plants rises 

from 2 to 7, and inefficient plants falling from 16 to 11. The is due to the convexity constraint 

being imposed as explained in section 4.5 ensuring that similar sized DMUs are benchmarked 
and compare with each other. The average BCC efficiency score rises to 70% indicating that 

the consumption of all inputs theoretically could be reduced by 30% whilst producing the same 

quantity of outputs. The SE indicates the DMU is on the optimum production scale when the 

score equals 1. This can also be referred to as the MPSS and is the optimal operational perfor

mance of DMUs. The average scale efficiency was 74% for all power plants highlighting scope 

for improvement of efficiency by altering the operational scales of power plants. DMU 3 Dublin
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Bay and DMU 12 Northwall are scale efficient, as they are fully efficient 100% in both CCR and 

BCC efficiency scores compared to other plants. All other generating plants are scale inefficient 

as they yield a score of less than 1 for scale efficiency. A scale inefficient plant that exceeds 

the MPSS will present DRS. Alternatively, a scale inefficient plant that is lower than M PSS 

will display IRS (Yadav et al., 2010). The NIRS model explained in Section 4.8 establishes the 

nature o f RTS.

Adopted from Shrivastava et al. (2012) thermal power plants with VRS score equal to 1 are 

considered as best perform er  with VRS score ranging from 0.99 to 0.80 as moderate perform er  

and with VRS score 0.79 to 0.69 are considered as laggards'^. Finally, power plants with VRS 

score less than 0.69 are considered as poor perform er  among the group. Results indicate 7 DM U 

power plants are best performers and 7 DMUs are in the poor performance category below 0.69. 

Thermal power plants can be divided up into three groups based on unit rate export capacity - 

small (below 300M W ), medium (300M W  to 700M W ) and large power plants above 700M W  . 

The distribution o f BCC efficiency scores is given in Table 6.5. 89% (8 out o f 9 )of small pow er 

plants show IRS characteristic indicating further expansion unit rate export capacity related to 

these power plants will improve efficiency performance. Conversely, all large thermal pow er 

plants DM Us 1, 2, 7, 11 and 13 present DRS. The two DMUs 3 and 12 exhibiting constant 

characteristics are from the medium and small categories respectively.

Table. 6.5: Distribution of VRS efficiency scores
No. Status PTE

hCCd>
Total No. 
Plants

Capacity 
< 300MW

Distribution 
300 to 700MW > 700MVV

1 Best Performer Equal to 1 7 4 2 1
2 Moderate Performer From 0.89 to 0.99 2 1 0 1
3 Laggards From 0.69 to 0.79 2 1 0 1
4 Poor Performers Below 0.69 7 I 4 2

Total 18 7 6 5

DM U 2 Ballylum ford, DMU 9 Loughree, DMU Rhode Island, DMU Tynagh and DM U West 

Offaly exhibit optimal 100% BCC efficiency with a lower SE and CCR efficiency score, hence 

are operating at PTE level but not TTE under limited or inappropriate scales. DM U 2 B allylum 

ford, DM U 5 Edenderry, DM U 6 Great Island, DMU 7 Huntstown, DMU 9 Loughree, DM U 

14 Rhode Island, DM U Tawnaghmore, DMU Tynagh and DM U West Offaly all achieve a PTE 

score higher than their SE score. DM U 2 Ballylumford and DM U 7 Huntstown, dem onstrate 

low values for SE and exhibit DRS as indicated Table 6.2, these plants have considerable scope 

for improvements in their TTE by resizing (decreasing) there scales of operation to the optimal 

scale M PSS.

DMU 5 Edenderry, DM U 6 Great Island, DMU 9 Loughree, DM U 14 Rhode Island, DM U Taw

naghmore, DM U Tynagh and DM U West Offaly similarly have PTE score higher than SE but in

'Laggards in this context relates to under-performing thermal power plants.
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order to improve TTE they should increase their operation scales as they exhibit IRS. Finally, 

DM U 1 Agahda, DM U 4 Coolkeeragh, DM U 8 Kilroot, DM U 10 M arina, DM U 11 M oney- 

point, DM U 13 Poolbeg, DMU 15 Tarbert obtain lower BCC efficiency scores while their SE 

scores are close to or equal to 1, indicating they are technically inefficient even though they are 

operating at the optimal production scale MPSS. The corrective efficiency measure for these 

thermal power plants to improve their technical efficiency is to altering their resource allocation 

and utilization which would increase their TTE score. The thermal efficiency CCR0, BCC(^ and 

SE efficiency scores are visually compared in 6.1. Considerable variation exists amongst the 

efficiency performance scores for the 18 thermal power plants.
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5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Therm al DMUs

Fig. 6.1: Thermal Efficiency Results

For ease of discussion and analysis the PTE and SE analysis o f wind and hydro power plants 

will be conducted simultaneously. Observing Tables 6.3 and 6.4, the number o f wind region 

DM Us for the BCC model that appear as efficient entities increases to 4, while 5 DM Us show 

inefficiencies to varying degrees. In the hydro context, the num ber of efficient DM Us rises to 3. 

DM U 6 W ind region F and hydro DM U 5 Turlough Hill acquire PTE and SE scores o f 1 and 

hence are operating at the optimal production scale, MPSS. The average technical efficiency 

scores for wind and hydro are 73% and 88% respectively. It is clearly evident DM U 8 W ind 

region H displays significant changes from the CCR to BCC formulation: adjusting from 17% 

to 100% resulting in DMU 8 demonstrating the lowest scale efficiency of 17% (See Tables 6.3 

and 6.4), indicating the potential for efficiency improvements by possible restructuring. W ind 

DM U 1 region A, DMU 3 region C, DM U 4 region D, DM U 8 region H and hydro DM U 1 

A rdnacrusha and DM U 3 Lee, all accrue PTE scores superior to their SE scores. All the above 

DM Us with the exception of hydro DMU 1 Ardnacrusha, present IRS and as such should in

crease their operational scale to achieve MPSS status via enlarging their input consum ption, 

A rdnacrusha on the other hand should decrease operations.
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DM U 2 regions B, DM U 5 region E, DMU 7 region G, DM U 9 region I and hydro DM U Erne 

all dem onstrate higher SE scores than their PTE, resulting in them being deem ed technically 

inefficient. These DM Us should focus on altering their input resources to increase efficiency 

whilst also increasing and decreasing scales of operation to become efficient. For example, 

hydro DM U Erne attains a PTE score o f 56% and a SE score of 96% depicting room  for effi

ciency improvement in both contexts through restructuring and input utilization. The renewable 

(wind and hydro) efficiency CCR(p, B C C ^  and SE efficiency scores are visually com pared in 

Figure 6.2. Note: the first 9 DMU represented in the graph pertain to the wind generating re

gion efficiency scores (A-B) inclusive whilst the last five DMUs relate to the hydro efficiency 

performance.
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Fig. 6.2: Renewable Efficiency Results
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6.2.1 Projection Analysis and Benchmarking

This section investigates the possible corrective measures and directions of improvement for 

inefficient DM Us to become efficient. The piece-wise linear form of the non-parametric frontier 

in DEA can cause a few difficulties in efficiency measurement. The problem arises because 

o f the sections of the piece-wise linear frontier that run parallel to the axes that do not occur 

in most param etric functions (Coelli, 1995). As acknowledged in the methodology literature 

review Section 4.6, the DEA technique has the capability to identify sources of inefficiency for 

individual DM Us by employing projection analysis and directions of improvement. The cor

rective measures to improve the resource utilisation of those inefficient DM Us may be realised 

by a slack variable analysis. Slacks relate to input excesses and output shortfalls existing in the 

model. Both the CCR and BCC models generate slack evaluation results for the input-output 

variables to determine the level of inefficiencies.

However, for electricity generation a VRS BCC model for the three forms of electricity gen

eration is a more appropriate model and for that purpose only the BCC model results have been 

adopted for di.scussion. The results of the previous Section 6.2 indicate the majority of the 32 

DM Us inve.stigated at the National level are technically inefficient, which suggests excess input 

resources are being employed to produce a certain level o f output. Barros (2008) recommend 

that a benchm ark management procedure has to be adopted for the improvement of efficiency 

of inefficient DMUs. In accordance with the VRS BCC results, original and targeted values of 

the selected inputs and outputs for the thermal, wind and hydro efficiency models are given in 

Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8.

It is clearly evident from the results that DM Us that have been prescribed a DEA efficiency 

score o f 1 for CCR0, BCC0 and SE attain PK efficiency status with slacks zero and no target 

values for efficiency improvement given. For example, observing the target values for DMU 

7 Huntstown thermal power plant, a reduction in fuel consum ption -36.60% , unit rate export 

capacity -31.77%, heat value fuel used remaining unaltered will result in an annual production 

increase of 30.19% and Huntstown will be PK efficient.

From the data set, those DMUs with the greatest and smallest gap between their original and 

targeted values are marked and ® respectively. DMUs with the greatest input value gap should 

expend efforts to reduce this gap whilst DMUs with the smallest input value gap should expend 

less effort in order to perform effectively and achieve PK efficiency status. Results from  Table 

6.6 indicate that reduction in unit rate export capacity is the most effective improvement method 

for the main inefficient DMUs. Wind availability is not a significant technical parameter. W ind 

region E shows the greatest change required in full time man hours -57.14%, unit rate export 

capacity -79.10% and annual production will increase by 164.65%.
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Table. 6.6: Original and Targeted Values for Thermal Parameters
No. Thermal Fuel Consumption Unit Rate Export Ca Heat Fuel Annual Production

pacity Value Used
Power Original Projected Original Projected Original Projected Original Projected
Plants Value Value % Value Value % Value Value % Value Value %

1 Aghada 9133.16 9133.16 0 995 584,182 -41.29 82438 52609.5 -36.18 770360 4480036 481.55
2 Ballylumford 20939.137 20939.137 0 1213 1213 0 104886 104886 0 9212000 9212000
3 DublinBay 22956.294 22956.294 0 403 403 0 11998 11998 0 6376748.8 6376748.8 0
4 Coolkeeragh 18321.91 18321.91 0 455 435.221 -4.35® 22448 22448 0 2800000 5627569 100.98
5 Edenderry 15738.298 10378.19 -34.06® 117.5 117.5 0 3583 3583 0 838905.4 26365.86 3.24®
6 Greatlsland 1189.721 1189.721 0 646 162.728 -74.81'' 40996 22236.75 -45.76-^ 78870 819533.8 939.09^
7 Huntstown 35797.876 22695.74 -36.60'' 744 507.624 -31.77 23996 23996 0 5179459 6742968 30.19
8 Kilroot 18718.199 18718.199 0 500 500 0 36564 29049.54 -20.55 3640000 5959854 63.73
9 Loughree 8303.119 8303.119 0 91 91 0 3583 3583 0 685229 685229 0
10 Marina 4595.486 4595.486 0 197 197 0 23996 20500.72 -14.57 492772 1651298 235.10
11 Money point 15137.604 15137.604 0 915 402.1064 -56.05 23496 23496 0 4204890 4893355 16.37
12 Northwall 2671.171 2671.171 0 240 240 0 23996 23996 0 1890000 1890000 0
13 Poolbeg 21758.749 21758.749 0 1005 808.826 -19.52 58814 58814 0 2990000 7761891 159.60
14 Rhodelsland 63.748 63.748 0 104 104 0 20900 20900 0 5927 5927 0
15 Tarbert 11892.552 11892.552 0 590 495.406 -16.03 38664 38664 0 1222338 4649720 280.40
16 Tawaghmore 102.952 102,952 0 104 104 0 20900 20824.75 -0.36® 7035 100000.6 42.15
17 T>nagh 20180.196 20180 0 384 384 0 11998 11998 0 5605610 5605610
18 West Offaly 11905.225 11905.225 0 137 137 0 3583 3583 0 951962 951962 0

N ote: ^  - T h o se  w ith the greatest d ifference ® - T h ose  w ith  the sm allest difference
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Table. 6.7: Original and Targeted Values for Wind and Hydro Parameters
No. Wind

Farms
Plants

Full
Time
Original
Value

Man
Hours
Projected
Value %

Unit Rate

Original
Value

Export Ca
pacity 
Projected 
Value %

Wind

Original
Value

Availability

Projected
Value %

Annual

Original
Value

Production

Projected
Value %

1 Region A 1140 1139.868 -0.01" 190.5 190.476 -0.01" 30.79 30.79 0 637269.8 648604 1.78
2 Region B 420 346.151 -17.58 72.1 72.1 0 30.17 30.17 0 187199.6 435038 132.39
3 Region C 480 279.986 -0.01 41.6 41.6 0 28.49 26.49 0 116818.2 116852.7 0.03"
4 Region D 300 300 0 100.42 100.42 0 28.01 28.01 0 260915.2 260915.2 0
5 Region E 840 360 -57.14^ 243.4 50.86 -79.10^ 32.78 32.78 0 260915.2 690524.2 164.65
6 Region F 360 360 0 50.86 50.86 0 32.78 32.78 0 690524.2 690524.2 0
7 Region G 360 360 0 101.05 66.901 -33.79 31.47 31.47 0 128381.3 575140.4 347.99^'
8 Region H 300 300 0 14.45 14.45 0 30.74 30.74 0 34499.3 34499.3 0
9 Region I 480 480 0 127.85 87.942 -31.21 31.2 31.2 0 355834.7 570132.5 60.22

Note: '' - Those with the greatest difference ® - Those with the smallest difference

Table. 6.8; Original and Targeted Values for Hydro Parameters
No. Hydro

Power
Plants

Employee/
Original
Value

Capacity
Projected
Value %

Storage
Original
Value

Capacity
Projected
Value %

O&M
Original
Value

Projected
Value %

Annual
Original
Value

Production
Projected
Value %

1 Ardnacrusha 0.66 0.66 0 3.844 3.844 0 70000 70000 0 441000 441000 0
2 Erne 0.43 0.130 -69.58-^ 14.273 1.772 -87.58^^ 60000 33548.49 -43.92-^ 324000 324000 0
3 Lee 0.7 0.7 0 4.966 4.966 0 21000 21000 0 90000 90000 0
4 LilTey 0.55 0.476 -13.42" 11.479 3.710 -67.68" 30000 25973.42 -13.42" 46000 182011.3 295.68
5 Turlough

Hill
0.07 0.07 0 1.431 1.431 0 35000 35000 0 349000 349000 0

N o te : '' - Those with the greatest difference ® - Those with the sm allest difference
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The summary statistics o f the slack parameter analysis for the BCC case are presented in Table 

6.9 for the therm al, wind and hydro national level efficiency evaluation. The presence of slacks 

reveals the scope for further non-radial reduction in inputs or expansion in the case o f outputs 

once an inefficient DM U is projected on to the production frontier. Observing the mean (amount 

of slack per DM U) values, it can be stated that the fuel consumption input for each DM U with 

slack could have been reduced by an average of 18462.236 TJ without altering current levels 

of output production. The same can be said for unit rate export capacity with an average of 

279.128 M W  and heat value fuel used 11934.448 (kCal/kg).

The excessive use o f inputs in the thermal case accounts for 15.42% o f total fuel consum p

tion, 22.1 % o f unit rate export capacity and 10.71 % o f heat value fuel used for those DM Us that 

present with slacks. A sim ilar trend is evident for wind and hydro when observing the capacity 

parameter. The results indicate excess capacity across all three national level DEA models is 

significant. W ind availability and hydro O&M are insignificant presenting zero slack, which 

infers excess in both parameters is not a problem in the Irish electricity sector. In all three DEA 

models the annual production could be increased through corrective measures.

Table. 6.9: National Level Summary Statistics of Slack Variables

Parameter Number of 
DMU’s with 

Slacks

Mean (Amount 
of Slack 

per DMU)

% of Slack 
of Total 

Input

Thermal Data
Fuel Consumption 2 18462.236 15.42
Unit Rate Export Capacity 7 279.128 22.1
Heat Value Fuel Used 5 11934.448 10.71
Annual Production 11 1930678.796 45.25

Wind Data
Full Time Man Hours 4 138.498 11.83
Unit Rate Export Capacity 5 53.330 28.30
Wind Availability 0 0 0
Annual Production 5 267707.685 50.08

Hydro Data
Employee/Export Capacity 1 0.110 456
Storage Capacity 2 6.230 34.61
O & M  Costs 0 0 0
Annual Production 1 136011.3 10.88
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6.2.2 Further Analysis and Discussion

The thermal power plant DEA efficiency evaluation model can be further scrutinised in terms of 

power plants geographical regional location, generator and the fuel type employed at each power 

plant. The study conducted encompasses two countries the ROI and NI, and thirty-two counties 

Figure 6.3. EirGrid is the independent electricity Transmission System Operator (TSO) in the 

ROI and the Market Operator (MO) of the wholesale electricity trading system and is solely 

responsible for development and enhancement of the transmission network in Ireland. Eirgrid 

(2008) published a report “Grid25” whereby the electricity transmission network is segregated 

into regions. Eirgrid stipulates segregation is necessary for the purpose o f investment, grid in

frastructural development, generation capacity, retiring and maintaining existing power plants 

to ensure that the transmission network has the capacity to meet geographical population and 

electricity demand growth between now and 2025. This regional plan is represented in Figure 

6.3, and forms the basis of the geographical efficiency study of thermal power plants.

The “All-Island” 220/275/400kVkV high-voltage transmission system network consists of 

an assimilation of base load and mid merit fossil-fuel (coal and peat) steam turbine generation, 

com bined-heat-and-power gas plants (CHP), CCGTs, higher-efficiency aero-derivative gas tur

bines (ADGTs), lower-efficiency Open Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT)s, as well as a numerous 

gas/oil-distillate “peaking” units, amounting to 10.4 (GW ) of conventional therm al power plant 

capacity (Burke, 2010). These power plant characteristics are represented in Table 6.10. A dopt

ing Eirgrid’s regional segregation, each region is considered a DM U, eight in total. Table 6.10 

illustrates the breakdown of efficiency scores based on thermal plants geographical location on 

the AIG system. The results indicate considerable discrepancies across regions when observing 

the CCR(f>, BCC(^ and arithmetic average efficiency scores. A num ber of points emerge from 

the analysis, the east region is the best performing region in terms TTE with a score of 78.3%, 

and the midlands region is the technically best performing with a PTE score of 90%.

Great Island power plant in the south East region, consum ing Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) as 

its fuel source in Oil Fired Steam Turbines (OFST) generators is extremely inefficient with a 

TTE and PTE of 9% and 10% respectively. Observing the arithmetic average efficiency scores, 

the east region outperform s all other regions to be the most efficient. A clear distinct pattern 

emerges with the east and midland regions being the m ost efficient whilst all other regions, 

being more sparsely populated and rural regions are less efficient to varying degrees. This is 

most likely due to dem and profiles and the operation of power plants. The east region contains 

three power plants Dublin Bay, Northwall and Poolbeg, all three prim arily consum e gas as 

their fuel source and operate CCGTs. The east region is com posed of counties M eath, Kildare, 

Wicklow and Dublin which is the capital of the ROI, with a population of 1.2 million (CSO, 

2006). Electricity dem and is consistent and at its highest in this region. The region itself exhibits 

the most developed and extensive network infrastructure in the ROI.
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Fig. 6.3: Thermal Power Plants, Geographic Regions and Counties

It has the greatest installed transmission station capacity, and a developed gas pipeline supply 

network from the UK that is necessary to meet electricity demand (Eirgrid, 201 \b). As previ

ously outlined both the Dublin Bay and Northwall power plants score 100% efficiency in the 

CCR and BCC models and are the peer benchmarks for all other power plants. Both are located 

in the capital of the ROI, Dublin consume the fuel source gas and operate CCGT generators. The 

south east region was the worst performing region in terms of both the CCR and BCC models.
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Table. 6.10: Efficiency Results by Region

G enerating Unit Fuel G enerator Total Technical Pure Technical Arithmetic
& Region IV pe Type Efficiency

C C R 0
Efficiency 

BCC (j)
Average

Northern Ireland
Ballylumford Gas CCGT 0.870 1 0.935
Coolkeeragh Gas/DO CCGT 0.488 0.497 0.492
Kilroot Coal Coal/Oil Fired 0.585 0.610 0.597

0.647 0.680 0.674
East
Dublin Bay Gas CCGT 1 1 1
Nonhwall Gas/DO CCGT 1 1 1
Pool beg Gas/HFO CCGT 0.353 0.385 0.369

0.784 0.795 0.789
South West
Aghada Gas/DO OCGT 0.119 0.171 0.145
Marina Gas/DO OCGT 0.250 0.298 0.274

0.184 0.234 0.209
Mid
Moneypoint Coal Coal/Oil Fired 0.841 0.859 0.85
Tarben HFO Oil Fired 

Steam Turbine
0.246 0.262 0.254

Tynagh Gas CCGT 0.987 1 0.993
0.691 0.707 0.699

South East
Great Island HFO Oil Fired 

Steam Turbine
0.093 0.096 0.0945

0.093 0.096 0.0945
Midlands
Edenderry Peat Peat Fired 

Steam Turbine
0.437 0.968 0.702

Rhode Island DO OCGT 0.131 1 0.565
West Offaly Peat Peat Fired 

Steam Turbine
0.499 1 0.749

0.355 0.989 0.672
North West
Tawnaghmore DO OCGT 0.096 0.703 0.399

0.096 0.703 0.399
North East
Loughree Peat Peat Fired 

Steam Turbine
0.476 1 0.738

Huntstown Gas CCGT 0.507 0.768 0.637
0.491 0.884 0.687

Note: DO - Distillate Oil HFO - Heavy Fuel Oil O CGT - Open Cycle Gas Turbines CCG T - Com bined Cycle G as Turbine

CCGT manufacturers have achieved (1) technical efficiencies close to 60% and higher, (2) short 

power plant construction periods (less than 2 years), and (3) low  investment costs (lE A , 2010).
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These technical developments coupled with low natural gas prices and new natural gas trans

portation networks have made this technology the dominant choice for new investment in com 

petitive generation markets (Rothwell and Gomez, 2003). This has certainly been evident in 

Ireland in recent years, with electricity generation sources having altered and changed signif

icantly with the key source, gas and the CCGT generator type playing an ever-increasing role 

in Ireland’s power generation along with the dramatic increase in installed wind power capacity 

(SONI, 2011). The role of oil and coal has diminished significantly (CSO, 2011^). From Table 

6.11, CCGT are the most efficient generator type compared with the others, obtaining an aver

age TTE o f 74%, PTE score of 80%, with seven plants employing this generator type. Open 

Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT) and Oil Fired Steam Turbines (OFST) are the worst perform ing 

generators with arithmetic average scores o f 35% and 18% respectively.

Table. 6.11: Efficiency Comparison by Generator Type

Generator
Type

Number 
of Plants

Total Technical
Efficiency
C C R 0

Pure Technical
Efficiency
BCC.^

Arithmetic
Average

CCGT 7 74.4 80 77.2
Coal/Oil Fired 2 71.5 74 73
OCGT 4 14.8 54.3 35
Oil Fired Steam Turbines 2 17 18 17.5
Peat Fired Steam Turbines 3 47.3 99 73

Average 45 65.06 55.14

Note: CCGT - Combined Cycle Gas Turbine OCGT - Open Cycle Gas Turbine

Ireland currently consumes the following fuel sources for electricity generation; Coal, Oil, 

Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) & Diesel Oil, Gas and Peat as displayed in Table 6.12. In terms of 

fuel source, consum ing gas is the most efficient with four plants out o f eighteen using this fuel 

source and obtaining a TTE score 84.3%, PTE score 92.8% and an arithmetic average of 89%, 

well above all other forms of fuel. HFO is the most inefficient fuel source. At present, ROI 

imports 95%  of gas needed to meet Irish demand highlighting the vulnerability of the Irish 

economy to gas price shocks (Limited, 2010). Gas is a clean fuel with a low carbon content 

in com parison the other fossil fuels. For example, coal-fired power plants usually takes four to 

five years to construct, have higher operation and maintenance costs and are the largest polluter 

of toxic mercury and the largest contributor o f hazardous air toxics (Sueyoshi and Goto, 2010). 

Similarly, Peat is not extensively used in electricity production as it contains a high carbon con

tent, higher than coal, and the technology is not as cost efficient. Consequently, the generator 

obtains less electricity per tonne of peat, than it would with a more efficient technology or fuel.
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Table. 6.12: Efficiency Comparison by Fuel Type

Fuel
Type

Plants 
Fuel Source

TTE
CCR0

PTE
BCC(P

Arithmetic
Average

Gas/DO 4 46.3 49.3 47.8
Gas 4 84.3 92.8 89
HFO 2 34 36 35
Coal 2 72 74 73
Peat 3 47.3 99 73.2
DO 2 23 85 54
Gas/HFO 1 35 39 37
Average 48.84 67.87 58.42

Note: D O  - D istillate O il H FO  - H eavy Fuel Oil

As stated previously, Turlough Hill is a Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHES) resource 

which consists of an upper and lower reservoir incorporating four 73 M W  generators to give 

a total capacity of 292 MW. Considerable flexibility and operational efficiency is achieved as 

generation capacity from other sources can be employed to pump water from the lower to the 

upper reservoir, enabling generators in a pumped storage scheme to be synchronised within sec

onds, providing instant power to meet peak demand or fluctuating electricity demand. In the last 

few decades, numerous pumped-hydro facilities have been constructed worldwide, resulting in 

a storage component of roughly 5% the capacity of all the European countries, 3% in the USA, 

and 10% in Japan. The purpose of pumped-hydro plants have been used for load levelling, 

frequency response, and voltage control (Gonzalez, 2004). Dennehy et al. (2010) states much 

research has been conducted in Ireland, considering a combination of pum ped-hydro with wind 

energy and indicates there are five pumped-hydro generators in the planning process with a total 

capacity of 415 MW.

The primary objective of Turlough Hill is to provide some balancing capabilities between 

day and night time supply and demand. The facility achieves this by delivering 292 M W  of 

electricity which is about one tenth of the average national demand continuously for about five 

hours. In 2008, Turlough Hill produced 349,000 M W h of electricity but in doing so consumed 

546,000 MWh. Ardnacrusha, Erne, Lee, Liffey are Run of River Hydro Plants (RRHP) which 

prioritise energy generation whilst Turlough Hill focuses on load balancing hence the DEA 

stipulation that DM Us under analysis must display homogeneous underlying technologies is vi

olated.

This may explain why Turlough Hill is deemed PK efficient in the initial hydro DEA model. 

An adjusted hydro efficiency model omitting Turlough Hill is presented in Table 6.13. The re

sults are altered significantly with DMU 1 Ardnacrusha and DM U 2 Erne attaining an efficiency 

score of 1 across all CCR0, BCC(f> and SE groups. Both these hydro power plants are viewed as
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peers with DM U 1 Ardnacrusha cited three times. The average PTE score rises to 73% and the 

PTE attains 100% efficiency however caution must be extended as the adjusted model is losing 

discrim inatory power due to the fact that number of DMUs is close to the product o f inputs and 

outputs. This relates to the rule of thumb mentioned in the Chapter 5. DM U 3 Lee and DMU 

Liffey have PTE of 1 with a low SE, hence are technically efficient but scale inefficient and 

should increase the scale of their operation as they exhibit IRS to become efficient.

Table. 6.13: Adjusted Hydro Efficiency Results

No. G enerating (TTE) (PTE) Status (SE) (RTS)

Unit CCR<^ BCC(p CCR-;!' Peers

1 Ardnacrusha 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 1

2 Erne 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 2

3 Lee 0.680 1 Inefficient 0.680 Increasing 1

4 Liffey 0.243 1 Inefficient 0.243 Increasing 1

Average 0.73 1 0.73

Note: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - 

Returns to Scale

6.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis and M odel Validation

A separate linear program is run for each DMU to determine the relative efficiency and in real 

world data applications the number of DM U’s is usually large, and therefore it is pertinent to 

establish how sensitive the efficiency scores obtained are to the employed inputs and outputs. 

Sensitivity analysis is conducted by each of the inputs ceteris paribus being excluded from a 

base case input-output framework and the resulting efficiency scores observed.
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Note: that calculated efficiency score can never increase upon removal o f variables, i f  it alters, 

it w ill only decrease upon removal o f variables. A  base case must be established for use as a 

barometer and comparator in terms o f efficiency. The base case or comparison case is when 

all the parameters are included in the model. The CCR CRS, BCC VRS and SE are visually 

represented in Figure 6.4. From inspection, DMUs 1,6, 10, 13 and 15 have low CCR and BCC 

efficiency scores whilst DMUs 3, 12 and 17 achieve high levels o f CCR and BCC efficiency. 

Only the DEA BCC efficiency scores are retained for sensitivity comparison as the BCC tech

nique is a more parsimonious model enveloping the sample data points resulting in efficiency 

scores equal to or higher than the DEA CCR scores, coupled with most thermal power plants 

displaying VRS characteristics. Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 illustrate how the omission o f input 

parameters fuel consumption, unit rate export capacity and heat value fuel used respectively 

contributes to fluctuations in the obtained efficiency scores.

Figure 6.5 depicts the variance in efficiency scores when fuel consumption is excluded from 

the inputs. The main visible effect of this modification is the reduction in efficiency o f numerous 

DMUs albeit by varying amounts. This indicates that fuel consumption is an important factor 

for all thermal plants. This is intuitively what one would expect as fuel consumption plays a 

significant role in the operation of thermal plants with a strong relationship between this value 

and annual electricity production. The most significant reduction was observed for DM U 14 

indicating this plants efficiency is strongly influenced by the fact it can produce its outputs with 

less fuel consumed than that o f its peers. The DMUs with base case low efficiency scores are 

reduced further but to a lesser extent.
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Fig. 6.5: Fuel Consumption Omitted

Figure 6.6 illustrates that the efficiency scores o f DMUs 5, 10 and 16 are altered slightly with 

DM U 16 witnessing the greatest change in efficiency score. The remaining DMUs are not al

tered significantly.
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Figure 6.7 shows that DM Us 5, 7, 11 and 18 reveal unit rate export capacity contributes to 

the high efficiency score attained in the base case. It can also be noted that none o f the low 

efficiency scores, DM Us 1 , 2 ,  10, 13 and 15 are not affected greatly by the removal o f this 

parameter. Observing Table 6.14, it is evident a significant portion of the thermal plants are 

distinctly inefficient with only three power plants DMU 2 Ballylumford, DMU 3 Dublin Bay 

and DM U 9 Loughree robustly efficient. Table 6.14 also show the relationship between the 

efficiency of DM Us and the inputs with ** depicting strong influence when the input in question 

alters the efficiency score by at least 0.5; whilst * refers to weak influence where the input in 

question alters the efficiency value by less than 0.5.
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Fig. 6.7: Heat Value Fuel Used Omitted

Unit rate export capacity influences the least number of DM Us and therefore this could be the 

first param eter to be omitted from the DEA model. As outlined in Section 5.11, for validation
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of the adopted thermal DEA model the assumption of the isotonicity relationship between input 

and output factors, (i.e. an increase in an input must not correspond with a decrease in an 

output) was investigated (?). If the correlation of selected input and output factors is positive, 

these factors are isotonically related and can be included in the model.

Table. 6.14: Sensitivity Analysis o f Thermal Parameters

No. Generating

Unit

(PTE) 

BCC 0

Fuel

Consumption

Omitted

Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

Omitted

Heat Value 

Fuel Used 

Omitted

Efficiency

Status

1 Aghada 0.171 0.091* 0.171 0.171 Distinctly InelT.

2 Ballylumford 1 1 1 1 Robustly EfT.

3 Dublin Bay 1 1 1 1 Robustly Elf.

4 Coolkeeragh 0.497 0.426* 0.497 0.490* Distinctly Inetf.

5 Edenderry 0.968 0.968 0.853* 0.695* Significantly InefT.

6 Great Island 0.096 0.019* 0.096 0.096 Distinctly InefT.

7 Huntsiown 0.768 0.768 0.768 0.684* Distinctly InefT.

8 Kilroot 0.610 0.541* 0.584* 0.610 Distinctly Inefl'.

9 Loughree 1 1 1 1 Robustly EfT.

10 Marina 0.298 0.188* 0.209* 0.298 Distinctly InefT.

11 Moneypoint 0.859 0.625* 0.859 0.610* Distinctly InefT

12 Northwall 1 0.555 1 1 Marginally EfT

13 Pool beg 0.385 0.383 0.385 0.352 Distinctly InefT

14 Rhode Island 1 0.064* 1 1 Marginally EfT.

15 Tarbert 0.262 0.173* 0.262 0.243* Distinctly InelT.

16 Tawaghmore O.^OS 0.076** 0.278* 0.703 Distinctly Ineff.

17 Tynagh 1 0.929* 1 0.970* Marginally Eff.

18 West Offaly 1 1 1 0.624* Marginally Eff.

N ote  : ** - E fficiency sco re  a lte red  by at least 0 .5 ; * - E fficiency  sco re  a lte red  by  lees  than  0 .5 ; Ineff. - Ineffic ien t Eff. - E fficient

A Pearson’s correlation statistical test was applied to the adopted thermal dataset and the results 

are given in Table 6.15. Sowlati (2001) state a high degree o f correlation between inputs and 

outputs could imply that the two variables may represent the same thing and hence DEAs dis

crim inatory power will decrease, one of these highly correlated variables could be om itted from 

the model; although, care must be taken because a mathematical correlation could imply logical 

or causal correlation. An extremely low correlation between one variable and the other variables 

could indicate poor explanatory power and does not fit into the model. The results in Table 6.15 

indicate that the isotonicity assumption is not violated when utilising the current dataset. The 

values of correlation coefficients are all positive and the param eters are reasonably correlated, 

with moderate and high degrees of correlation in all cases: neither too much correlation nor 

too little correlation would otherwise make it difficult to determine the unique contribution of 

a variable to the analysis. The sensitivity analysis, model validation and Pearson correlation 

pertaining to the adopted wind and hydro efficiency models are presented in Appendices C .l 

and C .l .  As in the case of the thermal efficiency model both models are validated, justified and 

verified through investigation.
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Table. 6.15: Pearson Correlation Matrix for Thermal Data
Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output 1

Fuel Consumption Unit Rate Heat Value Annual

Terajoules Export Capacity Fuel Used Production

(TJ) (MW) (kCal/kg) (MWh)

Fuel Pearson Correlation 1 .467 .105 747**

Consumption Sig. (2-tailed) .051 .678

(TJ) N 18 18 18 18

Unit Rate Pearson Correlation .467 1 .826** .561*

Export Capacity Sig. (2-tailed) .051 .000 .015

(MW) N 18 18 18 18

Heat Value Pearson Correlation .105 .826** 1 .358

Fuel Used Sig. (2-tailed) .678 .000 .145

(KCal/kg) N 18 18 18 18

Annual Pearson Correlation 747** .561* .358 1

FVoduction Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 .015 .145

(MWh) N 18 18 18 18

N ote: ** D eno te s  C o rre la tio n  is s ign ifican t at the  0.01 level * D eno tes C o rre la tion  is S ign ifican t at the  0 .05  level

6.2.4 Summary of National Level Analysis

The preceding national level analysis endeavoured to evaluate the SEM generating system by 

conducting an AIGES for the ROI and NI. A non-parametric approach to frontier analysis, was 

em ployed to obtain the efficiency scores for various performance parameters o f generating units. 

The results of the efficiency performance analysis of thirty-two thermal, wind and hydro power 

plants have been presented. The results o f this analysis suggest directions to improve individ

ual electricity generating power plants/regions on the Irish Electricity System. The study finds 

specific inefficiencies in power plants and the nature of corrective measure required to alleviate 

them. The key findings include: TTE of the thermal power plants was only 49% , the TTE of 

the wind regions was 46% and TTE o f the hydro power plants was 55%. CCGT generators 

are the most efficient, gas the most efficient fuel source and the east the most efficient region. 

Capital (export capacity) is the most prominent input factor implying excess export capacity 

is a problem  on the SEM. The technique employed has provided some interesting results, it 

has been established that a significant proportion exhibited overall inefficiencies indicating the 

strong possibility o f achieving substantial savings by adopting best practices. The above dis

cussion of the results obtained and evidence from the literature review clearly indicate that all 

extant studies on power generation plants reveal the presence o f inefficiencies.

The approach employed in this study can be utilised in countries with sim ilar small iso

lated energy markets and power plant structures to assess operational efficiency and determine 

scope for improvements. Hence, it is for policy makers and government to further scrutinise
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the actual scope for feasibility of resizing the scale of operations by taking into account the 

actual conditions of the maiket. However, from the perspective of a regulator, such utilities do 

not exercise control over their sizes of operations. It may therefore, be argued, that the results 

with BCC VRS formulation should be the ones that should be driving any regulatory incentive 

scheme as utility managers exercise some control over the production process and input and 

output decisions made.

6.3 County Level - Application Results and Discussion

The objective of the County level analysis is to establish the technical efficiency perform ance 

of EDCs and employ DEA as a benchmarking technique. The adoption of DEA as a form of 

benchmarking for electricity distribution regulation has become more prom inent in recent years. 

The research presented utilises a dataset of twenty-six EDCs associated with the ESB networks 

distribution company in the ROI. Please see Figure 6.3 for a graphical representation of the 

EDCs. Each EDC region, or municipality is considered as a DM U under DEA investigation. 

The empirical study analyses the technical efficiency of ESB networks interconnected distribu

tion system, each EDC is responsible for medium and low voltage electricity distribution in a 

particular geographic region in the ROI. Six models are established to encapsulate the underly

ing characteristics of electricity distribution associated with the SEM for the year 2008. Table 

6.16 shows the variables and summary statistics of the data employed in the county level analy

sis. See Section 5.7 in Chapter 5 for more detail. The input and output variables adopted in this 

study are expressed in monetary and physical units. To estimate the efficiency scores o f EDCs, 

input oriented focused models are employed taking into account the service obligation of the 

distribution DMUs to all customers in their predefined area (Erturk and Turut-Asik, 2011).

Table. 6.16: Summary of Descriptive Statistics for County Level Data
County Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Output 1 Output 2 Output 3 Output 4 Output 5
Data
Parameter Labour Distribution Transformer Energy Number of Service Incluslrial Customer

Employed Length Capacity Consumption Customers Area Output Density
(km) (MVA) (MWh) ikn?) (’000)

Average 167.153 6186.846 1077.231 306753.9 84099.12 2703.462 3670943.4 12.692
Maximum 536 19858 6130 2121970 565110 7499.95 31274436 62
Minimum 58 2145 143 65217 17925 826.13 161190 7
S.D. 102.380 3793.214 1280.829 398582.3 106846.7 1727.091 6659936.3 10.264
N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Note: S.D. - Standard Deviation

Six models employing different combinations of input-outputs sets outlined in Section 5.7 are 

constructed and the CC R ^ CRS, BCC0 VRS and SE measures are calculated for each model. 

If the efficiency value equals 1, the DMU is efficient; if it is less than 1, the evaluated EDC 

is inefficient (Cooper et al., 2007). The dual linear program m ing form ulations of the CCR and 

BCC DEA models were run 26 times, i.e one for each DMU or EDC. The efficiency distribution
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performance o f the selected twenty-six EDCs for the comprehensive model one are presented in 

Table 6.17.

Table. 6.17: Comprehensive Electricity Distribution County Efficiency Scores
No. Electricity (TTE) (PTE) Status (SE) (RTS) Reference

Distribution C C R 0 BCC(^ CCR i^/BCC ^ DMU Peers
County

1 Donegal 0.909 0.987 Inefficient 0.920 Decreasing 4, 16, 19
2 Cavan 0.629 0.671 Inefficient 0.937 Decreasing 4, 16, 24
3 Monaghan 0.714 0.958 Inefficient 0.745 Increasing 4, 16, 24
4 Leitrim 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 4
5 Sligo 0.950 0.958 Inefficient 0.991 Decreasing 4, 16, 19
6 Roscommon 0.858 0.901 Inefficient 0.952 Decreasing 4, 16
7 Mayo 0.983 1 Inefficient 0.983 Decreasing 19,24
8 Galway 0.819 I Inefficient 0.819 Decreasing 4, 16
9 Clare 0.928 0.99 Inefficient 0.937 Decreasing 4, 16
10 Limerick 0.724 0.758 Inefficient 0.955 Decreasing 4, 16
11 Tipperary 0.739 0.836 Inefficient 0.883 Decreasing 4, 16, 19
12 Kerry 0.832 0.902 Inefficient 0.922 Decreasing 4, 16
13 Cork 0.699 1 Inefficient 0.699 Decreasing 4, 16, 19
14 Waterford 0.885 0.898 Inefficient 0.985 Decreasing 4, 16, 19
15 Cariow 0.731 1 Inefficient 0.731 Increasing 4, 16, 19
16 Dublin 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 16
17 Kildare 0.652 0.652 Inefficient 1 Decreasing 4, 16,23
18 Kilkenny 0.798 0.865 Inefficient 0.922 Decreasing 19, 24
19 Laois 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 19
20 Longford 0.740 0.957 Inefficient 0.773 Increasing 16, 19, 24
21 Louth 0.602 0.799 Inefficient 0.753 Increasing 4, 16
22 Meath 0.784 0.809 Inefficient 0.969 Decreasing 4, 16
23 Offaly 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 23
24 Westmeath 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 24
25 Wexford 0.703 0.775 Inefficient 0.907 Decreasing 16, 19, 24
26 Wicklow 0.910 0.994 Inefficient 0.915 Decreasing 16, 19

Average 0.830 0.912 0.911

Note: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to Scale

The efficiency results, show that five DMUs are PK efficient. DMU 4 Leitrim, DMU 16 Dublin, 

DMU 19 Laois, DMU 23 Offaly and DMU 24 Westmeath attain an efficiency score of unity, 

one for the CCRi^, BCC(^ and SE measures, displaying CRS and are their own respective peer 

benchmarks. This implies they are operating at the optimal production frontier. The efficient 

EDCs are located predominantly in the east o f the country with one exception DMU 4 Leitrim. 

Focusing initially on the TTE CCR0 efficiency scores, the results show twenty-one EDCs are in

efficient and five are efficient. The average TTE score was 83%, thirteen EDCs score above and 

below this average value. This implies that the resource utilization of EDCs is suboptimal with 

room for improvement. DMU 21 Louth is the worst performing EDC attaining a score of 60%. 

This demonstrates the range of TTE scores lies between 60-100%  indicating an acceptable level
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of EDC efficiency performance. All five previously stated efficient DMUs are the benchmark 
best performers amongst the EDC group. The reference peer count for DMU 16 Dublin is the 

greatest with twenty DMUs deeming it the performance benchmark. DMU 4 Leitrim appears 

slightly less frequently with seventeen DMUs citing it as a peer benchmark. Both DMU 16 and 

DMU 4 appear jointly as peers for seven DMUs. The CCR model may underestimate EDCs 

PTE by benchmarking it against dissimilar and presumably, more scale efficient comparators.

The BCC VRS model was adopted to establish the PTE and SE of the EDCs studied. The 

results obtained demonstrate the sources of inefficiency amongst the inefficient EDCs and pro

vide possible improvement directions to promote TTE which will be discussed in the subsequent 

Section 6.3.1. Interpreting the PTE scores, the average efficiency rises to 91% explained by the 

increase in the number of efficient EDCs to 9. Employing the BCC model enables DMUs to be 

benchmarked against other DMUs comparable in size resulting in higher efficiency scores. This 

average efficiency measure indicates consumption of all inputs could be reduced by 9% whilst 

keep output quantities constant.

The average SE score is quite high 91%, with six EDCs attaining a SE score of unity one. 

This illustrates SE is not a serious problem across the electricity distribution system. This sug
gests that resource utilisation is the primary cause of inefficiency and not the scale size of EDCs 

size of EDCs. EDCs that present a SE score less than one are scale inefficient. A scale ineffi
cient EDC that exceeds the MPSS will present DRS. Alternatively, a scale inefficient EDC that 
is smaller than the MPSS will present IRS. DMU 7 Mayo, DMU 8 Galway, DMU 13 Cork, 

and DMU 15 Carlow exhibit 100% BCC efficiency scores but a lower CCR score, hence are 
operating at optimum PTE but not TTE due to the scale size of their operation. DMUs 7, 8 and 

13 are scale inefficient and should decrease the operation scales to improve overall efficiency as 
they present DRS. DMU 15 Carlow on the other hand should increase operational scales due to 

IRS characteristics. DMU 1 Donegal, DMU 3 Monaghan, DMU 9 Clare, DMU 20 Longford, 
DMU 21 Louth, and DMU 26 Wicklow all have PTE scores greater than their corresponding 

scale efficiency scores. Consequently EDCs Monaghan, Longford and Louth should increase 

their operation scales as they exhibit IRS to enhance TTE. EDCs Clare and Wicklow display 

DRS indicating these EDCs have considerable scope for improvements in their TTE by resizing 

(decreasing) there scales of operation to the optimal MPSS.

The remaining ten EDCs, DMU 2 Cavan, DMU 5 Sligo, DMU 6 Roscommon, DMU 10 

Limerick, DMU 11 Tipperary', DMU 12 Kerry, DMU 14 Waterford, DMU 18 Kilkenny, DMU 

22 Meath, and DMU 25 Wexford all display a combined inefficiency in their TTE and PTE 

scores, to varying degrees, with a relatively high SE score. The corrective procedure for these 

EDCs to improve their technical efficiency is to alter their resource allocation and utilisation 

in addition to decreasing the operation scales. This would increase their TTE and project the 

previously inefficient DMUs on to the optimal production frontier. The predominant trait is the
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majority o f EDCs exhibit DRS characteristics.

Observing individual EDC efficiency results suggests EDCs operating in the relatively more 

developed eastern part of Ireland, noticeably have higher average relative efficiency scores, with 

efficiency perform ance of EDCs deteriorating towards rural, more sparsely populated EDCs of 

Ireland. This is due to the increased population in D ublin’s surrounding EDCs with 40% of 

Ireland’s population residing in the Eastern region o f Ireland (CSO, 201 la ), resulting in a more 

densely populated distribution network. It is important to note all five EDCs found to be PK 

efficient are all relatively small sized EDCs in comparison to the others. As a result the possible 

efficiency gains from reorganizing the electricity distribution system and EDCs is investigated 

in Section 6.3.2. The average efficiency scores obtained across CCRi^, BCC(^ and SE measures 

achieve high levels of efficiency when observing Figure 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8: Electricity Distribution County Efficiency Results

6.3.1 Projection Analysis and Benchmarking

A prim ary objective of the county level distribution efficiency research is the optim isation of 

EDCs. As DEA models incorporate a mathematical foundation, they are suitable for optim i

sation purposes (Azadeh et al., 2009). The input-oriented BCC DEA model is preferred for 

optim ization. The original and target values of the EDC inputs-outputs are given in Table 6.18.
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Table. 6 .18: O riginal and Targeted V alues for C ounty L evel Param eters
No. KDC ■Vi

O rig inal
Value

Projected
Value %

X2
Origir^al
Value

Projected
Value %

-V3
O rig inal
Value

Projected
Value %

>'1
O rig inal
Value

Projected
Value %

>'2
O rig inal

Value

Projected
Value %

>'3
O rigit)al
Value

Projected
Value %

Donegal 235 231.698 -1.40 8691 8586,476 - 1.20 1013 798.532 -21.17 288621 336794.439 16.69 94298 94298 0 4860,91 4860.91 0

2 Cavan 144 96.658 -32.88 5334 3579.315 -32.90 372 249.700 32.88 165540 165540 0 40310 42622.927 5,74 1931.77 1931.77 0

3 Monaghan 107 102.534 ^ .1 7 3969 3796 -4.35 153 146.614 -♦.17 74201 14I92I.4 I5 91.27^ 29248 38824.94 32,74 1295.08 1807.143 39.54

4 Leitrim 65 65 0 2404 2404 0 166 166 0 65217 65217 017925 17925 0 1590,03 1590.03 0

Sligo 88 83.992 ^ .5 5 3246 3109.989 •4.19 236 226.111 4 .1 9 124017 146562.794 18.18 36268 36268 f) 1837.52 1837.52 0

6 Roscon'.mon 124 11.582 - 10.01 4582 4128.762 9.89 625 357.433 -42.81 126184 126184 0 32631 35831,707 9,81 2548,19 2548.19 0

7 Mayo 255 255 {) 9454 9454 0 505 505 0 259932 259932 0 74396 74396 0 5586.05 5586.05 0

Galway 331 331 0 12246 12246 0 1853 1853 0 447743 447743 0 122970 122970 0 6148.77 6148.77 0

9 Clare 160 158.861 -0.71 5926 5879.220 -0.79 1110 634.867 -42.80 217433 217433 0 56344 61705,501 9.52 3450.04 3450.04 0

10 Limerick 188 142.597 -24.15 6962 5272.741 -24.26 1505 1077.272 -28.42 350086 350086 0 93460 96423.801 3,17^ 2755.91 2755.91 0

11 Tipperary 264 214.344 -18,81 9772 7944.024 •18.71 757 633.222 -16,35 2% 076 305416.534 3.15® 85819 85819 0 4.304.72 4304.72

12 Kerry 253 228.376 -9.73 9386 8463.050 •9.83 t i l l 778.015 -29.97 281345 327009.041 16.23 91667 91667 0 4806.89 4806.89 0

13 Cork 536 536 0 19858 19858 0 3462 3462 0 911333 911333 0 256391 256391 0 7499.95 7499.95 0

14 Waterford 102 91.434 -10.36 3763 3382 - 10.11 662 595.085 - 10.11 206805 214760.3 3.85 58178 58178 0 1856.59 1856.59 0

15 Carlow 58 58 0 2145 2145 0 343 343 0 94469 94469 0 24552 24552 0 896.55 8% ,55 0

16 Dublin 245 245 0 9059 9059 0 6130 6130 0 2121970 2121970 0 565110 565110 0 922.27 922.27 0

17 Kildare 148 96.540 -34.77^^ 5465 3565.937 -34.75^^ 1884 1051.565 -44.18 321900 338418.385 5.13 91680 91680 0 1695.4 1695.4 0

18 Kilkenny 145 125.196 13.66 5355 4636,186 •13.42 223 193.066 -13.42 165978 165978 0 41652 47711.641 14.55 2071.89 2072.89 0

19 Laois 77 77 0 2851 2851 0 153 153 0 126742 126742 0 30345 30345 0 1719.9 1719.9 0

20 Longford 73 69.861 -4.30 2703 2585.257 -4.36 186 178.002 4 .3 0 68474 96784.235 41.34 24371 24371 0 1091.16 1579.657 44.77'^

21 Louth 89 71.141 •20.07 3299 2630.892 -20.25 2154 749.705 -65.19^ 204898 236960.185 15.65 62542 62542 0 826.13 898.348 8.74®

22 Meath 147 119.016 -19.04 5451 4396.484 -19.35 1702 970.044 43.01 293401 293401 0 58906 81115.841 37.70^ 2342,07 2342.07 0

23 Offaly 88 88 0 3245 3245 0 572 572 0 133359 133359 0 38446 38446 0 2001.17 2001.17 0

24 Westmeath 117 117 0 4332 4332 0 143 143 0 150522 150522 0 43629 43629 0 1856,59 1856.59 0

25 Wexford 182 140.706 -22.69 6723 5211.061 -22.49 599 464.290 -22.49 252985 252985 0 66357 66357 0 2366.85 2366.85 0

26 Wicklow 125 124.306 -0.56® 4637 4602.811 -0.74® 389 386.840 -0.56® 226371 226371 0 49082 62805.654 27.% 2026.62 2026.62 0

Note; • Those with the greatest ditference ® - Those with the smallest difference X\  ■ Labour - Distribution Length X3 - Transformer Capacity Y[ • Energy Consumed Y2 * Number o f Customers ■ Service Area
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Chapter 6. Results and Evaluation of Efficiency Analysis

T hese target efficiency pro jections denote im provem ent directions fo r inefficient E D C s to  be

com e efficient. O bserv ing  Table 6.18 and using a single exam ple case, for D M U  1 D onegal 

to be pro jec ted  on to  the production  fron tier requires a reduction  o f  1.40%  X\  labour, 1.20% 

X 2 d istribu tion  length  and 21.17%  X3  transfo rm er capacity  coupled  w ith an increase o f  16.69%  

Y] energy consum ption  and the Y2 num ber o f  custom ers and ^ 3  service area rem aining unaltered.

The technical characteristics o f  the m ost inefficient 9 D M U s are predom inantly  rural, m edium  

to large sized  E D C s exhib iting  D RS attributes. T he five PK  efficient E D C s are all sm all sized 

service areas allud ing  to  the fact these sm all E D C s are m ore efficient at integrating  the ir re

sources. D M U s w ith  the greatest and sm allest gap betw een  the ir orig inal and targeted  values 

are m arked ^  and ^ respectively. F or exam ple, D M U  17 K ildare has the g reatest gap betw een  

the orig inal and pro jec ted  values for bo th  X | labour and X 2 d istribution  length  w hilst D M U  

26 W icklow  show s the sm allest change fo r all inputs X\  labour, X j  d istribution  length  and X 3 

transfo rm er capacity . R esults from  Table 6 .18 illustrate X\ ,  X 2 and X3 are the m ost effective 

im provem ent m ethod fo r inefficient D M U s. In o rder to  identify  and estab lish  targets fo r inef

ficient E D C s a slack analysis is em ployed  to estab lish  if  additional specific ou tput am ounts or 

a decrease in specific input am ounts leads to im provem ents in efficiency scores ob ta ined . The 

p resence o f  slacks reveals the scope fo r fu rther non radial reduction  in inputs or expansion  in 

ou tputs once an inefficient D M U  is p ro jected  onto the production  frontier. For se lected  ED C s 

if the efficiency score is one and slacks S'^ = S~  = 0 ,  PK  efficiency prevails. This is 

fo r D M U  4, 16, 19, 23 and 24, how ever i f S ’̂  7 ^ 0 5 “ # 0  then slacks are present and 

w eakly  efficient. T he sum m ary sta tistics o f  the slack  param eter analysis fo r the B C C  

presen ted  in Table 6.19.

Table. 6.19: C ounty Level Sum m ary Statistics o f  S lack Variables

Parameter Number of 
DMU’s with 

Slacks

Mean (Amount 
of Slack 

per DMU)

% of Slack 
of Total 
Input

Labour 8 1.053 0.19

Distribution Length 10 293.076 0.18
Transformer Capacity 8 340.271 9.71

Energy Consumed 9 30921.147 3.48

Number of Customers 9 7730.924 3.182

Service Area 3 357.592 1.526

U pon investigation o f  the m ean (am ount o f  slack  per D M U ) values it is evident that the d is tri

bu tion  length  km  per ED C  presenting  w ith a slack  could  be reduced  by an average 293 .076  km  

w ithou t a ltering  curren t levels o f  ou tpu t. The percen tage o f  slack  o f  total the labour and d is trib u 

tion length are insignificant w ith m in im al percen tage values o f  0 .19%  and 0.18%  respectively. 

T he grea test significant input variable is transfo rm er capacity  w ith  a value o f  9 .71%  o f  slack  o f 

total.

the case 

D M U  is 

case are
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6.3.2 Further Analysis and Discussion

The assum ption of VRS technologies when considering the underlying characteristics o f EDCs 

is pertinent. As such the BCC VRS numerical efficiency scores attained for the six models are 

presented in Table 6.20. The primary or base case comprehensive model explained in detail 

in Section 6.3 is compared to all models. Each model incorporates a com bination of variables 

that have been carefully scrutinised, extensively researched and acknowledged in the literature 

review (See Section 3.8). The PTE of all twenty-six EDCs across all six adopted models are 

presented along with some basic statistics including the average, minimum, maximum, standard 

deviation and the number of efficient EDCs in each model. The efficiency of each EDC is eval

uated out o f a 100%. The Spearm an’s rank correlation coefficient is employed to estim ate and 

assess the impact of omitting or including certain variables on the efliciency results obtained in 

the com prehensive model. A Spearman correlation coefficient o f 100% illustrates the omitted 

or included variable(s) have no significant effect on the efficiency results obtained the base case 

com prehensive model.

The adoption of model two reflects the basic structural model for efficiency analysis of elec

tricity distribution extensively used in the literature. The low Spearman correlation coefficient of 

0.55% in relation to model one suggests omitting service area has a significant efiFect on the effi

ciency results. This is represented by the average PTE score declining from 91% to 79% along 

with the EDC efficiency count falling from 9 to 5. This trend is continued with a low Spearman 

correlation coefficient 0.56% when comparing model four with model one. This implies that 

establishing a categorical variable for two EDC groups reflecting RDCs and UDCs has a signifi

cant effect on efficiency scores obtained. This ensures EDCs o f sim ilar dem and and distribution 

characteristics are compared with each other. Interpreting the VRS PTE scores, it is apparent 

model four attains the highest average PTE score 95% with seventeen EDCs deemed to be effi

cient. However, dropping the variable transformer capacity and including distribution losses in 

model three has considerably less effect on the efficiency results, represented by the Spearman 

correlation coefficient of 0.76. The number of efficient EDCs and the average PTE falls from 9 

to 7 and 91% to 85% respectively. A primary objective of the county level efficiency study was 

to incorporate an explanatory param eter to account for differences in electricity characteristics 

across EDCs, not incorporating the traditionally adopted exogenous variables extensively used 

in the literature.

M odels five and six examine this objective, the inclusion of a non-discretionary diagnostic 

variable in model five increases efficiency for all EDCs with UDCs greatly influenced (DMU 

13 Cork, DM U 10 Limerick, DM U 14 Waterford and DM U 8 Galway). Com paring model 

five with model one in terms o f PTE score, an increase from 91% to 94%, with the num ber of 

efficient EDCs rising from 9 to 13 is observed. This is intuitively what one would expect with 

UDCs producing greater industrial output than RDCs. Non-discretionary models employing 

the traditional exogenous variables inverse density, custom er density and custom er dispersion
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were pursued. The model incorporating the custom er density variable was deem ed to be most 

significant and adopted in model six. Com paring model six with model one in terms o f PTE 

score, an increase from 91% to 92%, with the number of efficient EDCs remaining unchanged 

is observed.

Table. 6.20: Com parison of EDC VRS Efficiency Scores

No. DMU Model Model Model Model Model Model
One Two Three Four Five Six
(PTE) (PTE) (PTE) (PTE) (PTE) (PTE)

1 D onegal 0.987 0.715 0.987 1 0.987 0.987
2 Cavan 0.671 0.648 0.614 0.710 0.712 0.671
3 M onaghan 0.958 0.958 0.607 0.958 1 0.958
4 Leitrim 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 Sligo 0.958 0.910 0.922 1 0.958 0.958
6 R oscom m on 0.901 0.540 0.901 0.901 0.904 0.901
7 M ayo 1 0.982 1 1 1 1
8 G alw ay 1 0.568 1 1* 1 1
9 Clare 0.99 0,490 0.992 1 0.992 0.992
10 Lim erick 0.758 0.550 0.758 0.758* 1 0.758
11 Tipperary 0.836 0.828 0.775 1 0.887 0.836
12 Kerry 0.902 0.625 0.902 0.914 0.902 0.902
13 Cork 1 0.746 1 1* 1 1
14 W aterford 0.898 0.799 0.882 0.898* 0.960 0.994
15 Carlow I 1 1 1 1 1
16 D ublin I 1 1 I* 1 1
17 Kildare 0.652 0.556 0.652 1 0.719 0.666

18 Kilkenny 0.865 0.851 0.651 0.867 0.865 0.865
19 Laois 1 1 0.990 1 1 1
20 Longford 0.957 0.957 0.829 0.957 1 0.957
21 Louth 0.799 0.799 0.799 1 1 0.981
22 M eath .809 0.525 0.809 1 0.809 0.809
23 Offaly 1 0.759 1 1 1 1
24 W estm eath 1 1 0.722 1 1 1
25 W exford 0.775 0.758 0.637 0.985 0.775 0.775
26 W icklow 0.994 0.966 0.788 1 0.994 0.994

Average 0.912 0.790 0.854 0.959 0.941 0.923
see - 0.556 0.760 0.560 0.720 0.945
Min 0.652 0.490 0.607 0.710 0.712 0.666

Max 1 1 1 1 1 1
S.D. 0.106 0.175 0.139 0.068 0.09 0.104
Efficient 9 5 7 17 13 9

Note: * Denotes Urban Distribution Counties (UDC)s, TTE - Total Technical Efficiency, PTE - Pure Technical 

Efficiency, SE - Scale Efficiency, RTS - Returns to Scale, S.D. - Standard Deviation.
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A direct com parison can therefore be made with the constructed diagnostic model employing 

non-discretionary industrial output in model five and the traditional exogenous variable cus

tom er density in model six. Comparing the Spearman correlation coefficient results obtained, 

it is evident the inclusion of the diagnostic param eter industrial output is statistically more sig

nificant at 0.72 when compared the inclusion traditional exogenous param eter custom er density 

0.94. All EDCs obtain a higher efficiency score in the diagnostic model five when compared 

with the traditional exogenous model six. The num ber o f efficient EDCs is greater in model 

five as opposed to model six indicating higher explanatory power in the adopted parameter. As 

expected the average PTE score is higher in model five at 94% compared to model six 92%. The 

average efficiency score oscillates over the six adopted models as does the num ber of efficient 

EDCs but as expected the number o f efiicient EDCs is highly correlated with the average PTE of 

each adopted model. The Pearson correlation matrix is constructed for the six efficiency models 

in terms o f the VRS PTE efficiency score and presented in Table 6.21. Analysing the coeffi

cients it is apparent model one has moderate to high correlation with the first five models and 

significantly high correlation with model six. The models retaining similar variable structures.

Table. 6.21: Pearson Correlation Matrix for the Six Adopted Models
Model
One

Model
Two

Model
Three

Model
Four

Model
Five

Model
Six

Model Pearson 1 .600** .790** .507** .732** .966**
One Sig. .001 .000 .008 .000 .000

N 26 26 26 26 26 26
Model Pearson .600** 1 .236 .341 .355 .603**
Tv/o Sig. .001 .245 .088 .075 .001

N 26 26 26 26 26 26
Model Pearson .790** .236 1 .329 .627** .790**
Three Sig. .000 .245 .101 .001 .000

N 26 26 26 26 26 26

Model Pearson .507** .341 .329 1 .209 .495*
Four Sig. .008 .088 .101 .305 .010

N 26 26 26 26 26 26
Model Pearson .732** .355 .627** .209 1 .710**
Five Sig. .000 .075 .001 .305 .000

N 26 26 26 26 26 26

Model Pearson .996** .603** .790** .495* .710** 1
Six Sig. .000 .001 .000 .010 .000

N 26 26 26 26 26 26

Note: ** Denotes Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level * Denotes Correlation is Significant at the 0.05 level

M odel six shows a moderate to high degree of correlation with the other models. All other cor

relations amongst models display low correlations with a few exceptions. There is no negative 

correlation between the models. Overall the correlation among the variables is high concluding 

that the obtained DEA efficiency measures can be assumed to be robust.
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Table. 6.22: Electricity Distribution County Efficiency Scores
No.DMU Model One Model Two Model Three Model Four Model Five Model Six

(TTE) (PTE) (SE) (TTE) (PTE) (SE) (TTE) (PTE) (SE) (TTE) (PTE) (SE) (TTE) (PTE) (SE) (TTE) (PTE) (SE)
1 Donegal 0.909 0.987 0.920 0.643 0.715 0.899 0.908 0.987 0.919 0,947 1 0,947 0.909 0.987 0.920 0,909 0,987 0.920
2 Cavan 0.629 0.671 0.937 0.629 0.648 0.970 0.608 0.614 0.990 0,688 0,710 0,969 0.706 0.712 0.991 0,629 0.671 0.937
3 Monaghan 0.714 0.958 0.745 0.701 0.958 0.731 0.545 0.607 0.897 0,721 0,958 0,752 0.842 1 0.842 0,714 0.958 0,745
4 Leitrim 1 1 1 0.582 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 Sligo 0.950 0.958 0.991 0.840 0.910 0.923 0.922 0.922 1 1 1 1 0.950 0.958 0.991 0,950 0.958 0,991
6 Roscommon 0.858 0.901 0.952 0.40 0.540 0.740 0.858 0.901 0.952 0,861 0.901 0,955 0,881 0.904 0.974 0,858 0.901 0,952
7 Mayo 0.983 1 0.983 0.671 0.982 0.683 0.912 1 0.912 0,983 1 0,983 1 1 1 0,983 1 0,983
8 Galway 0.819 1 0.819 0.511 0.568 0.899 0.819 1 0,819 0,819 1 0,819 0.825 1 0.825 0,819 1 0,819
9 Clare 0.928 0.992 0.935 0.433 0.490 0.883 0.928 0.992 0.935 0,938 1 0,938 0.936 0.992 0.943 0,928 0.992 0,935
10 Limerick 0.724 0.758 0.955 0.544 0.550 0.989 0.724 0.758 0,955 0,724 0.758 0.955 1 1 1 0,724 0.758 0,955
11 Tipperary 0.739 0.836 0.883 0.641 0.828 0.774 0.719 0.775 0,927 0,782 1 0.782 0.820 0.887 0.924 0,739 0.836 0,883
12 Kerry 0.832 0.902 0.922 0.574 0.625 0.918 0.832 0.902 0,922 0,859 0.914 0.939 0.832 0.902 0.922 0,832 0.902 0,922
13 Cork 0.699 1 0.699 0.599 0.746 0.802 0.691 1 0,691 0,699 1 0.699 1 1 1 0,699 1 0,699
14 Waterford 0.885 0.898 0.985 0.712 0.799 0.891 0.882 0.882 1 0,885 0.898 0.985 0.958 0.960 0.997 0,927 0.994 0,932
15 Carlow 0.731 1 0.731 0.579 1 0.579 0.730 1 0,730 0,888 1 0.888 0.731 1 0.731 1 1 1
16 Dublin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 Kildare 0.652 0.652 1 0.473 0.556 0.850 0.652 0,652 1 1 1 1 0.715 0.719 0.994 0,666 0.666 1
18 Kilkenny 0.798 0.865 0.922 0.798 0.851 0.937 0.640 0.651 0,983 0,798 0.867 0.920 0.798 0.865 0.922 0,798 0.865 0,922
19 Laois 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.985 0.990 0,994 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 Longford 0.740 0.957 0.772 0.694 0.957 0.725 0.672 0.829 0,810 0,816 0.957 0.852 0.773 1 0.773 0,827 0.957 0,864
21 Louth 0.602 0.799 0.753 0.313 0.799 0.391 0.602 0.799 0,753 1 1 1 0.703 1 0.703 0,964 0.981 0,82
22 Meath 0.784 0.809 0.969 0.437 0.525 0.832 0.784 0.809 0,969 1 1 1 0.784 0.809 0.969 0,784 0.809 0,969
23 Offaly 1 1 1 0.545 0.759 0.718 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 Westmeath 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.721 0.722 0,998 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 Wexford 0.703 0.775 0.907 0.70 0.758 0.923 0.617 0.637 0,968 0,863 0,985 0.876 0.703 0.775 0.907 0,703 0.775 0,907
26 Wicklow 0.910 0.994 0.915 0.910 0.966 0.942 0.776 0.788 0,984 1 1 1 0.966 0.994 0.971 0,910 0.994 0.915

Average 0.830 0.912 0.911 0.651 0.790 0.846 0.790 0.854 0.925 0.895 0.959 0.933 0.878 0.941 0.934 0.860 0.923 0.93

Note: TTE - Total Technical EHiciency PTE - Pure Technical Efiiciency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to Scale M odel One - Comprehensive M odel; M odel Two - Traditional 

M odel; M odel Three - Quality M odel; M odel Four - Urban M odel; M odel Five - Diagnostic Model; M odel Six Environmental M odel
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Chapter 6. Results and Evaluation o f Efficiency Analysis

The TTE CCR, PTE BCC and SE scores for all six adopted models are presented in Table 6.22. 

The inclusion of a categorical variable to account for differences across EDCs has a significant 

effect on the efficiency scores. The descriptive statistics for the comprehensive model account

ing for Rural Distribution Counties (RDC)s and Urban Distribution Counties (UDC)s containing 

a city are presented in Table 6.23. The base case comprehensive model was adopted as the full 

sam ple of param eters was sought for investigation. The impact of including a categorical vari

able in model four greatly influences the RDCs efficiency scores in particular. The categorical 

variable dichotomises the twenty-six EDC dataset into RDCs and UDCs.

Table. 6.23; Descriptive Statistics of RDC and UDC
Num ber of 

EDCs

Average

Efficiency

Score

Standard

Deviation

M inim um

Value

M axim um

Value

Num ber o f 

Eificient

All EDCs

TTE 26 0.830 0.126 0.602 1 4

PTE 26 0.912 0.106 0.652 1 9

SE 26 0.911 0.699 1 6

RDC
TTE 21 0.911 0.099 0.688 1 9
PTE 21 0.966 0.068 0.710 1 14
SE 21 0.942 0.752 1 9

UDC
TTE 5 0.825 0.122 0.724 1 1

PTE 0.931 0.106 0.758 1 3

SE 5 0.891 0.699 1 1

N ote: S E  - 'IT E /P T E , E D C  - E lec tric ity  D is tribu tion  C oun ty , R D C  - R ural D is tribu tion  C oun ty , U D C  - U rban  D istrib u tio n  C oun ty .

The TTE, PTE and SE scores and num ber of efficient EDCs for the base case comprehensive 

model and the RDCs and UDCs cases are displayed in Table 6.23. Observing the results the 

RDCs TTE, PTE and SE are considerably higher than both the comprehensive model and UDCs 

with more EDCs deemed efficient across all three efficiency categories. For UDCs, TTE and SE 

are quite low with only one EDC found to be efficient in each case. W hen the two groups are 

form ed relating to rural and urban EDCs, interestingly it is the form er than out perform s the 

latter in terms of TTE, PTE and SE. The possibility of reorganisation of existing EDCs within 

the ESB networks distribution framework into Electricity Distribution Zones (EDZ)s has been 

investigated. The main assumptions for reorganization of the EDCs are outlined as follows:

1. Because the twenty-six EDCs belong to a homogeneous group, it is assum ed that input 

and output values of the combined EDC would be the sum of the input and output values 

o f the corresponding EDZ.

2. Because of geographical limitations only adjacent EDCs can be com bined into new EDZs.

3. W here possible the intention is to combine an inefficient EDC presenting IRS with an
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Chapter 6. Results and Evaluation o f Efficiency Analysis

adjacent efficient EDC to possibly increase the overall efficiency of the new EDZ.

The restructuring o f the twenty-six EDCs into eleven EDZs is graphically represented in Figure 

6.9. The proposed restructuring is similar to that employed by the Office of Gas Electricity M ar

kets (OFGEM ), the electricity distribution regulator for the UK (England, Scotland and Wales). 

There are fourteen licensed distribution network operators (DNO)s each responsible for a distri

bution services area in the UK. The primary objectives o f the restructuring and am algam ation of 

the existing EDC network is i) to reduce the number of EDCs therefore reducing the duplication 

of electricity distribution services ii) to improve resource utilization and iii) promote TTE and 

PTE.

LEGEND

 B e c tr ic ity  D is tr ib u tio n  Z o n e  B o u n d a r ie s

N o rth e rn  I re la n d

iNOKTH E-\ST

C’EN'ITLAL E A ST

S O IT H  WEST

120
I K ilo m e te rs

Fig. 6.9: Electricity Distribution Zones (EDZ)

Reorganisation and operational mergers are feasible methods to increase efficiency. Ireland with 

its relatively small size, sparse population and installed capacity would benefit from the aggre

gation of tw enty-six EDCs to eleven more efficient and manageable EDZs. A restructuring of 

ESB Networks distribution framework has been hypothesized. To examine the efficiency effect 

o f reorganisation alternatives, the CRS CCR and VRS BCC models are applied, incorporating 

the input-output com bination sets employed in models one, two and three to establish TTE, PTE 

and SE. The individual EDC results and reorganisation efficiency scores for the base case com 

prehensive model are displayed in Table 6.24. For example, the EDCs Roscom m on, Longford 

and W estmeath can be amalgamated to form the North Central EDZ.
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Table. 6.24: Efficiency Score for Electricity Distribution Zones
Electricity Total Technical Pure Technical Scale Efficiency
D istribution Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency

County C C R 0 B C C 0 ccR  m cc <p
North West Zone
Donegal 0.909 0.987 0.920
Leitrim 1 1 1
Sligo 0.950 0.958 0.991

1 1 1

West Zone

Mayo 0.983 1 0.983
Galway 0.819 1 0.819

0.942 1 0.942

Central W est Zone

Clare 0.928 0.99 0.937
Limerick 0.724 0.758 0.955

0.893 0.946 0.943

South W'est Zone

Kerry 0.832 0.902 0.922
Cork 0.699 1 0.699

0.789 1 0.789

N orth Central Zone

Roscommon 0.858 0.901 0.952
Longford 0.740 0.957 0.773
Westmeath 1 1 1

0.942 0.993 0.948

Central Zone

Offaly I 1 1
Laoi.s 1 1 1
Kilkenny 0.798 0.865 0.922

1 1 1

South Central Zone

Tipperary 0.739 0.836 0.883
Waterford 0.885 0.898 0.985

0.920 0.943 0.975
North East Zone

Cavan 0.629 0.671 0.937
Monaghan 0.714 0.958 0.745
Louth 0.602 0.799 0.753

0.622 0.861 0.722

Central P^ast Zone

Kildare 0.652 0.652 1
Meath 0.784 0.809 0.969

0.767 0.971 0.789

South East Zone
Carlow 0.731 1 0.731
Wexford 0.703 0.775 0.907
Wicklow 0.910 0.994 0.915

1 1 1

Dublin East Zone

Dublin I 1 1
1 1 1

Longford displays IRS and Westmeath is efficient so the necessary criteria are satisfied. The 

TTE, PTE and SE are found to be 94%, 99% and 94% respectively for North Central. The results
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from the efficiency score comparison before and after restructuring are presented in Table 6.25. 

The prom inent aspect o f the proposed restructuring of EDCs is the increase in efficiency and 

resource utilisation for all three comprehensive, basic and quality restructured models across 

all three efficiency measures. In terms of the num ber o f EDCs deemed efficient the results 

are varied. For example, observing model two comparison pre and post electricity distribution 

restructuring, the TTE rises from 65% to 79%, efficient DMUs remaining unchanged, PTE rises 

form 79% to 92%, efficient DMUs fall form 5 to 3 and finally SE rises from 84% to 86% with 

the number o f efficient DM Us remaining unaltered.

Table. 6.25: Efficiency Score Comparison after Restructuring
C C R 0 EfBcient

DMUs
B C C 0 Efficient

DMUs
SE Efficient

DMUs

Comprehensive Model One 0.830 5 0.912 9 0.911 6
R estructured Model One 0.898 4 0.974 6 0.921 4

Basic Model Two 0.651 3 0.790 5 0.846 4
R estructured Model Two 0.799 3 0.925 3 0.863 4

Quality Model Three 0.79 3 0.854 7 0.925 6
Restructured Model Three 0.898 4 0.974 6 0.921 3

6.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis and M odel Validation

An important aspect of DEA research is the sensitivity and stability analysis of specific DMUs 

that are under investigation. Charnes et al. (1985b) conducted the first sensitivity analysis by 

examining change in a single output case. The sensitivity analysis here will follow the same 

procedure adopted in Section 5.11. The base case CCR, BCC and SE efficiency scores are 

presented in Figure 6.10.
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0  70

I “ 
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“  30 

20  ■ 
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0

6 0  •  ♦ -
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♦  CCR 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

E le c tr ic ity  D is tr ib u tio n  C o u n ty  DIVIUs

Fig. 6.10: Base Case for Electricity Distribution Counties
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Sensitivity analysis is implemented by excluding each input-output param eter ceteris paribus 

from the base case framework and observing the effect on efficiency scores. Note: that cal

culated efficiency score can never increase upon removal o f variables, if it alters, it will only 

decrease upon removal of variables. The base case is the comprehensive model that employs 

three input and three output parameters. Upon inspection, it can be observed that no EDC attains 

an efficiency score below 60 across all three efficiency measures. This indicates an acceptable 

level of efficiency performance. Also evident is that DM Us 2, 6, 11, 12, 18, 21 and 25 show 

considerable variation across all efficiency measures. The base case BCC VRS efficiency scores 

are retained for sensitivity comparison. The assumption of VRS characteristics in electricity 

distribution is more pertinent. The forthcoming figures illustrate how the omission of inputs- 

outputs from the comprehensive model alter the efficiency scores obtained.

no
100 .  ■ ■ ■■   ■■ 1" I I V ■

♦ ■ ■ ■ ■ ♦
.80 ■ ♦ ♦ 1
0  70 ♦  ■I

60

«  50 IBCC

60 ;  ♦ ■ ♦

♦  Labour

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

E lec tric ity  D is tr ib u tio n  C o u n ty  D M Us

Fig. 6.11: Labour Employed Omitted

Figure 6.11 shows that when labour employed is omitted from the base case model, the effi

ciency score of ten DM Us are affected. The greatest efficiency difference occurring for DMU 

1. Figure 6.12 depicts considerable fluctuation in efficiency scores with fifteen DM Us being 

affected indicating that distribution length contributes significantly to the higher scores attained 

in the base case scenario. DMUs 1, 8, and 9 observe significant changes in their efficiency score. 

It is interesting that the two lowest BCC scoring DMUs are influenced by this modification and 

their scores are further reduced but not by a great deal.
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Fig. 6.12: Distribution Length Omitted

Figure 6.13 depicts the change in efficiency score when the param eter transform er capacity is 

omitted with eleven DM Us being affected. DM U 3 sees the greatest change indicating trans

form er capacity plays an important role in the efficiency score it attains. DM Us 3, 18 and 25 

observe their efficiency scores fall to the 60 mark when transform er capacity is omitted.
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Fig. 6.13: Transformer Capacity Omitted

The efficiency scores in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 when the parameters energy consum ption and the 

num ber o f custom ers are omitted are not altered significantly. Only a minority few eight DMUs 

in each case are altered by a small change in efficiency score.
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Fig. 6.14: Energy Consumption Omitted
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Fig. 6.15; Number o f Customers Omitted

Figure 6.16 depicts the extensive vacillating o f efficiency scores when the parameter service 

area is omitted from the base case model. A compelling number o f efficiency scores for DMUs 

are altered, eighteen in total signifying that the modification o f omitting service area contributes 

substantially to the high efficiency scores obtained in the base case. This finding coupled with 

the results when distribution parameter is omitted is intuitively what would be expected, that dis

tribution length and service area would have an impact on efficiency scores obtained by EDCs.
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Fig. 6.16: Service Area Omitted

Table 6.26 illustrates the relationship between a DMUs efficiency and the inputs-outputs em 

ployed. It is important to note that all efficiency score alterations due to the omission of a 

param eter display weak influence, that is the efficiency scores are altered by less than 0.5. Nine 

DM Us are found to be distinctly inefficient whilst another eight DMUs are significantly inef

ficient. Both param eters energy consumption and number of customers per EDC impact upon 

the least num ber o f DMUs and hence either could be the first variable to be omitted from the 

comprehensive model.

The relationship between inputs-outputs should be positively correlated (Luo and Donthu, 

2001). The correlation relationship between input/output variables is statistically verified apply

ing Pearson’s correlation statistical test. The greater the value of the correlation coefficient, the 

stronger the relationship between two variables. The Pearson’s correlation matrix coeflicients 

for County level data is presented in Table 6.27. It can be concluded strong relationships ex

ist between some variables that attain a coefficient score above 0.9, intuitively in all cases this 

is acceptable. In all other instances there are acceptable satisfactory levels o f correlation present.

The assum ption o f an “isotonicity” relationship between input and output factors is satis

fied Cham es et al. (1985a). That is, a requirement that the relationship between inputs and 

outputs not be erratic. Increasing the value of any input while keeping other factors constant 

should not decrease any output but should instead lead to an increase in the value of at least 

one output. Dyson et al. (2001) state this is achieved when increased inputs reduces efficiency 

whilst increased output increases efficiency. The preceding sensitivity analysis and model vali

dation approves and acknowledges that the proposed and adopted EDC DBA models are o f high 

construct validity.
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Table. 6.26: Sensitivity A nalysis o f  Electricity Distribution Parameters
No. KDC (PTE) L abour D istribu tion T ran sfo rm er Energy N um ber of Servicc S ta tus

BCC<t> Kmplovod Li;ngth C apacity C onsum ption C ustom ers A rea
O m itted O m itted O m itted O m itted O m itted O m itted

1 Donegal 0.987 0.731* 0.706* 0.987 0.987 0.966* 0.715* Significantly Inctf.
2 Cavan 0.671 0.608* 0.608* 0.614* 0.644* 0.671 0.648* Distinctly Ineff.

3 Monaghan 0.958 0.958 0.958 Q.607* 0.958 0,958 0.958 Significanily Ineff.
4 Leitrim 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Robustly EfF.
5 Sligo 0.958 0.873* 0.873* 0.922* 0,958 0.928* 0.910* Significantly Inctf.
6 Roscommon 0.901 0.901 0.901 0.901 0,895* 0.901 0.540* Significantly Incff.
7 Mayo 1 1 0.941* 1 1 1 0.982* Robustly Etr.
8 Galway 1 1 0.652* 1 1 1 0.568* M arginally Etf.
y C'larc 0.992 0.967* 0.584* U.992 0,979* 0.992 0.490* Significanily ineff.
10 Limerick 0.758 0.635* 0.637* 0.758 0.752* 0.758 0.550* Distinctly Ineff.
II Tipperary 0.836 0.836 0.836 0.775* 0.836 0.804* 0.828* Distinctly Inelf.
12 Kerry 0.002 0.902 0.738* 0,902 0.902 0.884* 0.625* Significantly Inctf.
13 Cork 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.746* M arginally Eft'.
14 Waterford 0.898 0.819* 0.796* 0.882* 0.898 0.884* 0.799* Distinctly Ineff.
15 Carlow 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Robustly Etf.
16 Dublin 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Robustly Ert.
17 Kildare 0.652 0.652 0.601* 0.652 0.652 0.641* 0.556* Distinctly Ineff'.
IK Kilkenny 0.865 0.776* 0.776* 0.651* 0.784* 0.865 0.851* Distinctly Ineff.
19 Laois 1 1 1 0.990* 1 1 1 Robustly Etf.
20 lAinglbrd 0.957 0.805* 0.957 0.829* 0.957 0,897* 0.957 Signiiicaniiy Ineff'.
21 Louth 0.799 0.799 0.799 0.799 0.799 0.766* 0.799 Distinctly Ineff,
22 Meath 0.809 0.809 0.734* 0.809 0.751* 0.809 0.525* Distinctly Ineff,
23 Ortaly 1 0.861* 0.789* I 1 1 0.759* M arginally Etf.
24 Westmeath 1 1 1 0.722* 1 1 1 Marginally Eft'.
25 Wexford 0.775 0.635* 0.752* 0.637* 0.739* 0.775 0.758* Distinctly Ineff'.
26 Wicklow 0.994 0.994 0.961* 0.788* 0.821* 0.994 0.966* Significantly ineif.

Note ; EEXT - Electricily Distribution County. PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency, • •  - Efficiency score altered by at least 0.5, • - Efficiency score altered by lees than 0.5, Ineft'. - 

Incllicient, Eli'. • Ellicient.
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Table. 6.27: Pearson Correlation M atrix for County level Data
Input 1 Input 2 In p u ts O utput 1 O utput 2 O utput 3 O utpu t 4 O utput 5

Labour Distribution Transformer Energy Number of Service Industrial Customer
Employed L.ength Capacity Consumption Customers Area Output Density

(km) (MVA) (MWh) (km^) (’000)

Labour Pearsonl .957 .548** .517** .541** .874** .753** .152
Employed Sig. .004 .007 .004 .000 .000 .459

N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Distribution Pearson957 1 .547** .516** .541** .875** .753** .151
Length Sig. .004 .007 .004 .000 .000 .461
(km) N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Transformer Pearson548** .547** 1 .938** .938** .171 .751** .858**
Capacity Sig. .004 .004 .000 .000 .402 .000 .000
(MVA) N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Energy Pearson517** .516** .938** 1 .997** .132 .713** .911**
ConsumptionSig. .007 .007 .000 .000 .521 .000 .000
(MWh) N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Number Pearson541** .541** .938** .997** I .161 .726** .903**
of Sig. .004 .004 .000 .000 .431 .000 .000
Customers N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Service Pearson874** .875** .171 .132 .161 1 .426* -.288
Area Sig. .000 .000 .402 .521 .431 .030 .262
{kn?) N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
Industrial Pearson753** .753** .751** .713** .726** .426** 1 .476*
Output Sig. .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .030 .014
(’000) N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26
Customer Pearson 152 .151 .858** .911** .903** -.228 .476* 1
Density Sig. .459 .461 .000 .000 .000 .262 .014

N 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26

Note: ** Denotes Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level * Denotes Correlation is Significant at the 0.05 level

6.3.4 Summary of County Level Analysis

The county level efficiency study has extended the literature on efficiency analysis to electricity 

distribution in the ROI. From a DBA research view point adopting the Irish electricity distribu

tion system and EDCs as the main research focus has never been done. The research employs 

six differing models to capture the underlying characteristics of EDCs. The levels o f TTE, PTE 

and SE are satisfactory with directions for efficiency improvement proposed. Analysis, discus

sion and presentation o f key findings comparing all six models are presented. External factors 

that are not controllable by EDCs can inhibit efficiency. This was accounted for by adopting 

a categorical variable to account for urban/rural environments and a diagnostic param eter to 

account for differing electricity distribution characteristics across EDCs and com parisons were 

made with em ploying traditional environmental variables. The diagnostic param eter industrial 

output has more explanatory power when attempting to account for differing electricity distribu

tion characteristics across EDCs when compared with traditional environmental variables that 

have been extensively adopted in the DEA literature. The proposed restructuring alternative of 

em ploying eleven EDZs as opposed to twenty-six EDCs achieves higher levels o f efficiency in
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terms o f TTE, PTE and SB. The increased efficiency scores are evident in the restructuring of 

the comprehensive, basic and quality models.

6.4 Individual Level - Application Results and Discussion

W ind pow er development is the fastest growing energy technology, it is the prim ary energy 

m echanism  employed by the EU to meet stated targets set in the 2009 EU Renewable Energy 

Directive (2009/28/EC) to increase the share of renewable energy in the EU to 20% by 2020 

(EW EA, 2009). The current individual level research study evaluates the productive efficiency 

of eighty-one operational wind farms in the ROI connected to the electricity transm ission and 

distribution network of the SEM for the year 2008. The adoption of annual data greatly re

duces the influence of seasonal effects. The reader is referred to Figure 5.2 for a graphical 

representation o f the wind farms and their locations throughout the ROI. Each cluster o f wind 

turbines or wind farm is considered one wind electricity generation unit or DMU. Elements of 

the technique employed by Iglesias et al. (2010) are advocated to encapsulate the underlying 

characteristics of the wind energy generation units. Table 6.28 presents the characteristics o f the 

variables employed in the wind farm analysis. Considerable variation in values is evident.

Table. 6.28; Summary of Descriptive Statistics for Individual Level Data

Wind Data Input 1
Wind

Input 2
Unit Rate 

Export Capacity

Input 3
Full Time 

Man hours

Output 1
Annual

Production

Average 139135.4 12.244 585.772 33284.28

M aximum 898601.2 72.4 4200 193032.8

M inimum 8665.07 0.66 34 1000

S.D. 163705.6 13.864 617.571 37299.31

N 81 81 81 81

Note: S.D. - Standard Deviation

To appraise the efficiency of wind generating units, specifically output-oriented models are em 

ployed to reflect wind farm behaviour during the period under analysis as the objective of oper

ators was to produce maximum energy without any kind o f restrictions. Productive behaviour is 

not motivated by exogenous factors (Iglesias et al., 2010). The CCR CRS, BCC VRS SE m ea

sures are displayed in Table 6.29. Observing the results, DM U 29 Kingsmountain and DM U 47 

Toum afulla are Pareto Koopmans efficient attaining efficiency scores o f unity for the CCR BCC 

and SE with zero slacks, exhibit CRS attributes and are their own peer benchm ark. This denotes 

both DM Us are operating at the optimal production frontier and are the reference peers. DM U 

29 and DM U 47 wind farms are located in counties Sligo and Lim erick respectively which 

are on the west coast of the ROI. The average TTE score for all eighty-one wind farms was 

48% , with forty seven obtaining scores below this value. Sixty four wind farms obtain a TTE
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score between the range 30-70% indicating poor overall efficiency. The top five performing 

DM Us range in efficiency score form 85% to 100% whilst the bottom five performing wind 

farms range in TTE score from 16% to 24%. DMU 29 and DM U 47 are the benchmark best 

performers am ongst the eighty-one wind generating units. DM U 47 is cited as a reference peer 

80 times whilst DM U 29 is cited 58 times. Both DMUs appear as reference benchmark peers 

together for fifty seven wind farm DMUs.

Focusing on the BCC VRS, it incorporates the PTE and SB scores of the wind farm gen

erating units. The results indicate the sources o f inefficiencies amongst the wind farms and 

directions for improvement. As with the previous investigations an efficiency score of one indi

cates the DM U in question is efficient, if less than this value inefficiency prevails. The average 

PTE is 61% with the number of efficient wind farm DMUs rising from 2 to 8. This average 

figure insinuates consum ption of all inputs could be reduced by 39% whilst maintaining current 

output levels. The average SE is acceptable at 81% with room for improvement.

O f the eighty-one wind farms, the 2 PK efficient wind farms exhibit CRS, 48 wind farms 

display IRS, whilst the remaining 31 demonstrate DRS attributes. The interpretation of this is, 

48 inefficient wind farms in terms o f size are smaller than the most productive unit whilst 31 

wind farms are larger than the most productive unit. W ind farm DMUs 9, 22, 28 and 40 all 

display BCC score close to or equal to 100% with a poor CCR score alluding to the fact they are 

operating at optimum PTE but not TTE due to their scale size of operation and should increase 

their operational scales due to IRS characteristics.

In Table 6.29, there are 43 wind farm DMUs that are exposed to combined inefficiencies in 

their TTE and PTE to varying degrees, with a relatively high SE score. The corrective procedure 

for these wind farms in this instance is to alter their resource allocation and utilization in addition 

to increasing the operation scale to improve TTE and PTE scores. W ind farm DM Us 11, 12, 20, 

43, 54, 56, 58, 59, 60, 69, 77, 78 and 80 all express higher BCC efficiency scores compared to 

their SE, hence are primarily scale inefficient. As such decreasing their scales o f operation to the 

optimal M PSS is the corrective technique to improve TTE, PTE and SE scores. The remaining 

DM Us 5, 6, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 35, 38, 4 4 ,4 5 ,4 6 , 57, 61, 62, 63 and 76 require a combination of 

decreasing scale size and adjustm ent of resources to rectify existing inefficiencies in both TTE 

and PTE scores.
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Table. 6.29: Individual Wind Farm Efficiency Scores

No. W ind

Farm s

No.

W ind

TUrbincs

(TTE)

CCR«>

(PTE) 

BCC (p
Sta tus (SE) (RTS) R eference

DM U

Peers

I Golagh 10 0.930 0.948 inefficient 0.981 Increasing 29 ,47

2 Cronaglacht 8 0.503 0.526 inefficient 0.956 Increasing 29 ,47

3 Drumlough 8 0.369 0.385 inefficient 0.958 Increasing 47

4 Crockahenny 10 0.324 0.337 inefficient 0.961 Increasing 47

5 Cark 20 0.535 0.686 inefficient 0.779 Decreasing 29 ,47

6 Cuillagh 18 0.442 0.587 inefficient 0.752 Decreasing 47

7 Anarget 3 0.494 0.579 inefficient 0.853 Increasing 29, 47

8 Meenadreen 4 0.389 0.424 inefficient 0.917 Increasing 29 ,47

9 Burtonport 1 0.228 1 inefficient 0.228 Increasing 47

10 Meenanilta 3 0.636 0.707 inefficient 0.899 Increasing 29, 47

11 Meentycat 38 0.510 1 inefficient 0.510 Decreasing 47

12 Some Hill 16 0.579 0.929 inefficient 0.623 Decreasing 29, 47

13 Beam Hill 8 0.492 0.625 inefficient 0.787 Decreasing 47

14 Loughderry 9 0.401 0.403 inefficient 0.995 Increasing 29, 47

15 Lurganboy 6 0.625 0.673 inefficient 0.928 Decreasing 29, 47

16 Killybegs 6 0.354 0.414 inefficient 0.855 Increasing 47

17 Meenachullen 6 0.855 0.902 inefficient 0.947 Decreasing 47

18 Comeen 2 0.392 0.437 inefficient 0.897 Increasing 29 ,47

19 Gartnaneane 10 0.390 0.555 inefficient 0.702 Decreasing 29 ,47

20 Ratrussan 32 0.413 0.913 inefficient 0.452 Decreasing 29 ,47

21 Snugborough 13 0.376 0.535 inefficient 0.702 Decreasing 47

22 Mountain Lodge I 21 0.418 0.818 inefficient 0.511 Increasing 29, 47

23 Mountain Lodge II 3 0.363 0.401 inefficient 0.905 Increasing 29, 47

24 Mullananalt 5 0.435 0.436 inefficient 0.997 Increasing 29, 47

25 Moneenatieve 5 0.490 0.519 inefficient 0.944 Increasing 29, 47

26 Corrie Mountains 8 0.669 0.723 inefficient 0.925 Increasing 29 ,47

27 Black Banks 12 0.609 0.614 inefficient 0.991 Increasing 29 ,47

28 Spion Kop 2 0.541 0.961 inefficient 0.562 Increasing 29 ,47

29 Kingsmountain 10 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 29

30 Geevagh 6 0.348 0.361 inefficient 0.963 Increasing 29 ,47

31 Caranne Hill 4 0.609 0.659 inefficient 0.924 Increasing 29 ,47

32 Lacken 1 3 0.628 0.665 inefficient 0.944 Increasing 47

33 Kilronan 9 0.502 0.525 inefficient 0.956 Increasing 29 ,47

34 Largan Hill 9 0.434 0.449 inefficient 0.966 Increasing 29 ,47

35 Altagowan 9 0.389 0.395 inefficient 0.984 Decreasing 47

36 Bellacorrick 21 0.423 0.432 inefficient 0.979 Increasing 29 ,47

37 Burren 2 0.414 0.539 inefficient 0.768 Increasing 29, 47

38 Raheen Barr 22 0.452 0.708 inefficient 0.638 Decreasing 29 ,47

39 Cuillalea 4 0.397 0.430 inefficient 0.923 Increasing 29 ,47

40 Inis Mean 3 0.231 1 inefficient 0.231 Increasing 29 ,47

41 Inverin 5 0.296 0.319 inefficient 0.927 Increasing 29 ,47

42 Sonnagh Old 9 0.471 0.476 inefficient 0.989 Decreasing 29 ,47

43 Derrybrien 70 0.418 0.926 inefficient 0.451 Decreasing 29 ,47

44 Moanmore 7 0.570 0.660 inefficient 0.863 Decreasing 29 ,47

45 Boultiagh 13 0.394 0.617 inefficient 0.638 Decreasing 29 ,47

Note: TTE - Total Technical Efficiency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to
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No. W ind

F arm s

No.

W ind

T\irbines

(TTE)

C C R 0

(PTE)

BCC(^

S ta tus (SE) (RTS) R eference

DM U

P eers

46 Knockawarrige 9 0.722 0.854 inefficient 0.845 Decreasing 47

47 Toumafulla 5 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 47

48 Curraghgraigue 3 0.511 0.589 inefficient 0.867 Increasing 29, 47

49 Carrig 3 0.319 0.377 inefficient 0.846 Increasing 2 9 ,4 7

50 Skehanagh 5 0.361 0.381 inefficient 0.947 Increasing 2 9 ,4 7

51 Ballinlough 3 0.435 0.497 inefficient 0.875 Increasing 2 9 ,4 7

52 Beal Hill 4 0.164 0.173 inefficient 0.947 Increasing 2 9 ,4 7

53 Beenageeha 6 0.352 0.377 inefficient 0.933 Increasing 47

54 Tursillagh 1 31 0.496 0.883 inefficient 0.561 Decreasing 47

55 Mount Eagle 6 0.380 0.394 inefficient 0.964 Increasing 29, 47

56 Coomagearlahy 1 15 0.739 1 inefficient 0.739 Decreasing 47

57 Coomagearlahy II 10 0.374 0.391 inefficient 0.956 Decreasing 29 ,4 7

58 Pallas 20 0.537 0.917 ineflicient 0.585 Decreasing 47

59 Glanlee 23 0.495 0.907 inefficient 0.545 Decreasing 29, 47

60 Ballybane 8 0.892 1 inefficient 0.892 Decreasing 47

61 Muingnaminane 18 0.442 0.555 inefficient 0.796 Decreasing 29, 47

62 Gneeves 11 0.373 0.427 inefficient 0.873 Decreasing 29 ,4 7

63 Kealkill 10 0.375 0.404 inefficient 0.928 Decreasing 29, 47

64 Milane Hill 9 0.364 0.371 inefficient 0.981 Increasing 47

65 Curabwee 7 0.412 0.429 inefficient 0.960 Increasing 47
66 Lahanaht 3 0.242 0.275 inefficient 0.88 Increasing 29 ,4 7

67 Coomatalin 4 0.354 0.362 inefficient 0.977 Increasing 47

68 Kilvinane 3 0.635 0.701 inefficient 0.905 Increasing 29, 47

69 Taurbeg 11 0.641 0.843 inefficient 0.760 Decreasing 47
70 Beallough 2 0.414 0.544 inefficient 0.761 Increasing 29, 47

71 Greenoge 4 0.440 0.460 inefficient 0.956 Increasing 29 ,4 7

72 Cronelea I 3 0.501 0.515 inefficient 0.972 Increasing 29 ,4 7

73 Dundalk IT 1 0.434 1 inefficient 0.434 Increasing 29 .4 7

74 Drybridge 2 0.459 0.608 inefficient 0.754 Increasing 29 ,4 7

75 Dunmore 2 0.353 0.475 inefficient 0.743 Increasing 29 ,4 7

76 Carnsore 12 0.650 0.759 inefficient 0.856 Decreasing 29, 47

77 Ballywater 21 0.465 0.871 inefficient 0.533 Decreasing 29, 47

78 Richfield 18 0.509 0.950 inefficient 0.535 Decreasing 29 ,4 7

79 Cronelea II 3 0.460 0.469 inefficient 0.980 Increasing 29 ,4 7

80 Arklow Banks 7 0.660 0.920 inefficient 0.717 Decreasing 29 ,4 7

81 Cronelea Upper 3 0.220 0,263 inefficient 0.836 Increasing 47

Average 0.481 0.619 0.818

Note: TTE - Total Technical EfTiciency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to 

Scale
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6.4.1 Projection Analysis and Benchmarking

An advantageous attribute of the non parametric approach DEA is to offer corrective efficiency 

guidance for inefficient DMUs. The output-oriented BCC VRS is applied for optim isation. For 

each inefficient wind farm DMU projection target values for input param eters are calculated to 

make them  efficient, on the productive efficiency frontier. Table 6.31 presents the original and 

target values for the input parameters wind fuel, unit rate export capacity and full time man hours 

em ployed in the operation and maintenance of wind farms. Examining the results o f Table 6.31 

by em ploying wind farm DMU 32 Lacken 1 as a typical case. To becom e efficient requires a 

reduction of -5.28% wind fuel, -31.8% unit rate export capacity, full time man hours remaining 

unaltered culminating in an increasing in annual production of 50.3%. DM Us with the greatest 

and sm allest gap between their original and targeted values are marked and ^ respectively. 

The results from Table 6.31 indicate altering wind fuel and full time man hours are the most 

effective improvement techniques for inefficient wind farm DMUs.

The summary statistics of the slack parameter analysis for the BCC case are displayed in 

Table 6.30. The existence of slacks remaining after projection on to the production frontier 

dem onstrates further scope for efficiency improvement. Observing the results, the mean (amount 

of slack per DMU) implies wind fuel MWh per wind farm exhibiting slacks could be reduced 

by an average of 22104.560 MWh without altering current levels o f output. Inspecting the 

percentage slack o f total input column wind fuel and unit rate export capacity are insignificant 

with 4.11%  and 0.23% respectively. The most significant param eter is full time man hours with 

66 wind farm DM Us presenting slacks, mean (amount of slack per DMU) reduction o f 244.742 

hours with an 34.04% slack of total input.

Table. 6.30: Wind Farm Summary Statistics of Slack Variables

Parameter Number of 
DMU’s with 

Slacks

Mean (Amount 
of Slack 

per DMU)

% of Slack 
of Total 
Input

Wind 21 22104.560 4.118
Unit Rate Export Capacity 2 1.185 0.23
Fulltime Manhours 66 244.724 34.04
Annual Production 0 0 0
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Table. 6 .31: O riginal and Targeted V alues for W ind Farm Param eters
No. Wind Fuel Unit Rate Export Capacity Full Time Man Hours Annual Production

Original Projected Original Projected Original Projected Original Projected
Value Value % Value Value % Value Value % Value Value %

1 Golagh 56234.31 56234.31 0 15 15 0 600 379.493 -36.75 41401.2 43638.38 5.40
2 Cronaglacht 55241.5 55241.5 0 4.98 4.98 0 480 182.8 -61.92 14321.6 27191 89.86
3 Drumlough 78052.79 65318.74 -16.31 4.8 4.8 0 480 205.26 -57.24 11758.4 30507.89 159.46
4 Crockahenny 69618.56 68010.69 -2.31 5 5 0 600 212.280 -64.62 10763.2 31933.39 196.69
5 Cark 154914.6 154914.6 0 15 15 0 1200 438.982 -63.42 43588.6 63481.89 45.64
6 Cuillagh 173488.9 155444.5 -10.40 11.88 11.88 0 1080 433.627 -63.42 34899.2 59421.89 70.27
7 Anarget 24913.21 24913.21 0 3.1 3.1 0 180 101.677 -43.51 7000 12076.28 72.52
8 Meenadreen 40674.83 40674.83 0 3.4 3.4 0 240 130 -45.56 8000 18846.85 135.59
9 Burtonport 9595.24 9595.24 0 0.66 0.66 0 60 60 0 1000 1000 0
10 Meenanilta 2951 1.28 29511.28 0 5 5 0 180 145.443 -19.20 12000 16954.87 41.29
11 Meentycat 898601.2 898601.2 0 72.2 72.2 0 2280 2280 0 193032.8 193032.8 0
12 Some Hill 304367.9 304367.9 0 32 32 0 960 882.430 -8.08 89144.7 95926.32 7.61
13 Beam Hill 162724.7 162724.7 0 14 14 0 480 453.936 -5.22 39216 62736.89 59.98
14 Loughderry 94459.8 94459.8 0 7.65 7.65 0 540 292.359 -45.86 19000 47118.97 147.99
15 Lurganboy 40342.4 40242.4 0 5 5 0 360 161.332 -55.19 14321 21277.25 48.57
16 Killybegs 117378 35034.2 -70.1'^ 2.55 2.55 0 360 126.315 -64.91 6000 14471.01 141.18
17 Meenachullen 122238.1 122238.1 0 11.9 11.62 -2.28® 360 360 0 51091.7 56628.53 10.84
18 Comeen 35145.37 35145.37 0 3 3 0 120 114.739 -4.38 7000 15999.44 128.56
19 Gartnaneane 188313.3 188313.3 0 15.5 15.5 0 620 517.279 -16.57 37000 66570.47 79.92
20 Ratrussan 621966.5 598980.8 -3.70 48 48 0 1920 1535.593 -20.02 127151.7 139164.6 9.45
21 Snugborough 236626.1 175337.3 -25.90 13.5 13.5 0 540 483.050 -10.55 33731.4 62998.39 86.76
22 Mountain Lodgel 408673.8 402508.5 -1.51 32 32 0 1280 1047.458 -18.17 84958.9 103841.1 22.23
23 Mountain Lodgell 38921.32 38731.18 -0.49 3 3 0 120 120 0 7000 17430.43 149.01
24 Mullananalt 94156.67 94156.67 0 7.5 7.5 0 300 288.992 -3.67 20423.6 46757.71 128.94
25 Moneenatieve 50171.45 50171.45 0 4.25 4.25 0 300 161.139 -46.29 12456.8 23998.3 92.65
26 Corrie Mountains 39431.5 39431.5 0 4.8 4.8 0 480 156.099 -67.48 14897.5 20593.36 38.23
27 Black Banks 82647.39 82647.39 0 10.2 10.2 0 720 324.716 -54.90 28567.3 46489.86 62.74
28 Spion Kop 10424.6 110424.6 0 1.2 1.2 0 480 43.400 -90.9-^ 3124.3 3250.681 4.5®
29 Kingsmountain 73725.75 73725.75 0 25 25 0 600 600 0 66637.8 66637.8 0
30 Geevagh 61029.35 61029.35 0 5.1 5.1 0 360 193.629 -46.21 10745.1 29692.99 176.34
31 Caranne Hill 42827.62 42827.62 0 3.4 3.4 0 240 133.803 -44.25 13000 19705.96 51.58
32 Lacken1 63033.61 59707.52 -5.28 6.6 4.5 -31.8'* 180 180 0 18765.3 28.204.34 50.30
33 Kilronan 54878.46 54878.46 0 5 5 0 200 182.657 -8.67 14238 27078.16 90.18
34 Largan Hill 61282.63 61282.63 0 5.94 5.94 0 237.6 210.368 -11.46 14000.5 31139.67 122.42
35 Altagowan 104652.5 103502.1 -1.10 7.65 7.65 0 306 304.576 -0.47® 19789.2 50083.26 153.08
36 Bellacorrick 73725.75 73725.75 0 6.5 6.5 0 1260 239.534 -80.99 16000 37002.42 131.27
37 Burren 18222.36 18222.36 0 2 2 0 120 70.428 -41.31 4125.7 7644.058 85.28
38 Raheen Barr 230901.7 230901.7 0 18.7 18.7 0 1320 622.524 -52.84 52315.7 73874.98 41.21
39 Cuillalea 44668.57 44668.57 0 3.4 3.4 0 240 157.032 -34.57 8765 20340.47 132.05
40 Inis Mean 8718.08 8718.08 0 0.675 0.675 0 180 180 0 1000 1000 0

Note: ^ - Those with the greatest difference ® - Those with the smallest difference
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No. Wind
Original
Value

Fuel
Projected
Value %

Unit Rate
Original
Value

Export
Projected
Value

Capacity

%

Full Time
Original
Value

Man Hours
Projected
Value %

Annual
Original
Value

Production
Projected
Value %

41 Inverin 42812.86 42812.86 0 3.96 3.96 0 300 144.693 -51.77 6589.2 20597.15 212.59
42 Sonnagh Old 103230.2 103230.2 0 7.65 7.65 0 540 303.947 -43.71 23865 50063.46 109.78
43 Derrybrien 711642 711642 0 60 60 0 4200 1849.601 -55.96 150798.5 162781.7 7.95
44 Moanmore 136769.2 136769.2 0 12.6 12.6 0 420 391.955 -6.68 38955.6 59007.98 51.47
45 Boultiagh 232220.9 232220.9 0 19.5 19.5 0 780 627.262 -19.58 38955.6 59007.98 51.47
46 Knockawarrige 301749.7 201296.8 -33,29 22.5 22.5 0 540 540 0 64713.1 75716.63 17
47 Tournafulla 101660.2 101660.2 0 7.5 7.5 0 300 300 0 49752.1 497.52.1 0
48 Cuiraghgraigue 29511.28 29511.28 0 2.55 2.55 0 102 97.705 -4.21 7685.7 13030.18 69.54
49 Carrig 25600.15 25600.15 0 2.55 2.55 0 102 91.968 -9.84 4328.1 11469.37 165.00
50 Skehanagh 52938.58 52.938.58 0 4.25 4.25 0 170 165.198 -2.82 9567.9 25102.57 162.36
51 Ballinlough 31012.52 31012.52 0 2.55 2.55 0 102 99.908 -2.05 6783.3 13629.29 100.92
52 Beal Hill 54098.49 54098.49 0 4.29 4.29 0 240 167.679 -30.13 4439.6 25629.54 477.29^
53 Beenageeha 54667.07 54012.52 -1.20 3.96 3.96 0 360 175.789 -51.17 9255.3 24520.79 164.94
54 Tursillaghl 307255.2 277257.3 -9.76 21.8 21.8 0 1860 736.271 -60.42 71818.2 81322.42 13.23
55 Mount Eagle 62894.19 62894.19 0 5.1 5.1 0 360 196.365 -45.45 12000.8 30437.19 153.63
56 Coomagearlahyl 488716.1 488716.1 0 45 45 0 900 900 0 110329.6 110329.6 0
57 Coomagearlahyll 108774.3 108774.3 0 8.5 8.5 0 600 318.562 -46.91 20187.1 51583.72 155.53
58 Pallas 436915.2 436915.2 0 40 40 0 1200 1163.87 -3.01 106946 116607.5 9.03
59 Glanlee 358183.8 358183.8 0 31.6 31.6 0 1380 944.103 -31.59 90879.5 100088.4 10.13
60 Ballybane 168089.6 168089.6 0 20 20 0 480 480 0 71009.4 71009.4 0
61 Muingnaminane 148525.7 148525.7 0 15.3 15.3 0 1080 424.839 -60.66 35193.5 63410.81 80.18
62 Gneeves 125446 124377.3 -0.85 9.35 9.35 0 660 356.440 -45.99 23000 53836.37 134.07
63 Kealkill 113795.2 113795.2 0 8.5 8.5 0 600 330.174 -44.97 21000 51949.29 147.38
64 Milane Hill 87809.39 80662.89 -8.14 5.94 5.94 0 540 245.262 -54.58 14345.5 38633.24 169.31
65 Curabwee 67091.41 66933.91 -0.23* 4.92 4.92 0 420 209.473 -50.13 13457.3 31363.19 133.06
66 Uahanaht 26399.87 26399.87 0 4.25 4.25 0 180 126.265 -29.85 4000 14511.76 262.79
67 Coomatalin 82877.24 80198.17 -3.23 5.95 5.95 0 240 240 0 14000 38641.54 176.01
68 Kilvinane 33109.04 33109.04 0 4.5 4.5 0 180 140.979 -21.68 12345.6 17589.68 42.48
69 Taurbeg 340796.8 241846.2 -29.04 25.3 25.3 0 660 660 0 70232.9 83262.7 18.55
70 Beallough 18673.36 18673.36 0 1.7 1.7 0 68 65.244 -4.05 4000 7343.46 83.59
71 Greenoge 55756.85 55756.85 0 5.2 5.2 0 208 187.843 -9.69 12765.4 27749.08 117.38
72 Croneleal 64211.81 64211.81 0 6.9 6.9 0 276 233.3711 -15.45 17459.4 33846.46 93.86
73 DundalkIT 8665.07 8665.07 0 0.85 0.85 0 34 34 0 1987.8 1987.8 0
74 Drybridge 18179.64 18179.64 0 1.7 1.7 0 68 64.52 -5.12 4346 7146.43 64.44
75 Dunmore 22018.23 20551.69 -6.66 1.7 1.7 0 68 68 0 3850 8093.052 110.21
76 Carnsore 129897 129897 0 12 12 0 480 374.796 -21.92 43821.6 57719.43 31.71
77 Ballywater 399998.4 399998.4 0 43 43 0 1720 1242.085 -27.79 101004.4 115907.7 14.76
78 Richfield 350291.9 341110.8 -2.62 27 27 0 1080 894.915 -17.14 88196 92802.54 5.22
79 Croneleall 72385.56 72385.56 0 6.9 6.9 0 276 245.362 -11.10 17435 37108.36 112.84
80 Arklow Banks 183757 183757 0 25.2 25.2 0 1008 640.700 -36.44 71417.8 77571.7 8.62
81 Cronelea Upper 35042.18 32438.28 -7.43 2.55 2.55 0 102 102 0 3735.5 14198.26 280.09

Note:'' - Those with the greatest difference ® - Those with the smallest difference
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6.4.2 Further Analysis and Discussion

The eighty-one wind farms adopted in the previous sections are randomly distributed throughout 

the Irish landscape and hence are operating in contrasting wind farm efficiency environments. 

There exists exogenous factors that influence the efliciency scores obtained by each wind farm. 

Iglesias et al. (2010) states the efliciency scores obtained in the previous sections represent ex 

ante decisions and as such the sources of inefficiencies can be characterised by the following:

1. Poor wind resource assessment: less wind than anticipated, excessive wind with direc

tional changes impacting upon efficiency.

2. Selection of wind turbine: inadequate selection concerning nominal power, diameter, 

height, generator type or mechanical capacity.

3. W ind Farm Design: positioning the wind turbines in the wrong direction, ignoring topog

raphy o f altitude, distance to connection points.

Krokoszinski (2003) stipulates external factors beyond the control of management such as un

foreseen weather conditions, grid restrictions, sabotages and administrative reasons can hinder 

wind farm efliciency performance. A second wind farm model to account for different wind 

farm operating environments is proposed by retaining the base case wind farm model but incor

porating an uncontrollable exogenous parameter.

The param eter mean site elevation was incorporated into the base case wind model as an 

exogenously fixed parameter impacting on efliciency score attained. Referring to Section 5.12, 

the NDSC-O-C(V) models were run for the eighty-one wind farms and the results are presented 

in Table 6.32. The results attained are compared with the base case wind farm efficiency scores. 

Upon inspection com paring models one and two, it can be seen the inclusion of the exogenous 

variable has a positive affect on the average efficiency scores with TTE rising from 48% to 56%, 

PTE rising a sm aller amount from 61% to 64% with SB rising from 81% to 88%. The num ber 

o f efficient wind farm DMUs also rises across all three efficiency measures. Com paring the 

Spearman correlation coefficient results obtained in Table 6.32, it is evident the inclusion o f the 

exogenously defined parameter mean site elevation in model two is statistically significant 0.870 

for the NDSC-O-V TTE case but as much for the NDSC-O-C PTE 0.947.
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Table. 6.32; Individual Wind Farm Efficiency Scores

No. Wind
Farm

Model
(TTE)
CCR,^

One
(PTE)
BCC,^

SE
CCR 0/BCC 4>

Model 
(TTE) 

NDSC-O-C <p

Two 
(PTE) 

NDSC-O-V <p
SE

i Golagh 0.930 0.948 0.981 0.930 0.948 0.981
2 Cronaglacht 0.503 0.526 0.956 0.503 0.526 0.956
3 Drumlough 0.369 0.385 0.958 0.369 0.385 0.958
4 Crockahenny 0.324 0.337 0.961 0.324 0.337 0.961
5 Cark 0.535 0.686 0.779 0.574 0.686 0.977
6 Cuillagh 0.442 0.587 0.752 0.486 0.587 0.827
7 Anarget 0.494 0.579 0.853 0.580 0.784 0.739
8 Meenadreen 0.389 0.424 0.917 0.389 0.424 0.917
9 Burtonport 0.228 1 0.228 0.228 0.999 0.228
10 Meenanilta 0.636 0.707 0.899 0.636 0.707 0.899
11 Meentycat 0.510 1 0.510 0.818 1 0.818
12 Some Hill 0.579 0.929 0.623 0.857 0.980 0.874
13 Beam Hill 0.492 0.625 0.787 0.567 0.625 0.907
14 Loughderry 0.401 0.403 0.995 0.663 0.683 0.970
15 Lurganboy 0.625 0.673 0.928 0.625 0.673 0.928
16 Killybegs 0.354 0.414 0.855 0.354 0.415 0.853
17 Meenachullen 0.855 0.902 0.947 0.997 1 0.997
18 Corneen 0.392 0.437 0.897 0.392 0.437 0.897
19 Gartnaneane 0.390 0.555 0.702 0.558 0.573 0.973
20 Ratrussan 0.413 0.913 0.452 0.772 0.922 0.837
21 Snugborough 0.376 0.535 0.702 0.538 0.546 0.985
22 Mountain Lodge I 0.418 0.818 0.511 0.722 0.828 0.871
23 Mountain Lodge II 0.363 0.401 0.905 0.363 0.401 0.905
24 Mullananalt 0.435 0.436 0.997 0.435 0.436 0.997
25 Moneenatieve 0.490 0.519 0.944 0.490 0.519 0.944
26 Corrie Mountains 0.669 0.723 0.925 0.669 0.723 0.925
27 Black Banks 0.609 0.614 0.991 0.609 0.614 0.991
28 Spion Kop 0.541 0.961 0.562 0.541 0.961 0.562
29 Kingsmountain 1 1 1 1 1 1
30 Geevagh 0.348 0.361 0.963 0.348 0.361 0.963
31 Caranne Hill 0.609 0.659 0.924 0.609 0.659 0.924
32 Lacken 1 0.628 0.665 0.944 1 1 1
33 Kilronan 0.502 0.525 0.956 0.502 0.525 0.956
34 Largan Hill 0.434 0.449 0.966 0.434 0.463 0.937
35 Altagowan 0.389 0.395 0.984 0.550 0.559 0.983
36 Bellacorrick 0.423 0.432 0.979 0.575 0.592 0.971
37 Burren 0.414 0.539 0.768 0.414 0.539 0.768
38 Raheen Barr 0.452 0.708 0.638 0.696 0.730 0.953
39 Cuillalea 0.397 0.430 0.923 0.397 0.430 0.923
40 Inis Mean 0.231 1 0.231 0.282 0.999 0.282
41 Inverin 0.296 0.319 0.927 0.3555 0.387 0.917
42 Sonnagh Old 0.471 0.476 0.989 0.471 0.476 0.989
43 Derrybrien 0.418 0.926 0.451 0.718 0.926 0.775
44 Moanmore 0.570 0.660 0.863 1 1 1
45 Boultiagh 0.394 0.617 0.638 0.618 0.643 0.961

N ote; T F E  - T otal T echn ica l E fficiency PT E  - P ure T echn ical E fficiency  S E  - S cale  E fficiency  RTS - R e tu rn s  to  S ca le  S .D . - 

S tan d a rd  D ev ia tion  ^
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No. Wind Model One Model Two
Farm (TTE) (PTE) SE (TTE) (PTE) SE

ecR i^ Bee<^ CCR 0/B C e 4> NDSC-O-e (p NDSC-O-V <p

46 Knockawarrige 0.722 0.854 0.845 0.867 0.890 0.974
47 Toumafulla 1 1 1 1 1 1
48 Curraghgraigue 0.511 0.589 0.867 0.511 0.590 0.866
49 Carrig 0.319 0.377 0.846 0.319 0.377 0.846
50 Skehanagh 0.361 0.381 0.947 0.361 0.390 0.925
51 Ballinlough 0.435 0.497 0.875 0.435 0.497 0.875
52 Beal Hill 0.164 0.173 0.947 0.203 0.217 0.935
53 Beenageeha 0.352 0.377 0.933 0.352 0.377 0.933
54 Tursillagh 1 0.496 0.883 0.561 0.705 0.883 0.798
55 Mount Eagle 0.380 0.394 0.964 0.380 0.394 0.964
56 Coomagearlahy I 0.739 1 0.739 0.875 1 0.875
57 Coomagearlahy 11 0.374 0.391 0.956 0.374 0.391 0.956
58 Pallas 0.537 0.917 0.585 0.791 0.939 0.842
59 Glanlee 0.495 0.907 0.545 0.678 0.907 0.747
60 Ballybane 0.892 1 0.892 0.999 1 0.999
61 Muingnaminane 0.442 0.555 0.796 0.515 0.559 0.921
62 Gneeves 0.373 0.427 0.873 0.373 0.427 0.873
63 Kealkill 0.375 0.404 0.928 0.375 0.404 0.928
64 Milane Hill 0.364 0.371 0.981 0.364 0.371 0.981
65 Curabwee 0.412 0.429 0.960 0.412 0.429 0.960
66 Lahanaht 0.242 0.275 0.88 0.242 0.275 0.88
67 Coomatalin 0.354 0.362 0.977 0.354 0.362 0.977
68 Kilvinane 0.635 0.701 0.905 0.635 0.701 0.905
69 Taurbeg 0.641 0.843 0.760 0.730 0.843 0.865
70 Beallough 0.414 0.544 0.761 0.414 0.544 0.761
71 Greenoge 0.440 0.460 0.956 0.440 0.460 0.956
72 Cronelea I 0.501 0.515 0.972 0.501 0.515 0.972
73 Dundalk IT 0.434 1 0.434 0.434 0.999 0.434
74 Drybridge 0.459 0.608 0.754 0.459 0.608 0.754
75 Dunmore 0.353 0.475 0.743 0.353 0.475 0.743
76 Camsore 0.650 0.759 0.856 0.998 0.999 0.998
77 Ballywater 0.465 0.871 0.533 0.812 1 0.812
78 Richfield 0.509 0.950 0.535 0.985 1 0.985
79 Cronelea II 0.460 0.469 0.980 0.460 0.469 0.980
80 Arklow Banks 0.660 0.920 0.717 1 1 1
81 Cronelea Upper 0.220 0.263 0.836 0.220 0.263 0.836

Average 0.481 0.619 0.818 0.566 0.649 0.888
see - - - .870 .947 -

Min 0.164 0.173 0.203 0.217 0.228
Max 1 1 1 1 1 1
S.D. 0.163 0.229 - 0.222 0.242 -

Efficient 2 8 2 5 II 5

Note: TT E  - Total Technical Efficiency PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to Scale S.D. - 

Standard Deviation
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The preceding analysis has primarily focused on the individual efficiency of eighty-one wind 

farms in the ROI, the forthcoming analysis extends the research to evaluate the efficiency of 

wind power generation on a county efficiency basis. As outlined in Section 5.7 the ROI consists 

of twenty-six counties. Employing the base case model, the wind farm param eter values are 

amalgamated to form a county wind DM U and the DEA Solver-Pro is run again to establish 

wind coimty efficiency scores. The results are presented in Table 6.33.

Table. 6.33; W ind Farm County Ediciency Scores

No. Electricity
Distribution
County

No.
Wind
Farms

(TTE)
CCR^

(PTE)
BCC0

Status (SE) (RTS) Reference
DMU
Peers

1 Donegal 174 0.776 1 inefficient 0,776 Decreasing 7, 10
2 Cavan 80 0.675 0.926 inefficient 0.728 Decreasing 7, 10

3 Monaghan 5 0.732 0.777 inefficient 0.942 Increasing 7, 10
4 Leitrim 27 0.871 0.880 inefficient 0.989 Increasing 7, 10
5 Sligo 23 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 5

6 Roscommon 27 0.709 0.718 inefficient 0.987 Increasing 7, 10
7 Mayo 52 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 7

8 Galway 87 0.690 0.810 inefficient 0.851 Decreasing 7, 10
9 Clare 20 0.742 0.750 inefficient 0.989 Decreasing 5 ,7
10 Limerick 5 1 1 Efficient 1 Constant 10
11 Tipperary 15 0.685 0.705 inefficient 0.971 Increasing 5 ,7
12 Kerry 85 0.763 1 inefficient 0.763 Increasing 7, 10

13 Cork 58 0.670 0.799 inefficient 0.838 Decreasing 7, 10
14 Waterford 2 0.669 1 inefficient 0.669 Increasing 5 ,7
15 Carlow 7 0.772 0.799 inefficient 0.966 Increasing 5 ,7
16 Louth 3 0.720 0.922 inefficient 0.780 Increasing 5 ,7
17 Meath 2 0.602 0.962 inefficient 0.625 Increasing 7, 10

18 Wexford 51 0.817 0.985 inefficient 0.828 Decreasing 5 ,7

19 Wicklow 13 0.855 0.857 inefficient 0.997 Decreasing 5 ,7

Average 0.776 0.889 0.878

Note; TTE - Total Technical Efliciency PTE - Pure Technical Efliciency SE - Scale Efficiency RTS - Returns to 

Scale

Out o f the nineteen counties investigated 16 are inefficient and 3 are efficient. The most efficient 

counties in terms of wind energy generation are DM U 5 Sligo, DM U 7 M ayo and DM U 10 

Limerick. These 3 counties are the benchmark best perform ers with DM U 7, DM U 10 cited as 

reference peers ten times by the other wind county DM Us, each of these counties are PK effi

cient. The efficiency results emphasize Ireland’s exceptional wind resource, four tim es that o f 

the European average SEI (2006) with the west coast o f Ireland having the highest wind speeds 

in Europe, hence most efficient wind energy productive counties. DM U 5, DM U 7 and DM U 10
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wind counties are all located along the west of the ROI facing the Atlantic ocean. Observing the 

average values, the TTE 77%, PTE 88% and SB 87% achieve above average acceptable levels 

of efficiency with room for improvement.

The subsequent investigation combines the efficiency results obtained from the National 

level and Individual level efficiency studies to establish the TTE, PTE and SE on a county gen

eration basis in terms of all three forms of electricity generation (thermal, wind and hydro). The 

database consists of a hundred and one electricity generating units, incorporating fifteen thermal 

power plants, eighty one wind farms and five hydro power plants connected to the SEM for the 

year 2008 and the results are presented Table 6.34.

Observing the results it is apparent for PTE, counties Longford and Offaly are the best 

perform ing with 100% efficiency and M onaghan the worst performing county with 43%. For 

TTE, Limerick attained 86% efficiency whilst Offaly poor performance is reflected in the 31 % 

score. SE is generally quite high across counties with Monaghan achieving the highest score 

of 99%. The county Limerick situated in the south west of the island is the best perform ing 

county in terms o f overall generation attaining TTE, PTE and SE scores o f 86% 92% and 92% 

respectively. Limerick consists of just wind generation. The worst performing county is Offaly 

located in the centre of the ROI with low TTE 31 %, high PTE 100% and low SE score of 31 %.
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Table. 6.34: County Electricity Generation Efficiency Scores
No. Generation DMU (TTE) (PTE) Status (SE)

Source C C R 0 BCC.^ CC R 0/BCC <p
Donegal
1 Wind Golagh 0.930 0.948 inefficient 0.981
2 Wind Cronaglachl 0.503 0.526 inefficient 0.956
3 Wind Drumlough 0.369 0.385 inefficient 0.958
4 Wind Crockahenny 0.324 0.337 inefficient 0.961
5 Wind Cark 0.535 0.686 inefficient 0.779
6 Wind Cuillagh 0.442 0.587 inefficient 0.752
7 Wind Anarget 0.494 0.579 inefficient 0.853
8 Wind Meenadreen 0.389 0.424 inefficient 0.917
9 Wind Burtonport 0.228 1 inefficient 0.228
10 Wind Meenanilta 0.636 0.707 inefficient 0.899
11 Wind Meentycat 0.510 1 inefficient 0.510
12 Wind Some Hill 0.579 0.929 inefficient 0.623
13 Wind Beam Hill 0.492 0.625 inefficient 0.787
14 Wind Loughderry 0.401 0.403 inefficient 0.995
15 Wind Lurganboy 0.625 0.673 inefficient 0.928
16 Wind Killybegs 0.354 0.414 inefficient 0.855
17 Wind Meenachullen 0.855 0.902 inefficient 0.947
18 Hydro Hrnc 0.541 0.560 inefficient 0.966
Average 0.511 0.649 0.827

Cavan
19 Wind Comeen 0.392 0.437 inefficient 0.897
20 Wind Garlnaneane 0.390 0.555 inefficient 0.702
21 Wind Ratrussan 0.413 0.913 inefficient 0.452
22 Wind Snugborough 0.376 0.535 inefficient 0.702
23 Wind Mountain Lodge 1 0.418 0.818 inefficient 0.511
24 Wind Mountain Lodge II 0.363 0.401 inefficient 0.905

Average 0.392 0.609 0.694

M onaghan
25 Wind Mullananalt 0.435 0.436 inefficient 0.997

Average 0.435 0.436 0.997

Letrim
26 Wind Moneenatieve 0.490 0.519 inefficient 0.944
27 Wind Corrie Mountains 0.669 0.723 inefficient 0.925
28 Wind Black Banks 0.609 0.614 inefficient 0.991
29 Wind Spion Kop 0.541 0.961 inefficient 0.562

Average 0.577 0.704 0.855

Sligo
30 Wind Kingsmountain 1 1 Efficient 1
31 Wind Geevagh 0.348 0.361 inefficient 0.963
32 Wind Caranne Hill 0.609 0.659 inefficient 0.924
33 Wind Lacken 1 0.628 0.665 inefficient 0.944

Average 0.646 0.671 0.957

Roscommon
34 Wind Kilronan 0.502 0.525 inefficient 0.956
35 Wind Largan Hill 0.434 0.449 inefficient 0.966
36 Wind Altagowan 0.389 0.395 inefficient 0.984
Average 0.441 0.456 0,968
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No. G en era tio n DMLI (T T E ) (PT E ) S ta tu s (SE)

Source C C R 0 B C C 0 C C R  0 /B C C  <j)

M ayo

37 Wind Bellacorrick 0.423 0.432 inefficient 0.979

38 Wind Burren 0.414 0.539 inefficient 0.768

39 Wind Raheen Barr 0.452 0.708 inefficient 0.638

40 Wind Cuillalea 0.397 0.430 inefficient 0.923

41 Therm al Tawaghmore 0.096 0.703 Inefficient 0.136

A verage 0.356 0.562 0.688

G alw ay

42 Wind Inis Mean 0.231 1 inefficient 0.231

43 Wind Inverin 0.296 0.319 inefficient 0.927

44 Wind Sonnagh Old 0.471 0.476 inefficient 0.989

45 Wind Derrybrien 0.418 0.926 inefficient 0.451

46 Therm als Tynagh 0.987 1 Inefficient 0.987

A verage 0.480 0.744 0.717

C la re

47 Wind M oanmore 0.570 0.660 inefficient 0.863

48 Wind Boultiagh 0.394 0.617 inefficient 0.638

49 Therm al M oneypoint 0.841 0.859 Inefficient 0.979

50 Hydro Ardnacrusha 0.631 I Inefficient 0.631

A verage 0.609 0.784 0.777

L im erick

51 Wind Knockawarrige 0.722 0.854 inefficient 0.845

52 Wind Tournafulla 1 1 Efficient 1

A verage 0.861 0.927 0.922

T ip p e ra ry

53 Wind Curraghgraigue 0.511 0.589 inefficient 0.867

54 Wind Carrig 0.319 0.377 inefficient 0.846

55 Wind Skehanagh 0.361 0.381 inefficient 0.947

56 Wind Ballinlough 0.435 0.497 inefficient 0.875

A verage 0.406 0.461 0.883

K erry

57 Wind Beal Hill 0.164 0.173 inefficient 0.947

58 W ind Beenageeha 0.352 0.377 inefficient 0.933

59 Wind Tursillagh 1 0.496 0.883 inefficient 0.561

60 Wind M ount Eagle 0.380 0.394 inefficient 0.964

61 Wind Coom agearlahy I 0.739 1 inefficient 0.739

62 Wind Coom agearlahy II 0.374 0.391 inefficient 0.956

63 Wind Pallas 0.537 0.917 inefficient 0.585

64 Wind Glanlee 0.495 0.907 inefficient 0.545

65 Wind Ballybane 0.892 1 inefficient 0.892

66 Wind M uingnam inane 0.442 0.555 inefficient 0.796

67 Therm al Tarbert 0.246 0.262 Inefficient 0.938

A verage 0.465 0.624 0.805

C o rk

68 Wind Gneeves 0.373 0.427 inefficient 0.873

69 Wind Kealkill 0.375 0.404 inefficient 0.928

70 Wind M ilane Hill 0.364 0.371 inefficient 0.981

71 Wind Curabwee 0.412 0.429 inefficient 0.960

72 Wind Lahanaht 0.242 0.275 inefficient 0.88

73 Wind Coomatalin 0.354 0.362 inefficient 0.977

74 Wind Kilvinane 0.635 0.701 inefficient 0.905

75 Wind Taurbeg 0.843 inefficient 0.760
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N o. G e n e ra tio n

S o u rce

D M U (T T E )

C C R (J

(P T E )

B C C 0

S ta tu s (S E )

C C R  0 /B C C  <p
76 Therm al Aghada 0.119 0.171 Inefficient 0.695
77 Therm al Marina 0.250 0.298 Inefficient 0.838
78 Hydro Lee 0.429 1 Inefficient 0.429

A verage 0.381 0.480 0 .799

W aterford

79 Wind B eallough 0.414 0.544 inefficient 0.761
A verage 0 .414 0.544 0.761

C arlow

80 Wind G reenoge 0.440 0.460 inefficient 0.956
81 Wind C ronelea 1 0.501 0.515 inefficient 0.972

A verage 0.470 0.487 0 .964

D ub lin

82 Therm al Huntstown 0.507 0.768 Inefficient 0.660
83 Therm al Northwail 1 1 Efficient 1

84 Therm al Poolbeg 0.353 0.385 Inefficient 0.916
85 Therm al D ublin Bay 1 1 Efficient 1

A verage 0.715 0.788 0 .894

K ild are

86 Therm al Kdenderry 0.437 0.968 Inefficient 0.451
A verage 0 .437 0.968 0.4S I

L on gford

87 Therm al Loughree 0.476 1 Inefficient 0.476
A verage 0.476 1 0 .476

L ou th

88 Wind Dundalk IT 0.434 1 inefficient 0.434
89 Wind D rybridge 0.459 0.608 inefficient 0.754

A verage 0.446 0.804 0 .5 9 4

M eath

90 Wind D unm ore 0.353 0.475 inefficient 0.743

A verage 0.353 0.475 0 .743

O ffaly

91 Thermal R hode Island 0.131 1 Inefficient 0.131
92 Thermal W est O lfaly 0.499 1 Inefficient 0.499

A verage 0.315 1 0.315

W exford

93 Wind Cam sore 0.650 0.759 inefficient 0.856
94 Wind B allyw aler 0.465 0.871 inefficient 0.533
95 W ind R ichfield 0.509 0.950 inefficient 0.535
96 Therm als Great Island 0.093 0.096 Inefficient 0.968

A verage 0.429 0.669 0 .723

W ick low

97 Wind C ronelea II 0.460 0.469 inefficient 0.980
98 Wind A rklow  Banks 0.660 0.920 inefficient 0.717
99 Wind C ronelea Upper 0.220 0.263 inefficient 0.836
100 Hydro Liffey 0.153 0.865 Inefficient 0.176
101 Hydro Turlough Hill 1 1 Efficient 1

A verage 0 .498  0 .703
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Table 6.35 bifurcates the twenty-six counties of the ROI into two economic terms producers or 

consumers relating to whether the county in question is a consumer of electricity or a producer 

of electricity. O f the twenty-six, ten counties are established as producers whilst the remaining 

sixteen are deemed consumers of electricity. This indicates the energy generation imbalanced 

characteristics and the extent to which energy generated MWh must flow through the electricity 

system to meet dem and and energy consumption.

Table. 6.35: County Electricity Producer or Consum er Status

No County Status No County Status

1 Donegal Producer 14 Waterford Consumer

2 Cavan Producer 15 Carlow Consumer

3 Monaghan Consumer 16 Dublin Producer

4 Letrim Consumer 17 Kildare Producer

5 Sligo Consumer 18 Kilkenny Consumer

6 Roscommon Consumer 19 Laois Consumer

7 M ayo Consumer 20 Longford Producer

8 Galway Producer 21 Louth Consum er

9 Clare Producer 22 Meath Consumer

10 Limerick Consumer 23 Offaly Producer

11 Tipperary Consumer 24 Westmeath Consumer

12 Kerry Producer 25 Wexford Consumer

13 Cork Producer 26 Wicklow Consumer

Interestingly of the five counties that contain a city, only three Galway, Cork and Dublin are 

deemed producers of electricity whilst Limerick and Waterford are consumers. Twenty-four 

counties employ some form of electricity generation, be it thermal, hydro or wind or a mixture 

of all three forms. The counties Kilkenny and Laois are the only two counties that do not employ 

any form o f electricity generation.

6.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation

Sensitivity analysis and model validation are core concepts of successful DEA applications and 

therefore must be acknowledged and adhered to. The present approach assumes the data set is 

accurate, precise, credible and omits individual variables one by one cetris paribus to observe 

the differences in the DEA efficiencies (if any), thereby establishing the robustness of the base 

case model DEA efficiency results obtained. Note: upon removal of a variable, the efficiency 

score will either remain unchanged or decrease but will never increase.
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Fig. 6.17: Base Case For W ind Farms

The wind farm base case is the approach employed by (Iglesias et al., 2010), incorporates three 

input parameters wind fuel, unit rate export capacity and full time man hours with one single 

output parameter annual production. The CCR CRS BCC VRS and SE scores for the eighty-one 

wind farms in the ROI connected to the SEM in 2008 are graphically represented in Figure 6.17.
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Fig. 6.18: W ind Farm Fuel Omitted
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The use of annual wind data greatly reduces the influence of seasonal effects. The base case line 

graph clearly dem onstrates the extensive oscillation of efficiency scores across the efficiency 

measures with the lowest efficiency score attained for the BCC of 17%. Similar to the national 

and county level the assumption VRS characteristics is more appropriate for wind energy gener

ation and hence the BCC efficiency scores are retained for comparison with the perturbed data. 

Figure 6.18 depicts the change in efficiency score when the param eter wind fuel is omitted from 

the base case scenario. Fifty-one DMUs observe a change in efficiency score indicating wind 

fuel plays a significant role in determining the higher efficiency score obtained in the base case. 

Figure 6.19 illustrates the effect on efficiency values when unit rate export capacity is omitted 

from the inputs in the base case. The predominant visual effect o f this modification is the con

siderable reduction in efficiency scores of seventy-one DMUs. This input param eter is the most 

important for wind farm generation significantly impacting on the efficiency scores obtained.
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Fig. 6.19: W ind Farm Unit Rate Export Capacity Omitted

Figure 6.20 shows the influence on efficiency of omitting full time man hours from the base case 

model. It can be observed there is little difference between the BCC base case efficiency scores 

and that o f the perturbed data with only nine DM Us detecting a change in efficiency score. This 

indicates that full time man hours for the majority of DMUs does not contribute significantly to 

the high efficiency score obtained in the base case.
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Fig, 6.20: Wind Farm Full Time Man Hours Omitted

Table 6.36 demonstrates the relationship between the wind farm DM Us efficiency score ob

tained and the input/outputs chosen in the base case scenario. The predom inant attribute o f the 

evaluated wind farm DMUs is that sixty-five are deemed distinctly inefficient. Only four wind 

farms DMU 11 Meentycat, DMU 47 Tournafulla, DMU 60 Ballybane, DM U 73 Dundalk IT 

are robustly efficient. Observing the results in Table 6.36 ** depicts a strong influence when 

the input in question alters the efficiency score by at least 0.5; whilst * refers to weak influence 

when the input in question alters the efficiency value by less than 0.5. The param eter full time 

man hours impacts upon the least number of wind farm DM Us and could theoretically be the 

first variable to be omitted from the base case model. It only impacts upon nine DMUs.

To establish the construct validity of the adopted wind farm models, a Pearson correlation 

analysis is employed to check the isotonicity relationship Golany and Roll (1989) among the 

inputs and outputs. It is evident from Table 6.37 a significantly positive correlation among 

the inputs and outputs exists. Thus, the isotonicity assumption of the input-output factors in the 

adopted wind farm DEA models is validated. The greater the value of the correlation coefficient, 

the stronger the relationship between the two variables. This is evident between the param eters 

wind fuel and unit rate export capacity with a Pearson coefficient of .969. This is evidently what 

one would expect and is acceptable as an increase in unit rate export capacity will increase the 

wind fuel harnessed at a particular wind farm. Bowlin (1987) state the num ber of inputs and 

outputs must be small or equal to one-third of the DMUs. This stipulation is satisfied for the 

w ind farm DEA models. It is paramount the number of DM Us exceeds the num ber of input- 

output factors by a significant amount to ensure the measurements of relative efficiencies are 

meaningful.
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Table. 6.36; Sensitivity A nalysis o f  Wind Farm Parameters
No. ED C (P T E )

B C C 0

W ind

Fuel

O m itted

U nit R ate 

E x p o rt C apac ity  

O m itted

Full T im e 

M an  H ours  

O m itted

S ta tu s

1 Golagh 0.948 0.624* 0.840* 0.948 Significantly Ineff.

2 Cronaglacht 0.526 0.450* 0.296* 0.526 D istinctly Ineff.

3 Drumlough 0.385 0.385 0.202* 0.385 D istinctly Ineff.

4 Crockahenny 0.337 0.337 0.172* 0.337 Distinctly Ineff.

5 Cark 0.686 0.657* 0.551* 0.686 Distinctly Ineff.

6 Cuillagh 0.587 0.587 0.425* 0.587 Di,stinctly Ineff.

7 Anarget 0.579 0.380* 0.386* 0.579 Distinctly Ineff.

8 M eenadreen 0.424 0.389* 0.287* 0.424 Distinctly Ineff.

9 Burtonport 1 1 0.343** 1 M arginally Eff.

10 M eenanilta 0.707 0.425* 0.606* 0.707 Distinctly Ineff.

11 M eentycat 1 1 I 1 Robustly Eff.

12 Som e Hill 0.929 0.881* 0.905* 0.929 D istinctly Inetf.

13 Beam Hill 0.625 0.617* 0.557* 0.625 D istinctly Ineff.

14 Loughderry 0.403 0.379* 0.291* 0.403 D istinctly Inelf.

15 Lurganboy 0.673 0.448* 0.427* 0.673 D istinctly Ineff.

16 Killybegs 0.414 0.414 0.107* 0.414 D istinctly Ineff.
17 M eenachullen 0.902 0.898* 0.902 0.897* Significantly Ineff.

18 Corneen 0.437 0.401* 0.426* 0.437 Distinctly Ineff.

19 G artnaneane 0.555 0.548* 0.478* 0.555 Distinctly Ineff
20 Ratrussan 0.913 0.913 0.844* 0.913 Significantly Ineff.

21 Snugborough 0.535 0.535 0.440* 0.535 D istinctly Ineff.

22 M ountain Lodge 1 0.818 0.818 0.720* 0.818 D istinctly Ineff.

23 M ountain Lodge II 0.401 0.401 0.401 0.401 Distinctly Ineff.

24 M ullananalt 0.436 0.410* 0.428* 0.436 Distinctly Ineff.

25 M oneenatieve 0.519 0.468* 0.351* 0.519 D istinctly Ineff.

26 Corrie Mountain.s 0.723 0.488* 0.457* 0.723 D istinctly Inelf.
27 Black Banks 0.614 0.512* 0.420* 0.614 Distinctly Ineff.

28 Spion Kop 0.961 0.644* 0.836* 0.961 Significantly Ineff.
29 Kingsm ountain 1 0.828* 1 1 M arginally Eff.
30 Geevagh 0.361 0.329* 0.247* 0.361 Distinctly Ineff.

31 Caranne Hill 0.659 0.633* 0.457* 0.659 Distinctly Inefl .̂

32 Lacken 1 0.665 0.665 0.665 0.570* Distinctly Ineff.

33 Kilronan 0.525 0.447* 0.499* 0.525 Distinctly Ineff.

34 Largan Hill 0.449 0.363* 0.419* 0.449 Distinctly Ineff.

35 Altagowan 0.395 0.395 0.392* 0.935 Distinctly Ineff.

36 Bellacorrick 0.432 0.375* 0.240* 0.432 Distinctly Ineff.

37 Burren 0.539 0.391* 0.359* 0.539 Distinctly Ineff.

38 Raheen Barr 0.708 0.702* 0.576* 0.708 Distinctly Ineff.

39 Cuillalea 0.430 0.426* 0.302* 0.430 Distinctly Ineff.

40 Inis Mean 1 0.903* 0.490** 1 M arginally Eff.

41 Inverin 0.319 0.268* 0.197* 0.319 Distinctly Ineff.

42 Sonnagh Old 0.476 0.476 0.359* 0.476 D istinctly Ineff.

43 D errybrien 0.926 0.910* 0.917* 0.926 M arginally Ineff.

44 M oanmore 0.660 0.650* 0.621* 0.660 Distinctly Ineff.

45 Boultiagh 0.617 0.607* 0.536* 0.617 Distinctly Ineff.

46 Knockawarrige 0.854 0.854 0.844* 0.780* Distinctly Ineff.
47 Tournafulla 1 1 1 1 Robustly Eff.

N ote : EDC - E lectricity D istribution County PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency ** - Efficiency score altered by at least 0.5 * - 

Efficiency score altered by lees than 0.5 Ineff. - Inefficient Eff. - Efficient
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No. ED C (PT E )

BCCiA
W ind

Fuel

O m itted

U n it R ate  

E x p o r t C apac ity  

O m itted

Fu ll T im e 

M an  H o u rs  

O m itted

S ta tu s

48 Curraghgraigue 0.589 0.541* 0.574* 0.589* Distinctly InelT.

49 Carrig 0.377 0.304* 0.352* 0.377 Distinctly Ineff.

50 Skehanagh 0.381 0.362* 0.375* 0.381 Distinctly Ineff.

51 Ballinlough 0.497 0.477* 0.491* 0.497 Distinctly Ineff.

52 Beal Hill 0.173 0.165* 0.140* 0.173 Distinctly Ineff.

53 Beenageeha 0.377 0.377 0.222* 0.377 D istinctly Ineff.

54 Tursillagh 1 0.883 0.883 0.701* 0.883 Distinctly Ineff.

55 M ount Eagle 0.394 0.367* 0.273* 0.394 Distinctly Ineff.

56 Coom agearlahy I 1 1 1 0.872* M arginally Eff.

57 Coom agearlahy 11 0.391 0.388* 0.289* 0.391 Distinctly Ineff.

58 Pallas 0.917 0.901* 0.908* 0.917 M arginally Ineff.

59 Glanlee 0.907 0.882* 0.824* 0.907 Significantly Ineff.

60 Ballybane 1 I 1 1 Robustly Eff.

61 M uingnam inane 0.555 0.525* 0.450* 0.555 Distinctly Ineff.

62 Gneeves 0.427 0.427 0.314* 0.427 Distinctly Ineff.

63 Kealkill 0.404 0.404 0.299* 0.404 Distinctly Ineff.

64 M ilane Hill 0.371 0.371 0.222* 0.371 D istinctly Ineff.

65 Curabwee 0.429 0.429 0.269* 0.429 D istinctly Ineff.

66 Lahanaht 0.275 0.150* 0.211* 0.275 D istinctly Ineff.

67 Coomatalin 0.362 0.362 0.359* 0.361 Distinctly Ineff.

68 Kilvinane 0.701 0.437* 0.593* 0.701 Distinctly Ineff.

69 Taurbeg 0.843 0.843 0.799* 0.788* D istinctly Inell'.

70 Beallough 0.544 0.494* 0.528* 0.544* D istinctly Inell'.

71 Greenoge 0.460 0.384* 0.434* 0.460 Di.stinctly Ineff.

72 Cronelea 1 0.515 0.384* 0.467* 0.515 D istinctly Ineff.

73 Dundalk IT 1 1 1 1 Robustly Eff.

74 Drybridge 0.608 0.537* 0.584* 0.608 Distinctly Ineff.

75 Dunmore 0.475 0.475 0.475 0.466* D istinctly Ineff.

76 Cam sore 0.759 0.734* 0.664* 0.759 D istinctly Ineff.

77 Ballywater 0.871 0.788* 0.866* 0.871 D istinctly Ineff.

78 Richfield 0.950 0.950 0.829* 0.950 Significantly Ineff.

79 Cronelea II 0.469 0.383* 0.439* 0.469 Distinctly Ineff.

80 Arklow Banks 0.920 0.803* 0.855* 0.920 Significantly Ineff.

81 Cronelea Upper 0.263 0.263 0.263 0.258* Distinctly Ineff.

Note : EDC - Eleclricily Distribution County PTE - Pure Technical Efficiency ** - Efficiency score altered by at least 0.5 * - 

Efficiency score altered by lees than 0.5 Ineff. - Inefficient Eff. - Efficient
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Table. 6.37: Pearson Correlation Matrix for Individual level Data
Input 1
Wind

Fuel

Input 2
Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(MW )

Input 3
Full Time 

Man Hours

Input 4
Mean Site

Elevation

(Metres)

O utput 1
Annual

Production

(MWh)

Wind Pearson 1 .969** .844** .202 .958**

Fuel Sig. .000 .000 .071 .000

N 81 81 81 81 81

Unit Rate Pearson .969** 1 .840** .166 .987**

Export Sig. .000 .000 .138 .000

Capacity

(MW )

N 81 81 81 81 81

Full Time Pearson .844** .840** 1 .198 .822**

Man Sig. .000 .000 .077 .000

Hours N 81 81 81 81 81

Mean Site Pearson .202 .166 .198 1 .170

Elevation Sig. 0.71 .138 .077 .130

(Metres) N 81 81 81 81 81

Annual Pearson .958 .987 .822 .170 1

Production Sig. .000 .000 .000 .130

(M W h) N 81 81 81 81 81

N ote: ** D eno te s  C o rre la tio n  is s ign ifican i ai liie 0.01 level * D eno te s  C o rre la tion  is S ign ilica rii a t the 0 .05  level

6.4.4 Summary of Individual Level Analysis

The individual level research study applies DEA in an ex post production framework to estab

lish the relative efficiency of eighty-one operational wind farms in the ROI for the year 2008. 

The analysis o f wind energy efficiency generation is relevant and pertinent in light of Ireland’s 

com m itm ent to increase electricity contribution from renewable energy sources. The reasons 

behind inefficient wind farm DMUs are discussed and corrective measures suggested. The find

ings of the research state; the average efficiency scores obtained for the eighty-one individual 

wind farms are TTE 48% , PTE 61% and SE 81%. The results clearly show poor efficiency 

performance o f wind farms. Only two wind farms are deemed efficient. Observing wind energy 

generation on a county basis, it is found counties Sligo, M ayo and Limerick located in the west 

o f Ireland are the best benchm ark efficiency performers.

An exogenous param eter was employed to account for different wind farm operating en

vironments and was found to be statistically significant. Accounting for all three forms of 

electricity generation county Limerick in the south west is the most efficient in terms of TTE 

PTE and SE whilst county Offaly performs sub-optimally in relation to the other counties. It is 

established that only ten counties are electricity producers whilst the remaining sixteen are all 

consumers o f electricity. The analysis of results from several perspectives provides invaluable
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information concerning wind farm efficiency generation and the approach em ployed may be eas

ily extended to other wind farms for estimation of efficiency scores, ranking and optimisation 

of wind farms. The results of the wind farm generation efficiency perform ance are o f interest 

to industry professionals involved in the sector. These include engineers, wind farm companies 

(developers), operators and technology suppliers. The results can assist government and local 

county councils in terms of best practice policy to development renewable energy plans to ex

ploit wind resources throughout the ROI.
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CHAPTER 7

Discussion and Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

The thesis presents the application of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to the electricity gen

eration and distribution functions of the Irish Electricity Power System (EPS) entitled the all 

island Single Electricity Market (SEM). The purpose of this research is to study the technical, 

policy and market challenges associated with increasing the levels of energy efficiency in the 

electricity generation and distribution functions of the SEM system with a particular emphasis 

on wind power. Section 7.2 reviews the main findings presented throughout the thesis. Sec

tion 7.3 discusses and interprets the main contributions, policy implications and salient issues 

proposed by the results o f the research thesis. Section 7.4 provides a critical assessm ent and 

outlines some possible future research avenues arising from the work presented in this thesis.

7.2 Key Findings

As set out in the introductory chapter the core focus o f this thesis is efficiency performance 

measurement. The initial research objectives defined and outlined in Chapter 1 sought to deter

mine the efficiency of the Irish EPS. The aim of the research thesis is to evaluate the operational 

efficiency performance of the Irish EPS in light o f Irish commitments to curb climate change, 

ensure security o f supply, foster economic competitiveness, reduce dependency on imported 

fossil fuels, support the extensive deployment of renewable energy technologies and ultimately 

attain Irish 2020 energy efficiency objectives. In this thesis. Chapter 2 form ed the conceptual 

framework prior to the research being executed by presenting the global energy challenge and 

the unique underlying dynamic attributes of the test system. Chapter 3 provides an extensive lit

erature review o f economic efficiency and methodologies employed in its estimation. Chapter 4 

details the advocated DEA methodology, its underlying mathematical notation and models em 

ployed to evaluate economic efficiency in the EPSs context. Chapter 5 describes data sources.
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parameters employed in the research and the procedural process required for successful appli

cation of DEA. Finally, Chapter 6 displays the results, analysis and discussion relating to the 

application of DEA to the test system.

This thesis presented a detailed three tier methodological framework determining EPS effi

ciency performance measurement. The DEA methodology was applied to the test system, the all 
island SEM and an operational technical efficiency evaluation of the generating and distribution 

functions of the Irish EPS was conducted. The year under observation is 2008, the first fully 

operational year of the SEM. The main conclusions stemming from the DEA application are 

presented:

National level - All Island Generation Efficiency Study (AIGES)

The focus of the National level analysis was to establish the operational technical efficiency 

performance of electricity generation in terms of thermal power plants, wind regions and hydro 
power plants.

• The findings indicate the Total Technical Efficiency (TTE) scores for thermal power 

plants, wind regions and hydro power plants were 49%, 46% and 55% respectively. In 
terms of Pure Technical Efficiency (PTE) the scores obtained were 70%, 73% and 88% 

respectively. The results exhibit the sub optimal performance of electricity generation 
with considerable scope for improvement in efficiency.

•  Dublin Bay, Northwall thermal power plants. Wind region F and Turlough Hill hydro 

power plant are deemed Pareto-Koopmans (PK) efficient and are the reference peer bench
mark performers within their respective electricity generation technologies.

•  Focusing on thermal power plant electricity generation, it is found the East is the most 
efficient region. Combined Cycle Gas Turbines (CCGT) is the most efficient form of 

electricity generation and Gas is the most efficient fuel source.

•  The results of the slack analysis conducted indicate excess unit rate export capacity over 
the three forms of electricity generation (thermal, wind and hydro) is significant.

• The findings indicate directions for inefficient electricity generating units to become effi

cient by either altering the scale size of their operation or alternating their utilization of 

resources or a combination of these two.

County level - Republic of Ireland Distribution Efficiency Study (ROIDES)
The aim of the County level study was to establish the operational technical efficiency of elec

tricity distribution and the merits of employing DEA benchmarking as a form of incentive reg

ulation.

•  Six differing models employing various input-output combinations were established to 

encapsulate the underlying characteristics of electricity distribution associated with the 
SEM in 2008.
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•  It was established that the distribution of electricity in the SEM  attained acceptable, high 

levels of efficiency. The average TTE and PTE scores for the twenty-six Electricity D is

tribution Counties (EDC) dataset were 83% and 91% respectively. The low’est efficiency 

score for an EDC was 60%, Louth. Counties Leitrim, Dublin, Laois, Offaly and W est

meath are deemed PK efficient and are the peer benchm ark performers.

•  The inclusion of the industrial output as an exogenous parameter accounting for electricity 

distribution differences across EDCs was found to be statistically more significant than the 

inclusion of traditional exogenous parameters em ployed in the literature such as network 

density.

•  It was shown that significant electricity distribution efficiency gains are attainable through 

the restructuring and amalgamation of the twenty six EDCs into eleven Electricity D istri

bution Zones (EDZ)s. The application and merits o f em ploying DEA benchm arking as a 

form of incentive regulation for the SEM has been verified.

•  The projection analysis and benchmarking results offer scope for inefficient EDCs to im

prove their efficiency by adopting DEA best practice methods outlined.

Individual level - Republic of Ireland W ind Efficiency Study (ROIW ES)

The individual level research study evaluates the technical efficiency performance of eighty-one 

operational wind farms.

•  The average TTE and PTE of the eighty one wind farms was 48% and 61% respectively 

illustrating significant improvements in efficiency performance is required. The wind 

farms Kingsmountain and Toumafulla in the counties Kerry and Limerick respectively 

located in the south west o f Ireland are deemed PK efficient and are the peer benchm ark 

performers for the other eighty wind farms.

•  Employing the wind generation technology in terms of county efficiency, it was shown 

that counties Sligo, M ayo and Limerick located on the west coast of Ireland where the 

wind resource is best are PK efficient.

•  Acknowledging the three forms of electricity generation (thermal, wind and hydro) on a 

county basis, Limerick located in the south west is the best perform ing county in term s of 

overall generation attaining TTE and PTE score of 86% and 92% respectively.

•  Ten of the twenty six counties investigated are established as producers of electric power 

whilst the remaining sixteen are consumers of electricity. Only three of the five counties 

that contain a city are deemed producers o f electric power.
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7.3 Contribution to Knowledge and Policy Implications

The purpose of the research thesis was to analyse the technical, policy and market challenges 

associated with increasing the levels of energy efficiency in the electricity generation and distri

bution functions of the all island SEM system with a particular emphasis on wind power. Wind 

power energy will make a significant contribution to the future generation portfolio mix o f the 

all island SEM. The literature on DEA applications to EPSs efficiency perform ance m easure

ment is wide and extensive. The research presented contributes to this field of research of EPS 

efficiency perform ance in a number of ways.

The research conducted in this thesis adds to the field of research in evaluating the technical 

efficiency o f EPSs. Firstly, in its application to the test system - all island SEM , secondly, in 

its employm ent of input-output parameters and alternative combinations to develop new models 

based on the DEA techniques for the efficiency assessment EPSs. The input-output parameters, 

alternative com binations and constructed DEA models are the salient contributions to knowl

edge in this thesis. A significant contribution of the current research is the wind generating 

regional DEA model employed in the National level efficiency context as it provides a new 

framework for evaluating wind generation on a regional basis.

Thirdly, the three tier DEA efficiency performance evaluation framework presented in the 

thesis. This type of framework has not been applied as most studies focus on a single form of 

electricity generation and a single function o f the EPS. The concept o f the three tier m ethod

ological efficiency framework is transferable and applicable to other sectors o f a countries econ

omy. Fourthly, numerous DEA studies have been conducted to establish electricity distribution 

efficiency by employing traditional exogenous variables to account for differing electricity char

acteristics across regions.

The research contributes to knowledge by advancing DEA applications to electricity dis

tribution by incorporating a new diagnostic parameter industrial output to account differences 

across regions in term s o f electricity distribution characteristics as opposed to incorporating 

traditional exogenous variables extensively employed in the literature. The observed results dis

cussed in Chapter 6 reflect this significance. The three tier methodological efficiency framework, 

DEA models, param eters employed and methods developed are generic and internationally ap

plicable to other EPS for efficiency performance measurement.

The results presented in this thesis have a number o f practical policy implications. The 

em pirical operational efficiency results can provide useful information to policy makers and 

government responsible for the electricity generation and distribution functions associated with 

the evolving and dynam ic Irish EPS market regime. In relation to electricity generation, the 

efficiency results can when formulating forward thinking future generation capacity statements 

stipulate and guide what power plants to retire, what form of generation is most inefficient, what
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fuel source is most inefficient, what region, county or area is most inefficient and consequently 

what policies and corrective measures are necessary to improve the efficiency of electricity 

generation. The DEA benchmark approach employed in this thesis offers an alternative form 

of electricity distribution regulation open to the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) in 

Ireland as opposed to the status quo of RPI-X Operating Expenditure (OPEX) and Capital Ex

penditure (CAPEX) regulation. Ultimately, the more energy efficient use of electric power at the 
generation and distribution levels, the more it will enhance energy sustainability due to lower 

fossil fuel consumption resulting in reduced Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions and increased 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) integration.

The three tier efficiency framework employed in this thesis, whilst applied to the Irish EPS 

can be extended to other sectors and functions of the Irish economy or indeed that of any econ

omy. Whilst acknowledging the parameters for establishing technical efficiency would change 

depending on the research being conducted, the framework of investigating technical efficiency 

in a National, County and Individual context could remain. Examples of other possible avenues 

for research employing the three tier efficiency framework include transport (rail, road, bus), 
tourism (hotels), ports, schools, hospitals. County Councils.

With fluctuating energy prices, concerns about global warming and sustainable develop
ment, energy efficiency has become a vital part of energy strategies in many countries (Ang, 
2006). The implementation of an effective solution to improve energy policy and the operational 
technical efficiency of the all-island SEM over the longer term requires the support, interaction 

and commitment from all key industry players. The complexity of a modern EPS is considerable 
and as such significant liaising and cooperation between the EU, local and national government. 

Transmission System Operators (TSO), Distribution System Operators (DSO), generators, sup

pliers and the industry regulator is paramount to ensure the common goal of improved Irish EPS 
efficiency performance is attained.

In conclusion, the dynamics of EPSs and the processes of electricity generation, transmis
sion, distribution and consumption are consistently adapting and evolving. For the Irish EPS 

to facilitate the transition to a well functioning, energy efficient, low carbon, high renewable 

energy based system, it is evident dynamic, proactive forward thinking energy efficiency policy 

is required. DEA can provide a direct mechanism for the improved energy efficiency of the all 

island SEM. Policy makers and government need to adapt and facilitate DEA efficiency perfor

mance measurement and improvement directions in the electricity generation and distributing 

functions, it will ensure Ireland can achieve the stated EU 20-20-20 energy efficiency objectives 

of attaining a low carbon energy system and economy, mitigating CO2 emissions, ensuring sus

tainability of energy supply through added RES - Wind power and fostering competitiveness 
through electricity market reform and interconnection.
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7.4 Critical Assessment and Directions for Future Research

W hilst the research presented in this thesis adds to the field of DEA applications to EPSs tech

nical efficiency research, there are some limitations to acknowledge.

The absence of data on NI for the County and Individual level efficiency analysis is a signif

icant limitation. The research is confined to just ROIDES and ROIWES, data from the ROI was 

only available at the time o f this research. The possibility of extending the efficiency analysis 

to include data from NI was explored but data was not available at the tim e o f research. If this 

data were made available the County and Individual level efficiency analysis would incorporate 

a more comprehensive All Island Distribution Efficiency Study (AIDES) and All Island W ind 

Efficiency Study (AIW ES).

The lack of Operating Expenditure (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) data in the 

technical efficiency distribution dataset is a limitation of this research. A further research en

hancement objective could be to shift the efficiency benchmarking focus from establishing tech

nical efficiency to evaluating cost efficiency. The current research thesis employs physical m ea

sures of inputs such as labour and capital stock as proxies for the operating and capital costs. 

Benchmarking using physical quantities o f inputs measures the potential for improvement in 

efficiency in terms o f reductions in physical units. It is argued employing physical quantities of 

inputs may not capture the real costs or quality of labour and assets (e.g the mix of technical and 

non-technical staff, asset age and composition). At the time of this research operating and capi

tal expenditure were not available. Doraisamy (2004) states the aim of regulators is to promote 

cost reductions in the distribution network so that prices to consumers will be lowered.

The thesis offers a platform for extended future research on the efficiency of the Irish EPS. 

The unique specific contextual setting in which the research was undertaken suggests further 

interesting avenues and objectives to be pursued by future research. The current research can be 

extended with respect to one or more of its components. Further research identified as needing 

scrutiny and consideration as a result of this thesis include the following;

The current thesis employs DEA models under static conditions and could be extended to 

incorporate DEA models under dynamic (time dependent) conditions. That is, the current re

search investigates efficiency in terms of a single year in isolation 2008 and could be extended 

to multi period efficiency analysis. This could facilitate DEA window analysis ', by em ploy

ing DEA M alm quist Productivity Index which represents the Total Factor Productivity (TFP) 

growth o f a DMU, by reflecting i) progress or regress in efficiency along with ii) progress or

'W indow analysis relates to a tabular method for exam ining the changes in the efficiencies o f  a set o f  D M U s over 
time. A set o f  time periods (1 ..t) is chosen and the efficiency o f  each unit ( l..n )  is com puted separately for each 
period so that the efficiency o f  a given unit over each period is treated as a new unit resulting in a total number o f  tn 
units (Cooper et al., 2007).
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regress of the frontier technology between two periods of time under multiple inputs and multi

ple outputs framework Cooper et al. (2007).

With regards to Ireland’s commitments to mitigating CO2 emissions, a possible area for 

funher research would be the implementation of DEA emissions modelling to evaluate the en

vironmental efficiency of thermal power plants. This was beyond the scope of the present thesis 

as the primary focus was on the operational efficiency performance of thermal power plants and 

not environmental efficiency performance. DEA emissions modelling extends the traditional 

DEA models of efficiency measurement to acknowledge the presence of desirable and undesir

able outputs. DEA emissions modelling would provide strategies and directions on efficiency 

improvement and emissions reductions. This would benefit Ireland immensely in relation the 
EU Emission Trading Scheme*.

Further scope for research includes extending the thermal efficiency analysis to a micro 
power plant level. That is treat each thermal power generating unit as a DMU and not the 

entire power plant annual production (MWh). This added knowledge would be beneficial when 
determining which generating units are to be retired. In the individual wind farm context, if data 

were a made available the research could be extended, by rather than employing aggregated 
annual wind farm data, treat each 3 month bracket as DMU to investigate seasonal effects on the 

technical operational efficiency of wind farms. This knowledge could be beneficial in terms of 
reducing operation and maintenance costs. These are potential future areas for future research.

^The EU Emission Trading Scheme set a centralised cap on carbon CO2 emissions in the polluting energy and 
industrial sectors across each member state. This also created an energy market in which participants trade excess 
permits as required.
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A .l Em pirical DEA Applications to Electricity Generation

Authors and 
Year

Model!)
Employed

Sample
Data

(I)Inputs (O)Outputs Contributioii

(Abbott, 2006) DEA, 
TFP (Ml)

7 electricity distribution 
jurisdiction in Australia for 
the
1969-199 period

Physical capital (distribution 
Lines, capacity lines of

transmission stations and 
generation capacity line), 
energy usage TJ

Energy Consumption 
MWh

Improvement in Industry 
Performance

(Nakano and Managi, 2008) DEA, GMM
Lunberger
Productivity

9 Japanese electricity 
Companies from 
1978-2003

Number of
Employees, Quantity of Fuel 
Used , Real Capital 
Stock (Yen)

Electricity Production Regulatory reforms contribute 
productivity growth 
to

(Shrivastava et al., 2012) DEA 60 coal fired 
power plants in 
India

Coal Consumption,
Fuel Oil Consumption, 
Auxiliary Power Consump
tion

Electricity Generated Results indicate poor 
performance due to over 
use of input resources.

(Fare et al., 1990) Malmquist
Index

19 coal-fired

steam electric 
generating plants 19751981

Fuel.

Installed Capacity 
Employees

Electricity Generated On average, rates of productivity 

growth are relatively stable.

(Sucyoshi and Goto, 2010) RAM, Range
Adjusted
Mea.sure

USA Coal-fired 
power plants

Number o f Employees. 
Investment Costs, Total 
non-Fuel O&M,
Fuel consumption

5 O2 released each year 
NO2  emitted each year 
CO2 emitted each year

Plant managers need 
to balance between 
their environmental performance 
and operational efficiency.

(Behera and Dash, 2010) DEA 74 plants from 
2003/04 to 2007/08

Generation Capacity, 
Auxiliary Power, 
Planned Maintenance, 
Forced Outages,
Coal Consumption

Power Generated It is found the average technical 
efficiency of these plants 
is 83.2% with as many as 38 
plants below the mean level.

(Fang et al., 2009) DEA 25 Chinese and 
US Coal Mining 
Companies

Operating Costs, 
Total Assets, 
Number of 
Employees

Earnings per Share, 
Operating Revenue, 
Net Profit

Efficiency of Chinese coal 
mining companies much lower than 
US coal firms
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A utho rs  and  
Year

M odels
Em ployed

Sam ple
D ata

(l)In p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n trib u tio n

{Olatubi, 2000) DEA Coal fired steam 
plants in the US

Fuel Consumption
Capital
Labor

Net Electricity 
Produced

Results indicate considerable 
opportunities for cost 
reduction in the industry

(Sozen et al., 2010) DEA 15 Turkish thermal 
power plants

Capacity Usage Factor, 
Therm al Efficiency, Average 
Operational Time, Project 
Production Capacity

Fuel Cost/Actual 
Production, 
C02,S02,N20  
Tonnes

1\vo efficiency indexes, 
operational and environmental 
perform ance were defined 
and pursued.

(Lam and Shiu, 2001) DEA 30 regions 
in China

Generating Capacity 
Total Fuel Used 
Labor

Electricity Generated Hastern regions o f China 
achieve the highest 
levels o f technical efficiency.

(Liu et al., 2010) DEA 12 power pants of 
Taiwan 2004-2006

Installed Capacity, 
Electricity Used, 
Heating Value o f Fuel

Net Electricity 
Produced

All power plants 
achieved acceptable overall 
operational efficiencies.

(Chien et al., 2007) DEA, (M I) 8 thermal 
power plants 
in Taiwan

Number of 
Employees, Installed 
Capacity , Total 
Production Costs,

Energy generated Analysis indicates 
productivity improvements.

(Jain et al., 2010) DEA 30 Indian state 
owned generating 
utilities

Installed Capacity 
Coal Consumption 
Oil Consumption 
Auxiliary Consumption 
Energy Losses

Units Generated 
Energy Sold

11 generating utilities 
are found to be 
efficient

(Chitkara, 1999) DEA, (M i) Coal based generating 
Units India

Specific Coal 
Consumption (SCC), 
Specific Oil 
Consum ption (SOC)

Auxiliary Power 
Consum ption (APC)

Study indicates specific 
inerticiencies in units and the corrective 
measure to alleviate them

(Golany, 1988) DEA It presents the decision-m aker
with a set o f alternative 
efficient points in order 
to com pare different sets o f  inputs.
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Authors and 
Year

Models
Employed

Sample
Data

(I)Inputs (O)Outputs Contribution

(Vaninsky, 2006) DEA Electric power 
generation in 
USA in 1991-2004

Operating Expenses, 
Energy Loss,
Total Expenses

Utilization of Net 
Capacity

Obtained results point 
to relative stability 
in efficiency over the period

(Athanassopoulos et a!., 1999) DEA UK Utilities Fuel,
Controllable Costs, 
Capital Expenditure

Electricity Produced, 
Plant Availability 
Accidents Incurred 
Generated Pollution

Target scenario 
setting.

(Thakur et al., 2006) DEA 26 Indian Slate 
Owned Electric Utilities 
SOEU

Total Costs,
Number of Employees, 
Adjusted Costs

Energy Sold, 
Customers, 
Distribution Line 
Length

The results indicate that 
the performance of several 
SOEUs is sub-optimal.

(Golany et al., 1994) DEA Power plants 
in Israel

Fuel Consumption,
Installed Capacity,
Internal Power, Capital, 
Manpower, Misc Expenses, 
Fuel Stock

Generated Power, 
Operational 
Availability, Deviation 
from Load, Deviation 
from operational 
Parameters, SO2 emissions

Systematic 
framework for the 
selection of factors 
is presented

(Thakur and S., 2009) DEA 34 State Owned 
Electric Utilities 
SOEUs

Installed Capacity 
Auxiliary Consumption

Energy Generated Study indicates the existence 
of large inefficiencies 
in particular Scale inefficiencies.

(Meenakumari and Kamaraj. 2(X)8) DEA 29 Stale Owned 
Electric Utilities 
SOEUs in India

installed Capacity, 
Distribution Line Length,
T&D Losses

Energy Supplied, 
Number of 
Customers

From the results of this is a existence of 
study it is observed that there 
inefficiency in 22 SOEUs.

(Diewert and Nakamura, 1999) DEA 77 power plants 
in 28 different 
countries

litres per plant-year 
of diesel fuel & 
lubrication oil.

Electricity Produced The single factor efficiencies 
for the power plants in our 
data sample fail to

Labour, Materials identify best practice in an overall sense
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A u th o rs  a n d  
Y ear

M o d e ls
E m p lo y e d

S a m p le
D a ta

( l ) I n p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n tr ib u t io n

(G o to  and  T su tsu i, 1998) D E A 9 v ertica lly  in teg ra ted  
Jap an ese  and  14 
US u tilities  from  
1983-1993

G en era tio n  C apacity  
Puel (kC al)
L abou r
P ow er P urchases

R esiden tia l S ales 
G W h,
N on-res iden tia l
Sales G W h

C ost effic ienc ies o f  Jap an ese  
e lec tric  u tilities  h ighe r 
than  U S u tilities  ov er the 
period  w ith  a lloca tive  the cause.

(S ueyosh i and  G o to , 2001) D EA 25 e lec tric  pow er
co m pan ies
from  1984 to  1993

G en era tio n  C apacity , 
F uel C onsum ption , 
N um ber o f  E m ployees

E lectric ity  G enera ted A new  s lack -ad ju s ted  data  enve lopm en t 
an a ly s is  (S A -D E A ) m odel w h ich  exp lic itly  
inco rp o ra tes  an in fluence  o f  s lacks in to  its e f
fic iency  m easu rem en t.

(A ro cen a  and  W addam s Price , 
2003)

D EA S pan ish  E lec tric ity  

G enera to rs

P uel,

In sta lled  C apacity ,
Labour,
P articu la tes

A nnual P roduction ,

A vailability , 
C0 2 ,S 0 2  tonnes

P ub lic ly  ow ned  g ene ra to rs

w ere  m o re  efficien t
u n d e r co s t o f  se rv ice  regu la tion

(K orhonen  an d  L u p tacik , 2 004 ) D E A 24 P ow er p lan ts Total C osts E lec tric ity  G enera ted , 
D U ST. 5 0 2  
em issions

T w o ap p ro ac h es  fo r 
the  es tim a tio n  o f  
eco -e ffic iency  are  p resen ted .

(P ark  and  L eso u rd , 2000) D E A , SPA 64  conven tional pow er 
p lan ts  in  S ou th  K orea

P uel C onsum ption , 
In sta lled  Pow er, 
L abor

E nergy  P roduc tion D E A  effic ienc ies inco rp o ra ted  
in to  stan d a rd  p ro d u c tio n  function  
m ode l and  a p p e a r  s ta tis tica lly  
m ore  sign ifican t.

(M eibod i, 1998) D E A , SPA 26  e lec tric ity Labour,
u tilities

E lectric ity  G en era ted  
C ap ita l, Puel

T h e  em p irica l ev idence  
su g g ests  tha t pu b lic  o w nersh ip  
o f  e lec tric ity  p ro d u c tio n  
m igh t have an  adverse  
effec t on  tech n ica l efficiency.

(B arro s  and  P eypoch , 2 008 ) D E A ,
R egre ss ion

T h erm o elec tric  pow er 
g en e ra tin g  p lan ts  
in  Portugal

N u m b er o f  W orkers, 
B ook V alue o f  
Physical A ssets, 
O pera tional C osts,

E lec tric ity  P roduction , 
M ax im um  C apacity  
to eva luate  efficiency, Tw o*slage 
P rocedure .

C o m b in es  D E A  w ith  
S im ar-W ilson  m ethod
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Authors and Models Sample (l)Inputs (O)Outputs Contribution
Year Employed Data
(Barros, 2008) M almquist

Index
Poriuga! Hydroelectric

energy generating 
plants 2001-2004

Number o f Workers,

Capital, Operational 
Costs, Investment

Production in MWh

(Jha and Shrestha, 2006^) DEA,
GAMS

Hydro power 

plants Nepal

Installed Capacity,

Total O&M  Expenditure, 
Number o f Employees

Energy Generated,

W inter Peaking 
Capacity, Sum m er 
Peaking Capacity

Average overall efficiency 50%,

technical elhciency 74%, 
and scale efficiency 71%.

(Jha c t al., 2007) DEA Hydropower plants 
in Nepal

Installed Capacity,
Annual O&M 
Costs, Number 
o f Staff
(Permanent & Temporary), 
Plant & Unit tripping

Energy Generated, 
Energy Generated 
D riest Month, 
W inter Peaking 
Capacity, Summ er 
Peaking Capacity

Modified DEA efficiency 
model is presented 
& and improvement 
directions are proposed.

(Dedoussis et al., 2010) DEA 20 Hydroelectric power 
plants in Greece

Power Capacity, 
Com m issioning Dale, 
Operation Time

Electricity
Delivered, Availability, 
Scheduled and 
Unexpected 
Operation Interruptions

Results indicate that 
inefficient plants with less 
than 10 years o f operation 
should decrease the 
annual operation time

(Sarica and Or, 2007) DEA 64 thermal, hydro 
and wind generating 
plants in Turkey

Fuel Cost, Production, 
Operating Cost,
Investment Cost, Construc
tion 
Time

Availability, 
Environmental Cost, 
Production, Utilization

Two efficiency indexes, reflecting 
operational and investment 
perform ance are defined and pursued.

Power Availability

(Iglesias et al., 2010) DEA, SEA 57 Spanish wind 
farm s from 2001-2004

Installed Capacity, 
Labour, Fuel

Electricity Generated High correspondence between 
the results o f technical 
efficiency obtained by 
both methods

(Hawdon, 2003) DEA International gas 
industry in 33 
Countries 1998-1999

Employment, 
Length o f Pipelines

Gas Consum ption, 
N um ber o f Custom ers

Recent developm ents in bootstrapping 
techniques are used to correct 
efficiency estim ates for bias and 
to assess the uncertainty 
surrounding such estimates. The 
implications o f these results 
for regulatory authorities are explored.
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A .2 Empirical DEA Applications to Electricity Distribution

A utho rs  an d  
Y ear

M odels
Em ployed

Sam ple
D ata

(I)ln p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n trib u tio n

(Filippini et al., 2005) SFA, COLS, 
DEA

59 Swedish 
electricity distribution 
utilities 1988-1996

Total Annual Costs, 
Number o f customers, 
Load Factor, Service Area, 
Average Labor Price,

Energy Delivered Study concludes that
benchm arking analysis should
be used to support rather
than to determ ine regulatory decisions.

(Farsi and Filippini, 2005) SFA, COLS, 52 electricity
DEA distribution utilities 1994

Average Capital Price, 
Average Input Price, 
High-voltage network
dummy
Auxiliary revenues

Total Annual Costs,
Number of customers.
Load Factor, Service Area, 
Average Labor Price, 
Average Capital Price, 
Average input Price,

Energy Delivered Considerable diflerences exist 
between param etric and 
non-param etric methods .

(Estache et al., 2004) DEA, SFA South American 
distribution companies 
1994-2000

Number of Employees 
Distribution Network 
Transformer Capacity

Total Sales, Service 
Area, Custom er Density, 
Demand Structure 
GNP per capita

Benchm arking could yield 
substantial efficiency results.

(Jam asb and Pollitt, 2003) DEA, COLS, 63 regional electricity OPEX,
SFA distribution utilities Total Expenditure,

Europe 1997-1998 Network Length

Units Delivered 
No o f Custom ers 
Network Length 
T& D Losses

Study finds SFA and 
COLS produce very 
com parable efficiency scores.

(Farsi and Filippini, 2004) SFA 59 Swedish 
electricity distribution 
utilities 1988-1996

Total Annual Costs,
Number o f customers,
Load Factor, Service Area, 
Average Labor Price, 
Average Capital Pricc, 
Average Input Price, 
High-voltage network 
dummy
Auxiliary revenues 
Share o f forest area

Energy Delivered The results suggest that 
stochastic frontier models 
can be used to gain 
inform ation about costs of 
individual firms.
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A utho rs  and  
Y ear

M odels
Em ployed

Sam ple
D ata

(l)In p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n trib u tio n

(Kum bhakar and H jalniarsson, 
1998)

(W hitem an, 1999)

OLS, SFA. 

DEA

DEA, SFA

Swedish retail electricity 

distributors 1970-1990

7 Australian and 32 
other Utilities 1994-1995

Number o f Full-time 

Employees,
Total Transformer Capacity ,

No. Full-time Employees, 
Hydro Power Capacity, 
Thermal Power Capacity

LV Units Delivered,

HV Units Delivered, 
No. o f HV Custom ers, 
No. o f LV Custom ers 
Electricity Generated

Privately owned firms were

relatively more etticient 
in all models with 
evidence o f scale economics. 
The results imply that 
the impact o f m icroeconomic 
reform on econom ic growth

(Pollitt, 1995) DEA, OLS 129 US transmission, 
firms, 136 US, 9 UK 
distribution firms 1990

Labour, Length 
Transform er Capacity, 
Network Size

M axim um Demand, Network 
Size Distribution, No. o f 
Custom ers, Sales-residcnts, 
Sales-non-residents,
Service Area, Electricity 
Output

Results indicate no by 
evidence to state 
perform ance is afifected 
ownership.

(Cullm ann and Von Hirschhausen, 
2008a)

DEA, SFA 

COLS

84 electricity distribution

com panies in Poland, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia, Hungary 
and Germany.

Number o f workers. 

Length o f Grid

Total Electricity Sales,

N um ber o f Custom ers, 
Inverse Density Index

The results suggest that the 
Polish distribution com panies 
are still inefficiently small.
The Czech Republic and Slovakia 
feature the highest efiiciency.

(Goto and Tsutsui, 1998) DEA 9 vertically integrated 
Japanese and 14 US 
utilities 1983-1993

Generation Capacity, 
Fuel (kCal), Labour, 
Power Purchases

Residential Sales (GW h), 
Non-residential (GW h)

Overall cost efficiencies o f Japanese 
electricity utilities are consistently 
higher than the US utilities. The 
allocative inefficiency was the 
prim ary source o f overall cost inefficiencies 
for Japanese utilities.

(Yu et al., 2007) DEA 14 distribution 
networks UK 1990-2003

OPEX, CAPEX Energy Delivered, Custom er 
Number, Length of 
Line, C ustom er Interruption, 
Distribution losses

The results suggest that the 
utilities may not be sufficiently 
incentivised to achieve socially 
optim al input bundles under 
the current incentive scheme.

(G iannakis et al., 2005) 14 distribution 
operators in the UK

Operating Expenditure,
Total Expenditure, Number 
o f Interruptions, Custom er 
Time

Total N um ber o f Custom ers, 
Energy Delivered 
Total Network Length

The results also show that 
im provements in service quality have 
inade a significant contribution to the

Lost due to Interruptions sector’s total productivity change.
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A utho rs and  
Year

M odels
E m ployed

S am ple
D ata

(I)In p u ts (O)O utpuLs C o n trib u tio n

(Cambini et al., 2012) DEA 115 electricity distribution 
zones Italy

Capital Costs,
Operating Costs, Operating 
Costs Energy Not Supplied

Energy (M W h)
Low Voltage Consum ers

Claim  that benchm arking models 
should include (monetary) 
measures o f regulated outputs

(Growitsch, Jam asb and Pollitt, 
2010)

SFA 7 European Countries Total Expenditure, Custom er 

Minutes Lost,

N um ber o f custom ers,

Units o f energy (GW h) 
Country dummies, 
Custom er density

The results em phasise that Quality

o f Service should be an integrated 
part o f efficiency and econom ic 
analysis o f regulated natural 
monopolies.

(C oellie t al„ 2008) DEA, SFA 92 French electricity 
distribution units 2003-2005

CAPEX, OPEX Energy Supplied, 
N umber o f Custom ers, 
Network Length

The empirical results indicate 
that the inclusion o f the quality 
variable has no significant cffect 
upon mean technical efficiency scores ob
tained.

(Growitsch, Jam asb, M uller and
Wissner, 2010)

DEA 131 Norwegian distribution

network operators (DNO) 
from
the period 2001 to 2004

SO TEX ,TO TEX Energy Supplied, 

Final Custom er

The results indicate that internalising

external or social cost o f service quality

does not have an im portant role in 
improving cost efliciency in Norwegian 
distribution utilities.

(Hougaard, 1994) DEA 82 Danish electricity
distribution utilities (EDUs) 
1991

Number o f Employees, 
Wages, OPEX,

Losses, Capital Value

Network Size, 
Electricity Supplied,

Number o f Custom ers

There was significant potential for 
efficiency improvem ent among the firms,

calculated efficiency scores are sensitive to 
model specification and rank order across 
m odels was rather robust.

(Burns and W eyman-Jones, 1994) DEA, SFA UK RECs in England 
1973-1993

Number o f Employees, 
Network Size, transform er 
capacity, custom er density, 
share if industrial energy

Number o f Custom ers, 
Domestic Custom ers, 
Com m ercial Custom ers, 
Industrial Custom ers, Max 
Demand

Evidence o f Productivity Growth.

(DTe, 2000) DEA 18 Dutch regional 
network utilities 1996

OPEX, OPEX
and Tangible Depreciation

Units Distributed, No. o f 
Custom ers, No. o f Small 
Custom ers, No. o f 
Large Custom ers, Network 
Length, No. of 
Transformers

The study investigated the choice 
o f m odels and availability o f 
data that will be used to 
estim ate perform ance for 
regulatory purposes.
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A u th o rs  a n d  
Y ear

M o d e ls
E m p lo y e d

S a m p le
D a ta

( I ) ln p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n tr ib u t io n

(Jam a sb  and  P o lliti, 2003 ) D E A , C O L S  
SFA

63 e lec tric ity  d is tribu tion  
and  reg ional tran sm ission  
u tilitie s  in 6 coun tries

Total C ost, O pera ting  
C osts , N etw ork  L ength , 
Energy  L ost in T ransm ission

U nits  e lec tric ity  D elivered , 
N um ber o f  C ustom ers, 
N e tw ork  L eng th

T h e  resu lts  show  that the  cho ice  o f  
b en ch m ark in g  te chn iques , m odel 
specifica tions , and  variab les can 
a lfec t the  e llic iency  scores, 
and  the rank o rd e r  o f  firm s.

(H atto ri e t a l., 2002 ) D E A , SFA E lec tric ity  d istrib u tio n  
sy stem s in the U K  and 
Jap an  be tw een  1985 and 
1998

C A P E X , O PE X E nergy  D elivered , 
N um ber o f  C u sto m ers, 
L eng th  o f  L ines,

M ax D em and

T he resu lts  su g g es t tha t the 
p roductiv ity  gain  in the U K  
e lec tric ity  d is tr ib u tio n  has  been

la rg er than  in the  Jap an ese  sector.

(D o ra isam y , 2004 ) D E A U K  e lec tric ity  d is tribu tion  
n e tw o rk  o pera to rs

C ap ita l Inputs, 
O pera tin g  E xpend itu re

Total C ustom ers,
Total un its  d is tr ib u ted  (G W h), 
M ax im um  dem an d  (M W ), 
S erv ice  A rea, Q u a lity  o f  
se rv ice  m easu re(s)

T h e  resu lts  show ed  ev idence  
tha t th e re  w as sco p e  fo r o pera ting  
ex p e n d itu re  sav ings  and  cap ital 
sav in g s  ac ro ss  all the D N O s.

(H ja lm arsso n  and  V eiderp lass, 
1992)

D E A S w ed ish  retail 

e lec tric ity  d is tribu to rs

H ours W orked, Low

V oltage P ow er L ines,
H igh  V oltage P ow er L ines, 
Total T ransfo rm er C apacity

Low  V oltage E lectricity ,

H igh V oltage E lectricity ,
N o. o f  L ow  V oltage C u sto m ers, 
N o. o f  H igh  V oltage C u s to m e rs

T h e re  w as no  s ign ifican t d ifference

in p roductiv ity  a sso c ia ted  w ith  m ode 
o f  ow n ersh ip . P ro ductiv ity  grow th  
in ru ral a reas  has been  faste r 
than  in u rban  areas

(G ile s  and  W yalt, 1993) D E A , 
T ranslog  
C ost M odel

60  e lec tric ity  au tho rities  
in  N ew  Z ea land  1986-1987

Labour, N etw ork  Size, 
T ran sfo rm er C apacity , 
E lec tric ity  P urchased

U nits  S old E co n o m ies  o f  S cale  is p resen t

(K orhoneii and  S y rjan en , 2003 ) D E A O PE X U nits  o f  E lec tric ity  D is tribu ted , 
3 -y ear average o f  Total 
In te rrup tion  T im e, N etw ork  
Leng th . N um ber o f  C ustom ers, 
A verage Snow  D ep th  in W inter, 
k m '  fo res t co v e r

T h e  s tudy  p rov ides  an  ex tensive  
fram ew o rk  fo r the  se lec tion  o f  
v a riab les  in c luded  in  the efficiency  
ana ly sis . T h e  find ings ind ica te  
co n s id e rab le  im provem en ts  to  
efficiency  can  be a tta in ed  by 
d is tr ib u tio n  netw ork  opera to rs.

(S alvanes  an d  T jo tta , 1994) T ranslog
C o st
F unction

91 N o rw eg ian  e lec tric ity  
d is tr ib u to rs  1991

L abour, C ap ita l, 
E lec tric ity  Purchased

E lectric ity  S upp lied , 
N u m b er o f  C ustom ers

N o  ev id en ce  o f  ec o n o m ies  o f  
sca le  but s ign ifican t ev idence  
o f  ec o n o m ies  o f  density
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(l)In p u ts (O )O u tp u ts C o n trib u tio n

(Filippini, 1996) Cost
Function

39 Swiss distribution 
utilities 1988-1991

Labour, Load Factor, 
Purchased Power

Units Delivered, Load 
Factor, Service Area, 
No. o f Custom ers

Presence o f econom ies o f scale 
for small and m edium utilities and 
econom ies o f density for different output lev
els.

(Von Hirschhausen et al., 2006)

(Yatchew, 2000)

DEA, SFA

Transiog
Cost
Function

307 Germ an electricity 
distribution utilities

Electricity distribution 
utilities Ontario 1993-95

Labour, Capital, 
Network Size, Losses 
Peak Load

Total Cost, Network Length, 
Load Factor, wages

Energy Delivered, 
Inverse Density Index, 
Turnover, No. o f 
Custom ers

Energy Sales,
No. o f Custom ers

The results suggest that returns 
to scale play but a m inor role; 
only very small utilities have a 
significant cost advantage. Fasi 
Germ an utilities feature a higher 
average efficiency than Wesl German. 
The data reveal substantial evidence 
o f increasing returns to scale 
with m inimum efficient scale being 
achieved by firms with about 
20,000 custom ers. Larger firms 
exhibit constant or decreasing returns

(Perez-Reyes and Tovar, 2009) DEA 14 distribution 
com panies in Peru 
19962006

No. o f Employees, 
M onetary Value o f Capital. 
Network Length, 
Distribution Losses,
No. o f Substations,

Annual Sales o f Electricity, 
N um ber o f Custom ers

The results indicate show that 
im provem ents in efficiency 
and productivity were higher in 
the first years following the 
im plem entations o f the reforms 
w ithin the sector.

(Nakano and M anagi, 2008) DEA

(Pom bo and Taborda, 2006) DEA

(Chunbo et al., 2011) DFA

9 Japanese electricity 
com panies

12 electricity distribution 
com panies in Columbia

26 Chinese Power plants 
2000-2008

Employees, Fuel 
Consumed, Capital Slock

Employees, No. of 
Transformers and 
Substations, Power 
lines Network

Generating Capacity, 
Labour, Fuel Consumption

Electricity Produced

Total Sales, 
Total Custom ers

Electricity Generated

The results show that there is a 
positive effect o f regulatory reforms 
on productivity. This productivity 
growih is m ainly because o f technological 
change.

Plant efficiency and productivity 
increased after de reform, 
mainly in the largest utilities 
used as benchm arks in the DEA 
efficiency scores measures.

Ib ta l Factor Productivity (TFP) growth 
mainly com es from technological change; 
the technical efficiency o f previously 
SPC managed power plants is converging to 
Ihe belter-perform ing independeni power 
producers (IPPs).
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(Abbott, 2006) DEA Australian State electricity 
sectors over the period 
1969 to 1999.

Capital Slock,
Labour, Fuel 
M aterials and Services

Energy Supplied The results indicate that there in the 
has been a substantial improvement 
perform ance o f the industry 
since the mid-1980s.

(Ramos-Real et al., 2009) 17 Brazilian electricity 
distribution utilities 
1998 to 2005

No. o f Employees, 
Network Length, 
Power Lost due to 
Interruptions

Energy Delivered, 
No o f Custom ers, 
Service Area

TFP index records a yearly 
positive growth rate o f 
1.3% in the whole period 
under analysis for all firms.

(Cullm ann and Von Hirschhausen, 
2008^)

DEA, SFA 32 Polish electricity

distribution companies 
1997 and 2002

No. o f Workers, 

Length o f Network

No. o f Custom ers,

Electricity Distributed, 
Inverse Density Index

The technical efficiency increased during

o f the com panies has indeed 
the transition, while allocative 
efficiency has deteriorated.

(H jalm arsson and Veiderpass, 
1992)

DEA 289 Swedish retail

electricity distributors 
1970-1976

Hours Worked, LV

Power Lines, HV 
Power Lines, 
Transform er Capacity

LV Electricity, HV

Electricity, LV Custom ers, 
HV Custom ers

The study indicates a high rate

o f productivity growth, due to 
econom ies o f density, when 
measured over the 17 year period.

(Bagdadioglu et al., 1996) DEA 70 organisations in 
the Turkish electricity 
distribution sector

Manpower, Transformer 
Capacity, Network Size, 
General Expenses, 
Network Losses

No. o f Custom ers, 
Electricity Supplied,
Max Demand, Service Area

The early results show belter 
technical and scale efficiency 
scores for the privately 
operated distribution organizations.

(Berry, 1994) Translog
Cost

169 US rural electric Capital, Labour, Power Sold: Industrial, 'I'he rural electric co-operatives

Function co-operatives and private 
utilities 1988

Fuel, Bulk Power 
Purchased

W holesale, Residential/ 
Commercial Custom ers

were found to be less 
efficient than the private 
electric utilities.

(Esiach et al., 2002) DEA, SFA 39 electricity distribution 
com panies 1994-2000

No. o f Employees, 
Distribution Length, 
Transform er Capacity

Total Sales, Service 
Area, Custom er Density, 
Dem and Structure,
GNP per Capita

The most important result o f this 
paper has been to show that 
yardstick or benchm ark competition 
organized around m easures o f technical 
efficiency is possible, at least in a mild form.

(M ota, 2004) DEA, SFA 14 private companies 
Brazil and 72 companies 
in the US 1994-2000

Operational Costs,
Total Operational Costs

Total Sales,
No. o f Consumers, 
Kilometres o f Distribution

The results suggest that capital 
costs should not be excluded 
from the benchm arking.

lines
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(Sanhueza, 2003) DEA 35 electricity 
distribution companies 
in Chile

O & M Costs, Capital 
Costs, No. o f Workers, 
Rem unerations, Not 
Sold Energy

Total Energy Sold, 
M ax Demand, No. 
o f Custom ers, 
D istribution Network

The adoption o f the DEA methodology 
in the efficient firm regulation 
process gives more transparency.

(Zhang et al., 2002) 36 developing and 
transitional econom ies over 
from 1985-2003

Net Electricity Generation 
and installed generation 
capacity per capita of 
the populaiion

Electricity Generation 
to Average Capacity

The empirical results presented show
consistently that com petition in
electricity generation is more
important than privatization or the
establishm ent o f independent
regulation in bringing about performance
improvements.

(W eyman-Jones, 1991) DEA 12 public energy 
distribution com panies in 
England and Wales

Total Value o f Company 
Area Assets, Man-hours, 
Amount o f Main 
Distributions in Service

Retail Sales to Domestic, 
Com m ercial, and 
Industrial Custom ers

The study finds only five technically 
iire o f the twelve boards are 
efficient, and that there 
wide divergences in perform ance.

(Pahwa et al., 2003) DEA 50 electric 
utilities in the US

Distribution Losses, O&M 
Costs, Capital Expenditure, 
Transformer Capacity, 
Distribution Line Length

System Peak 
Total Sales 
No. o f  Custom ers

The results include perform ance 
efficiency, gaps in inputs 
and outputs o f inefficient 
utilities, sensitivity-based 
classification o f utilities, 
and a gap report.

(Econom ics, 1999) DEA Electricity distribution 
in New South Wales

Total O & M  Costs, 
Route Kilometres, 
Transformer Capacity

Total Energy Delivered. 
Total Custom ers,
Peak Demand

Productivity growth varied considerably 
am ong the NSW  distributors over the 
three-year period from 1995-96 
to 1997-98, but was in the order 
o f 2% to 3 % per annum  on average

(M iliotis, 1992) DEA,
Econometrics

45 electricity distribution 
o f G reek Public Power 
corporation

Network Length, Capacity 
of Installed Points, 
General Expenses, 
Administrative Labour, 
Technical Labour

No. o f Custom ers 
Served, Energy Supplied, 
Service Area

The results indicate higher 
efficiency scores in urban areas 
but this is not supported by the 
econom etric results. Both methods 
indicate the excess use o f labour 
in less efficient utilities

(Grifell-Tatje and Lovell, 2003a) DEA 9 Spanish distribution 
utilities 1995

LV Lines, MW Lines.
HV Lines, Trans.
Capacity HV to MV/LV, 
Trans. Capacity MV to LV

No. o f LV Custom ers,
No. o f M V/HV Custom ers, 
Service Area, Units 
Sold. Service Reliability

The com parison o f the utilities to 
ideal efficient model utilities 
designed by engineers show the 
ideal firm to be more efficient, 
on the whole.
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(M eibodi, 1998) DEA, SPA 26 electricity 
distribution utilities 1995

No. o f Employees, 
Labour, Network size. 
Transformer Capacity, 
Generating Capacity,

Sales Residential,
Sales Industrial, No. 
o f Residential Customers, 
No. o f  Industrial Custom ers

The empirical evidence suggests that 
public ownership o f electricity 
production might have an 
adverse effect on technical efiiciency.

(Tsutsui and Goto, 2009) DEA 90 power

com panies in the US

Operation & M aintenance 
Costs
Purchased Power Expenses

Electric Power

Sales to Pinal 
Custom ers

Results reveal that the power

generation divisions o f the 
com panies studied have significant 
influence on the overall cost.

(Hattori et al., 2005) DEA, SPA 21 utilities, 12 UK 
regional electricity distribu
tion
com panies and 9 Japanese 
electricity utilities 
1985 and 1998

Total Expenditure No. o f Custom ers, 
Electricity Units Delivered

The results suggest that the 
productivity gain in the UK electricity

Custom er Density, 
Load Factor

distribution has been larger 
than in the Japanese sector.

(Yunos and Hawdon, 1997) DEA 27 distribution utilities 
Malaysia, Thailand and UK

Installed Capacity,
Labour, Losses,
Generation Capacity Factor

Gross Electricity 
Production

Evidence suggests that changes 
in the organization o f electricity 
generation can be justified 
on efficiency grounds.

(W hitem an, 1995) DEA 85 electricity systems 
in developing countries

Labour, Therm al Power, 
Hydropower, Nuclear 
Power, O ther Generation

Electricity Output Book

(Edvardsen and Forsund, 2003) DEA 122 electricity distribution 
utilities from  Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, Sweden 
and the Netherlands

1997

Total O & M Costs,
Energy Lost due to 
Interruptions, Power Lines 
Network, Replacement 
Value

Number o f Custom ers, 
Energy Delivered

The results point to Finland 
as the most productive 
country within the common 
technology.

(IPART, 1999) DEA 219 Australian, New 
Zealand, UK, US 
distribution utilities 
1995-1998

OPEX, Network Size, 
Transform er Capacity

Electricity Delivered, 
No. o f Custom ers, 
Peak Demand,

The NSW  utilities were, after 
adjustm ent o f efficiency scores 
for the effect o f environmental 
factors between 13 nd 14% less 
efficient than frontier firms.
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M o d e ls
E m p lo y e d

S a m p le
D a ta

( l ) l n p u ts (O )O u tp u ls C o n tr ib u t io n

(Z h an g  and  B arte ls , 1998) D E A , M onte
C arlo
S im u la tion

32 A ustra lian  pow er 
au th o ritie s , 51 N ew  
Z e a lan d  po w er boards, 
173 d iscos  in S w eden

N o o f  E m ployees, 
D is tribu tion  L ines, 
T ransfo rm er C apacity

Total N um ber 
o f  C u sto m ers  Served

S im u la tio n  resu lts  show  that as  sam ple  
size  in c reases  the  es tim ated  m ean  
tech n ica l effic ienc ies d ec re a se  genera lly .

(L o  ct al., 2001) D BA 24  e lec tric ity  
d is tr ib u tio n  d is tric ts  
in  Taiw an

E m ploym en t E xpend itu re , 
G enera l E xpend itu re ,
Total A sset, D istribu tion  
N etw ork , T ransfo rm er C a
pacity

N u m b er o f  C ustom ers, 
E nergy  S upp lied

T h e  em p irica l s tudy  show ed  tliat 
the  T P C  d is tr ic ts  have good 
overall ellic iency . M ost o f  the 
inefficient d is tr ic ts  su ffer from  scale

inefficiency to  a g rea te r d eg ree  
than  te chn ica l inefficiency.

(C h ien  et a l., 2003) D EA 17 serv ice  cen tres  
invo lved  in e lec tric ity  
d istrib u tio n  in  Taiw an

No. o f  Staff, 
G enera l E qu ipm ent,

N o. o f  C ustom er, 
D is tribu tion  L eng th , 
T ran sfo rm er C apacity

T h e  resu lts  show ed  that the 
p ro p o sed  reo rg an iza tio n  a lternatives  
have b e tte r  efficiency scores.

(Jha  et a l., n .d .) D EA 57 d istrib u tio n  
cen tres  in  N epal 
2004 -2005

A nnual O  & M , T ransfo rm er 
C apacity , F eeder L ength ,
No. o f  E m ployees, 
D istribu tion  L osses

A nnual E nergy  S ales, 
N u m b er o f  C ustom ers

T h e  an a ly s is  does  not necessarily  
requ ire  a  m u lti-p e rio d  data  
set o f  D C s to  have a p roper 
d isc rim in a tio n  in  the resu lts.

(Y ang and  L u , 2006) D EA 24  e lec tric ity  d is tribu tion  
d is tric ts  in  T aiw an  2003

E m ploym en t E xpend itu re , 
O pera tin g  E xpend itu re , 
D istribu tion  L ength , 
T ran sfo rm er C apacity

N o. o f  C ustom ers. 
E nergy  Sold , 
E nergy  L oss R ate

I 'h e  find ings ind ica te  E D D s covering  
the  h ig h -tech  in d ustry  park, 
on  ave rage , are m ore  efficient 
than  o n es  w ith  no h ig h -tech  
in d ustry  park . E D D s located  
in u rban  a rea s  o u tpe rfo rm  
those  located  in ru ral areas.

(C h en , 2002) D EA 22 d is tribu tion  
d is tr ic ts  in  Taiw an

L abour, C ap ital. 
G enera l E xpenses

E nergy  Supp lied , 
N o. o f  C ustom ers, 
H V  C ustom ers,
LV C ustom ers

T h e  resu lts  benefit
reso u rce  m an ag ers  an d  adm in is tra to rs  
w ith in  the  d is tr ic ts  fo r cost 
m an ag em en t in  the  com petitive  
e lec tric ity  m arket.
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(Bjorndal et al., 2008) DEA Norwegian electricity 
distribution com panies 2008

Cottage Customers, 
HV Lines, Network 
Stations, Interface

Energy, Custom ers, 
Forest, Snow,
Coast

Findings show that the two-sidedness
o f the weight restrictions and
the large num ber o f them,
involving a large share o f the
output variables, m ay have
unintended effects on the efficiency scores.

(Santos et al., 2010) DEA 14 Portuguese electricity
distribution com panies 
2002-2006

Operating Cost, 
Network Length, 
Transform er Capacity

Electricity Delivered, 
Total Interruption Time

The paper provides recom m endations 
regarding the successful 
application o f DEA for 
Perform ance improvement.

(W eyman-Jones, 1995) DEA UK electricity 
distribution

No. o f Employees, 
Network Length, 
Transform er Capacity,

Residential, Commercial 
and Industrial Sales,
M ax Demand, Number 
o f Clients, Network 
Length, Transform er 
Capacity, Total Sales, 
Population Density, Industrial 
Sales as proportion to 
Total Sales

Book

(Yu et al., 2009) DEA 12 distribution 
networks in the UK

Custom er Minutes, 
Operating Expenditure, 
Total Expenditure

N um ber o f Custom ers, 
Energy Delivered

The results indicate that weather 
factors often do not have a 
significant econom ic and 
statistical effect on the 
overall perfoniiance o f ihc utilities.

(Hattori et al., 2003) DE, SPA 21 distribution companies
- 12 from UK and 
9 from Japan

Total Costs, Operating 
Costs, Density,
Load Factor

Energy Sales,
No. o f Custom ers

The results suggest that
productivity gain in the
the UK electricity distribution
has been larger than in the Japanese sector.

(Agrell et al., 2005) DEA 238 electricity distribution 
concessions in Sweden

Operating Expenditure, 
Capital Expenditure. 
Net Losses

Peak Load, HV. LV 
Connections, Energy 
Delivered HV, LV, 
Clim ate Zone, Network 
Length

The findings contribute to the theoretical 
unification between firm-ba.sed DEA 
productivity models and m icro-economic 
reim bursem ent theories.
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APPENDIX B

Chapter Five - Data Sources and Models

B .l Transmission System Characteristics

T ransm ission  Lines T ransm ission Stations

400kV Overhead Lines

(km)

433 400kV Stations 4

400kV Underground Cables 2 220kV Stations 21

220kV + 275kV Overhead Lines L817 1 lOkV Stations 31

220kV + 275kV Underground Cables 125 400/220kV Transformers 5

1 lOkV Overhead Lines 4,654 275/220kV Transformers 3

1 lOkV Underground Cables 433 220/1 lOkV Transformers 44

B.2 Distribution System Characteristics

S u b tran sm iss io n M edium  & Low  Voltage

220 kV  S /S tns & llO k V  N etw orks M V N etw orks (km )

220/1 lOkV Stations 3 20kV Overhead - 3 phase 12,100

220/1 lOkV transform er Capacity (MVA) 2,000 20kV Overhead - 1 phase 24,700

1 lOkV Lines (km) 402 lOkV Overhead - 3 phase Stations 14,900

llO kV  Cables (KM ) 136 1 OkV Overhead - 1 phase 30,500

llO k V  S u b s ta tio n s 20kV Cable 565

110/38kV 82 10 KV Cables 8523

110/M V 25 M V/LV S /stns

110/38kV Transform er Capacity (MVA) 5,725 Pole m ounted - 3 phase 19,206

110/MV Transform er Capacity (MVA) 1,130 Pole m ounted - 1 phase 19,206

38kV  N etw ork Ground M ounted 19,458

Overhead 5,666 LV N etw ork (km )

Cables 836 Overhead - 3ph 4,100

38kV  S/S tns Overhead - 1 ph 53,000

No. o f Stations 433 LV Cables 12,100

Transform er Capacity (MVA) 4,781 LV M inipillars 157,000
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B.3 Names, locations and prevailing wind direction in Ireland from 1946-2010

Valentia Observatory 3000—?X>10

F v ita itag e  Frfquency of O ctm ra ice  of Wuiil Dii'e.-tjom

CktfiV 'j£R W n  • loi
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U fi O n w u i. Glasoemn HiO. Dublin 1 Met O m nnn Claaaevm Hill Dublin fi

Fig. B .l: Valentia W ind Rose Fig. B.2; Shannon W ind Rose

Rosslare 3000-2010

FVrowit/v^ Frequency of (.^"w rence «rf ffi/id Din=*'tjoic 

Cfthn. o r :  (NT n  - km

FrernKDcy -jt O cru irw v  Wuid

Roches Point 2000—2010

IVrwnt/i*p FrequflTR7  of Oa’urrwice wf Wind DirB.tJotjB

CtJm Om N  snia .  ion

E  Wz?

EVrcenlo^ Ff«rj*ejcy <rf O rcu n w ^  erf Wind L

04 an las 772 a j  M aB <ie '  - oc ^

o(arcl«rd drriktjtxc &7 taiMs
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Fig. B.3: Rosslare W ind Rose Fig. B.4: Roches Point W ind Rose
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W alin  j r u a n i ia l )  r?000-2010
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B.4 Application of DEA-Solver Pro Process

Once the data file in an Excel worksheet on an Excel workbook has been created. One must save 

the file and click open the “DEA-Solver Pro” explorer icon This begins DEA-Solver, then follow 

the following instructions on display otherwise if the file “DEA-Solver Pro” is not already open 

(loaded), click “Options” on the menu bar then select “M acro” and “enable this content” and 

the displaying Figure B.IO should appear.

The DEA-Solver Pro proceeds with the following four procedural steps Figure B. 11:

1. Selection of DEA model;

2. Selection of a data set in Excel Worksheet;

3. Selection of a workbook for saving the results of efficiency computation and;

4. DEA computation;

Figures B. 11 and B. 12 illustrates the procedure and model selection screen.

W elcom e

Welcome to I
Learning version 3.0

DEA-Solver
Cl ick  h e r e  to s t a r t

Fig. B.IO; DEA-Solver Start Up Screen

In tro d u c tio n

This; sohe r pi ocf f«Lv as follows:
1. Srlfction o f» DEA model.
2. Selection of a Data rUe iu Excel .sheet.
3. Selertloii of a W orkbook for sa>1iis results.
4. DEA Coinpiitatioii.

Fig. B .l 1: DEA-Solver Procedure Screen
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M odrI;
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D »(i»nsuig RTS 

RTS
.•Vxsmtuicr R efion  
A s n u a u rv  Regloii Q oIkU 
N on-disriptioiur>' 
N on-roiid olbbl»
Bouiid^d V niubl*

CCRiCC'R-l)

Cnoose

fi'oin tlif
k f t box.

Fig. B.12: DEA-Solver Model Selection Screen
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not have all of the following:

1. Worksheet “Summary”:

This worksheet gives an overview of the model run (i.e. type of DEA model, inputs/outputs) 

and also displays statistics concerning the data.

2. Worksheet “Score”:
This worksheet contains the DEA efficiency scores obtained by each DMU evaluated, and 

also the ranking reference set and lambda value of each DMU in the reference set.

3. Worksheet “Rank”:

This simply displays the rank and efficiency score of each DMU in descending order/

4. Worksheet “Projection”:
This worksheet illustrates the necessary adjustments needed for each DMU to be projected 
onto the efficiency frontier (i.e. the changes in inputs and outputs needed to make the 

DMU efficient).

5. Worksheet “Weight”:
Outlines the optimal weights applied to v(i) and u(i) for inputs and outputs.

6. Worksheet “Weighted Data”:
Displays the optimal weighted input/output values for the DEA model, (i.e. the original 

input/output data values multiplied by the optimal weights prescribed by DEA outlined in 
the “Weight” worksheet).

7. Worksheet “Slacks”:

Illustrates the input excesses 5” and output shortfalls for each DMU (i.e. how much 
excess input/output is available that is not required)

8. GraphSheets “Graph 1 and 2”:

These two worksheets illustrate the DEA efficiency scores in graphical form. “Graph 1” 
displays the scores of the DMUs in the order the were entered in the data file whereas 

“Graph 2” displays the scores in ascending order. These two graphs can be altered and 

redesigned by employing the graphic functions of Excel.
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APPENDIX C

Chapter Six - Results and Evaluation of Efficiency Analysis

C .l Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation for National Wind Models

no
100

■  BCC

ASE

♦  CCR

W ind Region DMUs

Fig. C. 1: Base Case Wind Regions
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Table. C. 1: Sensitivity A nalysis o f  Wind R egion Parameters
No. W ind

R egions

(PT E )

B C C 0

Full T im e 

M an  H o u rs  

O m itted

U n it R ate  

E x p o r t C apac ity  

O m itted

W ind

A vailability

O m itted

S ta tu s

1 Region A 1 1 1 0.92 Robu.stly Eff.

2 Region B 0.43 0.43 0.39 0.27 Distinctly Inefl'.

3 Region C 0.99 0.99 0.35 0.22 Significantly InelF.

4 Region D 1 0.99 1 1 Robustly EflF.

5 Region E 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 D istinctly Inefl .̂

6 Region F 1 1 1 1 Robustly Eff.

7 Region G 0.22 0.22 0.13 1 D istinctly Ineflf.

8 Region H 1 1 0.13 1 M arginally Eff.

9 Region I 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.51 Distinctly Ineff.

Note: Ineff. - Inefficient Eff. - Efficient

Table. C.2: Pearson Correlation Matrix for Wind Data
In p u t 1

(I) Full Time 

Man Hours 

(O&M )

In p u t 2

(1) Unit Rate 

Export Capacity 

(M W )

In p u t 3

(1) Wind 

Availability

(%)

O u tp u t 1

(O) Annual 

Production 

(M W h)

Full Time Pearson Correlation 1 .791* .257 .470

M an Hours Sig. (2-tailed) .011 .504 .201

N 9 9 9 9

Unit Rale Pearson Correlation .791* 1 .367 .325

Export Capacity Sig. (2-tailed) .011 .331 .393

(M W ) N 9 9 9 9

Wind Pearson Correlation .257 .367 1 .402

Availability Sig. (2-tailed) .504 .331 .284

(%) N 9 9 9 9

Annual Pearson Correlation .470 .325 .402 1

Production Sig. (2-tailed) .201 .393 .284

(M W h) N 9 9 9 9

Note: * Denotes C orrelation is .Significant at the 0.05 level
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C.2 Sensitivity Analysis and Model Validation for National Hydro Models
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Table. C.3: Sensitivity A nalysis o f  Hydro Parameters
No. H ydro (P T E )

B C C 0

S to rage

C apacity

O m itted

Em ployees/U nit 

R ate  E x p o rt C a 

pacity  

O m itted

O & M

O m itted

S ta tu s

1 A rdnacrusha 1 1 1 1 Robustly EfT.

2 Erne 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.16 Distinctly InefF.

3 Lee 1 1 1 0.28 M arginally EfF.

4 LifTey 0.86 0.86 0.69 0.12 Distinctly InefT.
.5 Turlough Hill 1 1 1 1 Robustly Eff.

Note: Ineff. - Inefficient Eff. - Efficient
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Table. C.4: Pearson Correlation Matrix for Hydro Data
Input 1

(1) Storage 

Capacity 

(MWh)

Input 2
(I) Employee/ 

Export 

Capacity

Input 3
(I) 0  & M 

Unit Rate

(%)

Output 1
(0 ) Annual 

Production 

(€/M W /yr)

Storage Pearson Correlation 1 .221* .153 .192

Capacity Sig. (2-tailed) .360 .403 .378

(MWh) N 5 5 5 5

Employee/ Pearson Correlation .221 1 .073 .432

Unit Rate Sig. (2-tailed) .360 .454 .234

Export Capacity N 5 5 5 5

0  & M Pearson Correlation .153 .073 1 .918*

Sig. (2-taiied) .403 .454 .014

(€/M W /yr) N 5 5 5 5

Annual Pearson Correlation .192 .434 .918* 1

Production Sig. (2-tailed) .378 .234 .014

(MWh) N 5 5 5 5

N ote: * D eno te s  C o rrc la lio n  is S ig n ifican t at the 0 .05  level
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